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"We cal-led for workers and there came human beings." 

Max Frisch. 

This is a study of some of those who came. 
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ABSTRACT 

TURKISH MIGRANT WORKERS IN THE fEDERAL REPUBLIC Of GERVlANY: 

AN ANTHROPOLOGICAL STUDY Of MIGRATION 

I. 
BY A.E. YUCEL 

* * 

This is a study of the process of labour migration from Turkey 

to the federal Republic of Germany. It is based on fieldwork carried out 

in the fRG. A major claim is made about methods, namely that in the study 

of urban societies, participant observation among a small group - the trad-

itional approach of anthropology - can be fruitfully supplemented by a 

larger survey based on Questionnaire interviews. This is the approach of 

this study. At the core of it is a survey of 267 migrants in different 

towns and industries in the fRG. Migration is understood as a dynamic 

social process and the internattiOAal labour migration emerges as an aspect 

of differential regional development. Within this framework migrants are 

seen as decisionmaking individuals, negotiating two systems with conflict-

ing expectations and pressures, those of Turkey and Germany. Their decis-

ions are made with the help of their social networks which are based on 

kin, fellow-countrymen and friends. 

Empirically this thesis shows that lahour migration is very 

selective and highly organized. Migrants work in low-skill, manual, low 

status positions that are left open by the indigenous population. Their 

positions in the labour and housing markets reflect their marginal posit-

ions and vulnerability. There is variation, however, within the migrant 

population. The variation appears as a result of differences in migrant 

ideology and such differences determine the misrants' plans for the future 

and their return to Turkey. 
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INTRODUCTION 

1.1. Introduction 

Human spatial movements have always generated tensions and 

problems of a demographic, social, psychological, economic, political 

and environmental nature. These problems, in their turn, have attrac

ted the attention of social scientists creating a tremendous amount 

of publish~d research in the field of human migrations. Today the 

literature continues to grow in an increasing scale just as improved 

communications make it easier for people to gather information on 

opportunities elsewhere and move. There are always new areas of 

migration appearing, new people joining the bandwagon in an old 

migration area, or the character of migrations changing, an area of 

emigration becoming an area of immigration, etc., thus providing the 

social scientists with new fields of research. 

This study tries to answer some of the Questions usually 

asked by students of migration from a particular angle, that of social 

anthropology. In an effort to undertand the meaning, scope and 

effects of migration, scholars, especially sociologists and economists, 

have generally concentrated on the macroscopic aspects of migration, 

relying heavily on census data, official statistics, surveys and 

similar quantified data (e.g. Ravenstein, E.G., 1889; Abadan, N., 1964; 

Rose, A.M., 1969: Castles, S. and Kosack, G., 1973; Paine, S., 1974, 

etc.) While sophisticated use of these techniques can expound the 
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dimensions and general characteristics of large scale migrations, 

they do not provide an insight into the actual processes of migration 

without the help of the traditionally microscopic attention of the 

anthropologist. 

One of the major shortcomings of macroscopic approaches is 

that the social and cultural diversity within a migrant population 

is often ignored. One of the main claims of this thesis is that 

Turkish workers in the FRG are a heterogeneous social group and that 

this heterogeneity follows certain parameters which include differences 

of education, regional origin, skill, sex, age and marital status. 

There is no migrant type; Turks may be perceived in Germany as one 

distinct group among the Gastarbeiter (guestworkers) but the differ

ences among Turks, at least for the Turks themselves, are far more 

significant than the similarities. Therefore, it is difficult to 

gemeralize about migrant workers. Generalization is, of course, 

necessary but the limits of generalization must be precisely drawn. 

Anthropological research can help in this, for without detailed 

descriptions of the diversity among migrant communities it is all too 

easy to create a false migrant type that exists not in the field but 

only in the minds of those who created it. 

Writers like Descloitres, R., (1967), Rose, A.M. (1969), 

Castles, S. and Kosack, G. (1973) and Mehrlander, U. (1975), for 

example, who are regarded as authorities on European labour migrations, 

have created such general and false types. Basing their generalizations 
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on macro statistical indicators about the sending societies which 

stress their underdeveloped characteristics, like high rates of 

population increase, low levels of education, high unemployment 

and low per capita incomes, these scholars have arrived at typo-

logies of migrants that portray them as classic peasants: unskilled, 

uneducated, impoverished, tradition-bound and hopelessly ignorant 

of industrial urban life (Rhoades, R.E., 1976: 69). 

same book. 

The three quotations below could have been taken from the 

"One of the most important differences between immigrants 
and the population into which they move is a rural-urban 
difference. A considerable proportion of the 'excess' 
population of emigrant countries comes from rural areas ••• 
Immigrants face problems adjusting not only to ·the 
national cultures of the immigrant countries but to the 
urban culture and to the specific occupations into which 
they move. Just how extreme this can be is suggested by 
the fact that many companies in Germany feel compelled 
to give their Turkish workers a course on traffic signals 
because these nationals were found to be so ignorant of 
traffic safety rules as to be highly accident prone." 
(Rose, A.M., 1969: 38-39). 

"The immigrant worker, coming to Western Europe for the 
first time, may never have seen a factory before, let 
alone have worked in one. He has probably lived all his 
life in a peasant community, using traditional production 
methods and pre-industrial technology. The hours and 
rhythms of work have been determined by the seasons and 
by' the natural needs of plants and animals. The diSCip
line and strict time-keeping required by industrial work, 
therefore require a painful change in the habits of the 
immigrant. Urban life too can prove difficult and confus
ing. People coming from small villages have to get used 
to new forms of housing, to unaccustomed modes of transport 
and to new methods of exchanging and distributing goods." 
(Castles, S. and Kosack, G., 1973: 46). 
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"Home life as it is understood in Central Europe 
might ••• have been unknown to many of those •••• 
when they first took up residence in the Federal 
Republic of Germany. Scientific studies have shown 
that sublimated home life, i.e. the need for clean
liness, order and decoration in the home and the 
heightened desire to shape one's own home, have to 
be interpreted in part as a direct result of indus
trial activity and factory discipline. Because of 
their socio-economic background, the majority of 
foreign workers will have had no opportunity to 
be influenced by these factors as far as accommod
ation requirements, way of living and home life are 
conce,:rmed." (fYlehrHinder, U., 1975: 246, as Quoted 
in Rist, R.C., 1978: 160). 

I will attempt to show that in the case of Turkish migrant 

workers, who are regarded as the most backward of all the migrant 

groups in Europe, the views expressed above are grossly over-simplified 

and are not representative of the great majority of the migrants. 

Because of the highly organized nature of the present day European 

labour migrations and the specific demands of the industrial countries 

of Europe, the migrants constitute, if anything, comparatively more 

educated, skilled and urbanized segments of the labour-sending coun-

tries and represent "a kind of working class brain drain" (Rhoades, 

R.E., 1976: 70). 

The model of the "average migrant" that will emerge in the 

folJowing chapters will, therefore, be significantly different from 

the one portrayed above. Although necessary in explaining the general 

trend and macro aspects of the migration process, the building of 

models and creation of a general migrant type falls short of explain-

ing the internal mechanisms (micro aspects) of the problem under 

consideration. To be able to explain, for example, why some people 
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migrate while others do not, why some migrate earlier than others, 

why some go to country X while others go to country V, or why some 

go to cities A and B in country X while others go to cities C and 

0, why some stay permanently in the country of immigration while 

others return home after a couple of years, why some bring their 

families along and live in private houses while others come alone 

and stay in workers' hostels, we need to look closer at the general 

type created and recognise diversity. 

1.2. Scope of the Study 

There are numerous definitions of migration. Most of them 

are limited to the "permanent change of residence" and do not take 

into account the sociologically most important aspects of spatial 

movements: the choices made by the actors in the migration process 

and the changes occ~ring in the social relations of the persons 

involved as a result of the movement. The one definition that does 

take into account these points is by Mangalam: "Migration is a 

relatively permanent moving away of a collectivity, called migrants, 

from one geographical location to another, preceded by decision 

making on the part of the migrants on the basis of a hierarchically 

ordered set of values or valued ends and resulting in changes in 

the interactional system of tl"E migrants." (~langalam, J., 1968: 8). 

The discussion that will follow will largely be based on this 

defini tion. 
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Migration is a dynamic social process. As such it consists 

of interlinked phases like gathering information, decision making, 

recruitment, moving, re-socialization, adaptation, assimilation or 

ghettoization,etc. All the phases are connected by the migrating 
• 

units, the migrants, and are usually divided by the time factor. 

The phases cannot be separated from one another except for analytical 

purposes when the researcher focuses his attention on one or other of 

them. Even then one must not forget that the stage under observation 

is only a part of a whole and that it cannot be explained in isolation 

from the rest of the phases. It is also important not to forget that 

the migration process as a whole operates not in a social vacuum but 

in a social field where it is constantly influenced by other fields 

of activities, e.g. the political and economic, and any change of 

conditions in the surrounding fields which affect one of the phases 

in the migration process is felt throughout the field. For example, 

in the case of international migrations, any change in policy by a 

labour importing country towards the restriction of foreign workers 

will have important economic, political and social r2percussions for 

the labour sending societies and will affect both the workers who 

have already migrated and the ones who were intending to migrate. 

Some prospective migrants will change their recruitment channels and 

go spontaneously, some will change their destinations and go to other 

countries, some of those who had already migrated will change their 

decisions about return migration or bringing their families to the 

host country. In the case of Turkish migrants in the FRG all these 

changes have been seen after the 1973 energy crisis and the restrict-

ions on migrant labour which followed it. 
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We can detect some dist~ types in the history of human 

migrations. These could first be classified into Involuntary and 

Voluntary migrations. In involuntary migration the migrants have 

either very little or no choice in the process. They may be forced 

either ecologically (e.g. as a result of droughts, earthquakes, 

nuclear or chemical pollution, etc.) or politically (as happened 

during and after the Second World War). They may be forced out of 

their homelands but could choose where to go, or they could be taken 

forcibly out of their homes and sent to specific locations elsewhere. 

According to the amount of choice the migrants can exercise, the in

voluntary migrations have been divided into impelled (little choice, 

hence flight), and forced (no choice, hence displacement) types 

(Petersen, W., 1958). The people involved in these have been called, 

according to the circumstances, refugees, displaced persons, expellees, 

etc. (Beijer, G., 1969). 

If the migrations occur within the national boundaries they 

are called internal migrations. Migration across national boundaries 

is called international migration. These could be either emigration 

(outbound), or immigration (inbound). A migrant is the person involved 

in the migration process. 

This study is concerned with the voluntary international 

migration of Turkish workers to the Federal Republic of Germany (which 

from now on will be referred to as the FRG). The term migrants will be 

used in a slightly wider sense to include all the people who intend to 
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live and work in the FRG for any length of time, whether it is some 

months, years or indefinitely. The reasons for this is that it is 

very difficult to differentiate between permanent and temporary 

workers. Some of the migrants originally came for one year and 

stay for years while others come for years and return after some 

months with disillusions. 

While anthropology is particularly suited to the study of 

migration, surprisingly it has had many shortcomings in this field. 

First and foremost has been the slowness of the theoretical devel

opments in the anthropology of migration (Kasdan, L., 1970). 

Perhaps this is not very surprising when one considers the scope of 

the subject. Every migration process involves an origin: the sending 

society; a destination: the receiving society and the migrating units: 

the migrants. Every act of migration brings the two social systems, 

that of the migrants and the hosts, or at least parts of them, together. 

Today migration is a phenomenon extending from pre-literate, through 

peasant and developing to post-industrial societies, and sometimes 

involving them all. It is not difficult to find many people in 

Western Europe, especially in France and Britain, who have managed 

to come here from their remote tribal lands by first going to an urban 

centre in their countries, then making their way to a port, sometimes 

in another country, and finally landing in one of Europe's post

industrial societies (e.g. Jeffery, P., 1976; Midgett, O.K., 1975; 

Aurora, G.S., 1967; Adams, A., 1979; van Amersfoort, H., 1972). The 

history of migrations, under various forms, of tribal people to the 
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administrative, industrial and mining centres of the continent, 

provides us with many examples of the interlinking of different 

social systems (Mayer, P., 1961; Mitchell, J.C., 1969A, 1970; 

Schildkrout, E., 1969, 1974; Southall, A., 1961). The same pattern 

is also well represented in the Latin American interstate migrations 

and migrations to the United States of America (e.g. Gonzales, N.L., 

1975; Lattes, A.E., 1975; Whiteford, S. and Adams, R.N., 1975). 

Obviously there are considerable conceptual difficulties 

in encompassing such a large area of study. These difficulties are 

so great that some scholars have even argued that it is not easy, if 

not impossible, to formulate a general theory of migration which could 

cover the whole range of migration forms (e.g. Jackson, J.A., 1969; 

Lee, E., 1969; Mangalam, J. and Schwarzwel1er, H., 1970). 

The lack of a well defined theotetical perspective and set 

of problems have prompted anthropologists to diversify in their studies 

of migration and have brought about a varied literature. Some have 

concentrated on the causes of migrations (e.g. Haddon, A.C., 1912; 

Nume1in, R., 1937), some on the sending communities (e.g. Schapera, I. 

1947; Gulick, J., 1955; Abadan-Unat, N. et al., 1975;"Akre, J., 1974; 

Simon, K.E., 1976), some on social changes and modernization (e.g. 

Southall, A., 1961; Simon, K.E., 1976; Vasa, i., 1979; Magnarella, P.J., 

1974, 1979), some on voluntary associations (e.g. Green, V., 1973; 

Little, K., 1965; Mangin, W., 1959), while most of them have concentrated 

on the adaptation of migrants to the new environment, using such concepts 
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as accommodation, acculturation, detribalization, assimilation, 

integration, urbanization, ethnicity and social networks (e.g. 

Mayer, P., 1961, 1962; Brody, E.B., 1969; Mitchell, J.C., 1969B, 

1974; Epstein, A.L., 1969A; Harries-Jones, P., 1969; Cohen, A., 

1969, 1974; Denich, B.S., 1970; Hannerz, U., 1974; Lloyd, P.f., 

1974,· Heller, C.S., 1975,· Hodge, W.H., 1975,· Southall A 1975· , ., , 

Schildkrout, E., 1975; Jeffery, P., 1976, etc.) In spite of their 

diversity, all these anthropological studies have one thing in 

common: they bring a "human dimension" (Alverson, H. 5., 1970) into 

the study of migrations which is rarely found in the studies made 

by scholars in the sister disciplines. Through these studies we 

gain an intimate knowledge of the people who are involved in the 

migration process. 

Some of the concepts developed by anthropologists have 

helped greatly in gaining this insight to migration. The applic-

ation of network analysis has been one ofihe most widely used and 

successful in this re~pect. It has been especially useful as a 

tool in explaining the behaviour of small groups of migrants in 

specific contexts, in how the social norms operate, how the inform-

ation, opinions and attitudes, goods and services are transmitted 

and how people are socialized in one direction rather than another 

(e.g. Mayer, P., 1961; Barnes, J.A., 1954; Batt, E., 1957; Mitchell, 

J C 1969A) The co ncept of social networks as developed by the . ., . 
urban anthropologists as a complementary framework to conventional 

anthropological methods is generally used in an analytical sense as 
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"a specific set of linkages among a defined set of persons, with the 

additional property that the characteristics of these linkages as a 

whole may be used to interpret the social behaviour of the persons 

involved' (Mitchell, J.C., 1969A: 2). 

Intrinsic to the concept of networks are the elements of 

choice and decision making by the actors. They are required to 

choose who to recruit to their networks, how many links to utilize 

to achieve a particular end, whether or how much to reciprocate to 

other persons in the network, for how long to operationalize a net

work, how frequently to interact with 'their links, etc. When applied 

to the study of migration the mi~nts here are no longer aggregates 

of numbers who flock into the industrial centres because they are 

all 'pushed' out of their rural homes or 'pulled' by the urban centres 

because of economic inbalances (although they are very important), but 

people who make rational decisions -within the structural limitations 

of their social situations - about whether or not to migrate, how and 

when to migrate, which channels to use, which part of their total net

works to uttlize, where from among many possible destinations to go, etc. 

However, to be able to put network analysis to good use in the 

migration studies we must not forget the fact that there are three 

different orders of social relationships which are "characteristic of 

large scale societies - possibly of all societies - but particularly 

of urban systems ••• These are: 

a) the structural order by means of which the behaviour of people is 
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interpreted in terms of action appropriate to the position they 

occupy in an ordered set of positions, such as in a factory, a 

family, a mine, a voluntary association, a trade union, political 

party or similar organization; 

b) the categorical order by means of which the behaviour of people 

in unstructured situations may be interpreted in terms of social 

stereotypes such as class, race, ethnicity, ••• 

c) the personal order by means of which the behaviour of people in 

either structured or unstructured situations may be interpreted 

in terms of the personal links iodividuals have with a set of 

people and the links these people in turn have Among themselves 

and with others ••• " (Mitchell, J.C., 1969A: 9-10). Social 

networks must be used as complementary to structural and categorical 

explanations to elucidate the details of social interactions on the 

personal order. A knowledge of the institutions and the categories 

of the migrants is crucial in understanding their personal relation

ships and the decision: making processes of the individuals have an 

important influence on the structural and categorical relationships 

of the actors. 

Turkish migrant workers operate within social networks 

which might be described, following B.S. Denich, in terms of con

centric spheres (1970: 137). An inner core consists of relations 

with yak~n akrabalar (close relatives, including affines as well as 

kinsmen) with whom mutual binding obligations are acknowledged. 

Around this are graduated spheres of relations with more distant 
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relatives (uzak akrabalar) and hemeehriler (fellow-countrymen) and 

arkadaelar (friends) who are not specifically obligated to a person 

but who may be called on for specific services. The relationships 

within the social networks are very much "instrumental" in character 

(Wolf, E., 1966: 12). Each member of a person's network is a poten

tial link with other persons who may be in a position to help him 

but who are not personally known to him. Because of the severely 

limited structural positions of the migrants on the margins of 

German society, their achievements in the FRG depend on the success 

of their manipulation of their categorical and personal relation

ships. These relationships are governed by what M. D. Sahlins called 

"generalized reciproci ty" (1972), which is a form of exchange based 

on the assumption that returns balance out in the long run and are 

supported by norms that are believed to be "Turkish." Relatives, 

hemsehriler or friends are frequently called upon to find jobs, 

accommodation or provide other services either for oneself or for 

another friend. Those who are approached in this way feel obliged 

to do what they can and help, for not doing so would be un-Turkish 

(Turkluge yak1$maz) and entail, in repeatedly proven cases, being 

ostracised by the Turkish community which is the source of recog

nition and status for an overwhelming majority of the Turkish 

migrants. 

In the course of this thesis I shall describe how the 

migrants I studied used their social networks of relatives, hemeeh

riler and friends to facilitate their migration and settlement in 

• the FRG. However, before the analysis can be developed it is nec-

essary to examine some aspects of the social structure of the society 
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from which· the migrants came and to which they go, and the relat

ionship between the two. Essentially this is a relationship 

which must be grasped historically. 

1.3. Turkish Social Structure 

1.3.1. Underdevelopment 

The main structural feature of modern Turkey, at present, 

is its underdevelopment with its wide-ranging consequences for the 

social institutions of Turkish society. The particular causes of 

this underdevelopment are to be found in the coincidence of the 

decline of the ottoman Empire (starting in the mid-sixteenth century 

with the disintegration of the land tenure system) and the expansion 

of European capitalism on a world scale. Both historical processes, 

while having their unique and separate causes, are nevertheless 

interconnected. The develppment of capitalism in Europe had direct 

consequences for the ottoman Empire. 

The ottoman Empire had reached its optimum growth at the 

beginning of the 16th century when more than 50% of the total reven

ues went to the Sultan (treasury). Towards the end of the 16th 

century, although the revenues had increased more than four times, 

the treasury's share had fallen to 25%. This meant that the optimum 

point of growth had been exceeded (Cavdar, T., 1973: 11). Conquests 
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were becoming less and less lucrative. From then on the decline of 

the Empire started. It became progressively less powerful in both 

military and economic fields. First of all the land tenure system 

collapsed with far-reaching effects on the population. 

The ottoman land tenure system, called timar, had its roots 

in the Islamic ikta system. Under this system a certain portion of 

the conquered lands were assigned to the commanders of the army for 

their services. In the Seljuk and later in the ottoman Empires, this 

system was sophisicated and connected to the military organization of 

the Empire. The result was the military ikta system by which the 

lend was classed into three groups: has, ikta and haraci lands. ~ 

was the private property of tbe Sultan. Ikta lands constituted the 

bulk of the Empire and were divided into timars (fiefs). Haraci 

lands were the conquered lands of the non~~uslim people which had 

remained the property of their ruler in return for a certain amount 

of tax (harac). 

Timars were assigned to the commanders and soldiers of 

merit (called sipahis), in return for their military services. 

They had to be ready for war at any time and supply the SuI tan 

with a certain number of soldiers in full armament. The land 

belonged to the cetralized state. The Sultan, who personalized 

the state, distributed the control of the land as timars among the 

sipahis in return for their military services. The land still 

remained the property of the state but was controlled by the 
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sipahis. The revenues from the timars went to the sipahis, who 

paid their taxes to the Sultan according to the size of their 

land. Peasants had rights to plots of land for their li~ihood 

for as long as they cultivated them. They paid taxes for these 

rights which were inherited by their sons. Although there was 

a relationship of authority between the sipahis and the peasants 

(reaya), the latter were subjects of the Sultan and not of the 

sipahis. There was a set of laws governing the relationships 

between these two groups and protecting the peasants. 

8y the mid-sixteenth century when this system started 

disintegrating some powerful sipahis, civil servants and relig

ious functionaries started owning private farms and estates and 

employing farm workers (lrgats) and shepherds. In spite of the 

obstacles in the land tenure system, some peasants became richer 

and owned more land while some became poorer with less land. As 

time passed richer peasants became even more powerful through 

usury and poor peasants started to lose their land. These devel

opments resulted in an internal migration from rural areas towards 

the cities. This internal migration was greatly accelerated by the 

population explosion in the 15th and 16th centuries: between 1530 -

1580 the population in the Empire increased by 40-50%, and in many 

large cities this increase was more than 100%. In the 1478 census 

Istanbul had a population of 97,956 which had increased to 400,000 

by 1520 and to 800,000 in the second half of the sixteenth century. 

At the beginning of the seventeenth century, the population of 
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Istanbul was estimated at around 1 million. Comparable figures 

for Edirne in Eastern Thrace were 200,000, Sivas and Kayseri in 

Central Anatolia 150,000 and 95,000 respect1"vely (AVC1" g-l 0 o u, ., 

1969: 15,16). 

Meanwhile in Western Europe a capitalist society was 

beginning to develop. With the shift of the international East-

West commercial route which crossed the ottoman lands from the 

Mediterranean to the Indian and Pacific Oceans, the Europeans 

developed a rich colonial trade in the 16th and 17th centuries. 

Great inflation in Europe after the enormous increase in the 

amount of gold and silver being brought in following the explor-

ation of America caused the Europeans to search for cheap raw 

materials and agricultural products. They found these in the 

ottoman Empire. As a result of the exportation of raw materials 

and following inflation, ottoman industry found itself in a 

crisis and started to decline. With the development of manufac-

turing industry in Europe and simultaneous economic resession in 

the ottoman Empire, more and more European goods started infil-

trating the Empire with consequent disintegration of traditional 

craft forms and institutions of production. Handicrafts and 

guild organizations were the first victims. Members of these 

organizations later became labourers in trnmodern sense after the 

full separation of the labour force from the means of production. 
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These developments resulted in trn heavy migrations of 

the 18th and 19th centuries from rural areas to the cities and 

especially to Istanbul. The population of many cities like Filibe, 

Lom, Hacioglu, Pazarcik, Selanik and many others in Anatolia and 

the Balkans increased with the migration of landless peasants. 

These people provided the work force for those reviving branches 

of ottoman industry from the 19th century onwards. 

The economic difficulties of the ottoman governments 

reached a crisis point in the 1840s when they had to submit to 

the imperialistic policies of the West, particularly of Great 

Britain and France. With a trade agreement between Great Britain 

and tha,Ottoman Empire in 1838, the Empire became an open market 

for capitalist European Ddustries and in the face of European 

competition most of tne traditional ottoman industries disinte

grated within ten years. 

However, during this economic and industrial recession, 

some serious attempts were also made by the state to establish a 

modern industrial base. New textile, leather, metal, glass and 

paper factories were set up but due to a lack of technical and 

administrative expertise and regulations which would have protected 

national industries (the Capitulations had been granted previously), 

most of these industrial establishments could not survive and had to 

close down. After the failure of this attempt the state did not 

undertake any serious industrial initiative again until the estab

lishment of the Republic in 1923. 
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In the l840s some factories were also established in 

the private sector, first in the ~xtile industry and almost 

exclusively by foreign capitalists and Christian minorities. 

The labour for these newly established industries was provided 

by the rural migrants and the former members of various craft 

guilds that were disintegrating at the time. The other branches 

of industry that drew many workers from the surrounding areas 

allover the country were the mining and building industries 

(highways and railways). 

The emergence of Muslim women as industrial workers 

came after the l860s in Turkey. They first appeared in silk 

and carpet factories in Western Turkey (Sencer, 0., 1969: 94). 

Spinning, rug and carpet making were of course the traditional 

activities of women in rural areas. 

The migration of peasants to urban centres gained momentum 

after the famine years in the last quarter of the 19th century. 

Hundreds of thousands of people abandoned their homes in Central 

Anatolia, in and around Ankara, K1r~eh1r, Yozg~t, ~ank1r1 and 

Sivas and came to cities like Adana, Bursa and Istanbul in 1874 and 

1891 (Sencer, 0., 1969: 116-118). 

Comparable statistical information for the 70th century 

on internal migrations in what had become Turkey only became avail-
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able with the regular population censuses after the foundation of 

the Republic. The number of inhabitants of a province who were 

born in other povinces was first recorded in the 1935 census. The 

information was improved in the later censuses by recording the 

population of provinces by birthplace (1950), and the population 

by provinces and birthplaces for localities above and below 

10,000 inhabitants (1955). 

If we look at the figures, we see a steady increase in 

the number of people taking part in internal migration. (Table 1.1). 

Table 1.1. Internal Migrations in Turkey. 

Years Total Population Those Born in Other Percentage 
(in 'ODDs) Provinces (in 'ODDs) 

1945 IB,790 1,347 7.7 

1950 20,947 1,693 B.l 

1955 24,065 2,505 10.4 

1960 27,755 3,179 11.5 

1965 31,391 4,019 12.B 

Source: State Institute of Statistics, Population Censuses. 

The general trend of migration is from the eastern half of 

the country towards the western half. Most of the mi~rants go to the 

big cities like Istanbul, Ankara, izmir, Adana, Zonguldak and Samsun. 

The general pattern is for the youn~ men to migrate first and bring 
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their dependents only after they feel secure in their new environ

ment. The men constituted 62% of the total migrants in both 1935 

and 1960 censuses (Tumertekin, E., 1968: 5), which figure stood at 

61% in 1965. Unfortunately, we have no information regarding the 

length of this cycle of the migration of men/settling down in a 

city/bringing the family to join them. Of course, some men never 

bring their families to the cities: those who have some land and 

animals to be looked after and those with dependents too young or 

too old to work in the city prefer to leave their families behind -

a factor which later was found to be true for some of the migrant 

Turkish workers in West Germany. The aim of the majority of the 

men in this category is to save enough money in as short a time as 

possible and go back home to better their life there by buying some 

land or animals. However, most of them can never achieve this aim 

and become permanent workers in the cities. When another member of 

the family becomes old enough to work he either joins or replaces 

the one already in the city. 

Internal migrations in Turkey are directed towards large 

and relatively industrialized cities. In 1960, more than 70% of 

the migrants preferred to settle in provinces with a population of 

more than 100,000 and 40% of the total migrants actually went to 

the three largest cities of Istanbul, Ankara and tzmir (TGmertekin, 

E., 1968: 128). Unfortunately, we have no way of knowing the 

stages involved in the internal migrations in Turkey for censuses 

provide no information on the past experiences of migrants, so we 
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do not know to what extent the "Law of Migrations", as Ravenstein 

calls it (Ravenstein, E.G., 1889) - i.e. the migration of people 

first from village to town, later from town to city and lastly 

from city to big cities - applies in Turkey. But the fact that 

towns in Turkey are rather small and economically undifferentiated 

from the villages (Dewdney, J.C., 1971: 80) and that there are vast 

differences regarding industrialization between the eastern and 

western parts of the country in favour of the latter, together with 

the fact that the general trend of the migration is from the eastern 

towards the western parts of the country and that more than 70% of 

the migrants settled in cities with more than 100,000 inhabitants, 

as mentioned above, leads to the conclusion that internal migrations 

in Turkey are, in general, directly from rural settlements to big 

cities and are, therefore, of the long distance type. Supporting 

evidence for this is found in the population surveys in the following 

Table 1.2. 

Table 1.2. Urban and Rural Populations (in 'ODDs), 1950-1970. 

Total Population c1 Increase Rate /0 Years Population Urban Rural Urban Rural Urban Rural 

1950 20.947 3,872 17,075 18.5 81.6 

1955 24,065 5,425 18,639 22.5 77.6 6.8 1.7 

1960 27,755 7,308 20,447 26.3 73.7 6.0 1.9 

1965 31,391 9,383 22,009 29.9 70.1 5.0 1.5 

1970 35,666 12,805 22,861 35.9 64.1 6.2 0.8 

Source: Ya1cinta9, N., 1972: 130,131. 
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We can see that the urban population in Turkey is increasing 

faster than the rural population. The difference is particularly 

apparent after 1960. Between 1965-70 the increase in urban population 

was 3,433 million, whereas it was only 852,000 for the rural areas. 

However, according to the Turkish Population Survey in 1967 it was 

established that the general population increase rate in Turkey was 

in fact higher in the rural (2.7%) than in the urban areas (2%) (Ibid., 

131). This implies that a large part of the natural population 

increase in rural areas is transferred to the big cities. 

The population increase rates in Table 1.2 indicate that 

the highest urbanization occured between 1950-55. There are important 

reasons for this development. Until 1950 the rate of population growth 

was rather slow. Although Turkey was not directly involved in the 

Second World War, these years were characterized by high mortality 

tog~ther with very low birth rates. Extensive efforts were made after 

the war to bring down the death rate in which the large scale use of 

penicillin, successful control of malaria, improvement in the provision 

of drinking water pipe lines, etc. ~ere very effective. In addition, 

thousands of youths discharged from the army increased marriage and 

birth rates. As Dewdney points out: 

"There can be no doubt that the first post-war decade 
saw a marked acceleration in the rate of population 
growth, resulting from a recovery in the birth rate 
and a sharp decline in mortality. Official estimates 
of the death rate show a downward trend from an average 
of 20 per 1,000 between 1940 and 1945 to 12 per 1,000 
for 1955-60. while the birth rate showed a marginal 
increase fr~m 40 to 42." (Dewdney, J.C., 1971: 84). 
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The population explosion of the early 1950s coincided with 

the large scale introduction of tractors to Turkish agriculture as 

part of the U.S.A. Economic Aid Programs (Marshall Aid). Table 1.3 

shows the sharp increase in the number of tractors and the area of 

agricultural land worked by tractors. 

Table 1.3. Use of Tractors in Turkish Agriculture, 1940-1972. 

Total No. of Sown Area Sown Area 
Years Sown Plough by Plough No. of by Tractor ~ , 

Area ('000 ha.) Animals Animals Tractors ('000 ha.) 
(Pairs) ('000 ha.) 

1940 14,160 2,590,961 14,080 1,066 80 0.5 

1945 12,664 2,287,030 12,577 1,156 87 0.7 

1950 14,542 2,495,256 13,298 16,584 1,244 9 

1955 20,998 2,563,878 17,977 40,282 3,021 14 

1960 23,264 2,647,695 20,104 42,136 3,160 14 

1965 23,556 2,674,000 19,456 54,668 4,100 17 

1970 24,296 2,167,555 16,356 105,865 7,940 33 

1972 25,073 2,052,836 14,891 135,726 10,182 41 

Source: Tutengi1, C.O., 1975: 130. 

It was found that, depending on the region and degree of 

mechanization, between 3 and 15 agricultural workers were made redundant 

by the use of tractors (~avdar, T., 1973: 69; Yal~1nta~, N., 1972: 138). 

This surplus workforce was apparently drawn to the big cities. Extensive 

road-building programmes starting in the late 1940s greatly facilitated 
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the movement of population. Road networks had increased from 

40,932kms in 1940 to 47,080kms in 1950 and to 61,542kms in 1960 

(~avdar, T., 1973: 69). 

Although various writers give different accounts of the 

causes of internal migrations in Turkey, they all agree that the 

population explosion, the land squeeze, agricultural mechanization, 

improved transportation and communication, access to education and 

public health institutions and better employment opportunities in 

the big cities have been the most important (Ekin, N., 1971: 209; 

Robinson, R.D., 1967: 27; Tuteng~l, C.O., 1975: 224-227; Ya19~nta~, 

N., 1972: 132-137). 

Among the many important effects of internal migrations 

in Turkey, the one conerning us the most is that the majority of 

the early Turkish migrant workers in Germany were the people who 

had once migrated to big cities in Turkey and used them as jumping

off grounds for their venture into Europe. Abadan found in a 

sample survey that 53.3% of the Turkish workers in the FRG indicated 

that their permanent places of residence wete the three big cities 

(Istanbul, Ankara and izmir), but only 23.6% of them had been born 

there (Abadan, N., 1964: 50). However, this pushes the account too 

far ahead and too quickl~ for this aspect of migration will be dis

cussed in more detail later (Chapter 1). For the moment it is import

ant to discuss the effects of underdevelopment on the structure of the 

Turkish labour force. 
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1.3.2. structure of the Turkish Labour Force 

Turkey was first used by the capitalist West as a source 

of raw materials and a market for manufactured goods and later as 

a place for investment. The first investments were channelled 

to the infrastructure (t~building of railway networks, ports, 

waterworks, electricity grids, etc.) to facilitate the marketing 

of the commodities produced in the West and to have access to the 

raw materials and natural reserves in Turkey. Most of these invest

ments took place in the western parts of Anatolia, partly because of 

their proximity to Europe and the sea routes and partly because the 

most important of the raw materials needed by the West, like cotton, 

silk and tobacco, were grown in these parts (together with the 

~ukurova region). There was only one railway line built across the 

country from Istanbul in the north-west to Adana in the south-east, 

which was completed in 1918 as a resul t a f the German desire to 

control an overland route to the Persian Gulf connecting Berlin to 

Baghdad (Dewdney, J.C., 1971: 140). Road transport was very much 

neglected and restricted until after the Second World War. When the 

Republic of Turkey was formed in 1923, the country had almost no 

industry and very poor infrastructure, limited mostly to the western 

regions. The Republican governments adopted a policy of state capit

alism" in order to create a capitalist Turkey similar to those capit

alist states of Western Europe. Most of the investments had to take 

place in the regions where the existing infrastructure yielded quick 

and most profitable returns. The result of such processes was uneven 
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regional development in Turkey in favour of the western part 

(western Black Sea, Marmara and Aegean regions together with the 

~ukurova region in the south - Aydin, Z., 1980: 28-31). 

These historic processes have clear consequences for the 

structure of the Turkish labour force. The development of the 

division of labour of the economically active population into-

sectors of employment displays the underdeveloped nature of the 

Turkish economy over the years from the beginning of the Republic. 

The following Table 1.4 indicates what these changes have been in 

broad terms, 

Table 1.4. Percentage Distribution of the Turkish Work Force into 

Sectors of Employment. 1935-1975. 

Years Agriculture Industry Services Unknown 

1935 82.5 8.2 9 .. 3 

1945 80.3 7.3 12.3 0.1 

1955 82,0 9,0 9.0 

1965 75.0 12.0 13.0 

1975 60,9 12.3 25.9 0.9 

Sources: T.C. Cal~sma Bakan11gi, 1973: 50, Tablo 5; Kongar, E., . . 
1976: 354, ~i~ge VII - 9. 

Evidently the change from arr 'agricultural to an industrial 

economy is slowly taking place. While the share of the working popul

ation in agriculture dropped from 82.5% in 1935 to 60.9% in 1975, it 
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was the service sector which grew most (from 9.3% to 25.9%) rather 

than industry, which grew by only 5% - from 7.3% to 17.3% - during 

this perio d. 

Another indication of the underdeveloped nature of the 

Turkish economy is the composition of the working population 

consisting of employees, employers, self-employed and family workers, 

i.e. those engaged essentially in small scale agricultural production. 

The composition of the Turkish work force is conspicuously different 

from that of Western industrial societies. Although decreasing over 

the years, family workers still constitute the largest segment of the 

active population (45.2% in 1975). The self-employed have constit-

uted the next largest group until 1975 when their numbers fell slightly 

behind those of employees. (See Table 1.5). 80th the small drop in 

the number of family workers and self-employed and the increase in the 

number of employees indicate a slow structural change in the economy 

from that of an agricultural economy to an industrial one (T.C. 

Table 1.5. ComQosition of the Economicall~ Active Turkish POQulation 

(in %) , 1955-1975. 

o CCUPA TI ONAl COMPOSITION 
Years EmQlo~ee Employer S el f-emQlo~ed Famil~ Workers Unknown 

1955 13.3 0.3 29.9 54.6 1.9 

1960 18.8 1.2 28.4 47.9 3.7 

1965 22.4 1.0 28.7 47.3 0.6 

1970 27.0 0.7 27.1 44.7 0.5 

1975 ?7.7 O.B 25.6 45.2 0.7 

Sources: T.C. ~all~ma Bakanllgl, 1973:51, Tablo 6; ~iddle East Yearbook, 

1979: 219. 
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There is no need here to elaborate further on the 

structural characteristics of the Turkish labour force, but this 

structure does have significance for the analysis later in this 

study of the expectations and aspirations of migrant workers. It 

will be shown that a major element in the decision to migrate is 

the hope that, after a few years, it will be possible to return 

to Turkey with sufficient capital to set up in business and join 

the ranks of the respected self-employed. These aspirations may 

be very significant in explaining the attitude of Turkish workers 

in Germany to the work they have to do and the conditions they face. 

Many of them can accept great privation in Germany in the belief 

that it is only temporary and will eventually lead to better things. 

In this respect Turkish workers are very different from their German 

counterparts and perhaps to other migrants too. It might also explain 

the readiness of German employers to take on Turkish labourers in 

preference. 

1.3.3. Regional Differences 

Underdevelopment also has its regional aspects which are 

reflected in the fields of education, health services, transport 

and communications as well as the economic structure. All these 

services are concentrated in the more developed regions and pro

vinces. A.M. Kazamias notes, concerning education that: 
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"the greatest disparities in tt-e growth and present 
status of educational enterprise are evident in the 
geographical distribution of education. The progress 
and the present diffusion of education varies mark
edly from province to province. 1t (Kazamias, A.~1., 
1966: 162). 

The inequalities between regions is even more marked at 

the level of higher education. Until the recent boom in the estab-

lishment of universities in various parts of the country, the four 

universities Turkey had were all concentrated in the three big cities: 

Istanbul (Istanbul University and Istanbul Technical University), 

Ankara (Ankara University) and izmir (the University of the Aegean). 

Most of the hospitals, dental clinics and health test 

laboratories as well as private surgeries were also located in the 

developed provinces. Even today most of the specialists are only 

available in the metropolitan :centres of Istanbul, Ankara and izmir, 

usually in the university hospitals. 

Until recently only reliable and efficient transport 

services were available in and between the big cities with only old, 

sub-standard and infrequent extensions to the other provinces. 

Most of the railway lines were built in the early decades of the 

Republic and extended the Berlin-Baghdad line, which had branches 

to Ankara, Mersin, tzmir and Bandirma, to Elaz~g (1935), Diyarbak~r 

(1935) and Kurtalan (1944) in the south-east, and to Kayseri (1927), 

S~vas (1930) and Erzurum (1938) in the east, thus connecting the 

west and north-western provinces with the east and south-east. 
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There have not been any substantial increases in the railway networks 

since the 1940s (O.i.E., 1973: 407). 

After the Second World War most of the investments in 

transport went on the building of road networks, which increased 

from l8,335kms in 1923 to 6l,542kms in 1960. After this most of 

the effort went into maintaining and modernizing the existing 

networks. After 1950 road transport overtook the railways as the 

most important means of communication and increased its passenger 

share from 46% in 1950 to 67% in 1960 and 87.8% in 1970 (O.I.E., 

1973: 405-407). The improvement of the road transport system has 

had by far the most important influence on the physical mobility 

of the people in Turkey, bringing the remote Anatolian villages 

and towns within easy reach of the big cities. Thus with population 

growth, economic development, industrialization, mechanization of 

agriculture, changes in land tenure and increased communications, 

the foundations were laid, within a framework of uneven regional 

development, for the massive internal migrations that started in 

the early 1950s and continued to the present day (Karpat, K., 1976: 

7), with international extensions to Europe, Australia and later to 

the Arab countries. 

This is not, however, a study of underdevelopment as such 

so there is no opportunity to examine in detail the historical and 

structural manifestations of underdevelopment on Turkish society. 
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These themes have been discussed extensively elsewhere (e.g. Cem, I., 

1970; Yerasimos, S., 1974-76; Ayd~n, Z., 1980; Keyder, ~., 1981), but 

it is important to grasp that it is the underdevelopment of Turkey which 

explains the development of the Turkish economy as a labour reserve 

economy on the periphery of Western Europe and which lies behind the 

decisions of thousands of Turkish workers to escape from the prospect 

of poverty and unemployment in their own society to seek a better stan-

dard of living abroad. As Miller and Cetin put it in 1974: 

"Turkey presented and continues to present a fairly 
unique situation in which the structural transform
ation from an agrarian to industrialized economy 
releases a steady flow of labour and the present 
rate of industrialization is unable to absorb the 
surplus labour. Thus the fact that Turkey pres
ently is able to meet the European demand for 
labour may be viewed in part as a historical co
incidence of the existing differential develop
ment levels between Turkey and other Western 
European nations." (Miller, D., and ~etin, I., 
1974: 1). 

Turkish labour migration is primarily an a~tefact of under-

development. It is something, however, which also has to be understood 

against the specific characteristics of the Turkish social structure. 

1.3.4. FamilY Structure and Social Values 

In addition to understanding the historical structure of 

underdevelopment in Turkish society in its effects on the structure 

of the labour force, internal migration, etc., it is important also 

to understand something of Turkish social institutions, particularly 
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those of kinship and family, "for kinship relations form the proto

type of all social relations in Turkey" (Sacks, 1"1., 1976: 28). 

Underdevelopment lies behind processes of labour migration but the 

pattern of migration and the rationale for migration from the point 

of view of the migrants themselves are intimately bound up with the 

structure of family life. 

Family and kinship relationships are at the centre of 

community life. Commitments which arise from and are part of family 

life together with the social values and personal feelings do not 

simply disappear with migration. They continue to represent the 

framework of personal values and social recognition of the migrants. 

The importance of these frameworks can override the obligations and 

commitments attached to other structural positions such as those of 

worker or town-dweller. 

The predominant family type in Turkey is the nuclear family 

consisting of husband, wife and their unmarried children. 60% of all 

Turkish families are of this type. Patrilineally extended large 

families consisting of father and mother, their married sons with 

their wives and children and the unmarried children, make up 19% of 

all Turkish families. Transient extended families consisting of 

husband and wife, their unmarried children, one of the husband's or 

wife's widowed parents and/or their unmarried siblings, constitute 

13% of Turkish families, while the remaining families (8%) are dis

solved families in which only a father or mother lives with the 

unmarried children (Timur, S., 1977: 30-31). 
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There are considerable differences between the geographical 

regions and between the rural and urban settings concerning family 

type. The ratio of nuclear families increases steadily from the 

villages (55.4%) to the towns (63.3%) and cities (65.8%), reaching 

its highest in the three biggest cities (Istanbul, Ankara and tzmir) 

with 67.9%. Only 4.6% of the families are patrilineally extended 

large families in these cities, while they constitute 9.5% of the 

town and 25.4% of the village families. Interestingly, the ratio 

of the transient large families does not display significant changes 

according to the rural-urban differentiation. They constituted 12.4% 

of the families in the big cities, 15% in the towns and 13.3% in the 

villages. The dissolved families seem to be a feature of trnbig 

cities with 15% of the families in the three big cities, 11.9% in 

the towns and only 5.9% in the villages (Timur, 5., 1972: 30-32). 

Among the geographical regions, the Mediterranean region 

boasted the highest percentage of nuclear families (67.4%) and the 

Black Sea region the lowest (46.3%). In Eastern Anatolia 63%, in 

Central Anatolia 63.6% and in Western Anatolia 59.1% of the families 

were of the nuclear type (Ibid.: 32-36). 

The size of families also varies among the regions of 

Turkey and between urban and rural settlements. While the average 

size of the Turkish family is 5.5 persons, this drops to 4.1 in 

metropolitan centres but goes up to 5.6 in the towns and 6.1 in the 

villages. The Black Sea and Eastern Anatolia regions have on average 
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larger families (6.2 persons) than the rest. Western Anatolia 

region has the smallest average size with 4.7 persons (Ibid.: 36-

41). 

Timur found ample evidence that there is a close relat

ionship between the family size and the property ownership. The 

larger the size of the property controlled by the family, the more 

likely it is for the family to be a large, patrilineally extended 

type. She shows that among families owning less than 10 decares 

of land, 59% live in nuclear families and only 22% live in patri

lineally extended families, whereas among those owning more than 

100 decares of land the relationship is reversed, with 59% large, 

patrilineally extended families and 22% nuclear families (Ibid.: 

175-176). 

Most of the nuclear families in the rural areas are to 

be seen among the sharecroppers (64~) and landless farmworkers 

(79%), while in the urban areas professional people (77%) and 

industrial workers (74%) display the largest nuclear families. 

The authority and economic structure that characterize 

the Turkish family is primarily based on sex and relative age. 

Each family has a head (aile relsi) who is usually a senior male, 

except in some dissolved families where there are no senior males. 

In nuclear families the family head is the husband. In patrilineally 

extended large families the head is usually the patriarch. Sometimes, 
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if the family is rich and has many able sons, the patriarch may 

decide to retire and devote his time to religion, delegating his 

authority to his eldest son. In this case the eldest son becomes 

the family head and exercises decision-making powers. 

The rank and prestige of individuals in the family are 

defined by the amount of respect (sayg1) they command. The most 

important criteria for the command of respect are sex and seniority. 

Briefly, males are superior to females (thus respected by them) and 

old people are superior to young people (and respected by them) 

(Engelbrektsson, U.-B., 1978: 125). In the nuclear family the 

husband is respected by the whole family, the wife is respected by 

the children, older siblings are respected by the younger siblings. 

Children pay more respect to fathers than mothers and respect their 

older brothers more than their sisters. In patrilineally extended 

families, the patriarch is respected by all the members. The next 

position of status is usually occupied by the eldest son followed 

by the mother, married sons, their wives and unmarried children 

and grandchildren (Yenisey, L., 1975: 331). 

The notion of respect implies power and responsibility. 

In rural and lower income urban families the heads of the f~nilies 

are the all-powerful decision makers and the controllers of economic 

resources in the family. They decide what crops to sow and when, 

what sort of machinery and techniques to employ, how to utilize the 

family's labour, cash and livestock resources, etc., in the villages. 
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In the urban areas they decide what to do for a living, how long to 

work, what sort of house to rent or build (if they live in the shanty-

towns, gecekondus), what to burn in winter, how much fuel to buy, how 

much to spend on food, clothes, durables, etc., how long to educate 

the children, where to shop, who to borrow from, whether to allow the 

wife and children to work and if so in what kind of jobs, etc. The 

family heads are expected to provide economic and physical protection 

and security, affection and love for the members of their families. 

Expectation of respect and protection are complimentary. Those who 

command respect must provide security and affection. Thus 

women are protected by the men, younger siblings are protected by 

the older brothers, etc. 

The justification for these social norms, especially in 

the rural areas, is usually given in terms of religion. As Engel-

brektsson observes in her study village of Alihan: 

"Like most people in Turkey, the Alihan inhabi tants 
are Muslims of the Sunni branch. The mosque is sit
uated in the very centre of their village. The 
ideology it represents is central for those living 
in the village. Most social rules are said to be 
divinely given, especially those connected with 
differences of social status between men and women 
and between members of different generations. To 
break the rules is to violate the eternal laws of 
the most high. II (Engelbrektsson, U.-B., 1978: 172). 

Karpat in his dicussion of religion and community in the gecekondus 

(shanty-towns) of Istanbul also argues that: 

"... to be a Muslim for the villager and the gece
kandu dwellers means first of all to be part of a 
community. In other words, religious affiliation 
is part of a broader social identification with a 
community, with the acceptance of communal ethics 
and behavio~al norms. Religion for the squatters 
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is a concrete set of rules and regulations connected 
with the realities of life rather than an abstract 
system of ethics. The concrete expression of all 
these is the community." (Karpat, K.H., 1976: 128). 

Dubetsky, who has studied another gecekondu district in 

Istanbul, writes along the same lines and demonstrates how some 

networks based on religious and community affiliations cut across 

those based on work and class: 

"Class consciousness among these workers does not 
readily develop, then, because of the strength of 
traditional ties and categories of sect and community 
which cut across occupational lines. When patrons 
and workers are of the same sect or from the same 
region (or Quite often both), ••• then the important 
social grouping for them is community ••• , which 
uni tes them, rather than class, which divides them." 
(Dubetsky, A., 1977: 367). 

Writers like Stirling (1965), Lewis (1968) and Mardin (1977) 

stress the point that despite the secularization policies in Turkey, 

during the Republican era popular religion has persisted, especially 

in the rural areas, and constituted a powerful support for the whole 

social order. Kazamias notes that the salience of religion varies 

according to social class background. Urban educated elites are more 

likely to have a secular world outlook (Kazamias, A.M., 1966: 192-194). 

1.3.5. Urban-Rural Differences 

This brings us to another structural feature of Turkish 

society which has an important 8.,ffect on the world views and the 
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behavioral patterns of the people, namely the existence of a 

cultural duality between the urban and rural areas. This duality 

which developed as a result of the uneven regional development of the 

the country and from Western capitalistic influences and Western 

orientation on the part of the urban elite in the metropolitan 

centres in Turkey, manifests itself in the cultural differences 

of degree rather than of kind. Urban dwellers, for example, are 

more educated, less religious, more materialistic and comsumer-

oriented, pro-Western, more likely to live in smaller nuclear 

families with less children and more likely to believe in the 

equality of the sexes than those in the rural category. Kazamias's 

comments support this view: 

"strong bi furcations still exist between the rural 
peasant group and the urban dwellers, and between 
an educated urban elite and an illiterate village 
population ••• Throughout the period of the Republic 
urban classes have been exposed to greater amounts 
of education and the positive secularistic campaign 
of the r9volutionary government. Since education 
has been used to sustain the revolutionary ideology, 
a stronger attachment to secularism among the urban 
(more particularly the urban educated classes), a 
weaker hold of orthodox Islam on their lives, or a 
synthesis between Islam and modernism might be 
expected." (Kazamias, A.r-1., 1966: 197.-193). 

And he goes on to show, with evidence from various attitude surveys, 

that this actually is the situation. 

However, this duality does not lead to a rigid break 

between the two categories as they are complementary and dependant 

on each other politically, economically and socially. It leads 

rather to a consolidation which is personified by the rural migrants 
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of gecekondu (squatter-town) dwellers and more recently by the 

international migrant labourers. They are the synthesis that 

reflect the newly emerging composite Turkish culture. While 

the big ci ties in Turkey are being "peasantized" (Karpat, K .H., 

1976: 30) by squatter settlements and their recently arrived 

inhabitants of rural migrants, at the same time the former peasants 

who live there are being urbanized by the city. The symbolic 

importance of the city in modern Turkish culture cannot be over-

stressed. The majority of the squatters believe that their living 

conditions in the city have greatly improved compared with their 

li~s in the villages (Karpat, K.H., 1976: 106-107; Saran, N., 1971: 

399-404). Karpat underlines this when he reports his own research 

among gecekondu dwellers in Istanbul: 

TI Better opportuni ties for work, the possibili ty 
for economic enterprise and a greater choice of 
jobs were cited as the principal reasons for the 
improved living in the city ••• The style of life 
in the city, the hope of achieving a higher stand-
ard of living and social status •• and the opportunity 
for specialization in a profession were among other 
reasons cited by squatters as making their life in 
the city superior to the one in the village ••• The 
satisfaction of the gecekondu residents with their 
present conditions is most clearly shown in their 
optimism concerning the children's future ••• The 
overwhelming majority of parents believed that their 
children had an excellent chance in the ci ty to do and 
achieve what we wanted to and could not' and thus 
lead a better life in the future... A few SqUBtters 
said that they had moved to the city specifically 
with the purpose of providing their children with 
better career opportunities. They regarded high 
education in particular, if they could afford it, 
!~the main condition for attaining social status 
an d material success." (Karpa t, K. H., 1976: 106-107). 
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These are elements of what Philpott has called migrant 

ideology (1970). These are the terms in which migrants make sense 

of their move to the city and later, as I shall show, of their 

decisions to migrate abroad. Migrants differ of course in terms 

of their social backgrounds which, in turn, colours their percep-

tions and beliefs. In this sense there is more than one ideology. 

It is important to understand the different orientations of 8igrants 

for these account for differences iniheir attitudes towards being 

in the FRG, and in their expectations of what they want to achieve 

during their stay there. 

1.4. The Oemand for Migrant Labour in the FRG 

It is now an established fact that the causes of labour 

migration in Europe originate in the process of industrialization 

in 19th century Europe. Castles and Kosack note: 

liThe movement which has brought millions of workers 
from undeveloped areas to Western Europe since the 
Second World War has many new characteristics - not 
least its sheer magnitude - but it is not without 
historical an~cedents. A basic precondition for 
industrialization in 19th century Europe was the 
existence of labour reserves, almost always in rural 
areas. Evicted peasants and destitute artisans, who 
had lost their li~ihood through competition from 
the new capitalist methods of production, flooded 
into the new industrial towns and became part of the 
proletariat. Once local labour reserves were used 
up, labour migrants were induced to come from further 
afield. Often they crossed national frontiers in 
their search for employment. The social history of 
industrialization is that of mass movements frol~1 

country to town; international migration is a special 
case within this general pattern." (Castles, ~J. and 
Kosack, G., 1973: 15). 
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Serman industrial developments started in the ~uhr area, 

in the western part of the country, because of the readily available 

and cheap energy sources, the coal mines, and workers were attracted 

from the eastern provinces. In 1907 there were alrs3dy 800,000 

migrant workers in Germany which comprised 4.1c~ of the total labour 

force (Rist, R.C., 1978: 58). 

Polish workers were the largest group of early migrants 

in Germany. In 1913, for example, over 164,000 of the nearly 

410,000 Ruhr miners were Poles (Ibid.: 58). It was noted that 

in the 1970s most of the seasonal agricultural migrants were Polish 

women. A study of the workers between 1924 and 1976 showed that 

90~ of all migrants working in agriculture were Poles and that 

80% of them were women (Rhoades, R.E., 1976: 78). The prominence 

of Polish migrants in Germany continued until the end of the Second 

11iorld War. 

Among the other nationalities involved in the earlier 

migrations to Germany, Italians lIJere th e second larges t group. 

Their numbers had gone up from 8,000 in 1880 to 67,000 by 1900. 

It was estimated that between 1969 and 1915 more than 1.2 million 

Italians had migrated to Germany. AlthouGh most of them were 

seasonal agricultural workers, some of them also worked in industry 

and construction (Ibid.: 29). 
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The similarities between the present and the early migrations 

into Cermany are striking. ~hoades writes about the early migrants: 

"The workers were generally recrui tad abro0d through 
both government and private agents and often brought 
in on specially arranged trains. Like today's mig
rants, they came with the original puroos8 of earning 
money, saving and returning home after a short stay. 
Often work groups were arranged along ethnic lines 
and guided by bilingual overseers. In some regions, 
such as the coal mining Ruhr, foreign enclaves became 
so large and concentrated that local reaction devel
oped.'! (Rhoades, R.E., 1976: 32). 

I'iigrant flows were very much affected ~y poli tical and 

economic events. The numbers of migrants taking up e~ployment in 

Germany uJ8S reduced considerably between the first ,md Second l!Jorld 

Wars, first because of the need to re-integrate servicemen into the 

economy and later because of the economic crisis of 1979 and resulting 

unemployment in the country (Rist, R.C., 1978: 59). However, this 
I 

trend was reversed after 1933 with the coming to power of the Nazis. 

Their adoption of a centrally directed war economy soon increased 

demand for labour. Unemployed Germans were quickly absorbed and 

new labour recuitment agreements were signed with the neighbouring 

countries. The number of foreign workers exceeded the half a million 

mark in 1939 and reached 7.5 million in September 1944. Some of 

these had been recruited from the 'neutral and friendly' countries 

like Italy, Bulgaria, Hungary, Rumania and Spoin, but the majority 

had been recruited by force in ~e German occupied regions and 1.8 

million were actually prisoners of war (Castles, S. anu Kosack, G., 

1973: ?3). foreign workers were very important for Germany's War 
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effort. It was estimated that by 1944 Ilevery fourth Gerllan tank, 

lorry, field gun, every fourth piece of ammunition was made by the 

hands of a foreign worker" (Pfahlmann, H., 1968: quoted in 

Rist, R.C., 1978: 60). 

After the war most people predicted that Germany would 

become a land of emigration. The country was in ruins: the 

industrial complex~s and the transportation system had been demol-

ished and the male work force decirnated. There wer::] 8-10 million 

refugees from the former German territories and nobody thought that 

Germany could provide for all these people in the neFlr future. 

However, the resulting exodus from Germany in the first years after 

the war was much smaller in magnitude and shorter in duration than 

had been 8xrected. The reconstruction of German industry was begun 

immediately after the war and with the help of the currency reforms 

of 1948 the economy recovered rapidly. The refugees were ouickly 

absorbed into the labour force. Meanwhile another source of labour 

was provided by refugees from the German Deocratic :~epublic through-

out the 19503. Until he construction of the Berlin Wall in 1961, 

more than 3 million people had come to the FRG from the East. This 

group was also integrated into the economy very quickly and by the 

late 1950s labour shortages started becoming very serious (Rist, ~.C., 

1978: 60-61)" 

Germany turned once more to the migrant labourers for the 

8xpansion of its economy. A number of labour agree~ents were signed 

with countries in Europe that were experiencing labour surpluses. 
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The first agreement uras signed wi th I taly in 1955 for the recrui trnent 

of workers for the construction industry and agriculture. Other 

agreements follo~ed: with Greece and Spain in 1960, Turkey in 1961, 

Portugal in 1964 and Jugoslavia in 1968. These agreernr.mts have 

governed the growth of the migrant labour force in the F~G. In 196J 

there were 329,356 foreign workers constituting 1.5~ of the total 

labour force. By 1973 it was 7,595,000 or 11.9~ of the total labour 

force. In 1973 Turkish migrant urorkers had become the lArgest group 

of migrants, representing 73% of the migrant labour force (~ist, R.C., 

1978: 62-66). 

How these workers are recruited and fit into the West 

German economy and society is the prinCipal theme of this study. The 

significance of this massive transfer of labour from Turkey to the 

FRG is something outside the scope of this thesis. It should not be 

forgotten, however, that the presencE of large numbers of migrants 

has a considerable significance not just for Germany but for Turkey 

too. Migrants retain their links with Turkey and the remittances 

which they send back are an important source of foreign currency for 

Turkey. Migrant remittances constituted 56.7% of Turkish imports in 

1973 and made an important contribution to reducing the deficit of 

Turkey's trading account (Hale, W.M., 1978: 67, 68). At the same 

time labour migration has reduced the supply of labour in Turkey 

i tsel f uri th signi ficant consequences for the level 0 f unemployment 

there. However, the long term consequences are likely to be less 

benign for Turkey has increasingly exported skilled workers and there 
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is growing evidence that on their return the capital they have 

accumulated in the FRG is not used in a way which promotes real 

development. These issues raise complex questions of nlRthod and 

measurement which are beyond the scope of this study. I shall 

limit myself to looking at the patterns of migrants' expectations 

for their return home. It is the nature of these eXfJectations 

\Jlhich will shape the behaviour of Turkish migrants and ultimately 

determine how the structural linkage bet\J/een the tu10 economies 

actually operate. 

1.5. The Approach of This Study 

When this research was undertaken, in 1972 and 1973, 

there \Jlas almost a total absence of anthropological Ii terature 

on the intra-European labour migrations. In fact the social 

scientific study of labour migration in Europe \Jlas a relatively 

undeveloped field of research. In sfJite of the current prolif

eration in intra-European migration studies in sociology and 

economics (e.g. Abadan-Unat. N., 1976; Abadan-Unat, N., et al., 

1975; Aker, A., 1977; Berger, J. and Mohr, J., 1975; dOhning, 

W.R., 1970, 1971, 1972, 1975, 1976; Castles, S. and Kosack, G., 

1973, 1974, 1980; Deakin, N., 1972; Gokdere, A.Y., 1978; Hale, 

W.M., 1978; Krane, R.E., 1975; Kudat, A., 1974A, 19748, 1975; 

Livi-Bacci, ~l., 1971; Paine,S., 1974; rust, R.C., 1978; Rose, 

A.M., 1969; Van Houte, H. and ~elgert, W., 1977; Yasa, i., 1979, 
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etc.) there are still very few anthropological studie~ of the area 

(e.g. Engelbrektsson, U.-B., 1978; Hhoades, ri.E., 1976; :.uatson, 

J.L., 1977). The purpose of this study is to contribute towards 

filling the gap ldhich exists in the 2nthropology of ~uropean 

migrations. 

The study concentrates on Turkish migrant workers in the 

FHG. For a comprehensive understanding of the dynamics And social 

implications of migration it will be treated as a dynamic social 

process which involves, as well as the migrants, two SOCieties, 

the sending and the receiving one, connected by the migrants them

selves but each with different expectations of the migrants and 

exerting different pressures on them. ~1igrants 111ill be seen not 

as units of production linking a developed and a developing indus

trial economy, although this is important, but as people IJlho have 

adopted migration as a normal problem-solving mechHnism in their 

quest for a better future, and as people lIJith names like I-Ihl1let, 

Yusuf and I\~ehmet 1I1ho make decisions and choices on how best to 

negotiate the two social systems of which they are a part, and 

as people who have norms and values and relationships with other 

people. 

However, it is my contention that focusing only on 

individual migrants or very small groups, as ethnoyraphers do, 

is unsuitable for the study of a migration process whose dimensions 

cover tlllO countries, many years and hundreds of thousands of lIJOrkers. 
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The ethnography which is invaluable in providing the "hurnan 

dimension" (Alverson, H.S., 1970), needs to be supplemented 

with statistical data and survey results giving information 

on a large number of migrants so that the represent2tiv8ness 

of U-eobservations at the local level can be checked 81ld also 

the general patterns in migration processesare detected. 

The appraoch I have used follows on fron this p8r

spective; I have tried to combine participant observation in 

a small garment workshop with a survey of 767 Turkish migrants 

drawn from various industries in di fferent parts 0 f the r--dG. 

(Oetails 0 r the fieldwork methodology are given in ;'ppendix 1). 

The survey was intended to exemplify and illustrate rather than 

to be statistically representative of all the Turks in Germany. 

During my field work period there lJlere more than 65l1,OfJCJ Turkish 

migrants working in the FRG. It was physically impossible to 

cover a statistically meaningful sample. However, I have tried, 

wherever possible, to draw on other surveys and official statis

tics to overcome this deficiency and give a balanced and general 

picture of migration. 

To bring a "human dimension" into the study I have used 

a small number of case histories to illustrate how individual 

migrants are affected by the migration process at various stages. 

I am aware of the problems of representativeness, bias and select

ive reporting, etc. that can overshadow the reporting of participant 
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observation. All I can claim in this respect is that I h~ve tried 

to report faithfully on what I saw, heard and experienced. 

The discussion is organized in the following way. In 

Chapter I the general characteristics of migrants are discussed 

including, for example, their background, age, skills, etc. This 

chapter seeks to establish who the migrants are and where they 

come from. In the second chapter the processes and mechanisms of 

labour recrui trnent are discussed. These must be understood in 

order to appreciate the difference between legally recruited workers 

and the group I shall call "spontaneous \1JOrkers." 

Chapters 3 and 4 focus on the world of work, examing the 

types of \1lork migr;:mts. do, their role in the Gerrn;:m economy and 

their reaction to employment in the FRG. Particular attention is 

given to the social relations of work among the migrant workers. 

Chapter 5 looks at the \1lays in which migrant workers are 

housed in the FRG and discusses what their accommodation implies 

for the character of their social relationships. Alllong other 

things, this chapter shows how the control of migrant labour is 

mAnag ed, no t jus t in th e emrloym ent fi el d bu t also in th 8 hous ing 

market. 

Chapter 6 has as its theme tt-e fc=lmily and social life of 

migrt-lnt \1lorkers and discusses h0\11 their integration or lack of it 
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in the social life of the F~G has particular conseouences for 

how long they intend to remain in Germany and for hOl.d they 

perceive themselves in the context of Germnn society. 

Finally I take up the theme of return migrdtion in 

Chapter 7, and discuss the intentions of the migrants for their 

future in Turkey and its implications for the country. 
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CHAPTEi~ 1 

GENEHi',L. CHAilACTEIHSTICS OF THE TURKISH ~IGf-U:;f'JT :l;L:~VEd'-:; 

1.1. Introduction 

In this chapter some of the principle demographic featur8s 

of the migration of Turkish workers to Germany are examine8. In 

addi tion, the data I collected on Turks in the Federal :{er;ublic 

• of Germany are set alongside the reported results of other studies 

to give some general indication of the representativeness of the 

sample of workers interviewed in this study. 

The aim of the chapter is to clarify the following points: 

Turkish labour migration has been predominantly male, 31though on 3 

decreasing scale. Contrary to some popular misconceptions, migrant 

workers are from the more developed regions of Turkey r~ther than the 

least developed rural parts. They are young, better educated, econom-

ically active, and likely to be married with large families, and likely, 

therefore, to have strong family ties and commitments in Turkey. It is 

important to be clear about these characteristics because they become 

significant later in the analysis in understanding the experience and 

ex~ectations of Turkish workers in Germany. 
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1.'2. Distribution by Sex 

Turkish labour migration to the FRG has always been dominated 

by men. A1thouyh the proportion of women has risen considerably in 

later years, it has never reached that of men. '1 t T bIll H 9 ::1nce EJ· a 8 • • 

shows that in 1960 women constituted only 8% of the Turkish nligrant 

population in the FHG. 

Table 1.1. Sex Ratios of the Turkish Migrant Workers in the FRG, 

1960 - 1973. 

r·1ALE FEl'ii-lLE TOTP.L 

No. 1 No. 
.-' 

I'JO. 
I ' /" 

1960 7,795 97.0 700 B.O 7,495 

196£1 67,780 90.0 6,931 10.D 6~,711 

1967 111,697 81.5 75,389 18.5 1:.S?,081 

1970 755,949 78.0 77,036 77.0 377,985 

1973 399,606 75.6 178,808 74.4 578,414 

Source: Bundesanstalt far Arbeit, Ausl~ndische Arbeitnehmer, 1974:70-71" 

As the migration stream matured (Bohning, R.G., 197?) the proportion 

of women increased to 19{ in 1967, and finally to 24~ in 1973. Tho 

Turkish case seems to reflect the general pattern of [urnpR~n l~bour 

migrations from the less developed '{i8diterranean countries to th8 

developed countries of the continent. In the early stages of the 

migration,males dominated the scene for 311 the countries involved, 
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but the ~roportion of women rose steadily over the years, and in the 

case of Greece it reached 44~ in 1973, the highest oraportion among 

the labour-exporting countries of Europe. (See Table I.?). 

Table 1.2. Percentage Distribution of Selected rigrant workers 

in the FRG, by Sex, 1960 - 1973. 

GREEKS SPANIARDS YUGOSLAVS ITALIANS TURKS 
YEARS 

M F M F I"' -, F r'~ F r~ F 

1960 88.3 11.7 82.6 17.4 8l.~ 18.8 93.6 6.4 9?0 8.0 

1967 58.1 41.9 64.8 35.? 67.0 33.0 78.3 ?1.7 81.5 18.5 

1973 56.4 43.6 69.? 30.8 67.8 3~.? 74.8 ?~ ? 
0{ -'. _ 75.6 ?4.4 

Source: Bundesanstalt fur Prbeit, 1974, Auslandische Arbeitnehmer, 

1972-73: 70-71. 

It is interesting to note that the Turks who were among the 

latest to join the migration to the FRG, have daveloped a very similar 

pattern to the Italians who, of course, were the pioneers in European 

labour migration. 

The proportion of women in the survey I carried out in the 

FRG \lIas 14',' \I.hich under-represents the women slightly and is due to 
• 

the circumstances explained in Appendix I on the fieldwork. 
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1.3. Regional Origins 

GBolJraphically Turkey is divided into seven . reL;10,S: 

1. Thrace and r'!armara Region (includino Istanbul) ..... 

? The I\ogean iiegion (including izmir) 

3. The Black Sea i'~egion 

4. The l"i8di terranean Region 

5. Central J\natolia (including Ankara) 

6. Eastern I\natolia 

7. South-eastern Anatolia. 

These regions display different geographical characteristics which, 

in turn, are reflected in differences in agricultural and economic 

activities. Industry is the dominant economic activity in the Thrace 

and Marmara region. In all the other regions agriculture is the 

dominant economic activity. The citrus fruit, cotton and related 

industries dominate the Mediterranean region. Sugarbeet and cereals 

are the main products in the Central Anatolian region. In the eastern 

Black Sea region tobacco, tea and hazel nuts are the !liHin agricultural 

pro ducts, lJJhi Ie in the Wr:JS tern Black ~j ea region c02ll fTiininrj nn rJ steel 

production Bre the main economic activities. The /\egean region is 

known for its Mediterranoan crops such as grapes, figs, olives, cotton 

and tobacco. The main agricultural activity in Eastern Andtolia is 

livestock farming. The region is also rich in minerals ano there are 

large mining areas. South-eastern Anatolia boasts some petrol eum 

deposits as well as agriculture of cereals, cottoM, rice and viniculture. 

(Dewdney, J.C., 1971: 149-704; Akar, A., 1977: 75-37). 
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The division of the regions follow administrative divisions 

and group together the provinces which show geographical similarities.(l) 

Turkey is divided into sixty-seven provinces (iller) whose Rreas range 

from 3,92n square kms. for the smallest to 47,771 square kms. for the 

largest. Their populations varied from 1?6,OOO (Hnkkari) to 3.9m 

(Istanbul) in 1975. The provinces are in turn divided into 572 

districts (kazalar or ilceler). The districts are sub-divided into 

more than 36,000 sub-districts (bucaklar or nahiyeler) or villages. 

(O.i.E. 1975, Genel N~fus Sayiml, Ankara). 

There are marked developmental differences between the 

provinces and the regions. Generally, the western parts of the 

country are much more developed than the eastern parts. The triangle 

formed by the provinces of Istanbul, Kocaeli and Bursa is the most 

developed and industrialized part of the country. Izmir and the 

surrounding provinces in the Aegean region, Mersin-Adana-iskenderun 

in the eastern Mediterranean region and Zonguldak province in the 

western Black Sea region are the other developed and major industrial 

centres of the country. The least developed parts are the eastern 

and south-eastern Anatolia regions. (See the Introduction for the 

historical causes of this uneven development). Table 1.3. shows 

clearly the developmental levels of the provinces. 

There is a positive correlation among the provinces concerning 

the degree of development and emigration. The more developed regions 

have always sent more migrant workers abroad. In the early 'sixties 
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Table 1.3. Developmental Index of the ~rovinces of Turkey, 1973. 

Province Index i'~o • Province Index No. Province Index \Jo. 
- ------- _._----------

IstAnbul r,'80 ~\n tal ya 68 :~ev~ehir LiO 

Ankara 178 Amasya 66 {.';fyon a5 

Izmir 164 Edirne 66 rHgde 45 

Kocaeli 136 ~anakkale 66 ~orum 4? 

Eski!pehir 178 8urdur 65 Van 41 

Zonguldak 116 [V:alatya 64 K1ri'ehir 41 

Adana 109 Samsun 64 lJit1is 41 

Bursa 109 f-Uze 64 Giresun 41 

TU RKEY 100 Artvin 61 Urfa 40 

Elaz19 93 Erzurum 58 ~ank1r1 '7Cj 

i~el 93 Konya 58 Tunce1i 37 

Kayseri 85 Erzincan 57 Ordu 35 

/\ydln 84 Bilecik 57 Sinop 35 

Isparta 83 Denizli 57 Maro1' 3D 

Sakarya 83 Diyarbek1r 56 Yozgat r;9 

Bal1kesir 79 Bolu 55 {.'d~J r1 ?9 

K1rklareli 78 Trabzon 53 [Viardin ?9 

I"lanisa 77 Tokat 5'7 Gumu~hane ?[j 

Gaziantep 77 Kars 57 ~lu~ 77 

.... ? .-
H8tay 76 Siirt 50 Hakkari .0 

U~ak 73 ~1ugla 49 Bingol '/5 

Tekirdag 7? Kastamonu 48 Ad1yaman 19 

Kutahya 7rl Sivas 47 

Source: D.i.E., 1973, Turkiye'de Toplumsa1 ve Ekonomik Geli)?rnenin 

5n Yll1: 73-74. 
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this was much more pronounced. Ahadan found that in 1966 over 70': 

of the Turkish workers in the FRG had come from the cities, and 

that 53~ of those had come from the three most rlev~looed cities 

in Turkey (Abadan,N., 1964: 49-51). Although in later years 25 

the migration stream matured, the difference among the provinces 

grew smaller, nevertheless the developed province~ maintained a 

lead in emigration rates. Table 1.4 shows the developfllent stage 

and the emigration rates of the provinces of Turkey. 

Table 1.4. r~ate of Emigrant Workers ~\ccordinlj to the Development 

stage of the Provinces (1965-1974, ~verage). 

1. 

? 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Degree of Socio
Economic Development 
of Provinces 

Degree (most developed) 

,. 

I' 

!! 

I' 

t! 

I' 

I' (least developed) 

Rate of 
rllig rant 
Workers 

36.77 

~1.?7 

19.73 

17.40 

':'0.19 

10.71 

13.00 

8. 79 

Source: C6kdere, A., 1978: 81, Tahle II, 30. 

Degree 
of 

Emi~ration 

J. 

,..., 
/ 

4 

5 

3 

7 

6 

p 
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Although there is a positive correlBtion between the 

development degree of the provinces and migration abroad, this 

does not mean that all migrants fromthe richer provinces had 

been born there. For instance, Abadan reports that of the 53" 

of the workers who had been msiding in the three big cities 

(Istanbul, Ankara and tzmir) prior to migration, only ?4: had been 

born there. The rest had at one time migrated to these cities from 

other provinces (Abadan, N., 1964: 49-51). Aker founrl thHt in 1971 

the would-be migrants in his sample had previously migrated 

to the towns and cities in Turkey (Aker, A., 1972: 76-79). In the 

survey I carried out in the FRG it was found that 31.17~ of the 

workers had experienced internal migration before going abroad and 

that the majority of them had gone to the cities and towns (75.1,(. 

and 4. 8:~ respectively) and that only l.l:~~ had migrated to other 

villages. (Table 1.5). 

If we summarize the above mentioned table incorporating 

the distribution of the people who had been living in their birth-

places into cities, towns and villages, we see that before migration 

35.?% of the workers had been living in a city, 15.7~ had been 

living in a town and 49.1~ had been living in a village, whereas 

only 15.4'.t had been born in a city, 19.11 had been born in a tOlLln 

and 65.5/ in a village (Table 1.6). 

Although it is impossible to generalize from the findings 

of this survey about the internal migration in Turkey, the results 
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TntJl(" 1.S. Corliparative Percentage of Turkish r'~igrant Workers by 8irthplace and Pre-migration Residence. 

.-J:< L~ 

Birth- l\t Place 

place of Birth 

CITY 65.9 

T[l\:JN 56.9 

VILL,~C;l 73.1 

T J T :\1 68.9 

ell I :~ ;i /\ T I U '\1 I'UI CE 

Provincial 

Centre n f 

Birthplace 

(City) 

5.1 

c r'"'; 
...1./ 

District 

Centr2 of 

Uirthplace 

( Town) 

3.9 

':'.3 

" " ./ . / 

LJ f-

Another 

Village of 

f3irthplace 

(Village) 

1.1 

n.7 

i~[(J I UU~l:[ 

ProvinciAl District A Vill;:llJe 

Centre in Centre in in 

Ano th er {Inother Ano th er 

Province Province Province TOTAL 

(City) (Town) (Village) 

29.3 4.9 15.4 

79. /-1 19.1 

14.9 7.9 0.6 65.5 

19.9 :-'.6 0.4 lOD.C1 
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T::1018 1.6. Percentage Oi~,tribution of Turkish r<igrant :;orkers by 

8irthplace and Pre-migratl'on ~ 'd b _ _ nOSl ence , y 

Dirthplace Pre-migration ~esidence 

Total F Total 

CITY 7.0 67.6 15.4 76.5 a9.? 35. ') 

TOWN 17.8 77.0 19.1 16.5 10.5 15.7 

VILLf~GE 75.7 5.4 65.5 57.D o 49.1 

do confirm the conclusions of various other surveys (e.g. ~ker, A., 

1977, Gokdere, A., 1978, Tekeli, I. and Erder, L., 1978, T~mertekin, 

E., 1968) in that it shows the general trend of migration to be from 

the villages and towns to the ci ties. For example, 7L1.5,: of tho 

internal migrants from the villages and 90.9% of the migrants from 

the towns had gone to the cities. (See Table 1.7). It is clear from 

the same table that only a small proportion of the internal migrants 

(72.7J of the town and 19.2:~ of the village people) went to the 

nearest cities (the provincial centres). The majority of the migrants 

went to the cities in other provinces (68.1'% of the town and 55.3~ of 

the village migrants), which in most cases meant one of the biggest 

cities in Turkey (Istanbul, Ankara and izmir). 

There are significant differences concerning both the 

internal and the international migration between the sexes as far 

as the sample suggests. It is evident from Table 1.6. that most of 
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TalJlu 1.7. tJre-rnigriJtion :-lesidences of the r'ligrants who had EXperiencec Internal r'iigration :Jefnre Coming 

to thf! t-fH.; (in Percelltaqes). 

Provincial 

Centre of 

Birthplace tJirthplace 

CITY 

TOWN '/'/.7 

VILLACE 19.? 

A City in 

Another 

Province 

85.7 

68.7 

55.3 

District A Town in 

CITY Centre of Another 

TOTAL Birthplace Province 

85.7 14.3 

90.9 9.1 

7ft .5 8.5 10.6 

Ilnother A Vill~ge 

TOI.LJN Village in in Another VILL~GE 

TOTAL Birthplace Province TJT ~L 

14.3 

9.1 

19.1 1-t.3 '/.1 6.4 

.. 
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the women migrants were of urb;:m as opposed to the ri<.::~vi1y rure1 

background of the men. If we look at the birthplaces, we find 

that 67.6{ of the women had been born in 9 ci ty, as opposer! to 

only 7 -! of the Illen; only 5.4'; of the women had been Dorn in 

villages while more than 756 of the men had villaQe origills. 

When we examine the pattern of pre-migration residences 

of my sample, it becomes apparent that more than 89-' of the ltJornen 

were living in 3 city, and lO.8~ were living in a town. There 

were no women living in a village before migration, whersns most 

of the men (57!) were still living in villages. Although there 

was a substantial increase in the number of men living in cities 

before migr~tion, the figure still stood at 76.5~. (Table 1.6). 

The length of the pre-migration residence in a place 

other than the birthplace shows an even distribution, with 17: 

having stayed less than 3 years, l6.9~ 3 to 6 years, 15.7< fi to 

9 ye8rs, 1::,. 7.~ 9 to 17 years, 8.4' .. : 12 to 15 years, e.4~· 15 to 18 

ye8rs, 7.7'< 1(-1 to 71 years, 4.8>~ 71 to '/4 years and F-;.S ~ ever '/4 

years. (Table 1.S). 

I t seems that the internatbnal labollr migration il<1S for 

many people been an extension of the internal migration in their 

soarch for an irnprrJVed life style. The pion8ers in t~is 8xbmsion 

har! b8f~n the big city dwellers, ':").g. peoplo from T:JbmtJlll, IJlhn hnd 

originally come from other rrovinces. L::-1ter un in thr~ Ir,ir,Jr;:jtion 

rrocess FlS the migration stream matured, the less develo[1ed regions 

and provinces joined ir the process, but have never contributed to 
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TalJle 1.n. f-lercentaye Jistribution of Turkis~ "L,r:::nt .J,or~ers by Sax, 

GflG by Length of ~re-lTIigr3tion :\ssidence i!l:i ;12cE l:utsioL? 

the Birth[?lace. 

L e:lg th of Pre-migration Residence Uutside ~L,r:c of :;irth 

0-3 3.1-6 6.1-9 9.1-17 17.1-15 15.1-1tl 1S.1-~)1 ~:1.1-/4 ~'4+ 

Years Years Years Years Years Years Y e3r~: Yl.::jrs Years 

~IALE 9 " . / 16.9 18.5 12.3 lCl.8 7.7 4.6 10.8 

FEn i\ L E 7 ') • 7 16.7 5.6 77.8 5.6 5.6 5.6 11.1 

TU T 1\ L 1'7 • n 16.9 15.7 15.7 8.4 8.4 ID.B 

it as much 8S the developed provinces. 

The social characteristics of tho migrant WOfilen included in 

the sample seem to reflect the typical characteristics of the pioneer 

migrants in that they are mostly young, unmarried, better educated and 

from metropolitan centres in Turkey. Therefore, they can be said to 

represent a new phase in the migration stream maturation: that of single, 

independent (as far as marital status is concerned) W,],,12n joining the 

process after a decade of migration which was predo~in2ntly a ~~18 

affair, anJ which may have proved to the families of th~se women th~t 

the FHG is now 8 "safe" and desirable plac'~ for thr:ir c;;:1!_1;hters to rJO 

on thf'lir OllJn. The fact that most of the women (7L.4,', - see Chapter6 ) 

had relatives already working in the F:~G may have played ,":1n i r 1portant 
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part in their decision to migrate. r f this wa~ the case thel) in 

future we would expect the women from the less develo~od regions 

and tOl,lns and villages to join the migration process on their ow:), 

rather than as dependents, as was t~ case up to the prossnt. ~ut 

now we sh~ll never know if this would h~ve been so: sinc~ tho 1973 

Fmergy crisis and the subsequent labour recruitment ban, n r
: nUll), 

independent workers CRn now go to the FRG - or to any other European 

countries for that ~atter. Now the only women who can QO to the FRG 

are dependents (wives, daughters, mothers and sisters if there is no 

one else to look after them in Turkey) of the officially recruited 

migrant men. The recruitment ban has dealt an 8bru~t blow to the 

pattern of development of the migration process. Alternatively, the 

women in the sample can be representative of a small group of mainly 

urban, well educated, unmarried women who have always been present in 

the Fr-{G, living in women's hostels, and whose numbers hal18 not increast..:j 

dram8tically over the years since the great majority of the Turkish 

women in the FTIG are married (7Efi,;,) and live \JJith their husbands (f3~1!) 

(rIBK, 19740: 13; see also Chapter 6 ). 

1.4. Age structure 

r:: igran t work ers are by defini tion drawn from ::i; :ony th e 

economically active population. The demands of th~ enplnyers, rulps 

and rugulations governing the recruitrr,snt procedures, ;jnrJ the soci81 

and psychl1loqicnl conditions of tho mi'jrants both ;)t hr]f~lrJ and obro8d 
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all COITlbine to create a young migrant ltJork force in the labour-

importing countries. This is especially so in the early phases 

of the migration process. We can see from Table 1.9 th~t in 1967 

d 1 9 6 3 7 n 0 - 1 d 8 rJ :( f th T an - , (J.':J/~, an ,,' 0 e urkish ltJorkers qlready working in 

the FRG were between the ages of 71 and 35, whereas in 1973 the 

proportion for the same group had dropped to 58.9~. The ij,ifjrating 

age is still young, though in 1971 8/.7:,; <:lnd in 1973 8[).4,~ of the 

workers were in the 71-35 age group. The Turkish migr~nt women are 

concentrated in much lower age groups: in 1972 37;~ of them were 

under 25 years of age, as opposed to 9:~: 'Jf men. (Tehle 7.9). In 

1973, I found that nearly 76~b of the women in the samplE lilere under 

75 years old. Because most of the women were recent migrants, this 

figure can perhaps be taken to indicate that age at the time of 

migration rather than the average age for the Turkish migrant women 

in the FRG in 1973. In actual fact, at the time of migration 78.3~ 

of the women were under /5, wi th only 1'.7,' more IJJO:i1en in this group. 

(Table 1.9). 

Among the reasons for the participation of women in the 

migration process at such an early age are the willingness of the 

fathers to let their unmarried daughters work; the willingness of 

the young husbands to bring their brides to the FRG and let them 

work there - in 1977, 78>~ of the Turkish ldomen in the FHG were 

married and 95-~ of these were working (II8K, 19740: 13); and tho 

aGility of the younger women to work in industry before they have 

large fc'lmilies. 
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T~hle 1.9. ;lercentage Distribution of Turkish ~i9rHnt Workers by ~ge - VArious Surveys and Yc~rs. 

P,KER(l) ( 2) f:3.f.~\.(3) .. 
y[Oj eCl t; !.:3,1 Dr~i\J )/' , .-.. r , 

.J '-- t. :.... 

HC:)8 ;:-1 t i\g8 at 
I':igration Migratiofl I-\ge in Fi~G Ilge irl FRG 1\1]8 in r:/i, ,~ge in 

in 1971 1962 1963 1977 1]72 

I'.; F T T !'I' I, F °T po 0, F T 0,1 
I, F T r:: F 

Unuer 20 5.7 40.5 10.5 4.1 3.6 3rJ.A 6.4 3.7 15.0 4.5 9 37 4.3 35.1 

'11-75 27.7 37.8 24.3 70.3 4.3 48.5 

76-30 78.7 18.9 27.3 31.4 81.8 53.9 78.9 81.6 67.6 80.0 71 74 77.0 18.9 

31-35 33.0 2.7 28.8 31.0 33 20 76.5 5.4 

36-40 8.3 7.1 11.5 12.3 22 17 77.4 
12.4 11.5 13.5 13.9 13.5 

41-45 ') ? 
I. • o. 1.9 10 7 7.0 

46-50 4 [, 3.0 '-' 

?'I 3.7 2.3 1.7 3.5 1.9 
Clver 51 1.7 

Sources: (1) AkaI', n., 1977:149, Tabla [.3; (7) Abadan, N., 1964: ?7, Tabla 9; (3) IISK, 19740: 10. 

figures may not Add up to 100 because of rounding. 

,-, ,-
,- ,-.) 

T 

8.6 

S.ll 

75.8 

73.6 

73.6 

5.0 

1.6 
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1.5. ~arital Status 

f"'ust of the Turkish migrant workers in thEh~G <HE married. 

even in the early days of migration Abedan found th;::t 55. 7'~ of the 

IJlOrkers \.I!ere married. The share of the married people has risen to 

90.8< in 1968, to 9?7"~ in 1971 and, with C'l slight drop, t,,] ()S.4- f in 

1974. (Table 1.10). 

In the survey I found that 8?~; of the resDondents were 

married, 17! were bachelors and less than 1~ were widowed or divorced. 

(Table 1. 10). The proportion of married men has been hiyhBr than the 

married women. In 1963, the proportion of married men w~s 57~, as 

opposed to 45/~ for women; in 1968 these proportions hC1cl risen to 87,:, 

for men and 71~ for women, and in 197?, 86r of the men :mu 78's of the 

women were married. The proportion of married women in my survey as 

R percentage of all the women in the sample was unusually low at 38/. 

This Il/as probably due to the fact that all the women workers inter

viewed were living in a hostel for single women workers, and most of 

them were young and new migrants from the urban areas in Turkey. 

1.5.1. Marriage Period 

There seems to be C'ln even distribution among the married 

men concerning the length of time they have been marrierJ, wi th 7B t 

of them hC'lving been married between 3 and 18 years. There wef8 only 
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T~b18 1.11. Percentage nistribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by ~Arital Status, Various Surveys. 

J\ ~J /; [) (I r J (1) T.E ~~ ('I) 
• .J • 

IfjC:j~ 

19 fjL~ lq71 1974 

IVi r T T T T 

['I] '1 rr i.] d 57.11 44.8 55.7 90.8 97.7 89.4 

L3ache1ur 41.7 37.3 4n.7 7.5 6.2 9.4 

Widowed, 1.4 ID.O 3.6 1.7 1.1 1.7 
Divorced, 
UnknolJln 

Sources: (1) Abadan, N., 1964: 64, Tablo 41; 

( '";, ) I I UK , 1974lJ: 12; 

( 3) IISK, 19748: 1'7-13; 

( tr \ l\k e r, A., 1972: 34; 
I _ \ 

ilaine, c 1974; 190, Table fU4. \ !J / -) . , 

F.H.G. (3) AK[F~(4) 

1971 

196[1 197'7 

r·' r jYI F T ~rl 

82 71 8G 7R 84 89.6 

14 10.0 
18 ')0 , - 14 ?2 

2 0.4 

YUCEL 

1973 

F T 

37.8 82.4 

59.5 16.9 

2.7 0.7 

Turkish(5) 

;Jopu1atinn 
over 15 

1 ~16~1 

T 

73 

18 

9 
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3.9;' who had been married for more than 18 ye0rs. l T2.~:'le 1.11). 

The picture changes drastically for the m~rrie~ women in 

t 'rl psI 1 ' th h d b ~ ~ amp 8: a J.. 8 women a . een mnrried for less thC10 l~ years, 

wi th 35. 7 ~ less than 3 years, 35. 7',-~ between 3 "'nu' r. ye- r'" ')1 4' f <.: u '.J '-', . • . 

betll'een 6 and 9 years, and only 7.1:; between 9 ariD lr, years. 

(Table 1.11). 

Table 1.11. Percentage Distribution of Turkish ~i9rant ~ork8rs by 

Years of Marriage. 

-3 3-G 
Years Years 

r.'1 /\ L E 3.9 

F H~ l\ L E 35. 7 35.7 

i,'~arriage 

6-9 
Years 

16.5 

71.4 

1.5.2. Number of Children 

Period 

9-1? 
Years 

18.4 

7.1 

1?-15 
Years 

15.0 

o 

15-18 
Years 

15.5 

'1 I J 

Hj-?l 
'{ ears 

o 

, 
?1-?4 
Years 

5.3 

n 

Turkish migrant workers, especially the males, corle from 

?4+ 
Years 

relatively large families. (In 1973, 60.5; of the total su~ of children's 

allowAnces in the FRG was paid to Turkish workers - ~bad2n-Jnat, ~., 1~76: 

34). I founri that while 5.3·'~ of the married men ane 3?,.3~ of the nlFlrried 

IJJOfTl(-1n had no children, of the men l?l~ had on8, 19.3"(' hdd tv/o, ?9 .. ' hnd 

three, l:j.S', had four, 1n.l"t had five, 4.0< had six, 3./~ I har! seven nnd 

~!.4~~ had more than eight children. Of the women 46.7,,: had only one 
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fahle l.l~. ~8rcentage Distribution of Married Workers by Number of Children. 

None 

r"ale 5.3 

Female 33.3 

TOTAL 7.7 

1 
Child 

1':'.1 

46.7 

14.4 

? 

Children 

19.3 

?O.O 

19.4 

3 
Children 

79.0 

o 

77.8 

4 
Children 

13.5 

Cl 

17.6 

5 
Children 

10.1 1 

o 

9.5 

6 
Children 

4.8 

o 

4.5 

7 
Children 

3.4 

[) 

3.7 

8+ 
Children 

?4 

[) 

7.3 
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child and?~ h~rl two children. ~o women in the sa'~lE h2~ ~~rE th~n 

tIJfO chilrlnm. (Ta:Jle l.l?). 

Un the whole, the married migrant men in the 8:;;,:;J18 display 

very similar characteristics to the Turkish population in general 

concerning the number of children. Their mean number -;f c~ildren per 

persarl i~:; 3.1 ltlhich is similar to the Turkish mean i'l lCOC; (i'ainr:, S., 

1974: 7e). r~S the IJ.J(Jmen in the s8'nple were l;:Jrgely /ClU"')j, u"');T;(JrrierJ 

migrRnts the percentage concerning their children w?=, :~Iuch lower. 

If we follow the married migrant workers' Drogress through 

the yeRr~ '-"8 5Ge thnt there has been a shift tCJl,lIard~ !:iOT'8 children as 

the migr~tion stream ~?tured. (Table 1.13). 

Table 1.13. Percentage Distribution of 'farried r,' i r' r :0 n t : q ,,-' \dorkc::rs :"] '/ 

Children, Various Years. 

, 1) 
;ilJadan~ I.I.u.K. ( ? ) '(ucel 

1963 1968 1971 1974 1973 

:~o children 13.0 9.3 8.6 9.7 7.? 

1 Child 71.8 11.7 13.1 14.5 ~~.4 

16.6 18.0 ~. 3.4 1 ("' I 

7 Childrel1 70.5 ...l ',; • LJ. 

3 Children ~'~-). 0 19.0 19.7 77.9 77. r! 

4 ~=hildr8n S.6 15.5 16.7 15.1 17.G 

5 Children 4.8 S.5 

6 Children 1.4 7:J.7. 17.5 13.6 (1 • ~~ 

7+ Children 0.7 j.5 

(1) 'b rl '\I' 1964· 65" (~) 1101<, 1971'lfJ: 1/. ~10urces: tl a .. an, .• , . . " 
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While Abadan found that the percentage of th~ \...Iorkers with 

throe ~r morb children was 45.5: in lS63, 1I8~ surveys f~~nrl that it 

c: t C::;. n _4. 196 a t c: 3 -'. ro"e 0 ,H.r, ~n (, 0,) .9>, ln 1971 and with c. fu['t~F~r ~~rop t'l 

51.G":' in 197t~. I found that S9.r·- of thr~ workers in thl:j survey h2d 

more th3n three children in 1973. (Table 1.13). Clearly as the 

mi~jration stream matured, the social characteristics of the ~Iligrants 

started to resemble those of the home community. 

1.6. Educa ti 'Jnal Attainment 

ThE:~ level of educational attainment of Turkic,h fflirdrClnts in 

the FRC COrnpiJr8S favuurably with both the total Turki;:;h [Jo!lu18tiDn rlt 

hOrTW r.nd the other migrant nationalities in the n~c; (r·(Jin~, =~., lrJ7t.1: 

79). In spite of the requirements of primary school cJiplCl i 18S for 

official recruitment, the proportion of illi ter:::1te workers in the Fri~ 

has gone up to about l[)~: in 1974 from about only 3:' in 1963. (T~b1e 1.14). 

This is probably due to the recruitment of spontaneous workers as well 

as perhaps to: 1) personnl job offers cy the employers to the re1ntives 

of sOlne of their Turkish workers, and 2) to the fact that workers 

subsf;quently brought their wives and children to the t:-!~G as rJept:ndents 

C1nd they then took up employment. Finally, though by no fils;-;ns exh;;ust-

ive1y, it may be another indication of the migrant porulation Slowly 

coming to resemble the home population due to the ~aturation or the 

migration stream. 

The bulk of the migrant population has been increasingly 

better educated: the proportion of those with a pri~'12ry school diploma 
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TClb1fJ 1.14. ;;ercentac:L8 Qis_t_r.iJ:)L!iion~LTurkish ~~i9rant ~l!orkers b~ Educational i\ttain"'ent. 

'1' ( " ~ .~ 
,.., c- 1"' ~ N Y ( 3 ) :'[')r"y' (4) 

., 
V'L'"r' \ ) 1 I !:H< / ) Y I "~, 

" ) I \ J i-I \J uL' !'It .J . L \ • 1.-- \ \: _ L..LL 

F)63 1'J fIB 1971 107( 19GB lcn-:-' F j 73 

r' r- r T T T '. F T 0', r ". r \ 

'.\IJ [ducation 3.!J 1.4 ?R 7.9 5.n 3.1 9 "I 1:] 7 18 ILl. It 

LitGrate 
Ill. 9 13.4 14.8 79.0 14.8 14.7 7:5 17 74 15 17 1iJ.9 

(:3 Years Educ.) 

rrimary ~~ehool 
57.4 37.7 1.9.0 59.? 77.5 69.1 (J~ 49 61 64 51 65.7 74.3 

(S Years) 

Vocational 
14.0 23.B 15.4 1.9 7.6 3.0 1 3 1 

School (8 Years) 

r~iddle School 17.1 16.3 12.8 3.D 3.4 6.5 :2 8 3 5 7 7.4 37.8 
(8 Years) 

Second-,ry 
3.7 1[1.4 4.3 0.7 D.B 1.9 tJ '; 1 5.7 37.4 

School (11 YeRrs) 
, 

hi gh f?r E due. n.7 1.4 D.B 0 0 C1 O. Lf 5.4 

llnknawn " '; n.7 0 1 n .' . 

Sources: (1) Abadan, ~., 19G4: 61, Tabla 37; (7) IIB~, 19748: 13, * excludes spontaneous workers; 
, 3 \ 
~ ) ~. c 107~· 107 : a1.ne, ,.1., .' ~~. J, Table A17; (4 ': 

\ I II!::H<, 19740: 21; (5) Hal e, i, •• , 1980: 11, Tau 1 e 7. 

r 0 tell ( 5) 
Turkish 
PO/-l.rigeri 
C' ;.3 ~l d 
ailov8 

r 197:) 

9.0 32..1 

9.4 17.[1 

~;9. 6 34.lJ 

11~6- 4.9 

~J. 4 

1.1 

0.3 
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(5 years education) has gone up from 49; in 1963 to 5S. ii l?7~; those 

with a r;"Ii ddl e schoo 1 diploma (8 yea rs e du ca tio n) IL' (?'"', t s.J l~'n f rom 13.~ in 

1963 to 3~ in 1968 but then started rising again anj re2ch~d 6~ in 1974; 

the proportion of those with a secondary school Goucation (11 years) has 

shown a simi12r trend with first a fall from 4~ in 196~ to J.7~ in 1968, 

followed by ~ rise to 1974. 

1.7. Pre-~igration Occupation 

ContrRry to the common belief in the receiving country, most 

of the migrants were not unemployed before migration. Thi~ has now 

bf-3en well established by research (e.g. Pc:ine, ~., 1974: 8?-8L~; i1hoaues, 

R.E., 1976: 70, 85-86; Abadan, ~., 1964: 67-68; Aker,A., 197?: 43-44). 

The highest pre-migration unemployment rate was during the 82rly ~hase5 

of Turkish migration to the FRG. Gut evsn then thr fi~urB stood at ~nly 

] 4 !· 1 f1 ;- ~ (11 b ~ d· _ ,. , . ~ n _ '":' ,J ,J ...,.' Cl 2 n , "J 
" . , 1964: 67-66). 

unemployed among the new migrnnts fell even more. [nly:' of t~8 

mig ran t S ltl 8 r e un BiTl p loy e d be for e rn i g rat ion in 1 9 71 (~.1 a i :I 8, -:. ., 1 r: 7 4: 19 5, 

Table VIDa); ;~.ker found only 0.3,1 unemployed in his sam~!12 sur\le'! in thr~ 

same year. In 1973 only O.7:'~ were found to he-we beer) unerr:ployed before 

migration among the workers I interviewed. In 1974 it was foun~ in the 

Tes survey that 5.5: of the workers included in ~8 su~vey had been 

unE~~1oy8rl before migration (TE~ 1974J: Ta~lo 13). 

\ L':1L]e proportion of the early migr2"ts ::8,';e frJ:1l industry, 

most of llJholil lJ.18re skilled workers. ..badan reported th.'1t only l~.u' of 
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the workers were unskilled in 1963 and that B.; ~ of these Celine from 

agricultur8. (Table 1.15). In later ye2rs 3S fiI-3SS r"i~I'ction started, 

the shnrc of the agricultural sector rose steadily i~ the nigrotion 

strf-lam: tlw 1971 TC~ survey found that 47-' of the f1isrant~ hac come 

from cJgriculture. (TaLle 1.15). 

In the early 1970's there W3S a sharp incr82se in the demand 

for skilled Ivorkers by Gerrnan elTlployers. This resul ted in long wei ting 

lists for the unskilled men, mainly from the agricultural sector. For 

example, the demand for skilled workers rose from 3f:'.·: in 1971 to 47:C 

in 1973, 6fl'~, in 1974, 97~i:" in 1975, dropping to 90<: in 1J76 (r':;okdere, 

A.Y., 1970: 74, Tablo II, 76). As a result, the shore of skilled 

workers in the migration stream rose sharply among the officidlly 

recruited workers, going up from 36~ in 1971 to 4?~ in 1973, dropping 

to 36:' in 1974 but rising again to 51:~ in 1975 and r82ching 731 in 

1976 (Gokdere, A.Y., 1978: 74, Tablo II, 76). 

Table 1.15 shows the composition of the migrant stock in 

various years. 

1. 8. Pre-i'.,igration Trade Union r~emberahip 

Although the hL~ory of Trade Unions or workers' associations 

in Turkey g08S back to the 1870's, real trade unionis~ started only 

aftAr July lY63 when the unions W8re grantud tho right to b~r9Ain and 



Table 1.lS. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrants Workers' Pre-departure Occupations, Various Years & Surveys. 

1963(1) . 1969(2) 1971(3) 1974(4) 1973 
t' 

. ABADAN \ TES TES TES YUCEL 
I 

t M F T M F T M F T r1 F T 
UNSKILLED 

Agriculture 7.'4 39.9 1.7 37.3 48.8 1.1 4?9 3S.3 6.7 30.8 3S.6 30.7 

Construction 3.8 3.6 3.6 3.1 3.8 3.1 3.0 2.6 

Production 3.2 2.4 1.6 2.3' 1.5 0.4 ' 1.4 2.4 1.3 2.3 10.4 10.8 10.5 

Other 1.0 1.2 1.1 1.1 0.1 1.0 3.? 1.2 2.8 

TOTAL UNSK1LLED 10.6 47.1 4,S 44.3 55.0 1.6 48.4 44.7 9 • 2~ __ 39 ~O_ 49.0 10.8 43.8 

SKILLED & SEMI-SKILLED 

Constrlilction 20.8 19.3 13.0 0.1 11.4 6.0 5.1l 2.6 2.2 

Production 
3S.0 

\0 & Crafts 
13.7 7.9 13.3 14.3 5.9 13.2 17.5 6.2 15.7 9.1 7.9 

r--

Service 4.0 2.9 1.1 2.8 2.4 0.9 2.2 4.4 1.6 3.9 4.8 4.1 

Mining 2.2 4.4 4.1 5.6 4.6 2.9 2.S 12.6 10.9 

Transport 7.9 2.3 2.2 2.3 2.0 3.4 2'.8 ' 5.7,' 4.9 

Professional 
10.2 0.3 0.6 0.4 0.4 O.S 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.4 2.2 10.8 3.4 & Technical 

Se1 f-employed 12.6 3.0 0.1 2.8 2.8 2.4 1.7 0.5 1.5 6.1 5.4 6.0 

Clerical 1.2 2.3 1.3 1.3 1.1 1.3 7.7 2.5 2.3 3.5 71.6 6.0 

Others 3.5 1.6 3.4 2.7 0.5 2.4 6.7 3.3 6.1 

TOTAL SKILLED 3 ~.~9 __ li2.J. ~13_.6_~A~~~_~Jj ___ E_~fL~ __ 9~._0 39.9 45.7 14.6 40.3 46.6 37.8 45.4 



Table 1.15 (cant.) 

NON-WORKING 

Students 0.1 0.7 D.? 0.3 0.3 0.3 0.9 0.9 0.9 3.5 8.1 4.1 

Housewives & ?o 
80.3 5.6 88.1 10.9 74.4 17.4 43.2 6.0 unmarried women 

Unemployed 14.0 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 6.3 0.5 5.3 0.9 0.7 

TOTAL NON-WORKING 16.0 0.1 81.0 5.8 0.3 88.4 11.7 7.'2 75.8 18.6 4 .• 4 51.3 10.8 

Unknown 1.0 0.5 0.9 0.6 0.3 1.1 0.4 3.5 0.9 7.9 

Sources: (1) Abadan, N., 1964: Calculations adjusted by taking into account the Non-working population of 
r--
r-- 16% from p.67, Table 46; p.70, Table 48 and p. 71, Table 49. 

(2) IISK, 1969: from Tablo 8; 

(3) IISK, 1971: from Tablo 8; 

(4) IISK, 1974: from Tablo 11 and 13. 

Note: - Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

... 
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strike. In 1963 there were 795,000 trade unio,1 mGmbers out of a total 

of ?7 million workers, i.e. nearly 11~. ~hen the unions gained the 

right to strike, the numbers of their members started risin~ rapidly, 

reaching nearly 30( of total wage earners. (Table 1.lS). 

T8ble 1.16. fJur.lbers of 10age-earners and Rate of Unioniz3tioll in Turkey, 

1953-1971. 

Number of Wage-Earners Number of T.U. 
Yeors Eligible for T.U's ~embers 

1953 7,745,000 796,000 

1967 3,310,000 613,000 

1971 4,055,000 1,?OO,OOO 

;~ate of 
Unionization 

10.8 

1[:.5 

Source: T.e. ~a11,ma 8akan11§1, 1973: 117, Tabla 17. 

I found similar results in the rtiG in 1973: 30.3< of the 

\JJOrkers interviewed had been union members before migration. ThE 

percentage of wornen union members was considerably lower than that 

of the men, with 71.6% as opposed to 31.7;. (Table 1.17). 

Tah1e 1.17. Pre-r;~igration Trade Union [";embership.of Turkish (v1igrant 

~orkers in Survey,{in %). 

Pre-Migration Trade Union ~embership 

Unknown Was a Member Was No t a f'! Ember 

r:~ a1 e 0.4 31.7 67.2 

Female 71.6 78.4 

T(nr~L 0.4 30.3 69.3 
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The rate of unionization was highest arnon~ the :"iners (93.1':-'), 

professional and technical workers (55.6/~) and the pros'Jcti.on workers 

and craftsmen (43.5~). The lowest rate of unionization was found, not 

surprisingly, in the agricultural sector (7.3~). (Table 1.18). 

Table 1.18. rercentage Distribution of Turkish ~igrant ~orkers by 

Pre-migration Occupations and Pre-migration Trade Union 

r'~embership. 

Pre-Migration Trade Union Membership 

Unknown I"lernber Non-r:!ember 

Non-working 6.9 93.1 

Agricultural 7.3 97..7 

["liners 93.1 6.9 

Drivers 23.1 76.9 

Production Workers 
and Craftsmen 

1.6 43.5 54.8 

Clerical 7.5.0 75.0 

Service and 36.4 63.6 
Entertainmont 

Professional & 55.6 44.4 
Technical 

Sel f-employed 18.8 81.3 

TOTAL 0.4 30.3 69.3 
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1.9. Birthplaces of Migrants' Fathers 

r;ost of the migrants' fathers had rural origins. :Jearly 64n~ 

had been born in vil18ges, 19~~ in towns and only 13'": h8d '::J8Bn born in 

cities. A small percentage of the fathers (4.5~) had also been born 

outside Turkey. (Table 1.19). 

Table 1.19. Percentage Distribution of Turkish r';igrant workers b~ 

Birthplaces of their Fathers. 

RespondentsC Fathers' Oirthplaces 

CITY TOWN VILLAGE AGROI'.O 

r~ale 6.1 17.0 73.0 3.9 

Female 54.1 37.4 5.4 8.1 

TOTAL 1?7 19.1 63.7 4.5 = 100.0 

There seems to be a significant difference between the sexes 

concerning their fathers' background. ~ost of the migrant women's 

fathers had been born in cities (54.1:':'), whereas ['lOst of the men's 

had been born in villages (73%). A very small proportion of the 

women's fathers had been born in villages (5.4{), and a lerge 

proportion had been born in towns (37.4':'). In tota:l contrast, Cl 

small number of the men's fathers had city origins (G.l~) 2nd 17< 

had town origins. 

Ther(-! is a cloSA reselllblance b8t111een the respnnrlrmts' ;-111(; 

their f8thers' backgrounds concerning thHir birthplaces, which is 
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hardly surprising when we note that nenrly 85~ of the respondents had 

been born in the same place as their fathers. (Table 1.7J). 

Table 1.70. Comparison of the Birthplaces of the r,igrants ~nd their 

Fathers, (in~). 

Fathers' P1ac8s of 8irth 

Respondents Same Place as 
Respondents 

Another Place 

Male 90.0 10.0 

Female 51.4 48.6 

TOTAL 84.6 15.4 = 100.0 

It is interesting to note that while an overwhelming majority 

of the male respondents (90~) had been born in their fathers' places of 

birth, nearly half the female respondents (48.6%) had been born in a 

place other than that of their fathers. This indicates that 49~ of the 

migrant ~lomen in the sample had come from families with previous mi~ration 

experience whereas only a small percentage of the migrant men (ID~) had 

come from families with such experience. 

1.9.1. Present Residences of the Migrants' Fathers 

Most of the respondents' fathers who were alive at the time of 

the interview were still living at their birthplaces (45.3~). ~ consid-

erably large group (10.9%) who ~,ere living outside their birthplaces 

were living in cities. (Table 1.?1). 
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Tabl e I.? 1. Present I~esi dences 0 f i"l i9 ran ts' Fa th ers. 

11esflondents' Fathers' Present Plac3 of 11esidence 

Deceased 

Female 71.6 

TUT I'lL 37.0 

At Place 
of Birth 

47.8 

79.7 

45.3 

In a 
Ci ty 

5.1 

MJ.5 

10.9 

1.9.? r'~igrants' Fathers' OccupBtion 

In a 
Town 

n 0 
.' . ../ 
8.1 

1.9 

In a 
Village 

3.1 

7.6 

In the 
F~C; 

1.7 

nore than half the respondents' fathers were farmers (57.3t). 

The next largest group was the craftsmen and production workers (In.l~), 

follolJJed by rniners (8.';<), self-employed (7.S,<), clericrjl staff (5.7/') 

and professional and technicAl (4.11). Very few were in thu s8rvic8 

«(J.4/~) or thelransport (D.7.:.) sectors. (TCjble 1.77). 

There is again a significant difference between the male and 

female respondents concerning their fathers' background. r:os t 0 f the 

women workers' fathers were either self-employed (21.5~) or were in the 

clerical (74.3":) and professional and technical (15.?~) sectors. A 

large majority of the men's fathers were farmers (6?6~) or craftsmen 

and production workers (10.4%) and miners (9.5~). 

A large majority of the fathers who were Blive wcr8 still 

uJorking - (j4.7'~ of the men's and 87.G'·~ of the women's futhLJrs were 

still economically active. (Table 1.73). 



1"1 
OJ 

rr,ale 

Female 

TOTAL 

:Jnknoltln 

6.5 

7.7 

6.0 

Table 1.?7. Migrants' Fathers' Uccupations. 

Peasants 

62.6 

?4.3 

57.3 

Hospon dents ' Fa thers' UCCUpn tions 

F~iners Drivers 

9.6 0.4 

7.7 

8.? 0.7 

Craftsmen, 
Production 
Workers 

10.4 

0.1 

10.1 

Professional 
& Technical 

7.7 

16.7 

4.1 

Clerical 

7.7 

74.3 

5.2 

Service 
Enter
tainment 

0.4 

\iO· .. 4 

Self
Ernoloyed 

5.7 

71.6 

7.9 100.8 
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Table 1.23. Economically Active Fathers. 

Retired Working 

i"lale 35.8 64.1 

Female 17.? 8?8 

TOTAL 32.5 67.5 

1.10. Head of the Family, Before the Migrants' DeparturE to the FRG 

Gore than half the migrant men (51.3:) came from families 

where they were the family heads. Another big group (45. I~~) came from 

families where the family head was still their father. ~ very small 

number of men came from families where the family head was an elder 

brother (3%), and only one man (0.4%) came from a family whose head 

was his mother. (Table 1.24). 

Table 1.24. Pre-migration Family Head. 

Pre-migration Family Head 

Father 

Male 45.1 

Female 54.1 

TOTAL 46.4 

Him! 
Herself 

51.3 

1.7 

44.6 

Elder 
Brother 

3.0 

7.7 

3.0 

Mother 

0.4 

8.1 

1.5 

Husband 

3/.4 

4.5 100.0 

~ost of the migrant women came from families where the head 

of the family was either their father (54.1/~) or their husband (3;'.4,~). 

Only a small number came from families where the head of the family was 
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their mother (8.1-') or elder brother (2.7;:'). (TablE 1.')4). 

1.10.1. Type of Family, Before Departure 

Nearly half the migrants (47.9:~) came from nucle~r f3illilies 

which consisted of husband and wife and unmarried children. The other 

half came from large families (49.7-~). 17.6: 1 CCime from large fa~'iilies 

which consisted of husband and wife and one married son 5~d grandchildren 

(Lnrge Family Type 1); 19.5~: came from large families with husband and 

wife plus more than one married son and their children (Large Family 

Type 2), and 1'1.7% came from large fanlilies which consisted of nuclear 

families wi th dependant relatives, usually an aged p;=;rent (L"rg8 r.'3r1lily 

Type 3). 

Table 1.25. Pre-migration Family Type. 

f'i al e 

Female 

TOTAL 

TU HKEY -x-

f~VERAGE 

* Source: 

Pre-migration Family Type 

Lived 
Alone/
Wi th 
Friends 

2.7 

7.7 

7.7 

3.'1 

iJuclear 
Family 

41.7 

86.5 

47.9 

59.7 

Timur, S., 1977: 31, 
Typology di fferences, 
to 100. 

Large 
Family 1 

19.6 

5.4 

17.6 

13.8 

drawn from 

Large 
Family:; 

22.6 

0.0 

19.5 

5.7 

~izelge 3. 
the percentage total 

Large 
Family 3 

13.9 

5.4 

17.7 

13.1 

lnC.n 

F38caus8 of the 
does not add up 
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There seem to be significant differences concerning the pre

migration family type between the male and female migrantc. The over

whelming majori ty of the migrant women (86.57S) came from nuclear families, 

while the overall picture drawn above holds true for the ~igrant men. 

(Table 1.25). 

When we compare the migrants' family types with the Turkish 

average we see that extended families provide more of the ~igrant men, 

and that nuclear families send m.my more of the migrant women (86.5~~). 

1.10.2. Number 0 f Family ~1 embers, Before Departure 

Consistent with the above picture is the size of the families 

the migrants come from. r~ost of the migrant women (81)~) come from 

families wi th up to seven members, whereas migrant men come from much 

larger families. (Table 1.26). 

While the average size of the family in Turkey is 5.5 persons 

(4.1 in the big cities of Istanbul, Ankara and Izmir, 4.9 in the other 

cities, 5.6 in towns and 6.1 in villages - Timur, 5., 1977:37), the 

migrant men in the sample came from families with an ~vcrage of 7.8 

persons - nearly 50'-~ higher than the national average, and the mi]:'ant 

women came from families u.;ith an average of 5.2 persons, slightly lOuJer 

than the national average. (Table 1.76). 



t"
O) 

['lal0 

Female 

TOT~'.L 

Liv,~ri 

Alone 

7.7 

'1.7 

7.7 

T:c1hle 1.7Cl. Pre-migration Number of Family ~lembers (in ;t). 

Pre-migr2tion ~umber of F amil y f·1 embers 

':'-3 4-5 6-7 8-9 10-11 17-13 
Persons Persons Persons f'ersons Persons f.l8rsons 

6.1 77.6 78.7 13.9 7.4 6.1 

37.4 74.3 24.3 5.4 8.1 

9.7 7/.8 28.1 12.7 7.5 5.7 

14-15 16+ 
Persons Persons Mean ·eX) 

5.7 7.4 7.8 

7.7 5.2 

5.7 6.4 7.5 
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lJ.O.3. f\]uinber of Workinq Family 1\;e,-nb8rs, cefore Departure 

In 3 large numher of cases (41. ::'<) only one ,:Lr~on in the 

family l!Ias working before the respondents' migr8tion. In ')3.6-~ of 

the families only two people, and in l7~ only three peGr 1c worked, 

while the far:lilies wi th rnore than three members u!Orking consti tuted 

only ?3':~ of the sample. (Table 1.1'7). 

1.10.4. Reasons for Leaving Home First Time 

Migrat~on to the FRG seems to be the main mason for leaving 

home for the majority of the respondents. [V1ore than 55'6 of the men 

and nearly 65>~ of the women had first left home to go to the rRG. 

Marriage is the next important event which necessitates leaving 

horne, wi th 77,-" of the women and almost 11>1 of the men haviny left 

home after marriage. Internal migration in Turkey for economic 

reasons is the third most important reason for leavinfJ hOiTIr~ for the 

men, while there were no women in this category. While the father's 

or mother's death had been the reason for 10.4% of the men to leave 

home, none of the women had left home for these reasons. rore thFm 

5,~ of the women and less than l'~ of the men had left home to attend 

a school in another town. (Table 1.78). 

1.11 • Pre-migration Accommodation 

Only a small number of the migr<mt fTlL;n (L).fJ ,') l.Jr:r~: livinu 

in rented i:iccornmodntion at the time of their rniyrntion. The rest 



Tnh l o 1. 77. Percenta ge Di s tribution of Turki s h MigrAnt Workers by Pre-migr a ti on rJumb e r of \JJo r kin g FClrn ily !"'8nbers . 

Pr e- mi grAtion ~ umber of Workin g FAmily r: embe r s 

1 Pers on 7 Pe r s nn s 3 Pe r s ons 4 Persons 5 Persons 6 Person s 7 Pers ons 8 Person s 0+ ~erson~ 

~[\ 1 8 4:1.4 71.3 11.7 G. 5 6.5 3 .5 4. =) 1 . 3 I, • .J 

f GIl1 11 1 e 45 .g 37. 8 1 3 . S ? 7 n.D n. '"1 o. ~ iJ . U 11 . :l 

T(} T/\L 41. '/ '/3.6 l7. ll 6.0 5.6 3. Cl 3.7 1.1 3. 7 = IJJ . 'J 

Table 1.28. Mi~rants' Reasons for Leaving Home for the First Time, (in %). 

m ~easons for Leaving Father's Home OJ 

To Work in For 
Marriage Another To go to Family got Father's filo ther' s To fi:igrate Education in Other 

Place FRG too Big Death Oeath to Turkey Another Town Reasons 

Male 10.9 11.3 55.? 4.3 9.1 1.3 0.9 0.9 6.1 

Female '/7.0 0.0 64.9 7.7 5.4 

TOTAL ' 13.1 9.7 56.6 3.7 7.9 1.1 1.1 1.5 5 . 7 = 1 00 . 8 
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were livin9 in houses owned either by their fathers (t7~) or by them-

selves (4J.t('). Although a considerably larger percent.=;gB of the 

women (35:0 were li\1ing in rented accommoriation, those l1Jho lived 

in houses owned by themselves (10.8<) or by their fathers (54.1--') 

still constituted the majority. (Table 1.°9). 

Table 1. '")9. Ownership of Pre-migration Accommodation (in ,,:. 

Pre-migration Accommodation 
Father'sl 

Own House Relative's Rented 
House House 

Male 40.4 47.0 17.6 

Female 10.8 54.1 35.1 

TOTAL 36.3 47.9 15.7 loo.n 

There was a sharp contrast bet,ween the houses lived in by 

the migrant men and the women. A very large group of the men lived 

in village (63~) and shanty town (gecekondu) (5.7.n houses. 

Table 1.30. Pre-migration Accommodation Type, (in 

Pre-migration Accommodation Type 

Village House Shantytown House Flat Town House 

(VI al e 63.0 5.7 3.9 :7.8 

Femal e 0.0 0.0 79.7 70.3 

TO T t~L 54.3 4.5 7.5 33.7= 18C1.CJ 

Although there are considerable differences in the construction 

of village houses from one region to another, they are generally on8-
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storey buildings (OPT 197J: 746, Tablo 719), with one (If.J~), two 

(32.5'·,~), three (23.'""~) or four (15.8;;') rooms (orT 197'"': '143, Tabla 

714), made with stone (49.5~), wood (71.8%) or sun-dried mud bricks 

(?7.3/~) (DPT 1970: 747, Tablo 270). They have roofs covdrEd with 

earth (50~') or tiles (40.9~'~) (OPT 1970: 747, Tablo ,/-:;1), without 

8 separate kitchen (55%) or bathroom (36.81) (OPT 197J: '148, Tabl0 

777), and usually an outside toilet (OPT 1970: 748, Tublo 7/3). 

70.9>~ of the villages had drinking water shortages. 67. 7/~ of the 

villages got their drinking water from the village fountain (9Ryme), 

17. 3~;{. from a well, and 9.1>~ got it from streams (OPT 1970: 770, 

Tabla 184-185). 

rost of the migrant men (60%) and all the women stated that 

they had 8 separate bathroom in their houses. (Table 1.31). Again, 

all the women were living in accommodation with inside toilets, while 

54r~ of thA men lived in houses with outside toilets. (TablA 1.31). 

Table 1.31. Percentage of Pre-migration Accommodation Possessing 

8athroom and Toilet. 

No Answer 

[VI 81 e 0.9 

Female 

TOTAL 0.7 

Bathroom 

Yes 

60.0 

100.0 

65.5 

iJo 

39.1 

0.0 

:33.7 

Inside 

44.3 

100.0 

57.1 

Toilet 

Outside 

53.9 

~J • 0 

46.4 

1.7 

(J.O 

1.5 
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1.12. Use of Consumer Durables . 

f·1ost of the f;ligrant men (6?6,~) had no carpet or Ilodern 

household rll:lchines in their accomolod"'t;on befnr;:> . t· <:1 ... .~ ~ n ~ !j r 2 lO n • ~·JeC'1r1y 

79; hnd only c~rpets, and 0.7% had a cprpet plus one or more IJf the 

househo1rl machines in their homes. (Tr1ble 1.37). 

The migrant women came from !nuch better furnished hOI!les. 

Only 19,~ of them had none of the items listed in their horilr:3S, lJlhil13 

30,~ had all four, 8~ had three, 16: had two and ~7~ had only ~ 

carpet in their accommodation. (Table 1.37). 

Table 1.3? Percentage Distribution of Carpet, Fridge, ~ashing ~achine 

3nd Electric Sweeper in Pre-migration Accommodation. 

\.JJashing IViachine, Fri dge, E18ctric Sweeper ~x CcJrpet 
in Pre-migration Accommodation 

None C8rpet Only 7 Items '7 I terns 1\11 4 I telflS ~j 

r/: ale 67.6 70.7 6.1 8.9 1.7 

Female 18.9 ?7.0 16.? 8.1 ';"9.7 

TOTAL 56.6 78.5 7.5 1.9 5.6 = 100.0 

When we look at the things the migrants had item by item, we 

see thut the carpet is the most widely possessed co;-r.-rloeJity. 37.4~ of the 

men and 81~ of the women had carpets in their homes. r.- ,-. r1 ' 
....Ju. 0 /~ of the WOli2n 

and n.T,' of th8 lTIen had a fridgp; 37.U:' of the women anr] I.fj'~ of th8 men 

had wC'lshiny rnFlchines and ?9.7,~ of the wornFm and 7.7;': of thG men hnr 

electric SuJ88[1r.rs in their 8ccomrnoriation. (Tablp. l.:~'·t.). rJO'lF of the 
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migrants had a fridge, washing m2chine or electric SlLieeper \.iii thout a 

CArpet, lllhich suggests that 8 carpet is thE first thing tr,:;t people 

buy. Th~ next item on the list seems to be the fridge, follow~d hy 

the llJnc::hinf] machine, wi th the electric sweeper cominQ l;-~s t. 

Table 1.33. Percentage Distribution of Possession of r'_ (-t '~d r ,) t-,; , Fri dge, 

I ~ h . ,.uas 111g ['!,achine r ,--' Electric Sweeoer in n r8-r<l i.2F3 tion Hor~,8S • 

~Jone Carpet Fridge 
:u2shing Electric 
rl'achinE S1.1l.88per 

;"'ale 6').6 37.4 8.7 ').6 '"' ') ... 
Femal e It). 9 81.1 56.8 37.8 "9.7 

TOTAL 56.6 43.4 15.4 7.5 6. 'J 

A large lilajority of the migrant men (57.8:;) had only a radio 

in their homes, while 13.5< had a radio and a tape recorder or record 

player and 3.9',r~ had all these items. ?4.sr! of the fi1en h::,o none of 

these in their pre-migration accommodation. (Tajle 1.l4). 

All the migrant women came from houses with at least a radio 

(?9.7:); those with a radio and a tape recorder ~r record player constit-

ut8d 37.8-~, llJhile those who had all three items formed 3/'.4:;; of the sample. 

There were nons without at least a radio. (Table 1.34). 

I f wet a k e e a c h oft h e item s 1 i s ted in t urn, w e see t hat til s 

radio is the most common item At home. 75.7~ of the :nirJI'ant !:len i=lnd 311 

the women hGd radios in their homes. Recoru players s~e', to take second 

nlace in the hones of the migrant women (59.5~:'), while tapa recorders 

took second [llnce in the men's homes (II.:', '). lIs the third itern, 43.')"( 
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Table 1.34. Percentage Distribution of Radio, 'iecord ~~layer or Tape 

Recorder in Pre-migration Accommodation. 

~lale 

Female 

TO TAL 

Radio, Tape l1ecorder, Record Player in Pre-:,igration /\ccommodation 

None Only Radio 

57.8 

7.9.7 

71.3 53.9 

Two I terns 

13.5 

37.8 

16.9 

All Three Items 

3/.4 

7.9 

of the women had tape recorders and lO.4~ of the men hqd record players 

in their pre-migration accommodation. (Table 1.35). 

Table 1.35. Percentage Distribution of ,Radio, Record Player and Tape 

f1ecorders in Pre-migration Accommodation. 

~~one f(a dio Tape Recorder r~ecorG !=,layer 

1'",81e 74.8 75./ 11.3 In. !~ 

F8tnE,le 0.0 100.0 43./ 59.5 

Ttl TA L 71.3 78.7 15.7 17.7 

1.13. Reasons for r'ligration 

The primary causes of labour migration ar6, by defini tion, 

economic. Di fferences 0 f economic development betll'een two regions, 

entailing differences of supply and demand of labour, job opportunities, 

wage differontials, access to educational and health facilities, etc., 

cJL'f~ tllu fI1c..dn fufurc~ that set in motion the ~rocess of l;::diolJr lI,irdr;)tinn 

(For ;1 lUr1uthi8r disr.lJssion of the Cduses d Iniyr::)tiorl ~,[jl] thl~ Int['o-

duction) • rhis is very well illustrateLl in the answers the rni(jrants 

gave to the Cluestion on the reasons for rnigr8tion. 9/'. r: . • of the migrant 
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rnen and 7J.3~ of the women gave pure economic reasons for their 

migration. (rable 1.36). When we combine this group with the next, 

which stated that they had migrated for better wagEs anD to see 

Europe (3.5~ of the men and 71.6~ of the women), we get 95~ of the 

migrants declaring economic reasons for their migration. In fact, 

we can add to this category too 5.4)~ of the women who stated that 

their reason for migration was to bring their husbands t8 th8 FRG. 

They hRd migrated to the FRG first because it wns much casier for 

the women to migrate and then bring their husbands. Otherwise their 

husbands could wait in the queue for years 8nd perhaps never get the 

chance to migrate - especially if they were over 35 years old and 

unskilled. (See Chapter II). 

Among the other reasons people gave to exp18in their 

migration were those connec ted with education (two men and a 

woman worker had originally come for university education but had 

later abandoned their studies), three men had come to join their 

families as dependants and had later started working, ~nd five other 

men (? .l>~) had come for various personal reasons like esc8ping from 

blood feuds, political h~rassment, etc. (Table 1.36). 

Tab 1 e 1. 36 • ;"1 a i n R 8 a son S for l"li 9 rat ion, (i n ,:1). 

EconO!nic 

9/./ 

7rJ.3 

TO T I\L 09.1 

~ain Reasons for ~igration 
Retter 
\veges & 
to See 
Europe 

3.5 

21.0 

6.0 

To 
Rring 
Husband 

5.4 

n.7 

C:ducetion 

n.g 

7.7 

1.1 

Join Various 

1. ~ ') 1 . ~ 

1.1 1 • r} = HJ r) • ') 
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1.13.1. iiligration Channel 

A large majori ty of the migrants (all thE WOf'lL;l --.:nu 71. 7/~ 

of the men) had chosen the official chcmnels of rnigrc:;tion and calle 

to the (lC through the Turkish Employment Service (TES~ 2n~ the 

GermAn LL'lson Uffice (GLO). The next largest group (lb.l-~ of the 

men) had chosen to migrate unofficially and came to the FRG as 

"tourists" - the common term for all spontaneous migrants. unly 

6.1~ of the men had received personal job offers, 4.3: had utilized 

the village producers' co-operatives (whose members were given smile 

prioritios) and 1.T.'" had come on the invitation of close relatives. 

(Table 1.37). 

Table 1.37. ~1igration Channels Utilized, (in ;:). 

r~ale 

Female 

T(JT/~L 

Through 
TES 

71.7 

10Ll.0 

75.7 

Migration Channel 

Invitation 
from 

Relatives 

1.7 

1.5 

Invitation As 
from Tourist 

Firms 

6.1 16.1 

5.7 13.9 

1.13.2. fHgration Companions on the First Journey 

Through a 
Village 

Co-op. 

3.7 = 100.0 

f1lost of the migrants (97.3~ of the women r:,nd 76.1'J~ of the 

men) h~d left Turkey in the company of other workers bound for the 

n~G, usually os d group uf officiolly recruited rnigr; ,f lts. Less than 
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6~ of the men and 3~ of the women had been accompanied by relatives, 

and 7~ of the men and none of the women by hem,ehris (fellow country

men). 10.9:-1
, of the men had travelled alone. (Table 1.38). 

Table 1.38. First r'1igration Companions, (in ~~). 

Male 

Female 

TOTAL 

other 
tuo rk ers 

76.1 

97.3 

79.0 

Alone 

10.9 

9.4 

Relatives 

5.7 

2.7 

5.? 

Fellow 
Countrymen 

7.4 

6.4 = 10:1.0 

In conclusion the emerging picture is that the Turkish labour 

migration to the FRG is, in spite of the steady increase in the number 

of women workers, still dominated by the men. There was a sharp 

increase in the recruitment of Turkish women by the Derman electronics 

and textile industries in the early 1970's which, as f6r as the char-

acteristics of the women included in the survey suggest was mainly 

composed of young, unmarried, urban dweller~ with better than average 

education. This was probably the beginning of a new phase in the Turkish 

labour migration process which was stopped abru~tly by the ban on labour 

recruitment by the FRG in 1974. Had this not happened the migration 

would probably continued in time to include rural women, with far 

reaching effects on Turkish social structure, especially in respect of 

the position of women. 

I h.-·we shown that contrary to some misconceptions the migrants 

are from the more developed regions and provinces of Turkey and are 
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likely to have experienced internal migration. They are young;. most of 

the men are married, the women are unmarried. Men come from much larger 

families than the women. Migrants are better educated with a high level 

of employment and trade union membership recorJ. The social differences 

between men and women migrants are also reflected in their fathers' 

residential and occupational backgrounds. 

Over half the migrant men seem to have been the family heads 

before migration, while the other half were still under their fathers' 

or another relative's authority. Almost all the women on the other hand 

were under their fathers' husbands' or another relative's authority 

before migration. 

Most of the men came from large extended families, while an 

overwhelming majority of the women came from nuclear families. It 

seems that migration to the FRG was the main reason for leaving the 

father's home for the first time. Other reasons included marriage 

and internal migration in Turkey itself. 

I 
Consistent with their backgrounds, most of the men used to 

live in village or town houses owned by themselves or their fathers, 

while the women lived in town houses or city flats ~ostly owned by 

fathers or privately rented. The women's houses were much better 

equipped with consumer durables like carpets, frid9~.washing machines, 

radios, record players, etc. 
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The primary causes of migration were as expected: econo~lic. 

rost of the men and all the women had migrated using the official 

channels and came to the FRG in the company of other workers. 

I have not attempted in this chapter to discu~s the signif-

icance of these demographic characteristics for the migrants themselves. 

The subjective dimension to migration, the choices people ~ake, the 

subtle shifts in attitude and perspective which migration requires 

will be discussed in appropriate places in subsequent cha~ters. 

In the following chapter I discuss the recruitment process 

itself, examining how official recruitment procedures actually work 

and showing how migrants use these procedures. In addition I examine 

the mechanism of unofficial or spontaneous recruitment for it is 

through such arrangements - both official and unofficial - that the 

links between the developed economy and the underdeveloned economy 

are managed and maintained. 

NOTES 

(1) Provinces of the regions: 

1. Thrace and Marmara Region: Edirne, K1rklareli, Tekirda~, 

Istanbul, Kocaeli, ~anakkale, Bursa, Bilecik, Sakaryc. 

7. Aegean Region: ~u~la, Denizli, Aydin, Izmir, r2nisa, 3allkesir, 

Kutahya, Afyon, U~ak. 

3. rlack Sea Region: Bolu, Zonguldak, Kastamonu, ~ino~, 

Ordu, Giresun, Trabzon, Rize, Artvin. 

r Jamsun, 
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4. ~editerranean Region: Hatsy, Adana, I~el, ~ntalYR, Surdur. 

5. Central Anatolia Region: Eski,ehir, Konya, ~i~de, Ankara, 

~ank1r1, ~orum, Yozgat, K1r~ehir, Mara~, Sivas, Tokat, 

Am8sya, Isparta. 

6. Eastern Anatolia Region: Kars, Agr1, Erzurum, Gumujhane, 

Erzinean, Malatya, Tuneeli, Bingol, r~u!i, 3i tlis, Hakk~ri, 

Van. 

7. South-eastern Region: Gaziantep, Ad1yaman, Urfa, ~iyarb8k1r, 

r'lardin, Siirt. 
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CHAPTER 2 

RECRUITMENT 

2.1. OFFICIAL RECRUITMENT 

Official labour migration from Turkey is regulated by bilateral 

labour and social security agreements between Turkey and the labour-

importing countries. The first of the labour agreements was signed 

with the Federal Republic of Germany on 31.10.1961. This was followed 

by the agreements with Austria (1964), Belgium (1964), Holland (1964), 

France (1965), Sweden (1967) and Australia (1967). 
(1) 

The labour agreement between Turkey and the FRG is similar to 

those between the FRG and the other labour-exporting countries like 

Spain, Italy and Greece. It covers the main principles of labour 

exchange procedures and states the rules and methods of co-operation 

between the countries. Stipulated clauses define the responsibilities 

of the authorized institutions, first selection, final selection, 

arrangement of travel to the importing country, equality of the 

migrants to the German workers, their rights and obligations while 

in the FRG, transfer of savings, measures for facilitating adjustment 

to the new environment, and the return of migrants (T.C. Di~i~18ri 

• 
8akanl~g~ Ekonomik ve Sosyal I~ler Genel Mudurlugu, 1973: 18 - 70). 
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The selection, transportation and placement of workers are carried 

out by the authorized institutions in Turkey and the FRG. For Turkey 

this institution is the Turkish Employment Service (TES). In Germany 

the German Federal Labour Bureau and the Unemployment Insurance 

Institution co-operate for this purpose and are represented in Turkey 

by the German Liason Office (GLO) in Istanbul. 

A German employer who wants to hire foreign labour contacts the 

local Employment Bureau and asks for the necessary papers. He fills 

in the required information for each job: the required skills, the 

wage and working conditions offered for that job as stated within the 

last agreement between employers and trade unions. If there is no 

agreement, the average wage and working conditions of the region are 

written down. Employers have the right to choose the foreign workers 

they want to employ from among the Turkish, Greek, Spanish or Portuguese 

nationals. One precondition of labour import by an employer is that he 

should provide accommodation for all the workers he wants to import 

and that he should pay a fee for all the recruitment expenditures. 

In the early sixties this fee used to be only 165 OM per person. 

Later it was increased to 300 OM and on 1.9. 1973 to 1,000 OM per 

person in the hope of discouraging employers from recruitment of 

foreign labour, which had reached a disconcerting level. 

When the foreign worker requests are received by the employment 

bureaux, tbe conditions of the contracts are checked and then sent to 
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the liason officers in the appropriate countries, either openly, for 

any worker of the required skills, or with the worker's name on it if 

it is a personal job offer. 

In Turkey the job offers from the GLO are received by the Istanbul 

branch office of the TES. Istanbul transfers 50% of these to the 

Ankara branch for re-distribution among forty-six provinces in Central 

and Eastern Anatolia (including Ankara). The other 50% are distributed 

according to a Quota by the Istanbul branch among twenty-one provinces 

in Western Anatolia and Thrace (including Istanbul). (2) To be able 

to recruit suitable workers in each province from among the many 

thousands of applicants, the jobs and the working conditions offered 

are circulated on standard forms which include such information as the 

name and the place of the employer, the job offered, the number of 

positions to be filled, the contract period, the sex, marital status 

and age limits, the required skills, the working hours, the minimum 

and maximum wages, the social benefits and the accommodation offered • 

. 
The applications received from the prospective migrants by the 

TES branches throughout the country are also classified accordingly. 

When the job offers are received, these are matched with the applications 

and the suitable applicants are inv~ted for the first selection. (Ahibaba, 

N., 1966: 105 - 124). 

The first selection by the TES is based on required skills, priority 

conditions, date of application, age and health. Until April, 1977 
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priority was given toti1ose who 

1) were demanded by name by the foreign employer; 

2) had some knowledge of the relevant language; 

3) had applied jointly with their spouses; 

4) were involuntarily unemployed; 

5) were members of an agricultural producers' co-operative. 

There was also a rotation system whereby different provinces in Turkey 

had priority each year. (Oz~ahin, S., 1970: 19 - 20). 

In April 1972 the priority conditions were changed and a new 

rotation system was established. From that time on priority was 

given to: 

1) members of producers' co-operatives; 

2) applicants in areas of national catastrophes; 

3) applicants who received personal job offers (only those who 

either have a parent, a spouse or a child in Germany, or are ex-employees 

of a German firm can receive a personal job offer); 

4) applicants from less developed regions. (The country was 

classified into three regions as a) less developed, b) developing 

and c) developed. (See Figure 1). Provinces classified as "less 

developed' were to receive two year's and the»developing" provinces 

were to receive one year's priority. (Paine, S., 1974: 67). 

The labour migration from the FRG is highly selective. The pros

pective migrants are required to fulfill certain conditions to be able 

to obtain jobs abroad. In addition to skill requirements, those who 
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have criminal records, those who are denied passports for political 

reasons, those who are illiterate and those who have ill health or are 

above certain age limits cannot be selected. The age limits are 35 

for unskilled and 40 for skilled workers. 

After the first selection, the TES sends for the selected applicants 

to the German Liason Office. The final selection is conducted by the 

German Liason Office in Istanbul. The prospective migrants are medically 

examined by German doctors. Those who pass the medical tests are subjected 

to skill tests, either personally by the employers or by their represent

atives. The head of the GLO, von Harasovski, stated when interviewed in 

May, 1972 that they could handle six hundred workers a day and that 20% 

of these were being refused for medical reasons and a further 15% of 

them were failing for other reasons. 

The successful candidates sign a contract with German firms. The 

contracts are counter-signed by the employers or their representatives 

and endorsed by the TES and the GLO. The conditions of the contracts 

are written in both Turkish and German and cover the wages, working and 

accommodation conditions, work locations, social benefits, etc. The 

duration of the contract is usually one year, after which the worker 

is free to change his job or renew his contract or return home. With the 

signing of the contract, the long waiting period - up to ten years for some 

unskilled workers - and the following "rites de passage" (all the enquiries, 

tests, bureaucratic formalities) are over. From now on the process speeds 

up - as if to prepare the migrant for the fast tempo of German industrial 

life. The Turkish authorities provide him with a valid passport and an 
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official statement about his marital status and number of children. The 

GLO issues an identity card, which also serves as work permit during the 

first year in Germany. Most of the migrants are transported to West 

Germany within two days. Abadan found that one third of the workers had 

been sent the next day, and one quarter within two days. Only 29.1% of 

the migrants had been delayed for one week or more. (Abadan, N., 1964: 58). 

Transport to Germany is arranged by the GLO. The workers are usually 

sent by train. They are informed of the departure date and requested to 

be at the station in Istanbul at a certain time. There they are given 

their tickets and food packages to last them for three days (or the money 

to buy food for the same period). Then they are put on special labour 

trains and sent to Germany in special second class sleeper compartments. 

The journey lasts two days and three nights. The train is met in Munich 

by the representatives of the German firms. The workers are grouped 

according to their firms and taken to their work places. Those whose 

firms are in other parts of Germany are either taken there by the 

representatives or given "clea~' instructions as to where to get off 

and put on a train and sent to the nearest town, where they are met by 

the firm. If there is a group of workers to be taken, they are usually 

met by someone and taken to the firm. If there are only one or two 

workers for a firm, they are usually sent from Munich to the nearest 

town by train, on their own. 

The migrants are required to obtain stay permits within three days 

of their arrival at their workplaces. For the first year these permits 

are issued together as part of the recruitment procedure. For the 
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following years the work permits are issued by the Employment Agency, 

and the residence permits are issued by the Foreigners' Police, a 

special security agency dealing solely with foreigners. (de Haant,1976: 

351). During the first five years these permits are usually granted 

for one year, and restricted to a given area and a specific job. After 

fi~e years of uninterrupted employment, if the economic and social 

conditions are favourable, the permits can be granted unconditionally, 

with no reference as to the job,. firm or the residential area. (Franz, 

F., 1975: 51). 

The bulk of labour migration from Turkey to Europe is through 

official channels. Tablel~ shows the number of workers sent by the 

TES between 1961 and 1971. Tablet! shows the total number of regis

tered workers in West Germany. 86.1% of my sample workers had also 

used the official channels. 13.9% had come to Germany as "tourists". 

Among those who had used the official channels, 75.7% had waited for 

their recruitment, and the other 10.4% had jumped the queue by either 

receiving personal job offers - through their relatives already in 

West Germany (6.7%) - or by enrolling in a village producers' 

co-operative (3.7%). 

The considerations which affect the migration decisions are 

numerous. Obviously the driving force is economic. I will not 

repeat here the "push" and "pull" factors or the economic causes of 

migration as· these are well documented in the literature on labour 

migration (e.g. Abadan, N., 1964, 1976; Bortucene, i., 1966; Tuna, 0., 

and Ekin, N., 1966; Krane, R.E., 1975; Berger, J. and Mohr, J., 1975; 



Table?-.l: Officially Recruited Turkish Migrant Workers by Years, Country and Sex. 

GERMANY OTHERS TOTAL 

Years Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total 

1961 1,430 46 1,476 1,430 46 1,430 

1962 10,493 532 11,025 160 160 10,653 532 11,185 

1963 20,908 2,528 23,436 6,843 49 6,892 27,751 2,577 30,3?8 

1964 50,818 4,084 54,902 11,182 92 11,274 62,000 4,176 66,176 

1965 34,456 11,196 45,652 5,885 63 5,948 40,341 11,259 51,600 

1966 22,865 9,715 32,580 1,782 54 1,836 24,647 9,769 34,416 

en 1967 3,715 3,484 7,199 1,699 49 1,748 5,414 3,533 8,947 0 
rl 

1968 30,099 11,310 41,409 1,770 31 1,801 31,869 11,341 43,210 

1969 77,472 20,670 98,142 5,738 95 5,833 83,210 20,765 103,975 

1970 76,556 20,380 96,936 32,243 396 32,639 108,799 20,776 129,575 

1971 52,162 13,522 65,684 22,080 678 22,758 74,247 14,200 88,442 

380,974 97,467 478,441 89,382 1,507 90,889 470,356 98,974 569,330 

Source: Erker, T., 1966: 92, TES Statistics, Various Years. 
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Table 2 ;2: Total Number of Registered Turkish Workers in the FRG, 

1960 - 1973. 

Years Male Female Total· 

1960 (July) 2,295 200 2,495 

1962 (Sept.) 16,995 1,563 18,558 

1963 (Sept. ) 29,393 3,569 32,967 

1964 (sept. ) 77,127 8,045 85,177 

1965 (Sept. ) 115,018 17,759 132,777 

1966 (Sept.) 133,735 27,215 160,950 

1967 (Sept.) 105,853 25,456 131,309 

1968 (Sept.) 118,648 34,257 152,905 

1969 (Sept.) 190,762 53,573 244,335 

1970 (Sept.) 276,493 77,405 353,898 

1971 (S ept. ) 355,787 97,358 453,145 

1972 (S ept. ) 391,603 119,501 511,104 

1973 (Jan.) 399,606 128,808 528,414 

Source: Aus1andische Arbeitnehmer, 1972/73: 70 - 71. 
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Aker, A., 1972; Braham, P., 1976; Castles,S., and Kosack, G., 1973; 

B5hning, W.R., 1972; Todaro, M.P., 1969, 1976; Harris, J. and Todaro, 

M.P., 1970). I will content myself by giving some empirical figures 

concerning the Turkish migrant workers. 88% of Aker's sample workers 

gave economic reasons for their migration, ranging from "finding it 

di fficul t to make ends meet" to "re-paying debts", "unemployment" and 

"to save money". (Aker, A., 1972: 94 - 97). 89% of the workers in my 

survey also said that their reasons for migration were economic (see 

Chapter I; ). But for the economic driving forces to be strong enough 

to commit someone to migrate, various other economic, social and 

psychological factors need to combine. The age, sex and marital 

status of the individual, the type of family he lives in, the number 

of dependants, the age composition of the family, the place of residence 

(whether it is a city or a village), the type of occupation or the skills 

he has, possessions like land, house and animals, the economic resources 

available, having any relatives or friends already working abroad are 

all important factors affecting the decision to migrate, or when to 

migrate and how and through which channels. 

After the decision is taken, the alternative actions open to the 

individual are considered. The first and the most obvious is legal 

recruitment. The most important considerations for organized recruitment 

are official requirements like age, literacy, good health and occupational 

skills. These are imposed on the potential migrants either by the Turkish 

government or by the German employers through the GLO in Turkey. 

The scope for manipulation within the official requirements is very 
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limited. However, there are still ways open to the individual to increase 

his or her chances of recruitment. If a woman is not inside the age limits 

of 18 - 40, or if a man has not yet completed his military service and is, 

therefore, younger than 21, or older than 40, he or she can attempt to 

change his or her legal age to be able to comply with the age requirements. 

In Turkey one can apply to a court and ask that one's date of birth should 

be altered. By producing two witnesses, one can claim that one's date of 

birth had originally been registered incorrectly because of the ignorance 

of one's parents or because of the delay in registering. As illiteracy 

is high and the delay in registering births and deaths are known facts 

in Turkey, these arguments are acceptable in a court of law. Therefore, 

one can successfully increase or decrease one's legal age to qualify for 

the official requirements. Obviously one cannot safely claim to be 30 

years younger or older, and the changes are usually registered within 

ten years of the actual age. 

Off~cially recruited migrants are required to submit a primary 

school diploma which is obtained after five years education between the 

ages of 7 and 12. Illiterate people alnd those with only a formal three

year village primary school education are not eligible as migrants. 

Therefore, these people either give up hope of official recruitment 

or try to get a primary school diploma. It is possible to sit for the 

diploma examinations externally and if successful the diploma is awarded. 

If they are unsuccessful, they can always try again the following year. 

The health requirements are very strict. All prospective migrants 

are medically examined and X-rayed by German doctors at the GLO in 

Istanbul. Only the fittest can qualify to be "guestworkers" in Germany. 
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Nearly 20% of the applicants fail the medical tests and lose all hope of 

migration. Some of the applicants who know that they may not be up to 

the German standards of "good health" may try to dodge the German medical 

staff. Just before they go in for the medical tests, they have their 

blood pressure checked by the "health technicians" who wander around 

among the prospective migrants in front of the GLO in Istanbul. Those 

whose blood pressure is found to be too low or too high, can buy certain 

tablets from the same man that either increase or decrease the blood 

pressure. They can also buy "good" urine and substi tute it for their 

own when asked to supply a specimen. Some migrants even go as far as 

to substitute a close relative or friend for themselves. Although the 

personal files of the prospective migrants contain recent photographs, 

they are, in some cases, so badly printed that one can substitute almost 

anybody for oneself and get away with it. 

The skill requirements are another barrier for prospective migrants. 

The needs of German industry determine who goes there first. Applications 

from the workers are classified according to their skills in the TES files. 

When the job offers come from the German firms, these are matched with the 

applications. Most of the applicants are unskilled workers, e.g. at the 

end of June 1971 there were 1,066,038 applications in the TES files still 

waiting to be sent abroad. Of these, 827,337 were unskilled (77.5%) and 

239,701 were skilled (22.5%). (TES, 10, Work and Manpower Bulletin, June 
...• 

1971, Issue 126, T. 16). As the demand for skilled workers is higher, the 

number of unskilled workers on the waiting list is increasing every year. 

When compared with the other labour-exporting countries, Turkey is found 

to be increasingly exporting the largest numbers of skilled labour, e.g. in 

1971, 46.3% of the migrant workers sent to West Germany were skilled, 
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constituting a 12% rise on the previous year. (IISK, 1974A: 6). This is 

due either to the restrictions on the export of skilled labour or to the 

better economic conditions and employment opportunities at home in the 

case of the other labour-exporting countries. There are no restrictions 

on the emigration of skilled manpower from Turkey, and there has not been 

any sUbstantial economic improvement to change the employment situation 

in the country. 

Although the skilled workers have a better opportunity of migrating 

earlier, some skills are more sought after than others. For instance, 

in May 1966, all the glass cutters and decorators had been sent abroad, 

while some skilled workers like electricians, metal-press operators, car 

upholsterers, etc., had been waiting for job offers since 1963. (Ahibaba, 

N., 1966: 118 - 119). In June 1971, of the 7,761 job offers for men from 

West Germany, 4,526 were for unskilled workers (58.3%), 1,180 for miners 

(15.2%), 456 for bricklayers (5.8%), 428 for lathe operators (5.5%), 260 

for welders (3.3%) and only 73 for textile workers (0.9%), 12 for founders 

(0.1%) and 8 for blacksmiths (0.1%). (IISK, 1971C: T.20). 

As the job offers and waiting lists are advertised at each TES 

regional office according to the occupations and dates of placements, 

the prospective migrants have a good knowledge of their chances of 

migration and the length of the waiting period. Those who are unfortunate 

enough to be unskilled workers or those whose skills are not in demand, 

sometimes register themselves as skilled workers who are in demand and 

hope to pass the skills test at the GLO. 
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Failing to meet anyone of these requirements means an end to the 

hopes of official recruitment. Therefore, individuals may also resort 

to bribery at any stage of the recruitment procedure. Indeed they are 

sometimes forced into it by the officials dealing with them, who openly 

demand certain amounts of money to process their applications. A pros

pective migrant can meet such a demand or resort to bribery himself 

from the moment he submits his application for the first time until 

the final stage of signing his work contract. Bribes are usually 

collected by some middle man, such as a minor official or employee of 

the establishment or an entrepreneur working independently, and then 

distributed according to the job in hand and the rank of the officials 

in charge. Near every major TES office, the GLO and the other official 

buildings connected with the migration process - like the Bulgarian 

Consulate in Istanbul, where the transit visas are obtained, the Police 

H.Q. where the passports are issued, etc. - there are offices maintained 

by entrepreneurs. They provide "guaranteed" services, ranging from 

filling in an application form to following the procedures on an applic

ant's behalf and speeding them up, measuring blood pressure, supplying 

regulatory medicine and "clear" specimens for the tests, finding a taxi 

(or passengers as the case may be) to Germany for a certain fee which 

includes, where appropriate, the necessary bribes. H. von Harasovski, 

the head of the GLO in Istanbul, had disclosed in 1973 that he had been 

fighting against these people since 1970, when he first came to Istanbul, 

and that once he had to sack all the laboratory technicians because they 

were taking bribes. "The swindlers were issuing forged passports, bribing 

the GLO staff, and even breaking into the GLO unnoticed and were forging 

the documents." (P. Pragel's article in SOddeutsche Zeitung, 13.3. 1973). 
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2.2. UNOFFICIAL RECRUITMENT 

The prospective migrants who are rejected on the grounds of failing 

to satisfy official requirements, or those who have no hope of recruitment 

within a short time, may resort to the alternative of spontaneous recruit

ment. 

In 1973, during my fieldwork, an estimated 50,000 Turkish workers 

were working in the FRG "illegally." People who come from other than 

EEC countries, usually with a tourist's passport, and work in the FRG 

without a work and stay permit are called illegal workers by the German 

officials. I shall use the term "spontaneous migrants" rather than 

"illegal" in referring to this group of migrants, as adopted by the 

Netherlands United Nations Association. (van Houte, H., and Melgert, 

W., 1972). The term "illegal" sounds too harsh and biased, as some of 

these people live in Germany with legal stay permits as the relatives 

of "legal" migrants, but may have no work permits yet because of the 

official restrictions. 

The term "spontaneous migrants" will be employed to include various 

categories of people who come to the FRG in the hope of obtaining employ

ment. These categories are: 

1) Migrants with valid passports but without any stay or work permits. 

7) People who come to West Germany with valid passports and stay 

permits to live with their close relatives who undertake to support them 

during their stay in the country as they have no work permits. 

3) Workers who use other individuals' passports, usually a friend's 

or a relative's, with full stay and work permits. 
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4) Workers who enter Germany with forged passports and/or stay and 

work permits. Some of these migrants who use forged documents may not 

even know that they are forged. There are many agents on the migration 

path, starting from Turkey and stretching to various European countries 

and ending in the FRG, who offer the prospective migrants their services 

for getting passports and permits for certain fees. The fee for a passport 

with full stay and work permits was between TL 7,000 and 15,000 (£200 - 400) 

in Turkey (Ozcan, M., 1973: 1 - 6); between 1,500 and 3,000 OM in West 

Germany (Tercuman,27.12.1972); between 1,500 and 2,000 francs in France 

(Tercuman, 5.4. 1973) and between 3,000 and 5,000 schillings in Austria 

(Milliyet, 5.2. 1973). Official stamps on some of these were skillfully 

forged while some others were genuine, obtained by bribing the officials. 

The bargaining skill of the migrants and the market conditions affect the 

fees. The economic and political fluctuations concerning the migrant 

workers both in Turkey and the FRG, availability of the forged documents 

and the demand for them constitute the variables in the market conditions. 

Any change in one of the variables affects the market and causes a change 

in the fees and spontaneous migrant flow. These lines from a spontaneous 

migrant's diary is a dramatic example: 

"October lOth. The fee goes upl00%: For the past ten days we 
have been spending our days in our 'friend's' office (the 
migrant dealer's) in vain. Every evening we are returning 
to our hotel empty-handed and downcast. Our friend and his 
partner have changed unrecognizably. To-day he asked for 
double the amount we had paid for our friends' passports a 
month earlier. He said: 'Since we gave you the last pass-
ports for your friends, things have changed for the worse 
in Germany. Many factories have stopped production. They 
are sending the Turkish workers back home, and you know how 
the employment situation is in Turkey now. The queues of 
prospective migrants have gone up to millions. These devel
opments have affected our business too. Now it is much more 
difficult to send people to Germany. Our expenses have tripled.' 
We protested and left the office for consultation between our
selves." (Ozcan, M., 1973: 5). 
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After several days spent bargaining, threatening and counter threatening, 
.. 
Ozcan and his four friends agree to pay half their foreign currencies 

(£50.00 each) to the migrant dealer as extra payment. Three days after 

the settlement, they receive their tourist passports and four days later 

they set out in a minibus for the FRG. (Ozcan, M., 1973: 5 - 6). 

Those who use others' passports usually get them from relatives and 

friends who have spent some years in West Germany and now want to return 

home. The price of such a passport depends on many factors: the original 

owner's number of children; the number of years he has spent in West 

Germany; the number of years he wants to stay in Turkey and whether 

permanently or not; whether he wants to make use of his permanent return 

priviledges or not, and the identity of the prospective migrant - whether 

he is a relative, friend or a stranger. Someone with six or seven 

children (which is not uncommon) would be quite happy to lend his passport 

to a relative or friend for some years in return for the children's 

allowances being sent to him in Turkey every month. This amounts to a 

considerable sum by Turkish standards, as seen from Table 1.3. 

Table 1.3: Monthly Children's Allowances in DM. Paid According to 
Nationality. Prior to and After 1975. 

No. of 
children 

1 

? 

3 

4 

5 

Allowance for 
German and 

Foreign Children 
Irrespective of 
Residence, 1964-74 

25 

50 

60 

70 

Allowance for 
Turkish Children 
Residing Outside 
FRG, from 1975 

onwards 

10 

75 

60 

60 

70 

Allowance for German 
and Foreign Children 
Residing Insida FRG 

from 1975 onwards 

50 

70 

170 

170 

170 

Source: Metal Haberler, Frankfurt, December 1974, No. 17, p. 3, quoted in 
Abadan-Unat, 1976: 35, Table 5. 
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Obviously the temptation was greater before 1975 when the German author-

ities introduced a discriminatory law against the children who were 

residing outside West Germany. 

However, if a person has only one or two children, has spent many 

years in the FRG and now wants to return home permanently taking a car 

and household goods with him, he would be very reluctant to give his 

passport away cheaply, if at all. Turkish nationals who stay abroad 

for more than two years can import all the household goods like elec-

trical appliances and furniture (one of each item) free of customs duty. 

They are also entitled to import cars and occupational tools and machines 

by paying the duties. This is a priviledge granted only to workers and 

government employees who have spent at least two years abroad. Each 

extra year spent abroad entitles a person to import more expensive cars 

and machines. Even if a worker does not wish to use all these priviledges 

for himself, he can always sell at a handsome profit. Therefore, it is 

difficult to ascertain an average value for these passports. For instance, 

one of my informants who was from Erzurum in Eastern Turkey, and a stock-

farmer before migration, was considering returning home after five years 

in the FRG and giving his passport to one of his cousins in exchange for 

the children's allowances and some sheep from his flock. He had seven 

children! Another case was reported in the press: the police in Izmit, 

Turkey, acting on information, had arrested one, Ahmet Karali and obtained 

a confession that he had given his passport to his friend, Ahmet ~ikar, 

in exchange for the children's allowances and the overtime bonuses, and 

that Ahmet ~ikar was now working in Ahmet Kara11's previous job. 

(Tercuman. 10.1. 1973). In 1973 there were an estimated 20,000 Turkish 

workers in West Germany who possessed forged or others' passports. 

(HQrriyet. 17.2. 1973). 
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Whatever means they employ to get into the FRG and obtain jobs there 

the spontaneous migrants were the subject of heated arguments in the press, 

on radio and television, between the trade unions, employers and the federal 

and local government agehcies. Many people and organizations were concerned 

with the problem of spontaneous workers and they all had their own reason 

for this concern. But the reasons were not always compatible. For some 

employers they were a cheap source of manpower. By employing spontaneous 

migrants they were avoiding both the social security contributions and the 

recruitment fees they had to pay to the government agencies which were, by 

1973, 1,000 OM per person. These employers also did not have to bother with 

the legal requirements of accommodation. As a result, most of the spontan

eous workers occupied the worst accommodation in West Germany. They also 

received the lowest wages. 

There were many agencies (Arbeiter-Verleifirmen) in the FRG whose 

main business was to recruit and employ foreign workers for the purpose 

of leasing them to other firms for short periods. Most of these firms 

were run by a small staff from a tiny office. They had on their books 

on average 500, and sometimes as many as 1,500 workers, consisting mainly 

of spontaneous workers. They were charging the client firms between 8.00 

and 14.00 OM per hour for a worker and paying the workers on average only 

6.00 OM per hour. The agency collected the money from their clients and 

later paid the workers. The difference between the amounts collected 

and paid out was the agency's net profit. As most of the woririers had· no 

residence or work permits they usually lived in dormitories provided by 

the agencies, and paid very high rents for substandard, ouercrowded 

rooms thus increasing the agencies' profits (Power, J., and Hardman, A., 

1976: 26). It was apparent that for these agents who were hir~ng out 
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the foreign workers to various firms, spontaneous workers were a source 

of tax-free wealth. Those who were dealing only in spontaneous workers 

were operating under various names, such as 'Export-Import', 'Structural 

Steel', 'Building Materials', etc. The workers were getting from the 

agent only a percentage of the wage they had been hired for. Although 

in most cases their wages were subject to tax and social security 

deductions, these were neVer paid to the authorities. After all the 

'deductions' a spontaneous worker would probably earn between 500 -

1,000 OM per month, whereas a legal worker doing the same job under 

similar working conditions could earn three or four times as much. For 

example, in October 1972, the Stuttgart correspondent of WDR reported 

that in Kunzelsau a 39 year old German businessman had been prosecuted 

for embezzling 1 million OM. It had been discovered that he had been 

hiring out tourist workers to other firms, and although he was charging 

the firms 13 OM per hour for each worker he had been paying the workers 

only 8 DM, and not paying any tax or social security premiums to the 

authorities. (WOR, Cologne Radio, Turkish Service, 17.10.1972). 

Mr. O. Tataroglu, the Frankfurt correspondent of the same network, 

reported on the same programme that in Frankfurt alone there were about 

one hundred firms whose only assets were a single office, and whose only 

business was to hire out migrant workers to other firms. On October 17th 

1972, the federal government introduced a new law to regularize and control 

this branch of business. When interviewed by Tataroglu about the purpose 

of this new law, Herr M. Kretchmer of the Hessen Labour Office stated that 

in recent years some irregularities had come to light. For example, agent 

firms were not paying wages properly, were not sending tax and social 

security contributions to the authorities, and were employing spontaneous 

workers for very low wages. The law had been introduced to stop these 
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practices. From then on the agencies would have to obtain licences which 

would be issued only by the Federal Labour Office. The maximum period of 

hiring a worker to another establishment would be three months and the 

workers would get their wages continuously, whether they were kept busy 

by the employers or not. Those firms which evaded these laws would be 

heavily fined. The agencies would be required to give their workers 

leaflets, written in their own language, explaining their rights. The 

minimum fines for not giving out these leaflets would start at 1,000 OM. 

The spontaneous workers were a headache for the German trade unions. 

The legal foreign workers with their tendency to keep wage levels low 

were bad enough but the spontaneous workers were intolerable. They were 

ready to accept any job on the employer's own terms, at the lowest rates. 

They did not, and could not, b~come members of trade unions. They were 

thus regarded as a threat to the organized workers and their unions. 

The local and federal government agencies were concerned about the 

growing number of foreigners in the country but they were especially 

concerned about the spontaneous workers who could not be" kept under 

control and manipulated according to the changes in policies regarding 

the foreign workers. They were also concerned on humanitarian grounds 

about the way in which these people were being exploited by both employers 

and landlords. Those who employed spontaneous workers were also avoiding 

tax and social insurance contributions amounting to millions of OMs every 

month. This in itself was an important cause for the officials' concern. 

As the economic boom slowed down and the public grew more andmore critical 

of the large foreign population in the FRG, governments introduced new and 

more drastic measures to control the foreign workers. The spontaneous 

workers were among the first to be affected. The police raids became more 
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frequent and efficient. The fines were increased for both the workers and 

their employers. The introduction of imprisonment was being considered 

for employers in the extreme cases of employing spontaneous workers. (IIBK, 

19740: 3). By 1972, workers were already being imprisoned when caught 

by the police. 

The most interesting aspect of spontaneous migration for the anthro

pologist is that it provides a dynamic example of how the social networks 

are manipulated in achieving certain ends. It is true that officially 

recruited migrants are also engaged in network manipulations, but unless 

the employers of their relatives put through a personal job offer and 

bring them near their relatives, they go through a period of transition 

of up to a year from the moment they step on the special labour train to 

the FRG. During this period most of these workers are sharply removed 

from their social networks and placed in a strange environment. They 

start to rebuild their social relationships there and if they are unlucky 

enough to be the first Turks in that region, they may find it extremely 

difficult to establish any contacts and may end up in total €ultural 

isolation. Whereas for the spontaneously recruited migrants there is, 

in most cases, no such severance of social relations as all the stages 

of migration, from taking the decision to migrate to finding a job abroad, 

is performed within the actor's social network extending from home to the 

country of immigration. 

The decision to migrate is taken after careful consideration of the 

information that is received through a worker's social network extensions 

in Europe, which supplements and often helps in evaluating the general 

facts about migration that the worker learns froln the official sources, 
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newspapers and the radio or television. Communication between migrants 

in the FRG and their relatives or frzends in Turkey is very effective. 

letters are exchanged regularly, presents are sent on bayrams and 

birthdays, and most of th~ migrants come home regularly at least once a 

year during the holidays. Migrants write about their work, accommodation, 

recreation and the new environment. In turn they receive news about their 

families, friends, political and economic situation at home. When the 

migrants come home for holidays they are the centre of attention. They 

bring suitable presents of western goods for all the relatives and 

friends, and relate their experiences at length in endless chats. 

The information and encouragement received from migrant friends and 

relatives is the primary factor in deciding to be a migrant. The import

ance of the social networks in the migration process becomes obvious here. 

In 1971, Aker found that 63% of his sample of new migrants got the idea df 

migrating from their relatives and friends already in the FRG, and that 

about two thirds of his sample workers had a relative or friend living 

there. (Aker, A., 1972: 99). My findings were similar: over 77% of my 

sample workers had one to seven relatives already working in the FRG (see 

Chapter 6). Even as early as 1963, when there were only 27,500 Turkish 

migrant workers in the FRG, Abadan found that 51% of her sample workers 

stated that the relatives, friends and fellow countrymen already in West 

Germany had been the primary source for their decision to migrate. 

(Abadan, N., 1964: 55, Table 32). 

When a determined prospective migrant, probably after doing all he 

can within the official framework, comes to the conclusion that there is 

no hope for official recruitment in the near future, he will look for 

alternatives. And the alternatives are the various forms of spontaneous 
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recruitment. In the 1960's, during the early phases of the migration 

process, the easiest and the most widely used type of spontaneous 

recruitment was to go to the fRG as a tourist and obtain work there 

either through one's relatives or friends or through certain agents 

and migrant worker dealers. 

The main disadvantages of the spontaneous migration are its high 

economic cost, the economic and legal insecurity and the uncertainties 

it involves. The economic cost of migration to officially recruited 

workers is minimal: they pay TL 150 (about £6 at the 1972 rate) for a 

special worker's passport. Spontaneous workers can only get tourist 

passports which cost TL 1,000 (£28) and is valid for one year. 

Officialy recruited migrants do not pay for their travel. Depending 

on the modes of transport, spontaneous migrants pay between TL 900 (£25) 

for a bus seat and TL 3,000 (£150) for an air ticket. Furthermore, if 

they cannot get into West Germany at their first try, the travel expenses 

may double or treble. Official migrants are met in West Germany by the 

representatives of their employers and taken to their final destinations 

where they are provided with accommodation. Spontaneous migrants are 

met in Germany by the police and the customs officers, who are extremely 

suspicious of Turkish tourists, aDd are searched and scrutinized 

tho~oughly. The slightest suspicion that they are not 'real' tourists 

is enough to deny them entry. If they succeed in getting through the 

customs, they scatter and head for their respective destinations: relatives 

and'~iends working in various parts of the country. The fares, food and 

temporary accommodation may become very expensive if they are unable to 

locate their contacts very soon. 
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Those who fail to persuade the customs officers and the foreigners' 

police that they are 'real' tourists are returned immediately. If they 

have come by aeroplane they are put on the next flight back. Those who 

travel by train or by bus or car meet more difficulties and earlier on 

in their journey. The first confrontation with the foreigners' police 

and the customs officials comes at the Austrian border. As a labour

importing country, Austria has the same migrant labour related problems 

as the FRG, although on a smaller scale. Turkey and Austria have a 

labour agree-ment similar to that between Turkey and the FRG, and the 

organized labour recruitment in Turkey for Austria follows the same 

lines as that for the FRG. Therefore, the Austrian officials try to 

stop the spontaneous migration as efficiently as possible. The dreams 

of the spontaneous migrants start turning sour at the Jugoslav-Austrian 

border. Many suspected 'tourists' are returned to Jugoslavia, where 

most of them try to get to the FRG via another route and some fall 

victims to the spontaneous migrant dealers ans are robbed mercilessly. 

Those who are not allowed into Austria while travelling by train 

or bus usually gather in large stations like Ljubljana or Zagreb before 

they make their next move. Here they meet other Turks and try to find 

some fellowcountrymen (hemsehri) whom they can trust. They exchange 

info~mation and evaluate the facts. Contacts are made with 'guides' who 

are Turkish, Jugoslav or Austrian nationals who, for a large sum of money 

(between 200 to 500 OM - Atsiz, Y. in Cumhuriyet, 79.11.1974) undertake 

to le~d groups into Austria and the FRG along tracks through uninhabited 

areas in the Alps. 
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Those travelling by cars and minibuses, usually parties of relatives, 

fellow countrymen or friends but sometimes a group of unrelated individuals 

who are brought together by the migrant dealers, try to get into the FRG 

first via Austria, by trying various border points. Failing that, they 

then try other routes: Italy-Austria-Germany; Italy-Switzerland-Germany; 

Italy-France-Germany; Italy-France-Luxembourg-Germany; Italy-France

Belgium-Germany or Italy-France-Belgium-Netherlands-Germany. These 

routes are also used by some of those who are returned at the Austrian 

border while travelling by train or bus. In some cases the journey may 

take several months to complete, with temporary employment in Austria, 

France, Belgium or Holland. If satisfactory; long-term employment is 

found in one of these countries, the journey is broken and the stay 

becomes semi-permanent until sufficient money is saved to go back home 

or until the police catch up with them. In each country en route the 

social networks are manipulated. Relatives or fellow countrymen are 

found, employment opportunities and/or the best ways of gettinq to the 

FRG or the next country are discussed. Relatives and friends provide 

accommodation for the newcomers for as long as necessary. Meanwhile 

they try to find jobs and accommodation for them. If they are unable 

to find jobs for their friends in their region, they give the addresses 

of other friends or relatives in other parts of the country and send them 

there. They also lend the newcomers money if they need it, for their use 

in the search for jobs and entry to the FRG. The experiences of Yusuf, 

one of my fellow-workers in Frankfurt, was typical in this respect. Yusuf 

was a men's tailor in a large central Anatolian town when he decided to 

go abroad and make some money to enlarge his tailor's shop and possibly 

move to a large city. As there was little demand for men with his quali

fications, he decided to go as a tourist. As a cousin of his wanted to 

go abroad too, they decided to go together. They obtained tourist pass-
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ports and left Turkey by train. Their destination was Belgium where they 

had an uncle. Two days later, they were duly stopped at the Austrian 

border and returned to Jugoslavia. They went back to Ljubljana where they 

learned from other Turks that it was p~ble to go to Belgium via Italy 

and France. They boaght two tickets to Paris and got on the next train. 

Some hours later the train arrived at the Italian border; this time they 

were stopped by the Italian officials on the grounds that they did not 

have visas for France. They returned to Jugoslavia to try to get French 

visas. Two days later they learned from the French Consulate that 

Turkish nationals, as member citizens of the Council of Europe, did not 

need visas for stays of up to three months. Equipped with this knowledge, 

they boarded the train once more. In the train, they met a Turk who was 

returning to his work in France after a holiday at home. With his help 

and knowledge of French they succeeded in persuading the Italian and 

French customs officials that they were genuine tourists, and got into 

France. They headed straight to the north, to a village near the Belgian 

border that they had learned of from their friend in the train. There, they 

waited until dark and crossed the border during the night by walking 27 kms. 

through a wooded area. The next morning they took a train to Brussels 

where their uncle worked and lived. They stayed for forty days with their 

uncle. He succeeded in finding a job for Yusuf's cousin on a building 

site, but could not find a suitable job for Yusuf. Finally, his uncle 

decided that Yusuf should try his luck in the FRG. They contacted a 

fellow countryman who was known to be a spontaneous migrant dealer, and 

talked with him about the chances of getting into the FRG and finding a 

job there. They were assured that he could take Yusuf into Germany and 

find a job for him there. He would charge 300 OM for his services and 

the risks involved. If Yusuf wanted to become a legal worker in the FRG, 

that too was possible but would cost 1,500 DM. As he could not afford 
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1,500 DM, Yusuf decided to go in as a 'tourist'. On the arranged day, 

the man came to take Yusuf into the FRG in his car. They drove to the 

German border, and saying that they were only passing through on their 

way to Turkey, they got into Germany without much difficulty. Once in 

the FRG, he took Yusuf to the nearest town, bought a train ticket to 

Frankfurt and gave Yusuf a fellow countryman's address in a village 

near Frankfurt where he hada small dressmaking business. He put Yusuf 

on the train and said that he was expected there. The next day Yusuf 

was working in his first job in the FRG. He worked there for eight months 

Ot 
until the place was closed down because~financial difficulties. 

Another frequently used route by the spontaneous migrants involved 

three stages: 

1) In the first stage, migrants travelled either by bus or train 

to Sofia or Belgrade. 

2) In these cities they obtained East German visas, and flew to 

East Berlin. 

3) From there they passed to West Berlin either by taking an under-

ground train, which system had been built before the partition of the 

city and now zigzagged between the eastern and western parts, or they were 

met at the airport by their friends who worked in West Berlin and made 

the crossing in their cars. As the West Berlin police did not always 

check the passports, this route was regarded as one of the safest and 

shortest ways of getting into the FRG. In 1972, it was estimated that 

about 10,000 Turks had entered West Berlin via the East. (Gunersel, N., 

in Son Havadls, 10. 12. 1972). 
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Apart from these well established and frequently used routes, 

individual migrants always find some novel ways of getting into the 

FRG and in time one or other of these may develop into a safe and well-

tried route as more and more new migrants start to use it. All the 

surrounding European countries provide many possible entry points. 

Some fly to Denmark or England and try to enter the FRG by train or 

bus, claiming they are returning home after a holiday in Denmark or 

England. Some buy train tickets from Istanbul to London, tell the 

customs and immigration officials that they are going to visit their 

brother or sister working in England, and if they succeed in entering 

the FRG, leave the train in Munich. My wife and I, having been stopped 

and returned to the French officials while travelling in a bus the 

previous day,· crossed the German border near Saarbrucken by mixing 

with the Frenoh border workers going to their jobs in Germany early 

in the morning. 

Spontaneous migrants are now a well established part of the European 

labour market. In spite of all the controls, checks and stringent 

measures, the spontaneous migrant population in the FRG has steadily 

increased over the years. The increase was particulrly marked after the 

economic recession of 1973 and the resulting stoppages on the officially 

recruited migrants at the end of that year. In November 1974 it was 

estimated that there were over 300,000 spontaneous workers in the FRG 

(Atsiz, Y. in Cumhuriyet. 29.11.1974), Whereas this number was estimated 

to have been around 60,000 only two years previously (Tercuman.?7.l2. 

1972). The Turkish spontaneous migrants have always been the largest 

group in this category. It is thought that the spontaneous workers 

constitute 20 - 75% of all the Turks who have left their country since 
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1961 to work abroad. (Krane, R.E., 1975: 164). Their numbers in the FRG 

had increased to 100,000 by 1975 (Ke~i~o~lu, G. in Hurriyet. 28.4.1975). 

This increase has been realized despite the fact that around 10,000 

spontaneous migrants are caught by the foreigners' police and expelled 

from the country each year (AtS1Z, Y. in Cumhuriyet, 29.11.1974). 
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Provinces which receive job offers from Istanbul branch of TES are: 
Afyon, Antalya, Ayd1n, Sa11kesir, Bursa, Canakka1e, Denizli, Edirne, 
Eski~ehir, Isparta, Istanbul, Izmir, Kirklareli, Kocaeli, Kutahya, 
Manisa, Mugla, Sakarya, Tekirdag, U~ak and Zonguldak. The rest of 
the sixty-seven provinces receive their job offers from the Ankara 
branch. 
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CHAPTER 3 

THE ADAPTATION OF TURKISH MIGRANT WORKERS TO THE LABOUR MARKET 

3.1. Introduction 

In this chapter I examine the work experience of migrants in 

the FRG. This is an aspect of their life abroad which is frequently 

neglected in anthropological studies. As I have already discussed in 

the Introduction, the migrants are brought into the FRG to fill specific 

gaps in the labour market, to fill low-rank manual occupations that have 

been left open by Germans. Therefore, the migrants tend to concentrate 

in certain occupations, industries and regions of the country. A great 

majority of the migrants work in the manufacturing and construction 

industries. The work migrants do in these industries is strictly 

regulated, routine, monotonous and tiring. It is carried out in noisy, 

dirty, often smelly surroundings in large, impersonal firms. For the 

majority this is an experience that they had not been subject to before. 

For those who come from the rural areas and from farming backgrounds or 

from a non-working life, like that of students and housewives, this is 

an experience that transforms them and incorporates th~n into the lowest 

stratum of the working class where everybody else in the society is 

above and beyond them. (For a discussion of the immigrant workers and 

the class structure in the labour receiving countries see Castles,S., 

and Kosack, G., 1973: 461-482). For them this is a totally new exper

ience requiring important changes in their attitudes towards time, the 

locality in which they live, the production process and the people 
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involved in this process. For the migrants with previous industrial 

experisnce and skill, the migration experience usually means working 

in more impersonal surroundings and in more automated, less skilled, 

or sometimes in completely different occupations. 

In response to these conditions, Turkish migrRnts have 

developed behaviour patterns which include a strong economic ration

ality, a dual value system (see below), "uniplex relationships" with 

the members and insti tutions of the host society, and "mul tiplex", 

intense relationships with other Turks which are based on social 

networks formed around kin and ethnic relationships in which 

"individuals are prepared to honour obligations, or feel free to 

exercise the rights implied in their link to some other person" 

(Mitchell, J.C., 1969B: 27). 

Through a well-developed economic rationality they try to 

get the most out of their employment situation. This is reflected, 

for example, in their attitude to work itself. The frequency with 

which they change jobs, for example, indicates their readiness to 

change employment purely for financial gain. To achieve this they 

are prepared to move hundreds of miles, provided that they are within 

social distance of their social networks. 

The existence of a dual value system, one governing their 

lives in the FRG and one controlling their relationships in and 

connected with Turkey, serves to save their dignity under basically 

ali8n and hostile conditions and justifies their inconsistent actions. 
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No self-respecting, married Turkish man, for example, would dream of 

going into the kitchen and cooking and w8shing up for himself in 

Turkey. In the FRG all the men who live in the workers' hostels do 

this, yet still do not lose prestige. They make a joke out of this, 

and say to each other that they have turned into wives in this 

country. Such a joke in Turkey would'be considered to be in very 

bad taste, if not taken as a serious insult and acted upon, probably 

with knives or pistols! Similarly, to give another example, for a 

Turkish rural man to send his wife out to work in a factory where 

there are hundreds of un-related, strange men working, ~ould be 

unthinkable. However, many do precisely that in Germany. 

Naturally the two value systems overlap on certain issues. 

Sending wives to work is one of these, while some men regard it 

positively and think that it is only rational for the wives to work 

and thus help to save more quickly the required amount of money which 

they feel they must earn to realize their plans on their eventual 

return to Turkey. In this way they can start to live their future 

sooner. On the other hand, some migrants still regard the treatment 

of women in this way as unacceptable. 

Migrants see their work experience in the FRG as a necessary, 

but temporary, phase in their lives. They think it will soon pass and 

they will be able to reap its benefits, hopefully in the form of prop

erty, self-employment, respectability and a secure future in Turkey. 

Since it is temporary they can suffer it with dignity. 
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One mechanism that allows them to uphold their dignity is 

their restricted, uniplex relationship with the host society. They 

may be doing the least desirable, manual jobs in Germany, and there

fore regarded as "lump en-proletariat" and looked down upon by members 

of the host society, but since they do not regard these jobs as careers 

or occupations but merely as temporary undertakings that they have to 

do to achieve their aims, in their eyes these jobs do not confer upon 

them any 10\.J1 status. Rather their status is determined by their social 

roles that are defined by non-work criteria within their social networks. 

Since they are the source of status and satisfaction, the social networks 

which are based on kin, ethnic and friendship relationships are very 

important for the migrants. This is exhibited by their frequent use in 

finding new jobs and accommodation as well as providing the main frame

work for leisure activities. One consequence of the importance of home

based social networks has been the colonization of certain factories and 

localities in Germany by related Turks from certain areas in Turkey. 

While this development was invaluable in making life bearable for the 

migrants by bringing kin and friends together, it has at the same time 

created ghetto conditions in big cities where there were thousands of 

Turks and hindered the possibilities of assimilation into German society 

even further. 

However, this takes the account too far aheaJ. For the moment 

my point is this: Turkish workers in the FRG must be seen as participating 

in two social structures simultaneously; those of Germany and Turkey. I 

shall show in Chapter 6 how the social organization of Turks themselves 

function to allocate status and self-respect apart from the status 2 man 

occupies at work. In this chapter, however, I examine various aspects of 
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the work situation of migrants and focus in particular on the strategies 

they develop to negotiate the labour market of the rederal Republic of 

Germany. 

3.2. Sector of Employment in the FRG 

rV:ost of the Turkish workers in the n~G are employed in rnanu-

facturing industries (66% in 1971). Construction and mining are the 

sectors employing large numbers of Turks (16;~ and 7/~ respectively in 

1971 - see Table 3.1). 

Table 3.1. Percentaye Distribution of Turkish ~ligrant workers in the 

FRG by Sector of Emplo~ment. by Year. 

1963 1966 19[,9 1971 

T rlj F T rtr F T r· F T " , 

Agricul ture, fishing, 1 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 
forestry 

nining, energy, public 13 I? 0 10 8 0 IS 9 n 7 
utili ties 

Iron & metal industries 43 41 31 40 44 41 113 43 35 41 

r~anufacturing ( exc. 16 18 5? 24 28 45 26 19 45 25 
metal indus. ) 

Construction 18 21 0 18 20 ': 16 ?~ 8 16 ,-

sorvices ? ? 2 2 ~ ') '"' /' ":l 
Financial '. L -+ '. 

services 1 1 6 '"' 1 5 ,., , r, 
Perfo rmilnce of / .L '--

Communs. 2 3 0 3 3 1 ,., 3 1 Transport 6: , 

5 ? 8 3 2 5 ":l " 7 3 Other services ' . 

Totals may not t-Idd up to 100 because of rounding •. 

Source: Paine, (' ;:l., IO?!.: 202, Table A?6. 
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r:ost of the workers included in my survey were also from the 

manufacturing and mining sectors (85.3:: and 13. 9,:~ respectively - see 

Table 3.~). 

A significant feature of the migrant workforce is its concen-

tration in a p~rticular sector of the economy, m2nufact~Iing. This is 

to be ex~ect8d given the nature of the Gennan economy during the 18st 

two decades. There has been a dramatic expansion in Ganufacturing, 

construction, energy production and mining. The increases in these 

sectors were 340.3~ in energy, 324.6~ in manufacturing, 318.~~ in 

construction and 142.9:/~ in mining between 1950 and 1964 (Tuna, O. and 

[kin, N., 1966A: 17, Tablo XII). This expansion resulted in full 

employment in the German economy by the late 1950s. As Rhoades observes, 

there were parallel developments in the German workforce: 

11. •• the working population found i tsel f wi til 
increased salaries in the midst of unparalleled 
material affluence and expanding opportuniti8s for 
advancement into higher wage and status position. 
German parents encouraQed their children to extend 
their formal education or vocational training to 
prepare themselves for higher paying, more prestigious 
employment, a pattern which served to remove large 
numbers of youths from the labour force for longer 
periods. Simultaneously there emerged an aversion to 
socially undesirable, manual work, e.g. garbage
houling, assembly line work, construction end an 
increased unwillingness to accept such employment 
even though the wages may in some cases equal those 
of more prestigious jobs. Thus, between 1961 and 
1970 the number of Gerinans in the manual sector 
receded by nearly one million (aundesanst8lt fur 
rirbeit, 197'2: 8), while 600,000 male Gcrr:inns r-.nd 
500,000 females entered whits collar jobs (Yohning, 
W • Fi ., 197?: 61)". ( Rh 0 a de s , 11. E., 197 G: 5'/). 

The resulting vacuum in manual occull~tions h~'d to be filled 

by migrant LLlorkers. Thus they were brought in to fill the g~rs mainly 
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C<-lr Hubbr~r if! et<=ll Textile Other 
:'l['JnU f~cturu rll :'1nufacturo r': ining ~':anuf3cture ii,snufacture Indus tri es Electronics LJnemploy-=--..: 

(:Jpel) ( Dunlop) (;~.[.C.) 

M.'l1e 53.5 27.6 16.1 0.9 1.3 4.8 0.9 

female 100.0 

TOT J\L 46.1 19.5 13.9 0.7 1.1 4.1 13.9 0.7 

CD 
t'1 
r-i 
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in manufacturing, construction, mining and the energy in~ustries which 

had been left open by thG Germans. 

3.3. Ch:::nge of Workplace 

Another feature of the migrant workforce which is vit~l to 

our und(~rst(1nding of the migrants' work 8xpnrionce ie, the; rlmOlJnt cf 

labour mobili ty which takes place. r:obili ty bebueen jobs and wurk-

places and occupations seerns to be qui te high amonld the Turkish 

migrants. The TES survey found that in 197/1 while 35.5< of the 

Turkish workers Illere $till working in their first jobs, "v' 7-' . r. 1'-' had 

changed th E'i r jobs once, 18.6,,~ buice, 11. :-,' three timbs, 3 •. 3,; four 

times, 1. 5:;' five times and 1.1_~ had changed their jobs six Qr more 

times. (Se8 T~ble 3.3). 

i::y survey produc~d very similar ro.sul b-~ (Tnhlp. 3.3) Illi th 

the exception of women workers who wore included in the ~urv8y. As 

they were very recent migrants still under the yearly contrnct they 

had signed before migration, they had not yet had the ch~nce to 

change job. rhere does not seem to he any 5ignific2nt difference 

between the sexes reg~rding job changes, as evidenced by the T~= 

sur v e y a f 19 7 4 for the T u r k ish rn i g ran t s (T a b 18 3 • 3 ), C:1Il [; t h 8 

Bundesanstult fur Arbeit survey of 197':' for the whole i:,igr'::int ilOP-

ulation in the F:i:;. This survey found that 40~ of the n1r,18S fmJ 

44. ~ of the fGmales had not changed jobs at 011; '74/ ilf thu nl~d~s 

8'lcJ 76,(, of the fernales h8rJ chanycd their jobs ollcr;; l4,~ n[ both the 

males and females had chAnged jobs twice; tr~ of the m-lles BrlLJ fel~lales 
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Table 3.3. PercentaQe Distribution of Turkish ~i9r3nt ~orkers by 

Number of Jobs Held in the FRG, VGcel, 1973 and TE5, 

1974 Surveys. 

YUCEL, 1973 

F T 

Une job 75.7 97.3 35.6 

Two jobs 35.7 7.7 31.1 

Three jubs 20.9 0.0 18.0 

Four jobs 7.0 0.0 6.0 

Five jobs 6.1 0.0 5.7 

Six jobs 0.0 1.9 

Seven jobs 1.7 D.C 1.5 

Eight or more jobs 0.9 0.0 0.7 

signific~nce 0.0000 

(1) Source: TES, 1974,2: Tablo 14. 

35.8 

18.4 

11.2 

3.5 

1.6 

O r' .u 

T (:"C L..-.J, 

33.7 

30.9 

19.9 

1.3 

0.7 

0.1 

lS7{~ 
(1) 

T 

18.6 

II.? 

3.3 

1.S 

1.1 

CJ.o 

had changed their jobs three times; 5/~ of the males and 3~ of the females 

had changed their jobs four times; 3~'of the males and 7,~ of the females' 

had changed their jobs five times and 61~ of the males ane 3' of the 

females had changed their jobs six tirnes or more (I I '.J<, 1974~): 57). 

~i9rants had little choice in determining their first jobs 

abroad, especially in the later years when it became more a~d more 

difficult to secure jobs in Europe. Therefore, they 3ccopteo whatever 

jobs were offered to them. They believed that it would be much easier 

to better their condi tions once they Illers there. For eX;~f:lillp, Yusuf' ~ 

choice of goi:1(.1 to thB r:,G from Belgium 2S a tourist r;-thi-.:r thci'l 3 
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legal worker by paying only 300 [)Vi instead of 1, 5~C rr was based on 

this assumption. He thought that once he got there he could very 

easily and less expensively alter his status. He was c8rtainly doing 

all he could to this purpose when we were working toyathor. Like 

the offlcislly recruited migrants, spontaneous migrants too CQuld 

not afford to be choosy about their first jobs in the F~~. They 

gratefully accepted any job that was offered or found for them. 

Once the migrants started working or felt secure in the new envir

onment, they quickly reminded themselves that they werD 'target 

workers' (B5hning, W.R., 1972: 67) and needed better jobs in order 

to eatn as much money as possible, as quickly as possible, so that 

they could return home as early as they possibly could. 

One of the ingredients of a "good job" for .the migrant is 

the availabili ty of overtime and bonus opportuni ties. !"'igrants often 

complained about jobs or firms which did not offer overtime but which 

in other respects were satisfactory. Kocak, for eX8mplo, re~ort8d 

from Cologne in the Turkish daily newspaper HGrriyet under the h88ding 

"f\ Firm IJhere Only Turks are Employed" that because of the industrious

ness of the Turk~, the firm Jurgen Crampe K.G., proces~iny construction 

steel, was employing only Turkish migrants. The fir~ hg~ first employed 

18 Turks in 1970. In thE follolldng two years it sackgd '..l'orkers of 

other nationalities (including the GernlAns) an~ incrE~s8d the number 

of Turks to 30. The last remaining German workers t.'erc transferred 

to white collar jobs in the office's. The only compl:?tints .the firm's 

Turkish Illorkers had was that while they could do ou :T.'t i: " JnlJ work l~' 

hours pruu iousl y, nUll] they "Jerc only lIlf) rkiny fa r B !luu !''C .j "elY. rhuy 
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stated that they wished to work 12 hours a day but th~re w~s no l~n;er 

any overtime. The employer was reported to have stated that due to the 

recent economic situation in Germany, their stocks had piled up and that 

there W2S no need for overtime at that point (Kocak,S., Hurriyet, 

January ~nd, 1973). 

In the factory where we were working the aver2ge working day 

was 17 hours. Some of the Workers, especially the "tourists~l, very 

often worked up to 15 hours. Amongst the workErs one of the subjects 

most discussed was the necessity of working hard and for 10;1~ hours so 

that they could save "enough" as soon as possiLle. Even the officially 

recruited migrants believed that their employment in the r~~ was not 

guaranteed. They would say, "Only Allah knows when the Germans will 

send us back home. For all we know it could be tomorrow. What if they 

have an economic crisis and do not need us any more? We Turks will be 

the first to be sacked and sent home." These sentiments turned out to 

be almost prophetically true before long: later that yecr the energy 

crisis hit the West. The FRG stopped recruitment~ foreign labour in 

November 1973. The Federal Government asked local governrnent rJEJPdrt

ments and employment agencies to give priority to Germans and E.E.C. 

nationals in finding employment and not to extend the stay and work 

permits of those foreigners who became redundant. In Janu~ry 1974, 

the German Ministry of Labour considered offering foreign workers a 

departure gratuity of betlJJeen £165 and £230 a head to i3IiCOUI'C'lge their 

return horne (Paine,S., 1974: 23 & 70). However, the lJ.lOrst fears of 

the migrants were not realized: there were no mass sacki~g~ and no 

mass return home. Their unemployment figures stood only sli(]htly 
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above those of Germans in 1975 (5.4% against the national ~verage of 

4.5/~ - rUst, R.C., 1978: 33). Nevertheless, the recruitment oLIn did 

nothing to alleviate the fears of the Turkish migrants that th2ir 

fate in the FHG was very precarious. If anything it strengthened 

their anxiety and consolidated their attitude to Germ~ny in general 

and savings in particular. 

Some authors have argued that the economic crisis in the 

West was only a pretext for the real political reasons behind the 

ban on immigration of foreign workers. Rist notes: 

"TherG is some debate among scholars as to the 
actuLll impact of the economic crisis upon the 
decision of a number of countries of the "Jorth 
to impose bans on further immigration of foreign 
workers. Hoffmann-Nowotny (1976), DECD (1975a) 
and Nikolinakos (1975b) all make mention of their 
belief that the bans were going to be im~osed in 
any avant and that the oil crisis simply bec8me ~ 

convenient pretext for doing so. Further, 
rakolinakos in particular argues that the re8~ons 
were not even economic but political. He suggests 
that the conditions in the host countries, the 
gathering resentment against foreign workers, und 
the concerns about political stability all pu~heu 
governments 0 f the North to pursue immigration 
bans. In the official pronouncements of th8 
governments, hOll'ever, only economic reasons Fen 
the ban h a v e bee n 0 f fer e d. ,: ( R is t, R • C., 197 ij: 31). 

The indications of resentment against foreigner's war-e 

certainly ebundant at the time. In Holland there were violent riots 

against the Turks in Rotterdam in August 1977 (Verkoren-Hemelaar, 

G ', d r"1 lq76· 271) In Switzerland there was a referendum, • j', • a n I. , _. • 

ini tiated by the" Action Commi tteo i\gainst thE Foreign ;Jornination 

of f"looplo and I'lomeland" led by an r:i.p. named Schwarzenhdch, on the 
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Question of limiting the number of foreigners in each canton to IO~r 

of the population (Castles, S. and Kosack, G., 1973: 440). In the 

FRG there was an intense debate in the media 2nd among the people 

at local level on the question of whether or not such a large 

"guest-worker" population was either necessary or desir<Jble. The 

appearance in the press of provocative articles was R daily affair 

throughout 1973. For example, on July 30th 1973 the influential 

oer Spiegel published a lead article anti tIed" The Turks are Coming -

Save Yourselves if You Can", devoting to it eleven pages and the 

cover, which depicted a large Turkish family of eight, hanging out 

of the window of a dilapidated house over the headlines of "Ghettos 

in Germany - One Million Turks" in big, bold letters. Even as early 

as in 1966, attitude surveys in the FRG showed that the Germans were 

not ready to tolerate the employment of foreign workers, and about 

two thirds of the population wanted to get rid of them. (Castles, S. 

and Kosack, G., 1973: 433). 

Therefore, being a target worker in the rRG is A very 

rational and real existence for the Turkish migrants. They constantly 

keep reminding themselves of these facts. With this constant reminder, 

they started comparing their jobs, working conditions and wages with 

their friends' or relatives' jobs. If they came to the conclusion, 

which most a f them di d, that they were not doing as well as they might 

be, they changed their jobs (over 64% did - see Table 3.3). It did not 

take them long to evaluate their position vis-a-vis others in similar 

circumstances and to take appropriate action. Uf til£:! fl,i~rants who have 

held more than one job in the rm~, nearly 83),~ had chdnyud their first 
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jobs wi thin t\J./o years, 39,.; wi thin 2 year onel 4/\"J wi thin 1-) yecJr~ 

(Table 3.~). It is interesting to note that even somE of the 

officially recruited migrants who had gone to the r1~ by si~ninq 

annual contracts, h8d managed to change their jobs in un~sr ~ Y89r 

before thuir contracts had expired. Although the job cha~ging rRte 

was much higher among the spontaneous migrants during their first 

year in the FRG (59.4; of the spontaneous migrants who have held 

more than one job), more than one third (34.3;~) of the of~icially 

recruited migrants in the category had also changed their jobs 

within one year. (Table 3.4). 

They achieved this usually in one of two ways. They either 

convinced their employer to terminate their contract and let them go 

by offering to pay back the money the employers had srent on recruiting 

them plus some " interest", which in some cases FlfrtOunted to 8xtortionate 

sums like 3,000 D1'1, or nearly three or four months salary. i-\lternatively 

they forced their rnnrloyers to sack them by making themselves 2 nuisance 

at the place of work, by doing things incorrectly, pretending not to 

understand orders, being very clumsy or incompetent, etc. Une of my 

informants, for example, Zeki, a men's tailor from ~nkara, ~ad 

managed to migrate to the FAG as a joiner through offici~l ch2nnels. 

However, after a few weeks in his new job he realized th2t it was too 

arduous, noisy, dangerous and dirty for his taste. He asked his 

enlployer to I et him go say ing tha the was reall y a tail'J r un d th8 the 

lJ.IOuld pay b,lCk his expenses for recruj tment. His p.fllployr.r refused this 

request, c:tGting that he desperCltely needed u/orkers r'lnrl tl';lt Lc~i'~) job 

did not require any special skills since all he had to (") 'llrl~ feud the 

wood into certain machines and cut it. ,",fter several refusals, Zeki 
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realized the only way to get out of this place before his contract 

expired was to force his employer to sack him. He started to make 

a nuisan~8 of himself by incorrectly cutting the wood or incurring 

minor accidents which bruised his hands and prevented him lJ10rking 

efficiently, fJr by jamming the machines, etc. His enlployer accused 

him of doing these things deliberately and threatened th~t if he 

continued he would be sent back to Turkey. Zeki rellindeu him, 

however, that if he sent him back he would lose his recruitment 

expenses; on the other hand, if he allowed him to change jobs, he 

would pay these back. In the end the employer came to re81izB it 

would be impossible to keep Zeki there and agreed to let him go in 

return for his expenses, which he calculated to be one month of 

Zekits wages. At the end of his fifth month in the fi~n, Zeki 

left and went to work in a hemsehri t s Arclerung (dress repoirs and 

alterations) shop. 

Table 3.4. Percentage OistIi:Jution of Turkish rigrant workers who 

Recrui tment 

Official 

Spontaneous 

TOTAL 

H el d rno re than one Job in th e FRG, by r'l iy rE. tion Chann el 

and by Length of St8Y in First Job. 

Length of Stay in First Job 

Under 
1 Year 

34.3 

59.4 

39.0 

1.1-2 
Vears 

47.9 

?S.O 

43.6 

2.1-3 
Years 

12.5 

3.1-4 
Vears 

5.0 

3.1 

4.7 

4.1-S 
Years 

4.3 

3.5 

100.0 

100.0 

100.J 

It i~ clear therefore that migrant workers werE; L~uick t.o 

develop an understanding of precisely where they stoo~ in the lAbour 
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market. Their comparative reference groups emerge rather Quickly and 

they are able to judge how successful they are against the criteria they 

value. Because of their circumstances and in keeping with their reasons 

for migration they display very high economic ration8lity during their 

stay abroad. 

3.4. Reasons for Changing Jobs 

Recent studies of labour turnover seem to have abandoned 

the clAssical views of labour market behaviour of seeing the turnover 

as a fwnction of theexternal labour market in favour of s8eing it as 

a function of the factory itself as an industrial institution. Current 

writers no longer regard turnover as labour supply adjusting itself to 

labour demand by merely economic Rnd non-economic incBntiv8s but closely 

relate it to the workers' attitudes to their working lifn 8nd to their 

overall job satisfaction (El Jehaimi, T., et 81, 1980: 33-40). 

Within this framework most of the literRture is devoted to 

elucidating the factors that affect laboLI' turnover. One model which 

accommodates most of the variables used is by Marchand Simon, who 

group the variables into two categories: 

1) the preceived desirability or undesirability of leaving 

the employer 

?) the perceived ease or difficulty of Iliovellllmt from th8 

employer (r'!arch, J.G. and Simon, H.A., 1958: 1J3-lrJ6). 
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There is no need here to go into the variables that are 

included in these categories. The major variables that are considered 

within the first category are satisfaction with the job, and the 

perceived possibility of intra-organizational transfer. The second 

category, which is closely linked to the first, contains variables 

like pers:nal history, industrial structure of the labour market, 

locality, level of business activity, sex of workers, age and length 

of service, skill level, social status, interests, intelligence and 

apti tude, personali ty, health 0 f employee and technology ([1 J eheimi, 

T. et aI, 1980: 26-33). 

To these psychological, social and economical factors we 

must add the political factors which restrict the movement of workers, 

especially the migrants, within the economic and geograrhical spheres 

like the regulations which bind the migrant workers to specific jobs, 

firms and localities at least during their initial years abroad -

which period could extend up to five years. Franz, for example, 

notes concerning the regulations in the FRG: 

"The subordination of the foreigners to the 
discretionary powers of the authorities preVails 
also at the workplace. According to the regul
ation on work perflli ts ••• the required permi twill 
be granted 'depending on the situation in the 
labour market' for a maximum of two years and 
subsequently for a maximum of three. It can be 
tied to a specific occupation, in a specific firm. 
After five years of uninterrupted employment the 
work permit is granted independently of the 
occupation, farm and developments in the labour 
market ••• " (Franz,F., 1975: 51). 

The arguments outlined above concerning labo~ turnover 

would seem academic to the migrants. Most of the varinbles thought 
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to affect turnover do not apply to the migrants. ~igrants who change 

their jobs are primarily motivated by financial reasons. M Bundes-

8nsfalt fur Arbeit survey in 1972 found that 80~·~ of the migrants who 

had changed jobs in the FRG had done so voluntarily. (For a discussion 

of the voluntary and involuntary, or similarly avoidable - unavoidable 

and controllable - uncontrollable causes of labour turnover, see Wild, 

R., 197?; Porter, L.W., and Steers, R., 1973; Van der :"ierwe, r~., And 

Miller, S., 1971). The survey also found that 56% of the men and 45~ 

of the women had changed their jobs for t:B:ter incomes. l8:~ of the men 

and 17% of the women had changed their jobs for better work conditions 

(IIBK, 1974D: 57-58). 

My results confirm these findings. I also found that most 

of the job changes were voluntary (a mean of 72.9:~), and that the most 

important reason for changing jobs - consistently over various job 

changes - was for better economic conditions. A search for better 

work conditions or getting sacked were the other important factors in 

job changes. (See Table 3.5). It seems that the search for new jobs 

continues until the migrants are satisfied with their wages and work 

condi tions. 

There do not seem to be significant variations in the 

relative importance of the reasons for job changes for the successive 

changes of job, except for the sackings. A search far better economic 

conditions like higher wages and overtime opportunities is almost always 

the most important reason (from 27~~ to 50:~~ had changed their v2.rious jobs 

for this reason, Table 3.5). While the search for better working conditions 

like less dangerous, cleaner jobs in better environments, caused 3?,,~ of 
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Table 3.5. Percentage Distribution of Turkish ~igrant ~orkers by 

~easons for Changing Jobs. 

For better economic 
condi tions 

For better work 
condi tions 

Sacking for returning 
late from holiday in 
Turkey 

Sacking for other 
reasons 

Redundancy 

Professional reasons 

To join relatives 
hernyehris 

Disliked the firm or 
the superiors 

other t'e8sons 

1 
Job 

36.0 

32.0 

7.9 

5.2 

2.3 

7.0 

4.1 

4.1 

7 
Jobs 

39.3 

19.1 

11.2 

5.6 

5.6 

1.1 

5.6 

5.6 

6.7 

3 
Jobs 

79.3 

26.8 

14.6 

9.e 

2.4 

12.7 

4 

Jobs 

36.0 

8.0 

17.0 

4.0 

4.0 

4.0 

17.0 

Figures may not add up to 100.0 because of~unding. 

5 G 

.Jobs 

';7.3 5~.O 

77.3 16.7 

16.7 

13.7 16.7 

9.1 

x 

36.3 

11.9 

11.5 

3.7 

I.? 

3.6 

7.3 

5.8 

the workers to change their first jobs in the FnG, 1es5 than 15~ had 

changed their first jobs because of redunduncy or s2cking. (Table 

Cut this trend seems to be reversed after tIT: first job: over /;-' 

'7 C \ 
,-J. J / • 

changed their second jobs because of sackings and rerJunu;jrJcy, dnd lj.1,: 

for better work conditions. The 58me percentage clF-JnfjorJ their thircJ 

(26.8) and fOIJrth (20) jobs after sackings and redunrl;;nc,/ 'rJS had 

changed for botter work conditions; 45.5,: challged their firth job 

after s.'lcking oHr1 redundancy and only 27. 3~~ for bettor work cowJitions, 
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and over 33;~ changed their sixth jobs after sacking or redunc,3ncy wi th 

only 16. 7,'~~ for better work condi tions. 

3.5. Duration of Stay in Jobs 

Examination of the duration of stay in previous jobs indicates 

that indeed the migrants do not take long to evaluate thoir posi tions 

and, when they are not satisfied, change their jobs. Of the migrants 

who have held more than one job in the FRG, 39,~ had changeu their first 

jobs within a year and 43.6/~ within 1-7 years (87.6,~ within two years); 

67.4% had changed their second jobs within a year, and 20.2~ within 

1-2 years (87.6;~~ within two years); 63.4~~ had changed ther third jobs 

within a year, and 24.4~ within 1-2 years (87.8~ within two years); 

72/ had changed their fourth jobs within a year anrl '20;~ within 1-2 

years (9?1 within two years); 54.5~ had changed their fifth jobs within 

a year and 36.4':' wi thin 1-7 years (90.0:-' wi thin two years), and finally 

50% had changed their sixth jobs within a year. (Table 3.6). 

It seems that on average nearly 58~ of the migrants had st~yed 

in a previDus job for less than a year, 74,~ behJeen 1-':"' years, 6/~' beLueen 

'7-3 years, ,),1 bebueen 3-4 years, nearly 10;;' beb'leen 4-5 years and less 

than 1% between 6-7 years. (See Table 3.6). 

When we look at the duration of stay in present jobs and 

compare them ud th the preVious jobs, it becomes apprJrent thrit the turn

over rab~ in the FRG for the Turkish uJOrkers i e quit!; hilJh. :atholJljh 
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Table 3. G. Percentalle Distribution of Turkish ~:igr2nt '...;orKars by 

Length of stay in Previous Jobs. 

Previous Jobs 
Length of 
stay in 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 

Jobs Job Job Job Job Job Job r:, ean 

Less than 1 year 39.0 67.4 63.4 72.0 54.5 50.0 57.2 

1.1 - 7 years 43.6 20.2 74.4 70.0 36.4 24.1 

7.1 - 3 years 9.3 6.7 2.4 16.7 5.9 

3.1 - 4 years 4.7 3.4 4.0 7.0 

4.1 - 5 years 3.5 1.1 9.8 9.1 33.3 9.5 

5.1 - 6 years ----- n.o 

6.1 - 7 years -1.1 4.0 n n 
I_I • :; 

Average St8Y x 1.4 1.1 1.2 1.1 1.7 ~ ') 
/ . 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

x 

the length of stay in present jobs is, on average, slightly longer 

than the time spent in previous jobs, it is still cui te s:lort. (::J8e 

Table 3.7). 

On average 61~ have been working in their pr8~ent jobs for 

less th;;n (] year, nearly 16.[' for 1-2 years, 7:{ for 7-3 YC8rs, C{ for 

3-4 years, 6:'~ for 4-5 years, "/ for 5-6 ye8rs, (,--7 Y n, a I' C' - - .. , 

O.8·'~ for 7-8 years and 2.:' for over G ye2rs. (S8e T-::blr: 3.7). 

The evidence presented here, together with the cn~~ents of 

some of my rBspondents, suggest that migrant warker2 disp~8V a high 

level of economic rationality. They arB very prep?rcd t'J 'T!ove ~obs 
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Table 3.7. £.ercentage Distrihutiorl of Turkish rULj ran t J'orkers ~) :i 

Length of Stay in tJresent Jobs. 

Present Jobs 
Length of 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Stay in Job Job J(j [j Job Job Job Job i· eE1n 

Jobs FI1G Fl~G F:-\G rr-IG F'~G r:~C F~~G x 

Less than 1 year 47.9 53.0 67.5 56.3 57.1 1 ,lO.O Srj.o 61.1 

1.1 - ? ye8rs 7.4 75.3 16.7 17.5 21.4 75.0 1 t:; ~. 
~.'-' 

2.1 - 3 years 3.2 6.0 4.7 7.1 25.0 b.7 

3.1 - 4 years 20.2 2.4 17.5 6.3 5.9 

4.1 - 5 years 8.5 6.0 18.8 7.1 5.8 

5.1 - 6 years 7.4 1.2 7.1 ~ .. /' 
6.1 - 7 years 1.7 0.7 

7.1 - B years 1.1 7..4 7.1 0.8 

OVer 8 years 4.3 7..4 6.3 1.'J 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

and in this respect might be said to possess a strong instrumental 

orientation to work (c.f. Goldthorpe, J.H., Lockwood, D. et al, 1968). 

3.6. Uccupations in the FRG 

It is, however, a qualified rationality for whf:Hl the pattern 

of job change is inspected more closely it becomes clear that I~ligrants 

seek qualitatively better jobs and for greater autonomy, with self-

employment being the ultimate goal. 
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The tendency in changing jobs seems to be tow8rds less 

arduous, less dangerous, higher paying and relatively more secure 

factory jobs. Whi~the number of people working in f2ctories 

increased from 56.9% in the first job to 100% in the seventh job, 

the numbers working in construction went down from 21. 3;~ in the 

first job to 9.1% in the sixth job, and the numbers working in mining 

similarly went down, from 16.9% in the first job to 8~ in the fifth 

job. Over 2% in their fourth jobs, and 4% in their fifth jobs had 

realized what is regarded by most migrants, if not all, as the 

ultimate in achievement and become self-employed. (Table 3.8). 

Most migrants regard their working life abroad as a 

temporary phase in their life that has to be spent in undesirable 

manual occupations in order to be able to save enough capitol so 

that their sufferings can be transferred to prestigious and desirable 

positions of self-employment in Turkey. Abadan-Unat observes: 

!! Inmost all surveys carried out among migrant 
workers employed abroad and/or returned definitely 
to Turkey, indicate clearly that there is a 
strong dominant opinion to move over into 8nother 
sector, namely the tertiary, and to establish 
there self-employment enterprises such as coffee
houses, barber shops, gasoline stations, restaurants, 
etc. 

This trend has to be underlined and d~fined 
as an outspoken dislike and animosity toward 
industrial work, the inrlustrial setting and the 
industrial work discipline." (Abadan-Unat, ;,j., IS' 
19768: 198). 

Most of my respondents expressed similar sentiments. 1 sh81l examine 

these in some detail in Chapter 7 when I discuss the question of 

return migration. 
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Table 3.8. Perc en talJ e Distribution of Turkish [·agrallt ,orkers by 

Cccupations in Various Jobs. 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Occugation Job Job Job Job Job Job =:ob 

Factory worker 56.9 77.9 80.7 80.9 76.0 SG.r; 18j. ~l 

Construction 21.3 17.8 9.1 9.[ 8.0 9.2. 

r'iiner 16.9 5.8 9.1 4.9 3.0 

~orter, loading worker 0.7 7.4 4.8 

Farmer 1.1 

Driver, fork-Ii ft 1.1 0.6 
operator 

Service worker 1.1 2.3 1.1 

Clerical 0.4 0.6 

S el f-emr 10 yed 7.4 4.0 

Unemployed 0.4 

3.7. Channels Utilized in Finding Jobs 

In this context it is important to consider how job changes 

are effected. When this is done it becomes clear that the economic 

rationality of the migrant worker is possible only because of the 

netuJOrks of kinship and friendship of which he is a m8;~ber. 

These kinship and home-b2sed soci;.:;l networks plt:lY :c,n important 

role in find5.n(j new jobs in the FRG. 77. ~),:,~ of the migrants in the 

sample helll found their first jobs through TES, and 18,' through their 
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relatives, hem~ehris (fellow countrymen) and friends who ~Bre either 

instrumental in having them invi ted by 8 firm person.ally from Turkey 

(9.4jn or finding them jobs once they were in the F:IG 8.S "tourists" 

(5.2%). (Table 3.9). The importance of the social networks becomes 

even more app8rent in finding the second and subsequent jobs. Over 

62% of the Turkish migrants in the sample reported that their relatives, 

hem~ehris and friends had found them their second jobs; 60.3~ found 

their third jobs, 51.2% their fourth jobs, 60~ their fifth jobs, 77.3% 

their sixth jobs and 33.3% their seventh jobs in this way. (Table 3.9). 

There seems to be a gradual decrease in the importance of the ethnic 

relationships in job finding. The percentage of thoso who stated that 

they had found their jobs through their own efforts incroaserJ frorn 

30.2;G in th e s econ d job to 35. 2)~ in th e third job, 41. 5:~ in th e fourth 

job, 40% in the fifth, 72.7% in the sixth, with a drop to 66.7% in the 

seventh job. (Table 3.9). What this clearly reflects is the growth. 

of a social and economic competence to negotiate the labour market in 

German society which develops quickly and improves the longer a worker 

stays in the FRG. Again this aspect of labour market socialization is 

reflected in the comments of some of my respondents. For instance, nne 

man who had been in the FRG for nine years and changed joGs five times, 

in response to my question on whether or not he had had any help from 

relatives or friends in finding his last job, replied: "I diun't neeu 

any help. I had heard from friends that there were vacancies in this 

factory. I went to the Arbeitsamt (Employment Oureau) in the town 

and asked about the available jobs. I told them that I didn't get on 

well with my Vorarbeiter (Foreman) in my previous work and that I 

ltJanted to change my job. The Arbei tsamt gave me tho ,",ddress of nly 
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Table 3.9. Percentage Distribution of Turkish ragr3nt L.;o rk ers ~y , 
Channels Utilized in FincJinCJ Various JODS. 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Finding Jobs Job Job Job Job ~ob :::ob Job 

Throu~h Tr'" L·~) 77.7 

" invitation 9.4 
by a firm 

" relatives 3.4 20.9 11.4 4.9 S :1 12.2 .w 
" Hemiehri 0 5.2 41.3 48.9 46.3 u. c~ " 9.1 33.3 J./. I...) 

friends 

I? German friends 0.4 0.6 1.1 

" interpretersl 2.6 l.~ 1.1 7.4 
agents 

II own efforts 1.5 30.2 35.2 41.5 4CJ.CJ 7~.7 66.7 

" German Employment 5.8 2.3 4.9 
Service 

Totals may not udd up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

firm and told me to go and see the Personnel ranager. That's how I 

got this job.!: 

The gradual increase in a worker's effective independence 

from kin and friendship networks for finding work does not dirninish 

his or her obligations to people in those networks. Un the contrary, 

they increase. The more competent and knowledgeable a worker becomes 

the more intense becomes the obligation to help others negotiate the 

labour market. Therefore, it is important to note tlltit whilp- soc,;,al-

iz<~tion in the labour market r8duc8s depcnuence on kin :-wrJ friHr)ds, it 

increases th8 obligAtions to other kin and friends. In uther words, 
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those who have socialized well in the 18bour m-rket t d from iC are ~romo e 

the status of social "dependents'! to that of "sunp rL .. I) rJ L,(.3rs. 

Finding a job for a hem~ehri or friend entails a very active 

and direct involvement in the process. If the new ju~) is ii) 8 I..tlorkplacE 

other than one's own, it usually means finding out 211 thf:) relevant 

information about the job and the \.JJOrkplace either frill;, sther relatives 

or friends who work there or directly from the employer or his rdpres-

entative; relating this information and one's own evaluations to the 

job-seeking relative or friend; making an r=oppointment for hirn wi th tl18 

employer; taking him there porsonally for the intorvi8\.JJ; puttir19 in '"I 

good ltJOrd for hilrl; filling in tile necessary fCJt'IIIS for hilll if he c.'1fmot 

cope ond sODletimes offering bribes for him - usually in the caSE] of 

spontaneous workers but sometimes for the 18gal ones bS well who want 

to get jobs in a high paying factory with a good reputation for job 

security, labour relations, social benefits, etc. 

Finding "a job by one's own efforts does not usu~lly mean 

non-involvement by relatives or friends but rather G less active role 

on their part and more initiative by the job-seeking miQI'dnt. The 

implications of changing jobs are thoroughly di~cusf'od 8InlJng relatives 

and friends; necessary information about the new job is (jatllercd Gnd 

eVRluated by them. However, the final decision and the actual prucess 

of application is left to the job-seeking rniyrant. I f he; proceeds and 

finally secures the; job, his experience is ag8in discussed and evaluated 

by relatives And friends. 
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;~e1Gtives and friends are expected to give help and support 

when needed. That this is realized in practice is w~ll illustr2ted by 

the channels utilized in finding the first job in the r-=:~;. '_~sudlly 

migrants prefer the security and ease of official rBcruit~cnt and go to 

the f'-RG through the TES. The percentage of those who utLlizw: this 

chann el in no rrnal years fluctuated between 62.5;: 2n tj 9:. 6~f, bu t dropp ed 

dramatically to 33. 3~~ during the recession 0 f 1966-S7. (Table 3.1J). 

In contrast the percentage of those who utilized informal channels to 

find their first jobs in the FRG had always been very low, but during 

the recession it suddenly increased. The percentage of those who 

sought their hem~ehris' or friends' help went u~ dramatically to 

33. 3:~ in 1966-67 and then gradually decreased again. (TallIe 3.10). 

f\n important outcome 0 f utilizing tho sotiel nf;tworks that 

are largely based on kinship nnd ethnic ties in finrJirHj jnb:o ann 

accommodo.tion (this aspect with be discussed in ChaptiJr 6 ) Ilct~ hr:en 

the colonization of certain factories, towns and v~ll~j~s in GBrm~ny 

tdb k o to (0 , ,. ° 'or by groups of Turks \uho are re1a e. y lnsnlr:; lnC_U(j.ln~ "ili"':rr1.8ge) 

common geographical origin in Turkey. ~ost of tha l~,JJ~ Turkish 

workers in Ford at Coloano, for example, arc from th2 north-eastern 

parts of Turkey, especially from the 8lac~ Sea coast. I observed that 

mos t 0 f th e 4,0 lO wo rkers in Opel were from th e centr?l ;~,11;--, to ~_iail 

fo r ins bmce, a 1 nrge pres uncI:.; 0 f K ur rls frOfit the 8El~ torn !ir;]V incc.;s CJ f 

I frequontl y met familiEls 0 f bro th ers, si:: ters rJ r in-l,JIJ'f, :i v iny in 



a 
1.0 
...-i 

Trl"le. '7.1n. ;'erc'~iltrH:;e ~Jistrihutiln of TJrkish ~"igr?nt iJJorkp.rs ~Jy Ch;:mnt.'ls l!tili::"sd in rin~Ji:l-i thr:' First. _,J" 

~' i 'J r:· L.i '111 

r "I' b M' t' '., ; \1, I 'i i 11] r,oJ -10 n ) e ,:ii'S. 

T:,C()lJJh 

T:1 I'Jugh 
;:-'ersOil"ll 

~'O:J iilrouQh 

ThrlJlJ]h 
Hernsehl'is Thr'Ju-:J~ 

r'~ l';lt'n 
Th rOI1cJll 
:; cr,,, '111 

Th I'fluQh 

Illterpreters, '~ til ' 
" r.:-.~). I [:-: : C':- Cffers (e1:ltives Frien,is Ef'fort- rri211.js Ltc. -.1:1::;,,;.1,/"': 

July l':::7"'-~'JilI': lr:'T', r~. (j 5. ,:J 1 r; . -
J lJ 1 Y 1 r:: 7 1- ,-1 un l' 1 CJ 7" cn.5 7.7 '? n 

.J. '.) 

July In7J-Junp. 1~71 77.7 11.4 4.5 6.8 4.5 

July l'jtln-Junl' reo:J 63.[1 14.3 7.4 9.3 1 Cl . -' '3.7 

July 1963-JunB lq69 77.8 7.4 3.7 3.7 3.7 3.7 

July 1967-June 1968 70.1 lQ.:-1 15.0 5.n 

July 19S6-June 19G7 33.3 16.7 33.3 16.7 

July 19G5-June 19~~ 67.5 ?S.CJ 1';.5 

[~rlier thAn June 19S5 89.3 7.1 3.6 

Tot21s ill~y not 8rld UD to lim.n bec8us8 of rounding. 

1 1:.,,,' 
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small villages around industrial towns. r 1 lln examp e \.:J2.S reported in 

TercUIIIBn: 

I: Turks have establishod a village of 300. 

Three hundred Turks, rnos t 0 f whom ar8 from 
~8v~8hir (a central Anatolian town) have almost 
ostablished a village in Stuttgen. They live in 
three comfortable hostels. There are also a 
mosque and two. Turkish grocers where they can ~et 
all their requirements. Their only complaint is 
the lack of an interpreter in the firm. Ono of 
the workers cOlnplained that when they became 111 
they could not communicate with the doctor or 
o • , 

~n the factory when there was a rneeting they dicJ 
not understand what was going on. He asked if the 
Turkish authorities could not send an interpreter 
for the 300 Turks there ••• " (Tercuman, 6.17.1971'). 

3.8. Distance between Jabs 

Another aspect of the role of kinship and social networks 

in job mobil! ty concerns the question of place and. distance of 

employment from current residence. It seems clear from my data that 

the attractivcmess or otherlllise of particular geogrHphical l()cnt.ions 

is not an important consideration in itself. uJhat m;:·tters in changing 

j~bs is l1/hether there is help available in the ne'.u si tustion, i. e • 

. whether the social networks extend to the new area. In this respect 

migrFlnt workors may be very di fferent froln indigenous German workers 

who may have a much greater attachment to place anG lI)ho, for that 

reason, arE less likely to be geographically mobilu. There is evidence, 

for eXCililrle, that geographical mobility nilionQ G.:::r::,!,'lns ,~J'cr8~Js8r1 fro!.. th;.; 

mid 1960s onwards (8allerstedt, [. and GlatzGr, ~., 117~: 31). ThL 

(3xistonCf! of D r8l~tiv(Jly mobile labol!r reS8rve nf fr,rl:.irjn '·'Ol'knrc must 
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have played ;1 role in this. Therefore, cistc<lce i tSr-;l f ~ct~':ecn jo~s 

is of no importance to the Turkish migrants. U-:n ~ver- , 7;1 C·f of 
-- 0:;) ~, ~.' •• J 

thE; work~r? trCivelled under ?5kms for s ne'c.l' jCJ~; l,~." bet\.:Jes'I ~'5 

and 49k11lS; 9.7' between 50 and 99kllls; ].3,~ between En i-lnc 1~'9kms; 

17. 6;~ between ~J8 and 399kms and over 6. 4: ~ had travcl1,'(; :"~1~kl1S 

or more. (:;8e Table 3.11). There seems to be a grCl.C:u:-:l G8crC'cise 

in the distance between the successive jobs. en overE:ge DeD')le hGd , t 

travelled l66kms for their second jobs, 155kfiS for their third jobs, 

lCJ8kms for their fourth jobs, 15rJkms for their fifth, cn:;:ns P':H' their 

sixth ~nd 7Jk;r:s for their seventh job::.. (Table 3.11). 

TablE) :'.11. Percenta£e Distribution of Turkish r'igr~nt _ or'.<ers by 

Distance between V~rious Jobs. 

2nd Job's 
Distance 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
from the frorrt from frorn froiit froin x 
1st Job ?nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 

Under ?5krns 79.1 27.3 43.9 57.0 45.~ 3" '7 -.J.J ](:. ~ 

75 - 49krns 9.9 14.8 IS.5 B.C 9.1 5~1.1 lC.6 

50 - 99kms 1'7.8 13.6 9.8 4. CJ 12.7 ';.7 

18. 'J 6.8 r 0 12.0 c , o ..., 
100 199kms .:;;.u ' . ~ _, • ..J -

19.8 33.0 9.E r, r- 18.':' 16.7 17.f 7UO - 399k rns tt. LJ 

4'J'Jkms And over 10.5 (~. 5 7.3 lS.0 (j. I~ 

,1~verGge dis bmce 166 15S 10(; l~~ 91 73 

in kms 

Totals fll,c,y not add up to IJ~.O because of roundinlj. 

Tr:lv81ling such long distances for new jObS !n8,.ns 1::ovin'::J to 

8 now tOllm, city or statE:' at every job ctHnye, r'lnj llth(;;-) consi';8red 
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with the Frequoncy of the job changes (T~bl8s 3.S Gnd ~.7) it praducas 

8 picture of quite rapid turnover for the Turkish nli9r3nts, not only 

in the economic sphere as between the work places and industrial 

sectors, but al3J in the geographical andsocial spher~s, u.1i til grii'l 

prospects of social integration into German society which ,"ust be 

realizeu ot the local level. 

Geographical mobility involves changes in soci~l networks. 

Unless the mobility is voluntary and to a locfjtion where th8ra 8r8 

many relatives and friends it could involve consideraLle modifications 

and ufJrooting in social relationships. Some of the c;i fficul ties 

involved in sLich changes were exhibi ted in the experiences 0 f Kamal, 

one of my respondents. Kemal had been working in the ~ercedes-Benz 

factory in stuttgart for the previous six years when he carno with his 

wife, Ayla, and three year old son to open a dressm~king f~ctory in 

Hausen, near Offenbach. Hausen luas over ?OOkrns from stuttgart, where 

he had many relatives, in-laws (he had met his wife in Stuttgart, 

through his father-in-law who was a workmato in the r: arcr"rjes works; 

together uri th German and Turkish friends. I<emal and t'lhlnet, llJho I,JJFlS 

the owner of the factory lJ.fe worked In, were friends fror.l Turkey. 

They had both been first 9irak (apprentice) and then kalf~ 

(assistant master) under the same tailor in Ist~nbul. ~n anH of 

t~enH11' s visi ts to OffenhRch to see rlhmet he had le8rnur1 fr~:F'i his 

friend thAt a dressmaking business in Hausen was ur for sale ~t 

15, ODD [)\i. Since he hAd been looking for such an opportuni ty for 

some time, he cil=)cidud to buy the businuss Mnu !liOVU to H"USL;il. 
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As Kemal did not know anyone in Offenbach or Hausen he was 

~ounting on Ahrnet's help in establishing himself ther.e.'t the 

beginning Ahlllet was very helpful: he introduced Kemal to t:le owner of 

the business, a Germsn, and helped in the negotiations of tho terms. 

However, soon after Kemal bought the business their relHtionship 

started to deteriorate. While Ahmet tIlas an ambi tious, h,3rd-working 

man with 8 strong capitalistic outlook with little tiro,e, or ;),;tience, 

for the people no t connected wi th his business ar;lbi tions, /8!rI81 ul8S (J 

rather passive, timid m8n with a traditional outlook, r~lyiny he8vily 

on his wife (whose character resembled Ahmet's) for tho running of the 

business. As they were both in the sarlle line of business, ti1king 

orders from big factories in the region and employing the same type of 

workers, they were potential business rivals. Ahmet beC28e less 8nd 

less forthcoming with his help. He regarded Kemal as An incompetent 

~8sinessman, expectiMg everything to be done for him by others. Kemal 

regarded Ahmet as over-ambitious, selfish and jealous with no respect 

for ethnic and friendship ties. Finally they storpedvisiting each 

other. The result for terrible isolation for Kemal F.Hld his family. 

They had no relatives or friends in th~ vicinity of their work or 

accommodation (which was in another villagE! abolJt lnkrns 81J 1PY). The 

nearest people they could turn to for financial or· moral support were 

over 200kms aulay in stuttgart. Since Kemal and his wi fe were both 

working in the factory for very long hours (from very early in the 

morning until very late in the evening), they had neither the time nor 

tte opportuni ty or strength to make friends and socialize in th8ir ne'.Ll 

setting. ThE! only people they were in touch with for Gny l;;ngth of 

time WE:!re their 10 workers, two of whom wer;~ r':uhrlltlt rlnc! YLlSlIf, two 
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spontaneous Turkish workers who used to work for ,"Ihrr,e.t until they were 

sacked by him nnd who in fact were in Ci more precariou"s ;}fJ~i tion than 

their IlO\JJ 8fl1plnyer. The rest of the \uorkers were Ger~;?n h',j;;len lJ.rith 

lJJhorll conversFltion WrJ.S strictly limi ted to work mattE:"r:-;. r e:i1,~l and 

f'y12's effective netlJJorks (Ef"lstain, l-\.L., 1969: 111) uhich wpre ln2Ge 

up of kin and friends, both Turkish and ~errn8fl, and t:'hc lJ":,_:rs linkDd 

hy mul ti-s trand8d (or mul tiplex) relationships (~~i tch ell, J. C., 

??) in StuttgArt had shrunk and \!.ISS reduced to a sinJli:;, corn;:ion netlJJOrk 

l.LIhich contained their employees and which Illas i:",p,de up ~f single-

stranded (or uniplex) relationships (~itchell, J.C., J~6Su: ??) based 

on work. Un filore than one occasion, Kemal compl;:tined th(~t h,lrJ he 

knowil {\hr,1at wDuld behave like this anu abandon hiifl wh8n he illOSt n88u8c 

his help arlO a(~vice, he would probably never have "gon8 t~wrG arld 

ventured into business. On another occAsion he stater]: :~ut Illc;it 

until I go to Turkey next summer. I'll show him! I'll tell our 

master (the tailor who taught both Kemal and ~hmet their trade) in 

Istanbul about what he did to me. He won't be able to show his f,"ice 

again in Istanbul for shame!" 

Another indication of the anxieties geographic~l location 

can cause w~s highlighted for me one day while I was ~isitiny the 

rooms in the Opel hostels in Russeltleim for interviewin~ the workers. 

In one of the rooms I found a man in a clearly distr8s~ed condition. 

When I asked what the trouble was he explained that the firm was 

transferring 700 worke"rs - almost all Turks - from Russelsheirn to 

another plant in 8ochuffi, which was over 250kms away, and that he was 
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one of the workers chosen. The factory had informed hir.i that if he 

did not go he would get the sack. He explained that he was very happy 

in Husselsheim where he had a brother working in another factory cmd 

many herniehris working in Upel and living in the same ho~tEl. He SElid 

that he knew nobody in Bochum and did not wish to go therE. H8 had 

decided to leave the factory and tty to find another job in or around 

Russelsheim. However, since Opel WHS the major 8mployer in tho area, 

he knew th8 tit woul d be very di fficul t fa r him to fin Ll ;: i-IO th 8r jolJ 

and accommodation there. 

3.9. Wages in the FRG 

r~S we have es tablished earlier (see I ntro duction a"d ChE'jI ter 

1 ) the main reasons for migration are ecunomic. The IJmrkers expect 

to earn ifluch higher wQges in the FRG than they do in TurkGY. These 

exp ecta tion;, <:J re well faun ded. nesea rch hH~' sholun tho t u8pen cJinU on 

their OccupAtions before and after migration, the Turkish wnrkers can 

earn two to six times rnore in the FnG than they do in. Turkt:.y (riker, ,;., 

1977: 70-80; Miller, D.R. and Cetin, I., 1975: 137-137; GBkdere, ~., 

1978: 130-138; Paine, S., 1974: 99-100). 

In 3 sa~qp1e survey, nker (1977.) has compared the incomes of 

the new miyrants according to their occupAtions. (~e8 Table 3.17). He 

calcula ted th e in di vi dual incom as in the f';liIlilies by tal< in~ into ;~ccolJnt 

thf:3 1.I.18ueS uf til£! workors, their IJ.Ji.ves' W~.1UlJS Clnl: ;;ny otl,ur illlr.orlles, emil 

then di Vil:8 d thes e t.o tals lJy the nUlllb8r 0 f fi:llflil Y ni l:r;,iJur~ .• 
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Taule 3.1':". Incorne 8i fferentials for Selecte': "cc t· u L U,l.:1 10 13 

Turkey and the FRS (~pril 1970). 

rran thl y 
IncomL 

inTurkby 
UccuQations (TL) 

1. ~)i:lal1 ;,gricul tura1 Producers 576 

2. Small Industrial Producers 

Wood 

Tailoring 

3. Worker~ 

Construction worker 

Unqualified worker 

r·; etal wu rk er 

Electrical wiring 

4. Civil Servonts 

919 

769 

1,317 

873 

83~ 

687 

67'; 

Source: G~kd8re, A., 1978: 131, TabID III.17. 

i'onth 1 V -, 
IncofTlu 

in r:~::; 

( TL) 

3,390 

3,595 

7,773 

3,69 4 

3,810 
'7 ,...., c""'" 
,j, , 'J / 

3,S?1 

3,350 

3,136 

IncDrnE~ 

~ r 
-_'. (I 

4.6 

7.1 

4./: 

l~. 7 

~I .• 
. J. ,] 

4.S 

He found that the small ayricultural producers had the 

largest income r3tio (5.6) because agriculturel incoil,3S in Turkey 

are very low. ~nqualified workers had the second largEst inc~~e 

ratio beCHU~2 of their abundance (hence low wages) in Turkey ~nd the 

r81ativ8 scarcity (hence high W~lJ8;:) in the F:(~. ~;in~J's ;'jil~l curv;trIJ-

etlan workers <11so enjoy hiCJh ratios hr~e::!lJS~") of thr:1 h~l(~ \I,rlr-kir):, 

.1· t . ~ th . . t . th C' 'Jr (" k c (J n rJ 1. l U !") :; rUl (J el I' 5 C 2 r elY l n (3 I I \ J "t " f,' r, l l-J7~'. ") f,n) ._. /. l..J 1- . I J • 
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th?n th e :; torting wa,-I f3S, th e migran t I.uO rk erF:. 1· n f-c~ r""'; \I ~ • h I' 
::.J .- c. v, , ... el i IllJ' e 

income I','l tio s in thE:: FRG. Various facto rs lik e til e ::0 i:Y., 'JCCIJp a tion'"'l 

qU8lific~tions, knowledge of German, reriod of st~y -I-ro- ,-1 ,--,-' ~: '-, tr;:--ining 

received ,'?broad, number of job ch8nges, etc. affect 'Jc;rillng c , in the F:~r.:;. 

ThSI'F;J 8re ilnportant W2g8 dispF!ri ties Fl~-,on~ thE_' sexes in 

G erlTI8n iri dus try. Ec!ual ll.IEiges far eaual work iss.till to be realiz ad 

(Ballerstedt, E. and Glatzer, W., 1979: 333). For exa:r'~118, skill8u 

German llJO~18n in industry were earning ~E:: lass gross lilcijeS per hour 

. l"c," ron'-/ 1 . 197'1 d "'6'" 1 . 1977 ~h .. '1 l.n ':)UU; (.:J," ess 1n . \.J an' /', ess l.n' I.. an 1'~8n .ln 81ml. ar 

positions. Semi-skilled women were earning ~6~..-' less in LJGC, '77::' 

1 ess in 1970 an d / 3, ~ less in 1977. Unskilled uorr, en llH!ra 8(~rlling 

??:~ less in 1966 <1Ild 1970 and 18~~ less than the men in 1977 (;:ial18r-

stedt, E. and Glatzer, W., 1979: 343). These differanc5s Fr~ reflected 

with the migrant workers as well. B.f.A. sample surVEY founu th~t in 

I'll arch 197/ 64:-~ 0 f the total migrant women and 66,.~ 0 f the Turkish 

migrant women in the FRG were earning less than 800 ~. ~8r month 

as opposed to 13% of the total migrant rnen and 15/~ of the Turkish 

migrant men. Only 13"',~ of the total migrant women and LJ ~ of th8 

Turkish migrant women were earning more than 900 a'; per :;!onth as 

opposed to 65,1 0 f th e to ta 1 migrant men an d 63: 0 f th 8 Turkish migrant 

men. (TobIe 3.13). 

~uage di fferentia1s between the Turkish men Gnd WQf1lerl were 

much more pronounced in my survey, as almost all the rni(jrant women 

interview8d were recent Inigrants, working in the eloctrunics industry 



I",.!:t 1 R :-::. 1 ?' • :: ere 8 n t g 5. G ); s t r j ~ uti (1 :1 J f T u r k i CO h ~".i oj ran t l;j 0 r k e r sin til e :1;"; , by 'J 8 X (t 1":,0 nth 1 y t.:! t 1::l .: 'j"" t-

(;',arC:l, En:). 

Lt)ss th·j/l r- I -, 
..J " -- 60l - 7:JO - GOO - 9,~1'J - 1 r"rJ( J , ,,J.' - 1, /iJ~J - , .) .::.'e ':,': '::~:-i 

5~1,l li"_ L< jJl ~r 7fJD i)" GO~J ;J 908 Dr: ' ~':l('l :Jt rj .J.., ,_J'~: j , 1 ~'(ln IJ,' 1, S'~Jn J!',) 1 c:-- y' J 11 k 11 CJ W il , . l o..J , ,).1_ ,J 

Totgl 
l'igri1nts ID 1/1 ~")o 78 13 L) 10 

rEi\il,~Ll 
Turkish 

m 
10 15 70 71 13 1.0 i'" igrants l r , 11 u 

r-I 

Total 

i',fill 
i'li 9 r eJn t S 13 12 14 20 18 5 10 

~iurkish 

i'iigrarlts 15 11 14 28 17 4 11 

Source: I L3K, 1 9 7 4 0: G!~ • '--le 

OJ. 



Table J.l~. P8rcenta~8 Distribution of Turkish ~igrant Workers in th(~ ~urvey, by Sex & ~onthly ~et _3ges. 

Unemployed :Jc1iJ - 751 - 1,001 - 1,751 - 1,511 - 1,751 - 2,UOI - 7,751 - Over I: 8;3n 

or 750 lX"! 1,000 01': 1,250 [)m 1, 50 () a'l 1,750 IT, 2,000 or'l 7,1'50 LX: ') 50"" ~.' .. , u "- ':", sen [)\~ wages 
Unknown x 

f- emal e 94.6 5.4 639 u~ 

f'i ale 1.3 1.7 14.8 55.7 70.4 3.9 1.3 0.4 0.4 1 17'2 [),{' , 

TUTAl 1.1 14.6 13.5 47.9 17.6 3.4 1.1 0.4 0.4 1,098 orr; 
a 
('-
,.....f 
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which is known for its high percentage of wonen workers c.nd low \.Llages. 

I found that while the men earned an average 1,17~ a: par ~~nth, the 

women earned only 639 [),II. (Table 3.14). 

Another factor that affects wages is skill levels. ~enerally, 

Skilled workers earn more than semi-skilled and they in turn earn more 

than unskilled workers within the same economic sphere. Uf course 

some intervening elanents like danger, bad working conditions (dirty, 

noisy, wet, hot or cold enVironment, etc.) scarcity of ~orkers, etc. 

can affect th is structure and caus e an unskilled I.tJO rk er to 8FJ rn fIlO re 

than a semi-skilled or even a skilled worker. 

In general, the wage differences between the skilled, ::pc~li-

skilled and unskilled are not very pronounced in the r-:;G. (Telcle 3.15). 

This is thought to reflect the sC8rcity of less skilled labour in the 

country (Aker, A., 1977: 80). 

Apart from these basic elements like sox and skill levels 

which affect the wages and which are intrinsic to Gernlan industry 

(in fact to industry in mast countries), there are cert~in f~ctors 

that influence the wages of the migrant in particular. ~nowledge of 

the German language is one of the most important of thesH. Th038 who 

can spebk the language, generally earn better w?Qes t~~n those who 

c8nnot, probubly because they are more likely to be er",ployed in 

higher grade positions (Paine, ~., 1974: lOQ). I found t~~t their 

proficiency in German could make Quite a difference to thBir w~ges. 

I~ Turkish Iiligr<'mt \'Jho spoke "perfect" German could earn 
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T;::jIJ183.l5. Gross \JJages in th8 frtc (D~" Ror hour), by Sex, Skill Level, EconOfilic Sphere V"arch, 197 / ). 

:"~ I r~ I ,f\;'j 

Ecornflli c :Jllill)rc: ~~U<11i fied 

;iaIJI ~'lateri(jl 6: 

Productiofl f-lateri3ls 8.M) 

Electronics 8.02 

Consumption Materials 8.04 

foodstuffs, Tobacco 7.60 

Source: IISK, 19740: 82, 83. 

1'~ ~)I [~['jl~: !~ ~jL: ,\1< E I\~; TO GE Tf : L:\ 

1', L '~ 

Semi -
Cluali fied 

7.79 

6.97 

6.90 

6.81 

Un -
Qualified 

7.05 

6.G5 

6.16 

6.32 

Wualified 

6.52 

5.98 

5.75 

4.86 

IdJ C~, ~ ~ ;.~ 

(., ~ . 
.:J8iTll -

x l..wali fied 

5.97 

5.70 

5.23 

5.11 

Un -
Qualifieu 

5.57 

5.55 

4.90 

4.83 
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Table 3.16. Percentage Distribution of Turkish r·~ ig rarlt r: en b~ r;;onthl~ 

I'Jet Wages & by Knowledge of German. 

KNOl.:LEDGE CF GET'~A'·J 

(1) (? ) (31 (6) 
Present IlJacjes None Elementary 

\ , 
Intermediate !" dvanced Perfect 

unknown or 
Unemployed 4.8 1.9 1Ci.7 

500 - 750 LY·' 4.8 1.0 ' , 3.7 

751 - 1,000 or", 42.9 10.8 1:.8 14.S 

1,001 - 1,250 Dr,~ 38.1 63.7 61.7 LIe .• 1 

1,251 - 1 500 Dr,~ 9.5 20.6 19.1 74.1 33.3 , 
1,501 - 1,750 Of" 1.0 4.3 " 

~ 5J.n J. '; 

1,751 - ?,OOc) orf ; /.9 

2,251 - 7,500 or,1 2.1 

Over 2,500 on 1.SJ 

r-;EAr~ hJ/\ G [:~ : x = 1,01301"; 1,117? [}" 1,189 ~: 1,1"6 D,'~ 1 r-,....,. nr' . , , ::J I J 
" 

J n dex = 100.0 115.7 117.4 117.1 150.5 

(1) Enough for shopping p~rposes. 

(:7) Enough to f]et along. 

(3) Enough to carryon ."l conversation wi th Germans. 

(4) ~b18 to rEad and writo without serious mistakes. 

FiQures may no t add up to 100.0 t '8cause u f rounding. 

more than someone who could not speak any German. (Seufable 3.16). 

Lc:.rlgu:::ge proficiency is, therefore, 0.11 il,lportcmt, injegd 

fundamental a~pect of C1 migrant' 5 ability to ·'[,18k.::: out." i:l the 1",[]our 

market. rho question is raised, therefore, of how migr~nt workers 
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acquire German and of how competent they become ;n.1..' 1 
..L. I..ne E.nguage. 30th 

issues illustrate the degree of social integration of ~igrant workers 

into German society. Some features of this will be exaf.lined in 

Chapter 6 • I t is sufficient to note here that langu&gG is not 

just an educational matter; it involves, too, cultural questions and 

social attitudes. Some migrants feel ambivalent about learning 

German because of a fear that they will lose something of their own 

culture. 

Length of stay abroad is another factor that affects the 

wages of the migrants. (Table 3.17). Normally the earnings increase 

with longer stays. In addition to the usual wage increases in time 

due to inflation, industrial bargaining, increased productivity and 

the like, factors like industrial training, new skills acquired, 

increased com~and of the language, change of workpla6e for a better 

job, etc., which are also time related and also help to increase 

the wages. 

Table 3.17 does indicate a gradual increase in wages over 

the years. For instance, migrant men (since most of the women were 

recent migrants, they have been omitted from these tables) who have 

been working in the FRG for less than a year earn, on average, 1,016 

on per month; those who have been lLlorking there for 4-5 years earn 

1, ?27 Dr'~ (nearly 21;' more) and those ulho have been working 2broad 

for more than eight years earn 1,33B ~ .. - an increase of n8~rly 

4 tl f recent mi rants Even when tllo lIIiljri.lnts' 37,,, over 1e wages 0 Y ( • 
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Td ',J1G 3.17. ;J8rcentage Jistribution 01 Turkish ~';i9rant "en by ~'(Jnth1y ~!et LJages .': by L?n;~th of :it'Jy /\hrn:-.d. 

':rlrlr:r 1-~ '7 
-,-' =-!+ /;-5 r- r 

,~)- ~J ':.-7 7-8 ~~ v CJ r-' 

~r(~;SC[lt :I~\q:.:>s 1 "Eer YB;JrS yr;-'r::' \"::::.:.r8 YE:,"'TS V88rs "S2rs \j23rS yC:;:H'S _ 4 'i 

:.j;l:'-onll:ll"I' 
Ui'181:IP J lJy I: ,1 

5'JG - 7 S,",) ;)' 

7 51 - 1, Cln n ~X-'I 

1,:111 

1,751 

1 ~r.:n r)r." , ,. 0' I L 

1, ;::,on :-Y' 

1, SOl - 1, 75 n ~J'l 

1,751 r, 0 0 "1 ')n.1 

", l ,J 1 I i 

? , O'J 1 - 7, 500 Dr· \ 

[-;ver r) c: rl n 01':' '_, '1" , . 

: Ban 't'Jages 

In:''';ex 

" n • ' • ' J 

4. r) 

36.n 

4~~. 0 

4.0 

1, nI6Df:: 

LJfl .IJ 

r'o.3 

I.~. G 

9.5 14.0 

57.1 62.8 

14.3 1[,:. G 

9.5 

4.8 2.3 

1,19681 1,155Jfl 

117.7 113.7 

Totals may not ~dJ up to 101.0 because of rounding. 

'1: 7 ,--'. ' 

16.7 l!~ . F1 

57.4 37.0 

?O.4 4LJ.7 

1 0 . ~ 7.4 

1,175lJ' 1,127Df; 

11J.7 1~'~).8 

r '7 
• j .... J 

?~.7 

71.1 

1 16401':: , 

114.6 

66.7 

16.7 

1~.7 

1, 7 5CJ ,)" 

1~3.~ 

• 
12.5 7.4 

67.5 4C.1 

1').5 75.9 

17.5 7. Ii 

3.7 

3.7 

3.7 

1, 18G ~J, 1,33B!X 

116.9 131.7 
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knowledge of German is taken into consideration, and held constant, 

the increase in wages according to the length of stay abroad is 

obvious. (Table 3.18). 

It is interesting to note that the increase in wages 

according to the degree of knowledge of German is also evident 

when the "Duration of Stay Abroad" category is held constant. 

(Table 3.18). 

Changing jobs in the FRG is one of the ways of improving 

wages by conscious effort by the migrants. For instanco, Rmong the 

first year migrant men from Turkey, those who had ch8ng8d jobs were 

earning over l7;:~ more (1,125 or'1) than those who hadnbt changed jobs 

at .all (958 01\1). (See Table 3.19). Among those who had been in th8 

FRG between one and two years, those who had changed jobs were 

earning 3 substantial 30.6>G more (1,7.13 Drf,) than those who were 

still in their first jobs )875 a,). Although the wage increases in 

later years due to job changes were smaller than the ones obtained 

during the early years of migration, they \Jisre still pr8s'~nt. (T8ble 

3.19). 

,ore-migration educational nttainment does not seem to h8.V8 

much influence on the wa!Jes earned in the F~C by the 'Curkish rnon. 

This is proba~ly due to the nature of the Turkish educ3tional syste~ 

which is geared not to industrial needs but to ~isher education and 

knowledge. The differences among the wages earned by men of 

differ~nt educational ~ackgrounds were minimal: while those with no 
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TClh1e 3.liJ. r'~ean r'~anth1y tJJaqes ~in Dr-l) af Turkish f"iigrant ;I:gn, by Duration of stay ~broQd and by KnalJJ1edge af Garmon. 

\<~~IJL1L[;"JC;E DF GE,\;:i,'\"J 

Duration of S tay ,~\hrQiJr: ~Jon8 [1ementc:.ry Intermediate Advancod '~8rf8ct :i8an l::aqcs for :J~Jrc;ti')n (Jf SLay 

Less th~m 1 yUill:' 

1-'7 yeClrs 

7-3 YSrlrs 

3-4 years 

4-5 years 

5-6 years 

6-7 years 

7-8 years 

~~ore than 8 years 

Mean Wages far 
~no~ledgB of GermRn 

9nn 

1,000 

1,175 

1,175 

1,125 

1,013 

1, [l:Jc.'~ 1,rJG3 

1,714 1,oor] 

1,lG7 1,188 

1,135 1,164 

1,188 1,232 

1,208 1,125 

1,125 1,292 

1,125 1,125 

1,458 1,7.97 

1,17~ 1,189 

----,..- 1,375 1, rat:, 

1 .... 5f"' , / "I 1,6?5 1,196 

1,097 ----- 1,155 

1,067 ----- 1,175 

1,232 1,625 1,727 

1,075 1,375 1,1G4 

1,375 ----- 1,250 

1,79'2 ----- 1,188 

1,635 1,625 1,330 

1,186 1,575 
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Table 3.19. r::88.r1 i'ionth1y 'uJages (in 0") of Turki8h i':igrant ~~8n by Duration of Stay ,\brond & by Job Ch;:mgss. 

lilorkers u.dlO h;we not 
ch~ng8d jobs ~t all 

IlJorkers who have 
changed jobs 

Loss th~n 1-~ :-3 3-4 4-5 S-6 G-7 
1 year y8~rs years. years years yenrs years 

9SB 875 1,125 1,125 1,125 1,175 1,208 

1,125 1,713 1,128 1,125 1,270 1,161 1,297 

7-~ Ov~r 8 
ye~rs years 

1,125 1,188 

1,196 1,364 
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formRl educntion earned 1,156 rn~, those with eiQht ye~rs aducation were 

earning 1,184 rl~ (2./~/~ more) and those ltJith eleven yc::,rs 8ducation 

were earning 1, '?40 [)Iil, only 7. 3;~ more than the IlCJrt-educated. (JB8 

Educational Attainment. 

EDUCATIOI\lAL ATTin.;r· C!T 

iJone 3 ye8rs 5 yeCirs 8 Y82rs , 1 YCi:'lrS 

l:! ag83 1,lSG 1,185 1,lG6 1, lC~4 1, 7 !~n 

Index 100.0 102.5 100.~ F)2.4 107.3 

The effects of the Turkish migrants' gc:ogr"iJhica1 bac:(grOL!r.d 

on the wages 8nrned in the FRG were also minimal. ThE dir~ErenCG 

betlJJ8en the wagos of mIgrants of rural or urban orisin \;('s [wt ffl'lre 

than 6.0:.: accC'Jrcling to their places of birth, 3n:~ 2.:':',1 :;(,:C(H:'illG tr.l 

" (T bl 1 ~1' their lae.t pn -migration resl.dences. i a e~. / ). 

r· thl 1.1 (0 n'l' f T k" h ",0 r-~+- "en by Ta:J18 3. ?1. < ['"e<'":11 'ron y wages ) ln LJ:,} 0 ur ~s ,.J Cj 'I i '- ;' " 

l're-,nigratio:l Geographical Oc;ckgrounu's. 

Ci ty TO\'Jn \jilL: I .C-

fllace of W;;g8s 1 ~''''4 , /~':'1 1,717 1,150 
f~irth 

Index 106.8 ' 11'- r-. 
..Lu:J •. '. l~C1.iJ 

t.ast i'rc- \.~.J [, es 1 1 ~" , ,}.J 1,1~1 1 11:'" , ... .'. 
r"d~ratioll 
,~BsiLenc8 Ill(jex 101.8 IJ'":'. :, IJJ.~ 
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It becomos cle~r, therefore, that socializatio~ i~~o the 

labour market and into German society by staying lun~ ~~rio~3 in 

the country an~ learning the language are the most cruci21 r~ctors 

leClding to improvements in the work and incomes of i!-,i,;:)rcnts, r,c,:'her 

then any pre-migration characteristics like residenti61 GreG, Gjuc

ationol att2inment, etc. 

3.10. Trade Union rlembership 

~n important aspect of the migrants' adaptation to the 

host society's economic structures is reflected in their attitu~e3 

tOlllar ds C erman trade unions. f~os t 0 f th e wo rkers I in terv i elle d 

. had an ambivalent attitide towards the unions. Mlthough most of 

them IJJsre union mell1bers (see Table 3.7?) they did not, in th8 last 

analysis, bolieve that they were getting their money's uJOrth from 

them. They thuught that in dealing with their compL:1ints most of 

the time the unions sided with the employers amthey Glso believed 

that in a crisis situation they would not get the protection they 

needed. This point W8S borne out dram&tically by the ill~~81 

strikos of the migrants at Hella in Lippstadt in Sep1:c:'lbcr 1969 

and July 1073 concerning waye discrimination, and at Forri i~ ColoQne 

in i~Ugust 19'73 concerning the un;JearabIe production-liile s~18erj3nd 

the sackinfJ i.J I' 380 Turkish workers becauso they returilEHJ l~t~e frofil 

their holidays. In both instances tho migrants did not fjGt ciny heIr) 

from tho unions of thoir ::=ernl5fl collealJu~~s. C2st18s .::-nd f'os;·c> noted 
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c,)ncErning the Fore strike that: 

II Ford is an extreme example of how Germc,n trCide 
unionists in some cases have become tools of the 
nl;-jllCigement against the immigrants, who now have 
to fight not only against the bosses ~nd ngHinst 
the police but also against their own 'represen
tatives'." (Castles, S. and Kosack, G., 197Li: SIO). 
(ror 2. detailed discussion of these strikes ;:'110 the 
German unions' attitude towards the migrants, see the 
same work). 

In spi te of these shortcomings on the part of the unions, 

a lRrge proportion of the migrant workers (especially the Turks) are 

union members. hlhile the unionization rate among the GCrf,1 '1n workers 

varies beh/een 16 and 20~-~, the migrant workers had 2r1 aVErcige member-

ship rate of ~?4~. The Turks and Spaniards had the highest rate 

with 27;', (Rist, Fl.C., 1978: 128; Castles, S. and Kosack, G., 1974: 

505). UnionizRtion rates differ considerably between tho rogions 

.. 
8.nd industries. Kudat and Ozkan, for example, rerJOrt tlwt uninn 

membership rate of Turkish migrants in Berlin is much higher tharl 

.. 
their national figures (Kudat, A. a~d Ozkan, V., 1976: 65). Castles 

and Kosack note that 

"Tho (union) membership rate varies consider8bly 
from industry to industryo The Chemical Workers 
'Jnion (I.G. Chernie) has organized 43,~ of all 
immigrants working in its sector. ~early one 
third of all immigrant workers in the metal 
industry are meillbers of the r-:etal ',;Jorkers' 
Union (I.G. ~~et~ll)." (Castles, S. and l<os3ck, 
C., 1 9 7 4: 505). 

! round in the survF-JY th;-,t i~J. S,: of trw nL,l (Jnr~ 1" ~ 'J ' 'J f 

(16. 7,.~) di cj no t. know whether or not they weru mDII"Jr--'L~ ~J r Lr,p IKlinn. 
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Thi~ was partly due to the fact that some of the factorios, like O~el, 

enrolled their lL'(Jrkors in the unions Gutomatic211y l!ihrm thfJy C:-i;J~(l~!Eod 

the:n 2nd dcducterl the union fees fro~il the wa;.::es on tL:Fl f CJ f t; Ie 

unio ns. :10:,j8V m::', it was 21so partly due to th 6 in effect: v en;33 -: -=' f 

8ttitude of disinterestedness. 

The unusually high ratio of unionization ?r1ong the Ilien in 

the s2~pl(; was also due to the c:Jf'\J3nies' policy of enrollin9 their 

wo rk ers in th e unions au tOl'l8 tically. ~]nusually low unioni L;3 tion 

among th e '-,Jon en in til e sample, on til e 0 th er hem d, w;-~;:; [E'!J lJiJLJly du e 

to the fl.:ct thnt ;1-IOSt women were recerlt migrants to: tilu ;:-,;G und 

that their compc.ny did nothing to encour2ge them to join the unions. 

T '1~"Jle 3. '";'7. ;lerc.en tog e Uis tribu tion Q.f_Turkish r·~ igran t Lo rk ers b.l. 

Ur1ion r'lernbership (~ by Sex. 

r; ember I'.j 0 n-m ern b e r 

I':ale 80.4 16.1 3.5 

F efT1CJl c 18.9 64.9 16.~ 

-
There would seem to be close correlation betwDen the level of 

knowledge of German and trade union !nernbership. For eX2ilple, while the 

percentage of union fTlsmbers [linong those who could spca~ no ~em-,2n was 

51.7,,', it 'wJent up to 69. 6~~ arnony those wi th elementary ~8r;nG.n, to 

76. 9 i~~ amo ng thos e wi th interrn e dia te, to 81. [,,: among thu s C le! 5_ th a rlv anced 

and finally tLl lUO.O::~ arnong thos8 whose knowledQu of ~lr:ll;m W,iS perF'-.:st. 

(Table 3.73). 
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Table 3.73. Percentage Distribution of Turkish r!,igtant '~'orkers by 

TRADE UNION ~Er8ERSHlr 

Know1edgo of German r(:ernber r~on-m ein bel' ~.l 0 t k no u.Jn 

None 51.7 37.9 10.3 

Elementary 69.6 24.8 5.6 

I ntermedia te 76.9 17.3 c " ..J.U 

/~ dvanced Bl.B 16.4 1.8 

Perfect 100.0 

I did not find any meaningful corre18tion bstw88n tr2de 

union memborship and pre-migration educational attflinillsnt. There 

seemed to be significant improvement in the numbers of tliE: ::iif]rant::-. 

who were uniQn ~embers during their first two years a~road. The 

[lercentage of union nlembers lLlent up rapidly from 35.~-- C1;O-'onLj ~:he 

recent mi~rants to 61. 5"~ among migrants who had been abroau between 

one and two years. and again to an average of 84.4; among those who 

had be£m abroad for more than two years. However, it elid not shOul 

a signi ficBnt vClriation after two years stay abroac:. 

,",no cher varic.,tion that seemed to hav8 a connection wi.th 

union fll8mbDrsilip was residential stc:itus. Those workers I..JJ!1O W8rs in 

the FI1G wi th their families seemed to h;lve A riluch highEr f:~sri1bership 

ratio th2il those \Jho \.1 181'8 ulone or with only one relc,tiv·:,. (588 

'":', ; :', '\ ..... J. I ~;' • 
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Table 3.~4. Percentage Distribution of Turkish ~igrant ~~rkers by 

Tri~ de Union r·; embership (£ by Resi dential S ta tus. 

r:, ember i'Jot known 

Alone 68.8 25.7 

With family 91.3 4.3 4.3 

With one relative 66.7 

Trade union membership also seems to be higher among the 

highly paid workers. JJhile the membership rata was only 17. g/:~ 

among the 10l1Jest paid workers (with a salary of 500 - 7 c'0 01":) who 

were mo= tly women, the rate went up to 100>:' amon'j the ioJrHkers ulho 

were earning over 1,750 or~ per month. (Table 3.75). 

Table 3.25. Percentage Distribution of Turkish f'iigrant \:Jorkors uy 
TraJe Union ~embership & by Gonthly Wages. 

Wages r· c

; ember \'J 0 n-m em b e r Not k ilO'.0il 

500 - 750 Dr: 17.5 66.7 1:::.4 

751 - 1,000 D°' I I 69. !+ 25.CJ 5.C 

1,001 - 1,?Srl [r 87.0 13.3 4.7 

1,251 - 1 c-n'l _, lUI l);' 89.9 10.6 

1 r"l , •• ', J - 1,750 'I~ Qf3.~l 11.1 

1,751 - 'i, n~[l lJf ' 101.0 

[lver ') (lOr" , .. ,' u or~ 100.0 
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The evidence here suggests a willingness on the part of the 

migrants to join trade unions and it is a willingnes~ th~t increases 

the longDr 0 tuorker Sb3yS in Germany. Nevertheless, :ny i;!~rcssion 

i~; that thuir atti tudo towards tradc3 unions remains ambilv'.'ll(mt. 

They join thom for reasons of security but m2ny retain the belief 

that the trado unions are not really for them. They frequently 

stated tha.t trade unions protect the German workers mucil ["ore than 

the Turks, and that they take their money but do very Ii ttle for them. 

3.11. Savings in the FRG 

Most Turkish workers take the decision to I.ligrate for the 

sole purpose of accumulating enough wealth abroad to bett8r their 

lives in Turkey on their return. Survey results show that most of 

them can and do in fact save large amounts to achieve this 8im. The 

SPO estimated tha.t the Turkish migrant workers earn on average 1,2UO J,0 

per month. and save about 550 all, 47/ of their income. (S.~:.C.J 1980: 

24, 25) •. I found that the migrants in the sample saved an average 

631 IT1 per month, nearly 58% of their wages, and that the men saved 

considerably more than the women, nearly 60i~ as opposed to 45~·:, 

which was hardly surprising considering the wage differ8ntia~s 

between sexes in the FRG. (See Tables 3.26 & 3.27). 

Detailed comparisons of the wages and savings show that as 

the wages increase so does the percentage of savings. For examp18, 

while the Iilen ·who earned between 500 - 750 a,~ could save 55/~ of their 
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Table 3. ~5. Percentage 0istnbution of Turkish r"igrant l.:Jorkers by Sex 

D. by :,jet savings(l) per nonth (in ~. ). 

Under 251- 501- 751- 1,001- 1 '"' c: -,/~J.- Over 
UnkilOlJJn 250 500 750 1,000 1,250 1, 50~1 1, ;:-,JO i:one 

r''131e 1.3 0.4 14.8 45.7 30.6 4.8 iJ.4 o 'I . ./ G.9 

Female 54.1 40.5 5. II 

TOTiil 1.1 7.9 18.4 39.3 26.6 4.1 0.4 0.7 1.J 

(1) Including the r~nittances. 

Table 3.27. Comparative Oata on Mean Monthly ~ag8s ~ c • 
,J,-~V lnos . 

of Turkish j'ligrant \ilorkers, by Sex. 

til ages Savings c~vi~-~ .::Ie:: 11._", (--:tC 
-I of "!~lr8S -. 1 '-

r~C11e 1,171' 690 59.6 

Fernale 639 787 44.9 

TOTrll 1,090 631 57.5 

wages, those who earned between 1,251 - 1,500 or: could save) 51/'~ 2nd 

those who earned more than '), 500 or~ per month were sbving (j7/~ of their 

wages. (SeD Table 3.28). 

fls the farllilies unite in the FRC and the number of people 

\.L'orking increC\r,:es in the f'arnily, so does the level of ::aIJin~~. ·..Jhi18 

the GV Brage SbV ings were 687 [J'.'] per rnonth when th ere w~s only one 

per~;on \,Iorking, this 81:lOunt went up to 813 rr IJJhen there ,-,,,iere two 

persons 'J./orkint] irl the family. 

ff:ean 
Savings 

695 

7.27 

G31 



Trib1fJ 3./'8. Debli1ed CompariSO!l of the r1onth1y Net WC'!ges ilnJ j';ont:,ly l~eCln Sc:;vings of Turkish rr~iljrant illorkerc:. 

~I~in- 751- 1,001- 1,'151- 1,501- 1 751--, '),O:]IJ-- Over 
750 1,OO:} 1,250~ ~,500 1,750 ';, ~l 0 J 7,500 ') cOl ,~ , ,~) I . 

Savings 
in DrT! j44 482 659 83') 1,069 1,175 1,500 1,759 

["1/\ L E 
Savings as 
/ of Wages 55 55 59 61 G6 GO 63 67 

Savings 
['- in or~ 7~1 188 
co 

FEMALE ...-i 

Savings as 
% of Wages 35 21 
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The significance of saving has to be seen egainst the 

migrant's longer term plans to return to Turkey. I shall discuss 

this in a subsequent chapter. 

What has been established in this chapter, however, is that 

migrant workers have been brought into the FRG to overcome critical 

labour shortages in particular sections of the economy. Furthermore, 

while ostensibly' free labourers, the employment conditions of migrants 

are strictly regulated. The migrant labour force in f8ct is used as 

a reserve of mobile labour. In defence of their standard of living, 

'Turkish ulOrkers are clearly prepared to join German tr~rle unions 

despite the fact they are frequent targets of abuse. and discrimination. 

Nevertheless migrant workers retain and cherish the prosrnct of 

eventually being able to save enough money to break into self

employment. I t is ironic that the requirements of the r':;oritl2n economy 

for a labour force of mobile, hard-l.1lorking and clJl!lpliant workers 

co-incides with the migrants' willingness to change jobs in search of 

higher wages. 

It seems, therefore, that the labour market behaviour of 

Turkish workers has to be understood agrJinst the backrJrounrJ 0 f their 

eXperiencG in Turkey and their plans for the future. In this S8nsc 

they arE: ess:entially different from GerlllCm workers of sirnilc~r status 

with whom they share the realities of working life in the F:~;:";. The 

question then arises as to the character of the migrants' integration 

into and commi tmellt to the social structures 0 f German society as Q 

whole. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SOCIAL RELATIONSHIPS IN THE PLACE OF WORK 

4.1. Introduction 

In the last chapter I discussed the work situation of 

migrants in very broad terms, paying attention to the structural 

aspect of the employment of Turks. In this chapter I want to 

report a fieldwork experience of two factories and a small shop, 

all owned and operated by Turks. Although my experience is not 

representative of most of the Turks' experience in the FRG, it is, 

nevertheless revealing and illustrative of the circumstances of 

spontaneous workers who are matly employed in the marginal sectors 

of the labour market. One of these sectors which is dominated by 

migrants, especially Turks, Jugoslavs and Greeks, is the dress 

alterations and repairs shops and small workshops producing garments 

for larger German firms on contract basis. 

The importance of social networks in finding jobs (which 

were discussed in broad terms in the last chapter) and accommodation 

and in leisure activ.lties (which will be discussed in general terms in 

the next chapter) and the intensity and multiplexity of the relation

ships in these networks will be elaborated in this chapter by looking 

in detail at the process of migration as it affects the lives of a 

small group of Turks in the FRG, including nly wife and mysolf. 
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What I aim to do is describe something of the interpersonal 

world of Turkish migrants and their experience of work itself. The 

methods of anthropological research which rely heavily on participant 

observation and on case studies of particular people are, as explained 

in the Introduction, very well suited to achieve such an aim. They 

make it possible for the researcher to gain access to the subjective 

realities of a social group and to appreciate what it feels like to 

be a member of a particular group. The subtle nuances of social 

interaction and social perception which define the social relations 

of Turkish communities in the FRG in fact can only be grasped, as it 

were, from the inside using these techniques. 

4.2. Choice of Locality 

For my fieldwork in the FRG I had decided to 8xperience 

migration at first hand and go to Germany as a migrant worker using 

the "normal" recruitment channels and procedures. (See hppendix I, 

The Fieldwork). As I had neither any technical skills which were in 

demand in the FRG nor the time to wait in the queue for unskilled 

workers, the only channel open to me in the end was the unofficial one. 

~;y wi fe, Oya, was also coming wi th [fl e so th e decision WC:JS rna de to go 

as "tourists.!' The next step was to dr8w on the resources of our own 

social networks to establish a bridgehead in the FRG. We thought about 

the people WP knew in the FRG and chose Gul, a close school friend of 

my wi fe's lJJho was also knou.fn to me. About a year previously she h;;d 
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married Erkan, a lithographer, and both had gone to the FRG. Erkan 

was working in Frankfurt and they were living in a flat in Offenbach, 

about 8kms away from his work. They were ideally situated in the 

heartland of Hessen, which had one of the highest foreign worker 

concentrations in the FRG. In 1972 12.2% of all foreign workers in 

Germany were living in this state (~enel, 5., 1975: ?O) and over IIJ:~ 

of the Turkish workers were also living there (SundesEnstalt f~r 

Arbeit, 1974: il). We wrote a letter to our friends explaining our 

intention to go to the FRG and to stay there for about 18 months as 

spontaneous workers to gather research material concerning Turkish 

workers. Within a fortnight we received a reply inviting us to their 

place, urging us to stay in Offenbach and close to them where there 

were many Turkish workers. 

We travelled in our right-hand drive car with British 

licence plates and got into Germany without any problems, saying at 

the border that we were returning to England. We arrived in Offenbach 

one Friday evening and met with a warm reception from our friends. 

Erkan thought that there were at least 1,500 Turkish workers in 

Offenbach and some thousands in and around Frankfurt. (The real 

figures were 2,596 in Offenbach, 3,865 in Hanau and 15,611 in Frankfurt 

(Sundesansta1t f~r Arbeit, 1974: 102). He said that he could introduce 

me to his friends in the area, and that he could help us find accommo

dotion and jobs if lIJe decided to stay in Offenbach. ~Jhen I said that 

Uffenbach seemod Rn ideal ploce for us, Erkan replied thr'1t he uJOuld get 

to work thE:; follDwing day to look for accornrnod(1tinn. 
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The next day we went to see two of Erkan's friends, Rlza and 

HOseyin. Rlza was an interpreter in one of the banks in Cffenbach; 

Huseyin was a skilled electrician working in Frankfurt. They had 

both been in the FRG for more than nine years and had their families 

with them. We told them that we were looking for accommodation and 

jobs and asked for their help. Two days later HQseyin turned up with 

an address he had got from a friend. We went to see the place but it 

had been taken. Riza went to see some estate agents for us but all 

the available flats were beyond our means. Meanwhile, Erkan and I 

were following up the advertisements in the local papers and visiting 

the local estate agents. Some of the advertisements had notices 

saying "No Foreigners" but al though most of them had no such advert

ised restrictions, when we went to see them the landlords refused to 

show us the flats, some saying bluntly that they did not want any 

foreigners and others offering various excuses. 

Within four days of our arrival in Offenbach, five of 

Erkan's friends were looking for aceommodation for us. The information 

kept coming in. At the end of the week we found a pleasant flat in 

Muhlheim, about 5kms from Erkan's flat. Two days after that Rlza came 

to say he had found us temporary jobs: cleaning offices for three 

hours each evening in a nearby electronics firm. The next day he 

took us to the factory to introduce us to the person in charge. Rlza 

promised that he would continue to look for more suitable jobs for 

us; we were to work there in the meantime. The implications of these 

patterns of helping one another are very import~nt. They ~r8 the ~asis 

of complex pFltte!'ns of reciprocity and sociel obligation which, ov~r 
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time, hold the Turkish community together. (Cf. Leach, E.R., 1954). 

I shall elaborate on these points later on in the ch2pter after my 

account of the work situation of the group I studied. 

Two weeks later, Gul introduced my wi fe to a Turkish woman, 

Nermin, who had a small dress repairs and alterations shop in the 

main street of our village. Nermin offered my wife a part-time job 

in the shop. She started working there the next day. I met Nermin 

and her husband, Nuri, the same evening. Nuri was working in a shoe 

factory near rrankfurt. They were both from Istanbul and had been in 

the FRG since the early 1960s and had worked in various jobs until 

Nermin opened this shop. They lived in the same village, in a flat 

about 50 yards from the shop. The shop seemed to be the centre of 

social activities for the Turks living in the village. A Turkish 

lady who lived in the next house spent most of her time in the shop, 

bringing tea, coffee and cakes from time to time. Some other Turks 

living in or near the village also visited the shop during the d(1Y. 

The men usually called in after work when Nermin's husb~nd would be 

present, whereas the ladies usually called in during the mornirlg when 

they went out shopping. Subjects of conversation ranged fro~ gossip 

about other TlJrks to fashion, shop prices, news about Turkey and the 

situation of the ntourist" workers, employment opportunities and work 

conditions in the region. 

30th i~ermin Clnd Nuri could speak German. Apart from the 

CUS tom ers u.Jho 1J.1ere all G erillans, th ere were th ree G enlan rleighboiJ rs, 

tUJO lacJies and a Inan, dll of wholl1 were in their. sixti8s, retired anlj 
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widowed, who visited the shop almost daily to sit and chat. 

As the Turkish residents who had lived longest in the 

village and as owners of a business, Nermin and Nuri were the focus 

of interest and respect among the other Turks who lived there. 

People sought their advice and help from time to time. One of 

the frequent visitors to the shop, Muzaffer, who was a tailor in 

Turkey and working as an electric welder in a nearby factory, for 

example, brought a hemiehri of his one day, explaining that he had 

recently arrived in the region and as he wanted to bring his wife 

soon they were looking for accommodation for him. They had heard 

that there was an empty flat in the village and had come to ask 

Nermin to go with them to speak to the landlord on their behalf. 

They all went to see the landlord, but came back disappointed: the 

man had refused to let his flat to a Turk. ~uzaffer's friend later 

found a flat through an estate agent. 

When Nermin and Nuri went home on their annual holidnys 

they left the shop to my wife, Dya. She would get fifty per cent 

of the earnings she realized. Now she was in direct contact with 

the customers who were almost all Germans. She started to feel the 

insecurity of being a spontaneous worker. She W2S constantly asking 

herself questions like "What if the next German who comes in is a 

policeman?"; "What if he asks for my work permit?"; "',.Jhat can I tell 

hhl':'" an d "Wha t if I 8m arres ted?" Sh e fel t very nervous an rl uncer tr1in 

while she was working in the shop by herself. Every GEr:1lan customer 

was a potential thre~t to her stay in the FRG. ShE could only relax 
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in the company of other Turks when they visited the shop. Although 

Nermin's three German friends continued to visit the shop frequently 

and were friendly towards Oya, she could not be sure that they were 

not on very friendly terms with the local police chief as well and 

would tell him about this new Turkish lady who worked in Nermin's 

shop! The fact that one of these ladies often greeted her jokingly 

when she came in the shop with "Heil Hitler!" did not rnake Oya feel 

very comfortable or welcome either. 

These feelings point to a more fundamental theme, that of 

insecurity and of how migrant workers, particularly spontaneous 

workers, cope with it. That they do is clear; they develop ~n 

outlook which is simultaneously fatalistic and hopeful. They do not 

worry too much about the risk of being caught and believe that their 

luck may hold out to avoid this. But such attit~des need the support 

of the community and I shall discuss this in the following chapter. 

Soon after Oya took over the shop some new Turkish men 

started visiting it. They were living in rooms in a converted barn 

and stable across the street from the shop. They had noticed that 

I was present at the shop most of the time and started visiting. 

There were eleven Turks living in three rooms. One a f the rooms 

was occupied by Ali, his two sons, Osman (16) and ~mer (18) and 

two "tourist" relatives. Since the room had only four bees, f.,li 

was trying to find some accommodation for one of them. Ali was a 

man of 5~, of Kurdish origin and from the villages of ;nknra 

province. He had an air of quiet respectability, authority and 
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congeniality about him. When we met him he was working in a 

slaughterhouse, but a couple of months later he ch~nged his 

job and became a street sweeper in Frankfurt, working for the 

municipality. 

One of the other rooms was occupied by three men 

from Konya who worked in a metal factory nearby. They all 

had temporary stay and work permits (duldung) (1) and were 

preparing to go to Turkey to legalize their position. They 

worked very long hours and kept to themselves, therefore I 

could not get to know them better. 

In the third room stayed two men, Selim and Selim 

Hoca, of Kurdish origin from the villages of Erzurum province 

in eastern Turkey, and one man from Konya who was working in 

the same factory as his hemiehris who lived in the next room -

indeed he srent all his time in their company. 80th Selim 

Hoca and Selim were working in a tyre company outside the 

Village. Selim Hoca was 39 years old. He had been a visiting 

village imam in Turkey, hence his title Hoca. He had come to 

the Ff1G about ten months previously as a ., tourist" through a 

migrant dGaler in Turkey. He had arrived in W8st t~erlin, 

where he had a brother, via Jugoslavia-East Berlin, and found 

a job in a construction firm using his brother's pass~ort. 

~fter a couple of months he had heard from frien~s in H~nau 

that the authorities in Hessen \l'ere granting st;'JY ~)8ri:litc: to 

thLJ "trwrists" an(~ hrH_; come to Uffenbclch lL!hf.::rf~ hem'fohri s horl 
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found him a job in this tyre factory and accommodation in this 

house. 

Selim was 53 years old. He was a stock farmer in 

Turkey. He had also come as a "tourist" with the help of his 

cousin who was a migrant dealer in Hanau. He had been unable 

to find a job in Hanau for nine months and had been looked after 

by his cousin during this period. About two months previously 

he had managed to get a job in the tyre factory and, with the 

help of Selim Hoca, accommodation in the village, so had moved 

there. Both Selims had managed to get temporary stay permits 

with the help of their employer and were planning to go to Turkey 

that August to regularize their positions. 

Our conversations usually revolved around the problems 

of spontaneous workers, economic conditions in Turkey and life 

in Germany. Both Selims were strict Muslims: they did not 

drink alcohol and would not touch anything containing pork. 

They found the Germans highly immoral and their women too 

scantily dressed. However, they appreciated the Germans' 

industriousness and thought they were clever, hard-working 

people. Goth Selims were also aware that there were some 

unscrupulous employers among them, ready to exploit the vulner

able spontaneous workers. They thought their employer was one 

of them. They were working in very bad conditions, among plastic 

and rubber fUl11es, in close contact with high tenlper.=ltures, :::;ut 

they WDru heing paid only 5.5() cr·: per hour. They Wt":n: planning 
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to leave the factory as soon as possible once their status was 

regularized. Selim Hoca wanted to go to West Berlin to join 

his brother and where he thought the earnings were much higher. 

Selim was hoping to find another job in the region where he had 

relatives. 

4.3. Ahmet's Workshop: A Marginal Business 

One day Selim stted that he was going to finn us 

permanen t jobs. They knew that Oya was working in 

shop part-time and not earning much. One of their neighbours, 

Osman, who was Ali's younger son, was working in a small dress-

making workshop in a nearby industrial village. Selim had asked 

Osman to talk to his boss, who was also a Turk, about us and see 

if he could employ us. In a couple of days Selim came with the 

news that Osman's employer, Ahmet, wanted to see us. The next 

morning Selim and Osman took us to Ahmet's workshop. They were 

making jeans for a large factory in the region. ~h~8t axrlAined 

whnt the work involved. He was getting the already cut fllEJterial 

from the factory and making it into jec::ns. Each IJl0rker was doing 

a p3rticular job, such as sewing the side seams, putting on the 

pockets, zips or belts, etc. He asked Oya if she had ~xperience 

on industrial machines and this type of work, which she had for 

she had studied dressmaking at cbllege in Turkey and had worked 

as a supervisor in a garments factory ill Enl.:Jland.~h'llet then 
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asked her to do some sample work on one of his machines and after 

seeing this asked her to start w~ immediately. He explained that 

if she worked fast she could earn good money and that SOfIH:3 of the 

workers were earning up to 1,800 OM per month. 

I explained that I was a student in England and was doing 

research in the FRG on the Turkish migrant workers. I started to 

spend most of my time in the workshop helping out with the manual 

jobs like sorting the jeans into different sizes, helping Ahmet to 

load or unload them from his van, etc. A couple of days later I 

learned to use a simple machine that made loops for the belts so 

started helping with those. Ahmet noticed that I was being helpful 

in the workshop and offered me a pert-time job on 4 IT·' per hour. 

From an anthropological point of view Ahmet's workshop 

was of considerable interest. In the first place it exemplified 

several features of Turkish entrepreneurship in the FRG like that 

of their marginality, their reliance on ethnic relationships for 

their operation and success, and their position as cultural 

brokers operating within both the German and Turkish migrant 

systems and providing bridges for the exchange of goous 2nd 

services and money, and information between these systems. 

Ahmet's problems of labour recruitment illustrat~, too, the 

extent to Illhich SfJontaneous migrants fill a real gap ill thl:l 

lQbour Iri:lrkr~t. The logic of the IF.JLJour market \ll:·~S such that 

wi thou t spontaneou~; ItJorkers Ahm8t ccluld not have oxploi ted tho 

opportlmi ty he \.JJas given in that section of the gar:' ents incJustry. 
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They gave him sufficient flexibility to establish his business on 

a more certain footing. And, as I shall show, at the point when a 

shortage of spontaneous workers and the increased penalties of 

using these workers forced him into official recruitment channels 

they were the first to be dispensed with. In a real sense they 

bear the burden of business uncertainties. 

The workshop was situated in the middle of a growing 

industrial village about 8kms north of Offenbach. It was housed 

in a converted barn in a small yard. There were eighteen sewing 

and special purpose machines (like overlocking, button hole and 

loop machines) in a space of approximately 5 by IO,metres, arranged 

in three rows of six machines. The place was lit by fluorescent 

lights placed on the walls and celling. There was one window at 

the back. The only ventilation was through the front door or 

back window, which were kept open on warm days. There was always 

an overwhelming smell of starch and dust from cloth fibres in the 

workshop. During our first weeks there we suffered severe irrit

ation of the eyes, nose and throat, but eventually got used ot it. 

It/h8n we started there were nine Turks (sfO;ven men, one 

woman 2nd a young girl) including Ahmet, the owner, and his wife, 

Isik ond three Jugoslav, one Greek and one Italian woman working 

in the place. The Italian woman and the young Turkish girl, 

Semra, who was fourteon, were part-timers. Se~ra was ~orking 

two til three hours a day ex,coillining, cleaninj onG foldir1LJ thl-'l 
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finished jeans according to size. She often brought her four year 

old sister with her and worked while her sister played in the yard. 

Their father was said to be an alcoholic, working only inter~ittently 

and spending all his money on drink. Their mother wes working two 

shifts in a factory and leaving Semra in charge of her sister when 

she WRS at work. 

Ahmet, a man of 36, had been in the F~G for twelve years. 

After working in various jobs for five years he had opened a dress

alterations and repairs shop in this villRge. kbout eight years 

previously he had married Isik in his home town of Urfa in Turkey 

and brought her over to Germany. Soon after her arrival shE: started 

working in a dress-making factory and remained there until they 

opened the workshop. Ahmet worked in his shop for seven years, 

saving rnoney and waiting for an opportunity to enlarge his business. 

He knew some Turks in the nearby villages who owned dress-making 

workshops producing for the large factories around Offenbach and 

making simple garments like jeans and overalls. He was hoping to 

open a similar workshop himself one day. 

The opportunity came when the German owner of the present 

workshop wanted to sell the place. He had apparently been unable to 

find enough workers at low enough wages for him to make a profit S~ 

had closed the place. Ahmet bought the machines and took over tho 

businoss. He was introduced to a factory where lit" could get work 

making jeans. :1ather than close his old shor, {·\hIllGt put a trustud 
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Turkish tailor friend there, and started recruiting workers for the 

workshop. The previous owner had recommended three of his har~ 

working employees: a Greek, a Jugoslav and an Italian wo~an living 

in the village. He contacted them and they agreed to lI!ork. His 

wife also left her work for the workshop. Ahmet had been promised 

as much work as he could cope with providing his quolity was 

satisfactory. He was getting denim material alre8cy cut in various 

sizes, together with zips, buttons, cotton, etc., and being paid 

a certain price (he would not divulge how much) for each pair of 

jeans delivered. The factory also suggested hOll! much to pay his 

workors on a piece-work basis. 

Since he could not guarantee the producivity of the 

lI!orkers, Ahmet decided to recrui t on only a piece-lJ.Jork hasis 

with no guaranteed minimum wage. He soon realized thAt the only 

workers he could find without paying a hasic wage would be spon

taneous workers. He started visiting and phoning Turkish friends 

in and around Offenbach, Frankfurt and Hanau who either owned 

dress-making workshops, dress alteration shops or worked in tham. 

He told therll that he was starting a business and that he needed 

good hard-lI.1orking and fast workers. He told them thet he l1Jas 

prepJTed to employ" tourists" and that they should s[::;nd :-C1ny 

person considered suitable. 

uJithln ;, f"onth hu h~jd fourHJ hlQ :'ilHJ1lsluv wOfIH:n, but,ll 

friuI,ris of I'.hmet's first Jugoslnv work~r, an~J fivB lurks: (~8inr~~, 

the fourtpon 'lear old yirl; usman, the sixte~n Y8z;r old boy who 
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introducerl us to Ahmet, Sami usta, a tailor in his fifties with 

a temporary residence permit (duldung); Rasim usta, 2: "tourist" 

tailor in his late 30s, and ~ezih, a tailor of 29 who also ha~ a 

temporary residence permit. Sami usta had been working in a 

dress Hlterations shop, while ~ezih and Rasim usta were 8~ployad 

in a ga~nents workshop in the region and had come to 00r workshop' 

in the hope of higher earnings. Their previous employers were 

also Turks. For Semra and Osman this was their first experience 

of employment. Sami and Rasim ustas had had their olJm tailor 

shops in Turkey, hence their title usta (master). They W8re both 

from western Turkey, Sami from Denizli and R~sim from Sakarya. 

Sami had left his shop to his kalfa (assistant master) and r1raks 

(apprentices) and had come to the FRG to try h~ luck about a year 

previously. He had found a job in a hem,ehri's dress alterations 

shop and had worked there until he came to Ahmet's workshop. Rasim, 

on the other hand, had applied to the Turkish Employment Service 

together with his wife to go to the FRG and w~en his wife's turn 

came up a year previously he had sold his shop and accompanied her 

to the FRG as a "tourist". His wi fe had been recrui ted by a food

processing firm near Offenbach. Her firm had helped to find them 

a small basement flat in a modern block not far from the factory. 

They had made friends quickly and through them he had found a job 

in a garments factory. 

/\hmet was pleased with his \.Llorkers for they IJlere fast 

and efficient. His suppliers were also ple~sGd ~ith the quality 

and quantity of the work he delivered each wBsk. They kept 
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reminding him that he could get more work if he found new workers. 

In his second month two more Turkish tailors, rehmet ~nd Yusuf, 

joined the workshop. They were both spontaneous worvers in their 

early twenties. r;,ehmet was aJsJ from Denizli and hac learned his 

craft in the workshop belonging to Sami usta, who was a distant 

relative. ~ehmet had been in the FRG for eighteen nonths. He 

had come by 'plane and had manged to get into the oountry without 

any difficulty, it was believed on account of his looks. He was 

a well dressed young man with long, light brow~ hair who could 

easily have passed as a German. From Frankfurt he had headed 

straight for Essen where he had two uncles working in the metal 

industry. In a few days one of his uncle's friends had found 

him a job on a construction site, where he had worked for one 

month, while his uncles were trying to find him 8 better job. 

At the end of the month he was placed in a hem~ehri's dress 

alterations shop in Dusseldorf. Although the work conditions 

were much better, the wages at 4 [)'0 per hour were very low. He 

knew that Sami usta was working somewhere near Offenbach so 

wrote and asked him if he could find him a better job there. 

One week later he received a reply from Sami usta stating that 

he had found him a job as a machinist in 3 dress workshop. 

After only one month in Dusseldorf ~~ehmet moved to Cffenbach 

and started work in a jeans workshop owned by a Turk. He also 

Inoved into a flat rented by his employer for his workors where 

he sh~r8d 3 room with three other Turks. 
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Mehmet worked there for about nine months until his 

employer declared himself bankrupt and closed the workshop. 

Although the legal workers received their wages in full, the 

ten spontaneous workers, among them Mehmet, were not paid 

their last month's wages (about 1,000 a~ each). While they 

felt very bitter about this and thought that their employer's 

bankruptcy was fraudulent, they could do nothing about it but 

look for new jobs. He knew that Ahmet had opened a new jeans 

workshop in the same village. Two of his friends, Rasim usta 

and Nszih, had started working there a couple of weeks previously. 

He went to see Ahmet for a job and started work there the same 

day. The next day he moved into the flat rented by Ahmet for 

his workers, where he again shared a room with three other 

Turks. 

Mehmet's arrival in Offenbach illustrates well the 

theme of the importance of social networks in finding IJJork. 

It illustrates, too, the determination .and the high economic 

rationality on the part of migrants to move readily to better 

conditions. The kind of work he had to do was less important 

to Mehmet than the wages he earned. Although his second job 

in the dress alterations shop was more creative and less mono

tonous he did not hesitate to change this job for 8 ~~notonous, 

much more tiring but much more lucr8tive one as 8 nnshinist in 

a lIJnrk~hop. 
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Yusuf had arrived in Offenbach after an adventurous 

Journey (see Chapter 2, Recruitment) and started working in a 

hemiehri's workshop where Mehmet was also working. He worked 

alongside ~ehmet for about eight months until his employer 

declared himself bankrupt. During this time he had been 

living in a flat supplied by his employer, sharing a room 

with Mehmet and two other Turks. When the workshop closed 

he went to see another hem~ehri who owned a similar workshop 

in the village and was immediately accepted. Since his new 

employer had no special accommodation for his workers, he 

asked Yusuf to stay in the basement of the workshop until he 

found a room for him locally. Yusuf agreed and joined five 

other" tourist" Turki.atT,: I workers living in the basement. This 

was a dark, damp and dirty place which Yusuf had to endure 

for forty days. When he realized that his employer had no 

intention of finding them a decent place to live in, he left 

the workshop and went to work for Ahmet, who also offered him 

a bed in the flat he had recently rented for his workers. 

There are many points of similarity in the exper

iences of Mehmet and Yusuf. However, Yusuf's experience 

prior to his arrival in Ahmet's worksho~ highlights dn 

additional feature of the spontaneous migrant experience, 

namely very poor accommodation. (I shell discuss thE; 

conditions of accmnll1odation more fully in the next charter). 

In addition to the awful living conditions there is the 

r>ower lessn es s 0 f such m en in being abl e to do G 'IY th ing ;Jbou t 
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it. Being spontaneous workers gives their employers a great deal 

of power over them. They cannot protest for fear of detection. 

Their only option is to move on. 

When Oya and I started working there, Ahmet had more 

or less organized himself. He had appointed Rasim usta as 

"meister" (foreman) and when Ahmet was out Rasim usta was in 

charge of the workshop. He was the fastest and most able man 

in it. Apart from helping Ahmet to organize the work and 

spending most of his time sewing, he also distributed work to 

the other workers and repaired the machines. He was the 

general troubleshooter. Other than Rasim usta's position 

there was no formal organization or hierarchy in the workshop. 

Except for Semra, everybody was working at a machine, doing a 

particular job such as sewing the side seams, putting in zips, 

etc. Ahmet and his wife, I,1k, were also working at machines 

when they were in the workshop. Ahmet had to be away frequently 

to take or deliver orders, material, etc. After our arrival, 

Isik started spending more and more time away from the workshop 

at home. They were looking for a new flat to rent for they hRd 

been living in an oldone with no bathroom and wished to change. 

Soon they found a modern flat and moved in. After this, I~ik 

only came to work if we were pressed for delivery and needed an 

extrR machinist - once or twice a week. 

f,hll1et was consb:lntly searching for 118uJ workers. 'Jhen 

he rl)uUzed thl'lt he could not find ;lny more wnr!;f:rc-; l()cRlly, hH 
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decided to recruit officially from Turkey and appliec to the 

local employment bureau in Offenbach for four Turkish workers. 

Since he had to pay 5.50 OM per hour minimum basic wage to each 

officially recruited migrant on top of the recruitment fee of 

300 a~ per worker (see Chapter 2, Recruitment), he was r2ther 

apprehensive about the efficientcy of the workers he ~ight 

get without seeing the quality of their work, and he did not 

want to commit himself to more than four workers at once. 

He also had to provide accommodation for the officially 

recruited workers and there was not room for more than four 

in the flat. 

4.4. Social Relations Among Workers 

Until the officially recruited workers came there were 

no regulations governing work routine in the workship. People 

started and finished work or had lunch breaks at different times. 

Since everybody except myself was working on a piece-work basis 

this did not matter. Ahmet usually picked up the Turkish workers 

from the flat, which was about a mile away, and brought them to 

the I.lJorkshop in his car just before eight 0' clock in the morning. 

The other workers arrived between 8 a.m. and 9 a.m. Around 

twelve or one o'clock we had our lunch break. Workers usually 

brought their lunch from home and heated it in the workshop, or 

bought fish and chips (usually on Fridays) or sandwiches from the 

local shops. The Turks usually had their lunch break 3~ the sane 
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time and ate together. The food each person brought was put on 

a table and shared. If some of the Turks did not stop working 

while others were eating or drinking tea or coffee, they were 

always invited to share the food and beverages. This invitation 

did not usually extend to other nationalitie~ symbolizing the 

limitation of intimate relationships to their own group thereby 

heightening the consciousness of solidarity within the group. 

The relationship among the Turks in ~e workshop was 

close and multiplex. They had a shared culture that they had 

carried over to Germany. All the men had learned their craft 

under similar circumstances in Turkey. They had all started as 

apprentices (~~rak) in tailor shops and, over the years, had 

become assistant masters (kalfa) and finally master tailors 

(terzi ustasi). The important structural elements in Turkish 

society like sex, age and hem@ehrilik that guide social behaviour 

had been strengthened and supplemented in their case by additional 

similar rules through their occupational socialization from an 

early age. This was much in evidence during their daily communi

cation both at the workshop and outside it. Although the work

shop organization contained no formal hierarchy, for example, 

all the Turks there, including the employer Ahmet, addressed 

Sami as Sami usta. indicating respect. This was pc·rtly due to 

his age - he was the eldest man in the place - and partly to 

his p0sition in Turkey where he had beun a m~ster t8ilur with 

his mm shup and where he hCid trCiincd 1:;arlY t<lilors, including 
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Mehmet. Sami usta on the other hand addressed everyone by their 

first names, except Oya and Isik, the wives of Turkish colleagues 

wham he addressed as either yenge (sister-in-law) or hanlm (madam, 

Mrs., niss, lady, indicating formality, distance and respect). 

All the other men addressed Oya and Isik similarly - except of 

course their husbands. 

Ahmet was addressed by all the Turks, except Sami and 

Rasim ustas who addressed him by his name only, as Ahmet usta 

or Ahmet Abi (from Agabey, elder brother, indicating respect but 

also familiarity with connotations of protection - see Introduction). 

Ahmet addressed all the men by their first names and Sami as usta. 

Ahmet and Sami addressed Rasim usta by his name, but all the other 

Turks called him either Meister (German for foreman or master) or 

Resim usta. 

The younger Turks Mehmet, Yusuf and Nezih called each 

other by first names indicating friendship and similarity of status, 

while the youngest Turks, 5smra and Osman called them Abi (81rlBr 

brother) and I~1k and Oya abla (elder Sister), indic3ting respect. 

I was addressed by the Turks, including P-hrdet, 8S ErSLln 

~ (r·i r., Sir - a ti tIe reserved fo r urban, educa ted r-,en 0 r 

officials, indicating social distance, formality and respect). 

They all knew that I was a post graduate student in Eng18n~ 

and was doing research on Turkish migrants. They 2ppreciated 

the fRCt thnt to be Rble to learn About them I WRS prepared to 
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work in similar conditions and they were keen to talk to me and 

regard me as one of them. However, deep-rooted cultural values 

prevented them calling me just by my first name and they auto

matically supplemented it by the title ~. 

The workers of other nationalities, the three Jugoslavs, 

one Greek and one Italian woman, were addressed by their first 

names. While the relationships between the Turks and other 

workers were uniplex, pertaining to workshop only, the social 

relations among the Turks were multiplex, covering their whole 

life in the FRG. They not only shared a common Turkish culture 

end work experience in Turkey but also a common ~resence in 

Germany. They had similar problems, worries and expectations. 

4.5. Authority and Reward in Work 

Ahmet's relationship with his Turkish workers was not 

simply an employer-employee relationship, restricted to the 

workshop. Frequently their relationship continued after working 

hours as well. He was also landlord to most of them. They paid 

their rent to him, and he transferred it to the owners of the 

block. He often visited them in the flat to see if they needed 

anything and to talk to them. Sometimes he ate snd ~rank with 

them. He also invi ted them to his house from tillle to time. 

Workers saw him as one of them, a friend who had ffi8de it good 

and achieved what they all hoped to achieve one d2Y: self-
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employment and, ultimately, industrial ~roduction. To achieve 

this he had worked hard for many years and proved hiinself to be 

a competent and cleveL man by taking right decisions 3t the 

right times and not missing the opportunities he came across. 

This brought him respect and admiration from his lt1orkers. For 

most of them he was a model migrant and a model too of success, 

therefore a natural leader. His preferential recruitment of 

Turkish workers, and especially of spontaneous Turkish migrants 

whereby he was taking a risk of having to pay several thousand 

[)V1s fine if found out, and his sharing in their intimate social 

relationships like eating and drinking, joking, playing cards, 

visiting bars and brothels together, created bonds of mutual 

trust and solidarity between Ahmet and his Turkish workers which 

guaranteed him a loyal and productive workforce. 

Since Ahmet had an abundant source of work, he was 

always keen to produce as much as possible. We always had more 

work than we could handle during anormal working day of eight 

hours. Although the other workers left the workshop after eight 

or nine hours, the Turks considered it aYlp (shameful, indec~nt, 

unmannerly) to leave the shop before Ahmet did. Theref8re, our 

working day usually stretched to eleven or twelve hours and 

occasionally to fifteen hours. This was made b8ar~ble by the 

info~n~l system of prestige connected with work thpt existed in 

the IlJork~h'JP group. 'JJorking hard and fast and producing r;lore IlJo,rk 

than the others brought prestige and satisfaction. Therefore, 

workers were keen to work hard and long hours to ~roJuce more work. 
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To be known as the fastest and the one who produces most work was 

to be known as the best w~er in the workshop. At the centre of 

this system was, of course, Ahmet BS the ultimate source of 

acknowledgement. His comments like, "Well, friends, Yusuf has 

beaten you all this week. He's produced the most ...... created an 

atmosphere of competition and kept the system, and the workshop, 

functioning effectively. 

The successful working of the system was probably due 

to the fact that it served both Ahmet's and the workers' ends. 

As they were all working on a piece-work basis, the more they 

produced the better they were paid. Since most of the workers 

were spontaneous and in constant fear and expectation of being 

caught and deported by the police, they liked nothing better 

than to .work as fast and as long hours as humanly possible so 

that either they could save as much as possible before they were 

caught or they could accumulate their target savings as quickly 

as possible and leave the country before they were caught. 

4.6. The Structure of Marginality 

Towards the end of 1972, public attitude against 

foreign workers in the FRG was intensifying every day, creating 

political pressure on the rederal and local governments, employers 

and other institutions connected with the migrants. Since most of 

the migrRnts were officially recruited workers with guaranteed 
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ecol"lomic and residential rights and, more iOlporL'ntly, l1.~ere f'illiil9 

positions that were essential for the operation of 12rg8 Firms and 

the German economy, one W8Y of reducing public pressurG was to do 

something about the spontaneous workers who were Qanarally in 

marginal jobs and firms. 

The authorities started tightening their control r-)f)d 

taking stringent measures against spontaneous migrants. They 

introduced laws increasing penalties for these workers and their 

employers. On 1?lO.1972, for example, the fines for employing 

spontaneous workers were increased to 10,000 ~I and it was also 

declared that the deportation charges would be taken from the 

firms employing such workers. In December 1971' nearly one 

hundred firms had been fined between 3,000 and 10,OOr; IT, for 

employing "tourists" (Tercuman, 16.1/.1971'). Police raids on 

factories, construction sites, workers' hostels and private 

residences suspected of harbouring spontaneous workers became 

more and more frequent. The Turkish daily Hurriyet on 17.1.1973 

for example reported on the front page, with pictures of police 

raiding the Turkish residences in Berlin, that the police in 

Berlin had declared war on spontaneous workers anG were hoping to 

catch and cJeport most of the estimated 70,000 Turkish "tourists" 

from the city. That day they had caught ~53 Turkish workers uJho 

did not have any stay or work permits and h~d detain8~ them for 

cJ8fJortc.;tion (Hurriyet, 17.1.197:3). 
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These uevelopments were affecting our region and our 

workshop as well. We started hearing of the police raids in the 

region more often. The social networks of the Turks in the region 

were very effective in communicating information. 'l;Jhenever the 

police raided a work place the Turkish workers there or the owners 

immediately informed, either by telephone or by visiting in person, 

the other work places in the region where they had Turkish friends. 

When this happened all the Turkish employers and workers in the 

region became involved in a big intelligence networ~. The progress 

of the raids was followed very carefully. Information like how 

long the police spent in a factory, which direction they came 

from and in which direction they went next, was carefully evaluated. 

The workshops in whose direction the police were ~oving sent their 

spontaneous workers away for safe periods until the raid or the 

possibility of it was over. 

Juring our stay in Ahmet's workshop we were warned four 

times about the raids in the region. When the poliCE: moved 

closer to the vill;=:ge we left the workshop E1nd speflt tIJJ:J to three 

hours away in the shopping centre of the nearby town. On the last 

occasion the raids continued for two successive days i-lrld we stayed 

at home. While there had been three months between the first two 

raids (one in September and the other in December of 197?), the 

last two hau taken plnce in Janu~ry 1973 and within three weeks of 

80ch other. Ahmet became very apprehensive about the situ8tion 

,:;nd started talking about the dangers of employi,'lg s:='lont::Hieous 

workers. 
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Meanwhile in November 1972, ~hm8t received his first two 

officially recruited workers from Turkey. The Arbeitsamt (employ

ment service) informed him that the other two would be coming in 

three weeks time. He had also found a Turkish woman worker, a 

distant relative of his who had been working in Berlin. Since she 

could not stay in the flat with all the other men, she was staying 

in a small room in Ahmet's flat. Now all the machines in the work

shop were occupied and there was no room for new ones. Ahmet 

started looking for a new and larger place to move into and soon 

found one in a nearby town about 5kms away. 

We moved into·:the new place in early December. I twas 

a modern factory building at least four times bigger than the 

previous one, with proper ventilation and toilet facilities. 

Ahmet bought some more machines for the new workers. With the 

arrival of legal workers the workshop started acquiring a formal 

organization. Since Ahmet had to pay a minimum wage of ~.50 a:: 

per hour to the officially recruited workers, it became necessary 

to have regular working hours. To prevent confusion and provide 

a steady flow of work all the workers were asked to start Rt thr 

same time, 8 o'clock in the morning, have a lunch bre~k at 1~.3l 

and finish work at 17.00 (for the official workers). Anyone who 

wanted to do overtime could stay and work on piece work after this 

tim::;. :11::irl usta sterted spending less time sewing pnrJ morF' 3nd 

more tillS organizincj and supervising the l1Jork. Ahrnet by now ha rl 

stopp'Jrl vor~dng on the machines and was devoting his tiilB to 
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applied for six more Turkish workers to be recrui ted froi Turkey, 

two of these were personal job offers for the wives of hlo of his 

legal workers, Nezih and Cemil. He had also secured a new order 

from another factory, again making jeans. 

By the end of January 1973 after only nine months, Ahmet 

had est3blished himsel f as a successful businessman. r, fter six 

months in business he had moved into a better and more modern flat, 

his wife had given up manual work and become a housewife; after eight 

months he had moved into a bigger and better factory building, sold 

his old Ford car and bought a van for the business and a new ~ercedes 

for himself, and given up manual work in the workshop. By then his 

spontaneous workers had served their purpose and become a liability 

rather than an asset. Now he could afford to hire legal workers 

but could not afford, especially after the subst2ntial increases in 

fines, to keep his spontaneous workers and run the risk of financi81 

disaster. ~ow he had much at stake. So, after s8vBr~1 rlays of 

prepAring the ground during which time he consistently conveyed his 

anxieties about employing" tourists" and the dangers of detection, 

he fin:-}lly socked thern all after the last police raid in the area which 

had come within three weeks of the previous one. The fact that he 

hRd never been the subject of a raid hhlself did not matter. The 

dangers were there and the realities of business life forced him to 

take this action. He was now at a point where several forces 

converged and pressurized him, some fro~ without, like the political 
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decisions regarding spontaneous workers and ever increasing police 

raids, and some from within his business, like the developmental 

stage of the workshop from a marginal small business to a bigger 

enterprise which is starting to integrate with the g2rment industry. 

However, the rationality of the decision for Ahmet to sack 

the spontaneous workers was not much consolation for those of us 

who were sacked. We felt rather used and abandoned. ~ehmet Rnd 

Yusuf complained bitterly that up to just two months previously 

Ahmet was continuously telling them that they were his two best 

workers, and now he did not want to know them. They thought Ahmet 

had recently become a very selfish man, thinking.about nothing but 

money and showing no regard for friendship or social obligations. 

Although he told them that they could stay in the flat until they 

found a new place or until his new workers arrived from Turkey, 

they did not wish to stay there any longer than was necessary. 

Ille started looking for jobs and accommodation for ['iehmet 

and Yusuf. We visited several workshops and migrants' hostels. 

The owners of the established firms did not want to employ spontan-

eous workers. They all stated that the police were putting too much 

pres~ure on them these days and advised us to wait for some time 

I 

and then call again. Then we went to see Kemal, Ahmet's friend who 

had come from stuttgart to open a workshop in Hausen (see Chapter 3). 

He WAS very keen to employ Dya, Mehmet and Yusuf. He had started 

in business about a month previously with only eight German women 

.'" 
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workers, all transferred with the workshop from the previous owner. 

Some of these were part-timers and one was pregnant, and none of 

them u10rked after five o'clock in the evening. Kei1l::>l llJ8S in great 

need of Turkish and spontaneous workers but since hE was new in the 

area and his only friend Ahmet had abandoned him, he h8c found 

himself in a social desert and h&d been unable to recruit anyone. 

We came as a great relief for him. He often stated that when he 

found more Turkish workers he would dismiss all the German ones 

because of their unproductiveness and unwillingness to do overtime. 

Mehmet and Yusuf asked him to find accommodation for them 

in the village which Kemal soon did through newspaper advertisements. 

They were to share a room in the house of an elderly German lady. 

Within four days of being sacked by Ahmet, Oya, Mehmet anu 

Yusuf had found other jobs in a garment workshop similar to that of 

Ahmet's when it was in its early stages. Once more they were 

involved in a Turkish entrepreneur's efforts to break into self

employment and industry through the utilization of ethnic ties and 

social networks in a workshop on the margins of industry. Since, 

by this time, I had started doing my survey and was visiting other 

towns, I was unable to spend much time in Kemal's workshop. However, 

Oya worked there for about two months and I was able to follow the 

progress of the workshop through her. It seemed that Kernal Wr1S 

having more di fficul ties in developing his business thi:ln Ah'rret han 

had wh en he s tarted. r~os t 0 f K emal 's di fficul ti os C~line froll' the 

lack 0 f so cial contacts iii! th which he foun d hinls el f RS a resul t 0 f 
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his venture outside the geographical boundaries of his social 

network, which was localized in and around Stuttgart. ~h8n Oya 

left his workshop two months later he had still not been ,able to 

recruit any more Turkish workers. 

When Kemal's experiences and difficulties are considered 

in comparison with Ahmet's and our own experience and relative 

success, the importance of social networks in the migration process 

becomes clear. Turkish migrants operate within social networks that 

are based on Akrabalar (relatives), Hem¥ehriler ( fellow countryrnen) 

and Arkada~lar (friends) in which rel8tionships arB instrumental in 

character in that each individual in the network is ~ sponsor and a 

potential link to others who are unknown (Wolf, E., 1966: 12). The 

successful operation of the networks depends on the traditional 

values of Turkish society in which saygi (respect) is paid towards 

those who are older and/or in authority; sevgi ve korufTie (affection 

and protection) given to those who are younger, in need, and of 

course to females. Free support for friends and generous hospitality 

to others are important elements too in this value system. In 

Germany these elements are upheld and can be explained ~y the notion 

of lIgener8lized reciprocity" which is defined as a form of exchange 

based on the assumption that returns will balance out in the long 

run (S~hlins, M.D., 1977). Individuals help each other not bEcause 

they expect something in return directly but believe that when they 

need help it will be given to therll freely by other Turks. Indirect 

sanctions nre applied to those luho O,Q not fllllolJ! the rules of th8 
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game and evade their responsibilities and do not help their friends. 

Such men will be branded as selfish, as exploiting others, as not 

being real Turks. These are ostracizing accusations which can 

effectively exclude those so condemned from the interlocking ties 

of generalized reciprOCity (Denich, 8.S., 1970: 138). 

Ahmet, for example, although very successful in the 

beginning in operationalizing his net~ork connections and meeting 

his obligations, was becoming more and more reluctant to help 

friends in need of his support and, therefore, incurred the criticism 

and the curses of his friends like Kemal, Mehmet and Yusuf. Kernal's 

comment, which I related in Chapter 3, that he would complain about 

Ahmet's selfish behaviour to their master in Istanbul with the 

expected result that Ahmet would not be able to show his face again 

in Istanbul for shame, shows the depth of feeling Ahmet's unsocial 

behaviour created in Kemal and the possible extent of the damage 

this might cause to his social relations. 

However, the more successful Ahmet became, the less 

important such interpersonal sanctions became. Seen from Ahmet's 

point of View, his steady integration into the official economy 

and business success in the FRG - both developments conferring on 

him a status which did not depend solely on the recognition of 

fellow Turks - meant that he could afford to be s81ective about 

whonl he would help. At the same time the importance of the opinion 

of Ahmet's former master (usta) in Istanbul had, for him, consider-
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ably lessened. These 'opinions' which were at the centre of Kemal's 

threats can be seen as symbolizing the essential values of the 

Turkish community. But it was precisely this community from which 

Ahmet was gradually breaking away. His relationships with his new 

legal Turkish employees were also of a more formal nnd specific 

(or uniplex) kind. His gradual integration into German society 

and his acceptance and observance of the rules and regul~tions of 

it were putting strains on his relationships within the Turkish 

community, whose interests were basically opposed to those of the 

German one. He was gradually losing his identity as a group member 

(as "one of us") whose interests and problems weru similar, and was 

becoming identified as an employer (as "one of them!!) whose interests 

and problems were in their turn different and often in conflict with 

those of the Turkish community which consisted primarily of workers. 

4.7. Conclusion 

This chapter has focused on the social relRtionships in the 

work place of a small group of Turkish migrant workero, several of 

whom were in th~ FRG spontaneously. ~y aim was to convuy something 

of the experience of these people in their place of work. The 

picture which emerges, though by no means complete, lends weight to 

the following more general points. 

Firstly, there is no account here of tradE unionism. It 

is in the n~ture of being a spontaneous worker that fa~"al member-
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ship of a trade union is not possible. They could not in fact 

exist "officially" in any institution in German society except 

perhaps in the records of the police. Their access to employment 

and accommodation, therefore, depended entirely on unofficial, 

informal contacts through the social relationships and networks 

of the Turkish community. 

Secondly, it is clear that, like many of the official 

migrants, the work that they were doing required less skill than 

they in fact possessed. The de-skilling aspect of migration has 

already been discussed in previous chapters. TI.I/o aspects of this 

need to be emphasized. The first is that they do not suffer 8 

loss of social status as a result of this de-skilling. No one in 

the workshop, for example, thought of themselves as mere machinists. 

They were all tailors, some older, more experienced and respected, 

therefore ustas, some younger with less experience - but still they 

were all tailors. They all recognized themselves and others in 

these terms. What they did in the FRG did not confer higher status 

like meister. The second point is that they could tolerate the 

tedium of their work because they believed it to be temporary and 

a step towards self-employment in the future. This is an aspect 

of the milJrants' economic rationality. But there I.IJGre nspects of 

their work which did give them status and this connects with the 

third general point, namely that the FllJthority structurE: of thp 

workshop rested, in part, on C'.n infor",pl competi tiveness r=:'I:ong the 

workers. Those who worked well were well rGDFlrderi ~oth by thp 
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employer 8nd by the other workers. 

The fourth point concerns social oblig8tion~. ; 'i~r3nt 

workers depend very much on one another for help. The values of 

Turkish society reinforce a sense of the .need to help one another 

which, in my view, is stronger in Germany than in Turkey itsElf. 

The subtle norms of reciprocity which operate in this contGxt h~ve 

to be respected. Those who do not respect them ara ostr~cised 

because their behaviour threatens the whole co~munity in what is, 

after all, a basically hostile environment. 

The final point concerns marginality. It is cleAr that 

the situation of spontaneous workers is an insecure one, that the 

risk of them losing their jobs is high. But they do not function 

in an impersonal market; the risk of job loss also carries the 

risk of a breakdown of very supportive social networks. This 

kind of insecurity can be borne but the psychological costs of 

doing so are high. In the end it is the spontaneous workers who 

bear the heavy costs of the·business success of small entrepreneurs 

and, through them, of large German manufacturers. 

The social relationships of spontaneous workers in the 

work situation in other sectors of the German economy, e.g. in 

construction, where there is a heavy concentration of spontaneous 

migrants, will be different to those described here. The size of 

firms, the ethnic mix of the labour forcs, the nntion,111 ty 0:' the 
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employer, the sector of the economy, are some of the factors 

which urill shape many di fferent types of work si tU8tion for 

both official and spontaneous migrants. Ghat is reGuired, 

therefore, for a fuller understanding of the ~igr~tion process 

are mpre studies of particular work place settings. This 

chapter is intended as a small contribution to the IJlork tlJhich 

remains to be done. 

Notes 

(1) In 1971 the authorities in two st.a..tes, Hessen and 'Iheinland

Pfalz, had decided to legalize the status of their spont~neou~ 

workers and granted temporary residence snd work ~ermits (~~ldung). 

Some 6,000 Turkish workers had been affected. 

After negotiations with the Turkish authorities, it hed been 

agreed that these workers should return to Turkey before their 

temporary permits expired (on 31.9.1977 in Rhein18n~-~f21z, and on 

30.11.1972 in Hessen), and apply to the German Li2son Cffice and 

T.E.5. in Istanbul in person for their stgtus to be 18~~lized before 

they were sent back to the FRG as officially recruited migr~nts. 

Those who followed these instructions which were regularly 

published in Turkish papers in Germany and on Turki3h ~roadcasts, 

were in fact processed and returned to the FRG quickly. 
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CHAPTER 5 

MIGRANT ACCOMMODATION 

5.1. Intro duction 

The migrant workers negotiate two interconnected 

markets in the FRG: the market for work and the market for 

accommodation. Patterns of negotiating the work market were 

discussed in the previous chapters. I now want to discuss 

how the migrants negotiate the housing market. 

The housing market in the FRG as it affects migrants 

can broadly be divided into three sectors: special housing for 

the migrants, the private housing market and public housing. 

Special housing is usually in the form of company-provided 

hostels (Heime). Most of-the privately owned hostels are 

usually old buildings,.,- specially converted with a minimum of 

investment and with little regard for government regulations, 

to maximize profit. The hostels, whether privately or company 

owned, are the buildings where migrants of the same sex and 

usually the same nationality are housed collectively as 

"single" people in an environment which cannot sustain social 

relationships of a kind considered normal either in Turkey or 

in the fRG itself. 
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The private housing market contains flats, houses or 

rooms where the migrants live privately either alone or with 

their families and relatives. Since in this sector migrants 

are in direct competition with Germans, it is here that they 

experience most discrimination and prejudice. This finds 

expression in higher rents for them (66% of the migrants 

in Frankfurt, for example, were paying over 200 OM rent as 

against 41% of the national average - Rist, R.C., 1978: 166, 

Table 7.5), and in the formation of "pocket ghettos" in inner 

cities and in sub-standard houses where Germans do not wish to 

live. Large scale ghettos, however, were not yet present in 

Germany, partly because of the relatively short history of 

migration and partly because of the fact that the housing supply 

was very limited and Germans themselves could not vacate the 

undesirable areas as Quickly as they wished. Rist observes 

that: 

"An interesting implication of the lack of 
housing options for German nationals is that it 
has hindered housing segregation of the foreigners. 
Were the Germans to ha~greater flexibility of 
movement within the housing market, there might 
well be a suburban flight such as has created de 
facto segregation in the United states. The 
reality of housing immobility has inhibited many 
German nationals, particularly those who are 
aged or in lower income levels, from leaving 
areas where guestworkers have found housing." 
(Rist, R.C., 1978: 158-159). 

The public housing (Sozialwohnungen , social dwellings) 

in the FRG is almost totally in the control of the Germans. 

Less than 1% of the migrants had been able to find accommodation 

in this sector (Rist, R.C., 1978: 175). 
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As well as reflecting the structural marginality of 

the migrants in the FRG, their housing also reflects the internal 

structure of the migrant population as defined by their back

grounds and future plans. Contrary to popular single typologies 

(cf. Berger, J. and Mohr, J., (1975); Castles, S. and Kosack, G., 

(1973); Rist, R.C., (1978)), I found that the single"Turkish 

migrant type" did not exist in the FRG. I found it useful to 

distinguish four distinct Turkish migrant categories with 

different migration experiences and expectations. These will 

be discussed in detail in the next Chapter. It suffices here 

to note that migrants who live in hostels, for example, have 

different characteristics compared with the migrants who live in 

company flats or in private flats and houses. Apart from illus

trating the marginality of tbe migrant, housing is also an 

important feature of the control of the migrant labour force. 

The control is sometimes intensely direct and penetrates right 

into the private lives of workers, particularly those living in 

hostels. But housing shortage is a control mechanism in its own 

right reducing the choices migrants have not only in relation 

to accommodation but also in relation to work and the possibility 

of changing employment. 

This chapter, however, focuses on the conditions of 

migrant accommodation by first looking at the accommodation of 

the officially recruited migrants and then at the housing of the 

spontaneous migrants, than reaches the general conclusion that 

in the ~ords of Rist: 
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ItThe housing conditions of the foreign workers in 
Germany are but an additional manifestation of the 
social, political and economic marginality that they 
experience. The fact that the housing of the guest
workers tends to be the oldest and the least desired, 
that it is loaated in the areas of the cities left 
by the upwardly mobile segments of the German popul
ation, and that both rents and density are higher 
proportionally than for Germans, could only be 
anticipated ••• They are in a situation comparable 
to that experienced many times over by other racial 
and ethnic minority groups who come into the metro
politan areas of center countries. 1t (Rist, R.C., 
1978: 149). 

In the next chapter I examine in detail aspects of the 

family and social life of migrants, describing, among other things, 

how different groups cope with the living accommodation they have 

in the fRG • 

... . " 

5.2." The Accgmmqdation Types 

One of the advantages of official recruitment for the 

migrant is the pre-arranged accommodation he finds on arrival 

in the fRG. The companies that recruit foreign workers to come 

and work in Germany are required by law. to provide housing for them. 

This could be in either company owned workers' hostels (Heime) or 

other accommodation that has been secwred by the company in tbe 

private sector that complies with government regulations. I found 

that when they first came to the fRG, 89.1% of the officially 
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recruited migrants in my sample had been accommodated in hostel 

rooms, 7.8% in bedsitters, 1.3% in company owned flats and 1.7% 

in privately owned flats, while only 67.6% of the spontaneous 

workers had been given hostel rooms, a much larger proportion, 

24.3%, had found bedsitters, 5.4% had stayed in hostels for a 

prolonged time and 2.7% had found other accommodation. (See 

Table 5.1). 

Table 5.1. Percentage Distribution of Turkish r.igrant Workers 

by Type of first Accommodation in the fRG & by 

Migrant Types. 

Privately 
Workers' 
Hostel 

Bed
Sitter 

Company 
Owned 
flat 

Owned Hotel Others 

Officially 
Recruited 
Migrants 

Spontaneous 
Migrants 

TOTAL 

89.1 

67.6 

86.1 

flat 

7.8 1.3 1.7 

24.3 

10.1 1.1 1.5 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

5.4 2.7 

0.7 0.4 

The hostels show great variation in constructio~ size, 

shape, age and quality. They could be army-type barracks, made of 

wood on wooden or concrete bases, with corrugated metal roofs and 

thin wooden partitions between rooms, or they could be modern, 

high-rise blocks with all modern facilities like central heating, 

laundry and ironing rooms, etc. There are many other types 

between the two extremes. Some companies buy or rent old houses 

or hostels and turn them into hostels. Some private landlords 
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who are Quick to see the possibility of profit, evict their German 

tenants and turn their houses into hostels. They may contain as 

few as two or as many as several hundred rooms. Depending on the 

size of the rooms, each contains two or more beds. They are 

normally in the form of bunk beds with steel frames and straw-

filled mattresses. Bedding is also provided by the hostel. 

On 1.4. 1971 the German federal ~inistry of Labour and 

Social Affairs issued regulations as a guide to provision of 

accommodation for migrant workers. They contained thirty-one 

specifications describing the necessary minimum provisions such 

2 as the living space per person (at least 8 m !), the bedding, 

furniture, washing and toilet facilities, etc. These regulations 

were later, in June 1973, supplemented and made more explicit by 

the federal parliament (Oer Bundestag) when it amended the general 

housing laws and guidelines of 1934, 19~9 and 1968 so as to ~ake 

special recognition of the housing conditions of migrant workers. 

However, both regulations noticeably omitted provisions for 

monitoring compliance, or penalties in cases of non-compliance 

(Rist, R.C., 1978: 152). Therefore, it is not surprising that in 

spite of these regulations the Qua~ity of migrant accommodation 

varied enormously. On the one extreme there are the privately 

rented flats or houses occupied by a category of migrant families 

(see the following chapter for migrant categories), with all modern 

conveniences and durable comsumer goods, while on the other there 

are hostels with "hot beds" where the same bed is used by more than 

one worker on different work shifts (Rist, R.C., 1978: 151), or 
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houses turned into dormitories where the migrants are charged 

extortionate rem,s and live in inhumane conditions. (See Pictures 

5.1 and 5.2). 

Turkish broadcasts on German radio (WOR) contained 

rreQuent reports of housing irregularities. In Neu Ulm. for 

example, a Sl year old German had been fined by the court 9,000 ~ 

2 ror renting out his house, which had' a total area of 2l0m J to 

twenty-seven Turks for 80 - 90 OM each. He was also ordered to 

pay back 12,000 ~ which he had overcharged (WOR, 7.1.1973). In 

another example it was reported that in Munich a landlord had 

placed eighteen beds in his three-roomed flat and rented these to 

migrants for 100 OM each and had increased his rent from 280 OM 

per month (which was the official rate) to 1,800 OM. Another 

landlord had installed eighty beds in his large house on Westend 

Strasse in rrankfurt at a total cost of 4,000 OM, and had rented 

these beds out to migrants for 100 OM each, thus securing his 

investment back in just a fortnight (WOR, 10.1.1973). Westend 

Strasse, near the main railway station in rrankfurt, in fact 

contained a particularly high concentration of foreign workers. 

It was a known fact that rents in this area were very high and 

the condition of the houses rather poor. WDR's rrankfurt corr-

e.pondent reported in rebruary 1973 that the foreign workers living 

in Westend Strasse had formed a Tenants' Association and secured 

the services of German lawyers to fight their unscrupulous land-

lords. 
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picture 5.1. Kitchen Area in ~i9rant Accommodation. 

Source: II Hurriyet. 7.1.1973. 
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Picture 5.2. An Overcrowded Hostel Room. 
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lIIegefen-Schlef.tilte: "Sie sind plOtzlich einfach da" 

Source: Der Spiegel. 30.7. 1973. 
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Privately owned "hostels", usually large old houses 

converted into migrant accommodation containing heavy concentrations 

0' foreign workers of the SBm.e sex and nationality, are generally 

in the inner city areas. Company hostels, on the other hand, are 

usually outside the city, near the factories, isolated from the 

surrounding residential areas and sometimes within the factory 

grounds, separated off by a wire or wooden fence. Opel, one of 

the factories included in my survey, had bbree groups of hostels 

near the factory buildings in Russelsheim. One of these contained 

over two dozen wooden barracks, seventeen of which had been reserved 

for Turkish workers. The Barracks (see Picture 5.3), wooden 

structures with vinyl covered wooden floors and corrugated iron 

roofs, contained 19 rooms each, a kitchen with gas rings and small 

cupboards and sinks, and a bathroom with four showers, four toilets 

and six urinals. The room contained four bunk beds, a table, four 

upright wooden chairs and four small wardrobes. Some of the rooms 

had refrigerators, bought by the workers. Altogether 1,300 Turkish 

migrants were living in the barracks and paying 85 OM per person 

per month. 

Because the rooms had only thin partitions, the workers' 

major complaint was the noise. Especially at shift changing times 

the noise was most annoying. While some of the wo~ers were 

sleeping the others were getting up to go to work or returning 

from the factory, washing, cooking their meals and eating. Although 

the hostel management was trying to put the worker! on the same 
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shift together in the same barracks, inevitably this did not always 

work out and some barracks contained workers on different shifts. 

All the workers in the barracks were trying to secure places in 

one of the other two groups of hostels which were modern concrete 

blocks. (See Picture 5.4). 

The barracks had been built in the company grounds and 

encircled by wire and a wooden fence. One of the bar~s had been 

reserved as the management office, one as a mosque and another as 

a television and games room. The office barracks contained the 

offices of the German compound manager, four Turkish, one Jugoslav 

and one Spanish assistant managers/ interpreters. The games 

barracks contained a television room, two table tennis tables, 

some tables and chairs for cards, dominoes and backgammon and 

vending machines for cigarettes and soft drinks. Women visitors, 

gambling, fighting and drinking alcohol in the rooms were all 

forbidden. The sanctions for disobeying these rules were expUlsion 

from the hostels. Since it was extremely difficult to find alter

native accommodation in Russelsheim, expUlsion from the hostels 

would effectively mean leawing the factory and moving to another 

town. Therefore, the migrants followed the rules very carefully. 

The "mosque" was simply another barrack without the room 

divisions. It had one room at one end where the books were kept, 

and a bathroom at the other end, near the door, for ritual 

ablution. The floor was covered with carpets. In one corner 

stood a large table on which religious books and prayer-beads 
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Picture 5.3. Opel Barracks. 

'. ' 

Picture 5.4. Opel Hostels. 
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(tesbih) were on sale. Mosque attendance was highest on Fridays 

and during the month of Ramadan (Ramazan). 

The other two groups of hostels, one in the town of 

Russelsheim and the other just outside it, contained four to 

six storey modern, concrete buildings. (See Picture 5.4). OVer 

3,000 Turkish workers were living in these hostes. As far as 

possible, different nationalities were being accommodated in 

different blocks. The Turks occupied eight blocks, hostels 5 

and 11 - 17. Each block had an office near the entrance door 

where usually two or three Turkish hostel managers and assistant 

managers worked •. Ground floors also contained a "mosque", a 

large room reserved for prayers, a sick room, a television room, 

a large saloon with vending machines, tables and armchairs for 

card games, etc., a table tennis room and a laundry room. 

According to their size, the rooms contained three or 

four double-decker bunk beds, a wardrobe for each worker and a 

table together with three or four wooden or plastic and metal 

chairs. On each floor there was a large kitchen with gas rings, 

tables and cupboards, a large toilet with ten urinals and eight 

tOilets, and a bathroom with four showers. The hostel buildings 

were new; they were kept clean but were very impersonal. Hostel 

rules were similar to those in the barracks. In fact all the 

hostels were managed by the same organization, the Jugendsozialwerk, 

in co-operation with Opel. The workers were paying 95 OM per month. 
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Dunlop and Telefunken's hostels, where I interviewed 

workers, together with those of other big firms, where I paid 

informal visits, were similar in many respects to those of Opel. 

Most of them were purpose-built, or converted, large buildings 

to accommodate workers of the same sex and usually of the same 

nationality, within easy reach of the factories. Generally they 

were located on the outskirts of the cities or towns or in the 

nearby villages. They adhered to government housing regulations 

and provided adequate accommodation for the single workers. The 

main disadvantages of these hostels, as of the Opel ones, were 

the lack of privacy in the rooms (see Picture 5.5), the strict 

discipline. in the hostels and the segregation of the migrants 

from the Germans. Clark notes, for example, regarding the 

residential patterns of Turkish migrants in Cologne: 

"While there is no distinct Turkish neighbourhood 
in Cologne, there is nevertheless a high degree 
of residential ..... segregation. Two thirds of the 
city's Turkish population live in buildings 
which are occupied largely or wholly by Turks 
and other foreign groups. ractory dormitories 
account for a large measure of this segregation. 
Not only are 40 per cent of Cologne's Turks 
concentrated in 40 dormitory buildings, but most 
of the larger dormitories are located in relat
ively remote corners of the city." (Clark, J.R., 
1975: 61). 

Despite the disadvantages, these factory hostels are 

sought after by the "single" migrants. They are usually much 

cheaper, better equipped and more conveniently located near the 

workplaces than the privately owned ones. Only those who cannot 

find a place in company hostels or those who work for unscrupulous 
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Picture 5.5. Workers Sharing a Hostel Room. 

5 H"· t ource: urr~ye. 1.7.1973. 
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employers who ere merely interested in getting as much as possible 

from their workers for as little as possible and who only provide 

sub-standard, over-crowded and very expensive accommodation, live 

in the privately owned accommodation. 

Some companies also provide family accommodation. The 

Ruhr miners included in the survey, for example, were all living 

in old houses converted into flats by their firm, SE-KE. The 

houses were located in Herne, near Essen, on the outskirts of the 

town. They were allover one hundred years old - terraced houses 

that formed a bleak-looking Quarter destined for urban renewal 

until the migrants came and took up residence there. According 

to my informants, the ,German tenants were constantly moving out 

of the area and their places were being filled by Turkish families. 

Demolition work was also going on on the outskirts of the quarter. 

I saw two houses being dem.lished during my interviews there. The 

quarter consisted of a cobble-stoned main road that linked it to 

the main street leading to Herne, and six blind alleys off the 

main road, each lined with ten terraced houses on either side. 

Only the two adjacent alleys at one end of the quarter contained 

some Jugoslav and German families. The first four alleys and most 

of the main road were wholly occupied by Turkish families. This 

quarter was the nearest thing to a Turkish ghetto I have seen in 

Garmany. Altogether there were about 200 families from Turkey and 

most of them were from the villages of the same town, Zonguldak, 

in the western Black See region of Turkey. Several of the families 
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were connected by either kinship or marriage and were living in 

adjacent flats. Most of the men had been miners in Turkey, 

working for the same government company. 

The Quarter immediately reminded one of an Anatolian 

town. There were Turkish children shouting at each other in 

Turkish and playing Turkish games in the alley; Turkish house

wives in their long, multi-coloured Turkish cotton dresses and 

headscarves, hanging washing on the clothes lines that were 

suspended between two houses, and Turkish music coming through 

the open windows from cassette players. 

The housing consisted of uniformly two storey 

buildings with small back yards where two coal sheds and 

a toilet were to be found. They had been converted into 

flats of one to each floor. The upstairs flats had three 

rooms and a kitchen with no bath and an outside toilet, for 

which the rent was 75 OM per month. The downstairs flats 

had two rooms, kitchen and bathroom with toilet and their 

rent was 115 OM per month. The flats had very high ceilings 

and rather small windows. They were heated by old-fashioned 

coal stoves which burned coal bought cheaply from the mine. 

Almost all the flats contained a refrigerator bought by the 

workers and most of them had a washing machine as well. 

Relatively few flats had a vacuum cleaner but nearly all had 

8 radio, a cassette recorder and a television receiver. 
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In 1972 a Bundesa"stalt fur Arbeit survey found that 

40% of the Turkish migrants (and 34% of all the migrants) in 

the rRG were living in accommodation provided by their companies 

similar to that described above, while 58% of the Turks (and 

65% of all the migrants) had had to find accommodation in the 

private sector (IIBK, 19740: 92). Of those who lived in company 

housing, 75% were in communal hostels (heime)- i.e. 30% of the 

total Turkish migrants - like the Opel hostels; 17.5% were in 

private flats or houses (7% of the Turkish total) and 7.5% in 

other accommodation like bed sitters end shared houses (3% of the 

Turkish total). Table 5.2 summarizes these results. 

The same survey found that as the period of stay in the 

rRG increased so too did the percentage of those who lived in 

private houses or flats. The percentage of those who lied in 

communal places decreased steadily with stay. One third of those, 

for example, who had been in the rRG for two years were living in 

communal places. Their ratio went down to onefi fth for a 3-4 

year stay and to one tenth for those who had been in Germany f~r 

5-7 years, and decreased even further with a longer stay (IISK, 

19740: 93). Similarly, 80% of the migrants who wanted to stay 

in the rRG permanently, 89% of those who had their wives and 

children with them in Germany, and 58% of the trained and skilled 

workers (as opposed to 50% of the untrained ones) were living in 

private houses or flats either provided by their firms or rented 

in the private sector (IIBK, 19740: 94 - 102). 
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Table 5.2. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by Housing & by Sex. 

Communal Housing Private House/flat 

Private Company Private Company 

Men 3 36 36 7 

Women 2 8 58 9 

TOTAL 2 30 41 7 

Source: II8K, 19740: 92. 

Others (8edsitters, 
House-sharing,etc.) 

Private Company 

14 2 

17 4 

15 3 

Total 

Private Company 

53 45 

77 21 

58 40 

Unknown 

2 

2 

2 
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My survey lands support to the fin~ings above. When 

we look at the percentage of the migrants living in various 

types of housing in succession, we find that the percentage of 

those living in' hostels is decreasing in favour of those living 

in private flats, houses or bedsitters. (See Table 5.3). 

Table 5.3. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by 

Housing Types & by Syccessive Accommodation. 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Acc. Acc, Acc, Acc. Acc. Acc. Acc. 

Hostels 84,3 69,7 72,7 49,0 56,0 63.6 71.4 

Bedsitters 11,7 11,8 11,8 26,5 20.0 9.1 --I 

Company Owned 0.9 9.7 10,0 10,2 12.0 9.1 --rlets/Houses 

Privately Owned 
rlats/Houses 1,7 6,7 3,6 10.2 8.0 9.1 28.6 

Hotels 0,9 1.5 1,8 2,0 --- 9.1 --
Others 0.4 0.5 - 2,0 4,0 

Totals may not add up to 100,0 because of rounding. 

5.2.1. racilities in the Accommodation 

Most of the workers (79.8%) I interviewed were living in 

Last 
Acc. 

76.5 

2.6 

16.1 

4.3 

0.4 

hostel rooms and were pleased with their situation. The relatively 

few men (2.2%) who were living in bedsitters and lodgings felt 

rather isolated from their friends. Those who were living with 

their families in flats or houses constituted 18% of the sample, 

the majori~y or whom (37 femilies out of a total of 48) were miners 

living in company-provided flats in Herne that I have just described. 
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A majority of the married migrants in private housing 

lived in 2-roomed accommodation (50%), while 37.5% lived in 

3-roomed, 6.3% in one room and another 6.3% in 4-roomed houses. 

Most of the single workers who lived in hostels~on the other 

hand, lived in rooms that were shared by four migrants (61.9%), 

21.9% lived in rooms shared by three workers, 15.3% in rooms 

shared by two and a small 0.5% in rooms shared by six and another 

0.5% lived in rooms shared by eight people. 

A significant number of migrants in my sample had no 

bath in their accommodation (10.5%). Those who did have bathroom 

facilities had to share them with varying numbers of people. A 

majority of them (44.9%) shared their baths or showers with 18-20 

others. (See Table 5.4). 

Table 5.4. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers b~ 

Number of People Sharing a 8ath or Shower. 

Male female TOTAL 

No bathroom 12.2 10.5 

Under 3 share 10.4 2.7 9.4 

3 - 5 share 2.2 1.9 

6 - 8 share 0.4 0.4 

9 - 11 share 0.4 0.4 

12 - 14 share 9.6 8.2 

15 - 17 share 97.3 13.5 

18 - 20 share 52.2 44.9 

21 - 23 share 12.2 10.5 

24 and over share 0.4 0.4 
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Toilet 'acilities were generally better in comparison 

to the bathrooms. ~ost 0' the migrants (56.2%) were sharing a 

toilet between 9 - 11 people, and the maximum number sharing a 

toilet was 12 - 14 people. (See Table 5.5). 

Table 5.5. Percentage DistPbution of Turkish ~i9rant Workers by 

the Number of People Sharing a Toilet. 

Plale female TOTAL 

Less than 3 sharing 22.2 2.7 19.5 

3 - 5 sharing 2.2 97.3 15.4 

6 - 8 sharing 0.9 - 0.7 

9 - 11 sharing 65.2 -- 56.2 

12 - 14 sharing 9.6 - 8.2 

5.2.2. Ownership or Consumer Durables in the fRG 

A great majority 0' the people interviewed for the survey 

were living in hostels. Most of them were from a rural background 

in Turkey and had definita plans to save enough to return to 

Turkey to invest in various projects. (See Chapter 7 on the inten-

tiona of migrants for their return home). They had a high economic 

rationality (see Chapter~.4) and propensity to save (see Chapter 

3.11). Their consumer behaviour was shaped by these attitudes. 

They tried to spend a8 little as posaible on non-essentials. A 

majority of them, for example, had no radio, tape recorder or 
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record player or television (44.2%), and only 3.4% of them owned 

all the four items listed. (Table 5.6). 

Table 5.6. Percentage DistDbution of Turkish Migrant Workers by 

the Ownership of Radio. Record Player. Tape Recorder 

and Television. 

Own Male Female TOTAL 

Owns none 38.3 81.1 44.2 

Owns one item 24.8 16.2 23.6 

Owns two items 21.7 18.7 

Owns three items 11.7 10.1 

Owns all items 3.5 2.7 3.4 

Even fewer migrants owned larger consumer items such as 

refrigerators, waSing machines, vacuum cleaners and Turkish carpets. 

53.6% of the workers in the sample owned none of these and only 

1.1% had all the items listed in their accommodation. (Table 5.7). 

Table 5.7. Percentage Oistdbution of Turkish Migrant Workers by 

the Ownership of Refrigerators. Washing Machines, 

Vacuum Cleaners and Turkish Carpets. 

Male Female TOTAL 

Owns none 47.0 94.6 53.6 

Owns one item 38.3 2.7 33.3 

Owns two items 9.6 8.2 

Owns three items 4.3 3.7 

Owns all four i terns 0.9 2.7 1.1 

-
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The unusually high number of females who owned none of 

the items listed in Tables 5.6 and 5.7 was due to the fact that 

they were all living in a hostel (one in a flat in the hostel as 

the manageress of the hostel) and most of them were new migrants 

with little savings as yet. 

It is a measure of their determination to accept 

difficult conditions a8 part of the price they have to pay for 

better things to! come 'that a significant number of migrants deny 

themselves the simple facilities wOich might neip to make living 

in Germany more to~able. 

i I I ' 

5.3. Change 9f Accgmmodatipn 

In spite of the housing scarcity and the great demand 

fo~ housing in the rRG, there seams to be a rapid turnover of 
• 

migrants in this sector. In the survey I found that only 15.2% 

of the Turkish migrants were still . living in their first accom-

modation, while 37.4% of them had changed thar accommodation once, 

26.1% twice, 10% three times and 11.2% four ormors times. As 

moat of the Turkish women interviewed were recent migrants they 

had not yet had an opportunity to change their accommodation. 

(See Table 5.8). 

Among the relatively few reasons for changing accommodation 

the most important is changing firms. This was partly due to the 
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Table 5.8. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers 

Change of Accommodation &: b~ Sex. 

3 4 5 6 7 
None Once Twice Times Times Times Times Times + 

Male 15.2 37.4 26.1 10.0 6.5 1.7 1.7 1.3 

Female 89.2 5.4 5.4 

TOTAL 25.5 33.0 23.2 8.6 5.6 1.5 1.5 1.1 

fact that migrants travelled long distances for new jobs (see 

Chapter 3.8), and partly due to their dependency on their 

employers for houing (see below 5.2.7). Between 81.8% and 

69.2% of the migrants seem to have changed their various 

accommodation for this reason. (Table 5.9). 

The second most important reason for changing accom-

modation seems to be connected with family unions. The single 

workers had to find suitable accommodation and move there when 

their families arrived from Turkey. The reverse also happened 

b~ 

when for various reasons like the illness of the wife, schooling 

of the children, being unable to save with the family present, 

etc., the family returned home and the migrant moved back to 

accommodation for single workers. Between 7.7% and 14.3% of 

the migrants changed housing for this reason. (Table 5.9). 

The next most important reason for changing accommodation 

seems to be the desire to move nearer to relatives or friends. 
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Between 2.1% and 14.3% 0' the Turkish workers had changed their 

places for this resson. Then the final yet increasingly important 

reason for changing accommodation was connected with seeking better 

Quality housing. from 2.6% to 9.1% of the migrants had changed 

their accommodation for this reason. There was also a very small 

percentage of workers who had been forced to change their housing 

either because of the closure of the hostel or because of expulsion 

by their landlords. (Table 5.9). 

Table 5.9. Percentage Distributipn of Turkish ~igrant Workers by 

Reasons for Changing Accommodation & by Successive 

Changes. 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Mean 
Aec. Ace. Ace. Ace, Aec. Acc. xe'': 

Clanging 81.0 79.1 79,6 69,2 81.8 71.4 78.9 
firm 

for better 2,6 3.6 4.1 11,5 9.1 -- 4.0 
conditions 

To Join relatives 2.1 4.5 6.1 II,S 9.1 14.3 3.5 
or friends 

family union or 13,3 11.8 10.2 7.7 - 14.3 11.6 
separation 

Hostel closed by O.S 0.9 - - -- 1.5 
the firm 

Landlord expelled 0,5 - --- -- -- 0.2 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 
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5.3.1. Duration of Stay in Successive Accommodation 

The survey indicates that the Turkish migrant workers change 

their accommodation frequently. On average 49.4% of them had changed 

their various previous accommodation in less than a year, and 33.5% 

within 1 - 2 years. Those who had stayed in previous accommodation 

for more than 2 years made up only 17.1% of the sample. (Table 5.10). 

Table 5.10. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by 

Duration of Stay in Previous Accommodation. 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th Mean 
Ace, Acc, Ace, Ace, Acc. Acc. x 

Less than 1 year 38,2 62,2 57,1 73.1 45.5 28.6 49.4 

1.1 - 2 years 41.2 25.2 24.5 19.2 45.4 42.9 33.5 

2.1 - 3 years 11.6 8.1 8.2 14.3 9.2 

3.1 - 4 years 5.0 3.6 3.8 3.7 

4.1,.,- 5 years 3.0 0.9 8.2 9.1 14.3 3.2 

5.1 - 6 years 1.0 0.5 

6.1 - 7 years 

7.1 - 8 years 2.0 3.8 0.5 

When we look at the duration of stay in the present 

accommodation, although the mean length of stay is slightly longer 

the same picture emerges. On average 59.2% had been in their present 

accommodation for less than a year, 16.9% for 1 - 2 years and only 

23.9% for more than 2 years. (Table 5.11). 

------, •. : ... ; .... , .. '-------------------
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Table 5.11. Percentage Di8tribution 0' Turkish Migrant Workers by 

Duration of stay in Present Accommodation. 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Acc. Acc. Acc. Ace. Acc. Acc. Acc. 

Less than 1 year 66.2 52.3 64.5 52.2 66.7 75.0 42.9 

1.1 - 2 years 5.9 23.9 17.7 21.7 13.3 25.0 14.9 

2.1 - 3 years 4.4 13.6 4.8 - 6.7 -- 42.9 

3.1 - 4 years 11.8 2.3 6.5 8.7 - --- --
4.1 - 5 years 5.9 4.5 -- 13.0 13.3 --- --

f t t' I 

5.1 - 6 years 5.9 1.1 1.6 4.3 --
6.1 - 7 years - 2.3 1.6 - - --- ---
7.1 - 8 years - - 1.6 ---
Over 8 years - - 1.6 - - -

5.3.2. Distance aetween ACcommodation 

The Turkish migrants not only change their accommodation 

very frequently but also they move long distances at each change. 

I found that on average 41.2% had travelled under 25kms, 11.2% 

between 25 and 49kms, 10.9% between 50 and 99kms, 11.2% between 

100 and 199kms, 17.9% batween 200 and 399kms and 7.4% over 400kms 

between various accommodation. (Table 5.12). 

The social implications of such a high frequency of 

changing accommodation and long distances of geographical mobility 

Mean 
x 

59.2 

16.9 

8.2 

6.0 

4.9 

2.6 

1.1 

0.4 

0.4 
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has already been discussed in Chapter 3 in connection with job 

mobility (see Chapter 3.8). Suffice it to repeat here that trav-

elling often long distances for new jobs and accommodation means 

moving into a new town, city or state, reducing even farther what 

little chance these migrants have of making close contacts with 

Germans at the local level. This high turnover, therefore, 

contributes to a large extent to the migrants' difficulties of 

social integration into the FRG. 

Table 5.12. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by 

the Distance 8e~~een Various Accommodation. 

2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Acc. Acc. Acc. Acc. Acc. Acc. 
from from from from from from !'Ieen 
1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th x 

Under 25kms 40.4 36.6 46.9 61.5 36.4 28.6 41.2 

25 - 49kms 8.1 15.2 16.3 3.8 18.2 28.6 11.2 

50 - 99kms 10.6 12.5 14.3 3.8 9.1 10.9 

100 - 199kms 14.1 8.0 6.1 11.5 18.2 11.2 

200 - 399kms 17.7 24.1 10.2 3.8 18.2 28.6 17.9 

400kms &: over ~.l ... , ... t:,..;3.6,.. .. 6.1 15.4 14.3 7.4 
. w.. J .• .., ._ 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

5.3.3. Channels Utilized in Finding Accommodation 

Migrants, especially those who work for large companies 

which are located in areas of heavy population concentrations, are 
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very much dependent on their employers for accommodation. Heavily 

industrialized urban centres like ~unich, frankfurt, Hamburg and 

Stuttgart are densely populated and come at the top of the housing 

shortage lists. These areas are also the very places that contain 

heavy migrant concentrations. Over 20% of the population in these 

areas are migrants (1IBK, 19740: 106 - 107). The scarcity of 

housing is reflected in very high rents, especially for private 

houslng. In Munich and frankfurt, for example, 60% and 58% of 

the migrants respectively were paying over 200 OM rent for their 

private housing, while the ratio for the same rent in other areas 

was 19% (IIBK, 19740: 106). 

The dem.nd tor housing in the private sector in these areas 

was great. Several of my informants told me that they wanted to 

bring their families but could not, simply becauseth8re was no 

housing within their price range. The available houses were either 

too expensive or not given to foreigners. Those that were given no 

foreigners were in certain areas of inner cities on particular streets 

and in sub-~tandard houses that were not in demand by Germans. Therefore, 

it is not surprising to find such dependency on the employers for 

housing. I found that on average 81.5% of the migrants in the sample . 

had successively been gi'van accommodation by their emJ1loyers, while 

10.6% had found accommodation with the help of their relatives, 

harn,ebriler and friends. A 7.3% had found housing by their own 

efforts and only 0.6% had received help from officials like those of 

the Employment Bureaux or councils. (Table 5.13). 
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Table 5.13. Percentage Disttibution of Turkish Migrant Workers by 

Channels Utilized in Finding Accommodation. 

1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 
Acc. Acc. Acc. Acc. Acc. Acc. Acc. 

Provided by 89.1 77.4 83.9 65.3 65.4 63.6 71.4 
firm 

Found by own 3.7 10.1 7.1 12.2 11.5 9.1 14.3 
effort 

Found by 2.6 4.5 2.7 4.1 7.7 14.3 
relatives 

Found by 4.1 7.0 6.3 16.3 15.4 27.3 
hem~ehriler, 
& friends 

Found by official 0.4 1.0 2.0 
help 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

Such dependency of the migrants on their employers for 

their accommodation makes them very vulnerable and open to exploit-

ation. Castles and Kosack note, for example: 

"The problem in employers' accommodation is the 
additional dependence this entails for the worker ••• 
At the best of times that dependence means that a 
foreign worker has to find alternative accommodation 
if he loses his job... This type of accommodation is, 
indeed, regarded as one of the best ways of 'stabil
izing' the foreign labour force. In cases of indus
trial dispute, the interdependence of job and 
accommodation can be used by employers to prevent 
workers from participating in strikes, by threatening 
them with expulsion from their hostels if they do ••• 
A careful check is also made on visitors, with the 
aim of keeping out trade union officials or anyone 
else who might draw attention·to bad conditions." 
(Castles, S. and Kosack, G., 1973: 259 - 260). 

Mean 
x 

81.5 

7.3 

3.6 

7.0 

0.6 
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My observations totally support these statements. When 

I wanted to visit the Siemens and A.E.G. hostels in Berlin and 

Hildesheim, for example, I was not allowed in. Neither the hostel 

managers not the company officials would give me permission to 

visit and interview the Turkish migrants living in their hostels. 

5.4. Private Housing 

Most of the migrants with an urban, relatively more 

educated and skilled background live in private housing. If 

they are married, almost always they bring their families to 

Germany and live in flats rented from the private sector. 

Depending on how long they have been in the country and when 

they rented the flat and the location of the accommodation, 

both the condition of the flats and the rents paid for them 

varies considerably. 

Our accommodation, for instance, a tiny flat in a 

village outsf.de Offenbach, consisted of two small furnished rooms 

and a bathroom in a newly built house. One of the rooms had a 

divan, a tiny electric oven, a refrigerator and a table and two 

chairs and was used as a kitchen as well. The other room contained 

a convertible divan bed, a wardrobe, an armchair a desk and a 

chair. We were paying 250 OM per month and our friends thought it 

was rather cheap and well furnishedl 
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A couple we knew, who had been in the same village for 

eight years, were living in our old house at a rent of 150 DM. 

They had found it through the newspapers. It had three large 

rooms, an entrance hall and a bathroom. They had rented it 

unfurnished and over the years had furnished it according to 

their taste. They had all the requirements for comfort. 

Erkan and Gul, who had come to the FRG about a year 

previously, had found their flat near Offenbach with the help of 

Erkan's brother through the newspaper advertisements. It was an 

upstairs flat in an old two-storey house. It had a large hall

cum-kitchen with a sink, wall-mounted water heater, a two-ring 

gas cooker, and a small fridge with a kitchen table and four 

chairs. There were also a large bedroom, with a double bed, 

wardrobe and built-in storage cupboard, and a very small sitting 

room with a three piece suite, television and coffee table which 

filled the room. There was also a toilet which had been built as 

an extension but there was no bath or shower. They were only 

paying 85 OM per month. 

Erkan's older brother, Ersin, who had been in the FRG 

for three years with his wife and who was an artist-illustrator 

working for an internatbnal advertising company, had recently 

moved from a furnished attic flat to an unfurnished three-room 

flat in a modern apartment block in Offenbach. They bought all 

the modern requirements and necessary furniture from fashionable 

shops in Frankfurt. They were paying a high 400 OM rent. They 
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had been unable to find a similar flat for less than that. As they 

were expecting 8 baby they needed a flat like this. They had found it 

through newspaper advertisements. 

In each of these cases decent private housing had been 

acquired though the cost was high. It should .not be forgotten, 

however, that on the open market for housing the migrant is at a 

distinct disadvantage. As Castles and Kosacknote: .. 
I I l ' 

, , , , 

"In his search for housing on the private market, 
, ", ,the immigrant is in direct competition with the 

indigenous population - or at least its lower 
income groups. It is ,all too easy for him - a 
stranger singled out by his appearance and way 0' speaking -, ~to be made. the scapegoat for bad 
conditions and scarcity. The private housing 
market is the field where the immigrant is most 
likely to have his first experience of prejudice 
and discrimination. The freedom of the 'free' 
housing market is often the freedom to reject or 
e)eploi t the weakest social groupe." (Castles, s. 
and Kosack, G. , 1973: 266 - 267). 

I related in the previous chapter how I had been refused 

flats because I was a Turk. The difficulties of finding decent 

flats and the discrimination by the landlords was common knowledge 

among the migrants. Only in those areas of inner cities and in 

sub-standard houses that the Germans were vacating was it relatively 

easIer to find accommodation. It was in these areas, like Kreuzberg 

and Wedding in Berlin, for example, that the seeds of migrant ghettos 

were being sown. 

Although there were 8S yet no ghettos in the fRG in the 

classical sense of t~e term (like the ones found in the United stetes, 
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for.example), pockets of migrant settlements were growing in most 

of the heavily industrialized urban centres as a result of the 

discrimination by German landlords on the private housing market 

which was forcing the 'migrants to "stick together" in both the 

physical and metaphorical sense of the term. 

The existence of strong prejudice on the part of the 

native German population against foreigners in general and against 

Turks in particular was constantly reminding the Turkish migrants 

of their ethnic identity and forcing them to negotiate this hostile 

environment through the strengthening of their social networks which 

are based on ethnic relationships and using them instrumentally. 

These relationships were particularly useful in finding Jobs and 

accommodation, if the employer did not provide it. The instrument

ality of the ethnic relationships was especially important for the 

unskilled, rural Turkish men with a family'in Germany and limited 

knowledge of German. These are the ones who come closest to the 

German stereotype of a Turk: a peasant with no skill, education or 

manners, but with a large, no~sy, dirty family, who came to the fRG 

to escape starvation, bringing his knife along with him. His main 

preoccupation after money being sex, he is, therefore, constantly 

after German women! (I remember being asked by the German workers 

in our first place of work in the electronics factory how many wives 

I had and whether I carried a knife. They seemed positively surprised 

when I told them I had only one wife and that I had never in my life 

carried a knife!) They are the ones who are discriminated against 

most and find that the only way to deal with this situation is to 
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utilize their social networks which are based on relatives and 

harn,ehriler. By helping each other to get jobs and accommodation 

within their social mil'eu they come to associate closely not only 

socially but geographically as well, and form pockets of migrants' 

residences in the industrial towns and villages that are occupied 

by fellow countrymen and related migrants. 

5.5. The Accommodation of Spontaneous Migrants 

There is a great difference between being an official 

migrant and a spontaneous migrant. While the former is to some 

limited extent protected by government regulations, the only 

protection the latter enjoys is the strength and effectiveness of 

his social networks. Thoae who have the misfortune to have no 

relatives or friends in the fRG are exploited Viciously and live 

in the worst conditions. Some of them are accommodated in "hot bed" 

barracks near their workplaces where workers on different shifts 

share the same bed (Riat, R.C., 1978: 151). Others are offered 

bunks in small, over-crowded, military-style barracks and are 

strongly discouraged from having contact with the outside world. 

Even their shopping is done for them by a German member or the 

firm's interpreter. They are threatened by expulsion if they 

If 
venture out (Ozcan, ~., 1973: 13,14). 

As they all live in constant fear of being caught and 

expelled, they are at the mercy of their employers and landlords, 

usually one and the same peraon. Depending on the sector and the 

aize of the ~orkplace, the goodwill of the employer and the Qual-

ifications of the migrants, the types and conditions of the accom-
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modation vary enormously. The worst conditions are usually assoc

iated with the construction sector. Some of the big construction 

firms that use spontaneous workers usually house their workers in 

overcrowded barracks near the construction sites, like the one 

reported by Ozcan (1973). Migrants working for smaller 'firms may 

be housed either in barracks or old houses and flats converted 

into dormi tories. Some of them live in the basements of the build

ings which are in the p~ess of being constructed. I have seen 

Turks living near Hanau in huts on the construction sites, or in 

the basements of the houses they were building. Those who have no 

industrial skills - in addition to having no residence or work 

permits, and no close relatives or friends - are the ones who are 

most vulnerable. 

I met such a one, Garip, in Offenbach. He was a peasant 

from Eskisehir in central Anatolia, in his early thirties with no 

industrial experience. He had arrived in the FRG recently and 

found a job through a Turkish agent as a farmer-gardener for only 

4.00 OM per hour. He was working on a small farm outside the town 

and living in a tool shed on the farm, among the garden tools. The 

shed was no bigger than 2 x 4 metres and contained many dirty tools 

and some equipment as well as sacks of fertilizer, cement, etc. 

There were no washing or toilet facilities. His employer provided 

drinking water in plastic containers. Garip complained bitterly 

that his employer's guard dog had much better sleeping quarters 

than he had and was getting much better attention and food than he 
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himself was. When I met him he was feeling very bitter, resentful, 

abandoned and" down". He was hoping to find a better Job and some 

accommodation but did not think it would be easy with his background 

together with the recently tightened-up regulations against spon

taneous workers. He thought his only chance was to find hem,ehriler 

working in their area and ask for their assistance. 

The importance of having relatives and hem,ehriler already 

working in Germany cannot be exaggerated for the spontaneous workers 

to secure work or accommodation. The initial experiences of Vusuf, 

~ehmet and the two Selims that was related in the previous chapters 

illustrate this point. This is especially so when we compare their 

experience and success through their social networks with the 

experience and failure of Garip, who lacked such contacts to secure 

a well-paying job and decent accommodation. 

However, the fact that spontaneous workers do not exist 

in the rRG legally makes them always vulnerable and forces them to 

work and live on the margins of SOCiety. A great majority of them 

always work in the least secure, hardest, dir~~est, least desirable 

jobs for the longest hours and the lowest wages, and live in the 

least desirable accommodation too. Their social networks can be 

very helpful in securing jobs and accommodation, but they cannot 

alter the spontaneous workers' basic status of "illegality" as 

defined by the host society. The migrants and their social instit

utions are forced to operate within the rules and regulations of 
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industrial German society. These rules are geared to get the most 

out' of the migrants who are closely controlled and allowed only 

limited freedom. In the case of spontaneous workers, this freedom 

is even more strictly controlled and limited. 

During a period of industrial expansion they are allowed 

to come and work in the country, especially in those sectors of 

industry where conditions are particularly bad and where it is most 

difficult to get legally recruited workers, and they are allowed to 

live margi~,ally without much pressure. However, when industrial 

activity slows down and public pressure against foreigners grows, 

the political pressure on migrant workers, especially the spontan

eous ones, grows as well. The border points are more closely 

controlled and passports checked more carefully. Police raids on 

workplaces and houses containing spontaneous migrants become more 

frequent and more rigorous. (See Pictures 5.6 and 5.7). The media 

starts campaigning and articles questioning the wisdom of using 

migrant workers start appearing daily. All these activities were 

witnessed during the period of fieldwork leading up to the energy 

crisis in October 1973. 

Within such a strictly controlled system the migrants can 

only achieve so much in their manipulations. The spontaneous ones 

receive protection and guidance from their social networks as much 

as possible. They are invaluable in establishing bridgeheads in 

Germany during the initial phases of migration. But for the spon-
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picture 5.6. Berlin Police Raid on Turkish Houses in the District 

of Mesblt. 253 Turks who had no residence permits 

were arrested during the raid. 

Source: Hurriyet. 17.1.1973. 
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taneous migrants these bridgeheads invariably connect Turkey with the 

marginal sectors of the fRG. The fact that Selim, for example, had 

a strong connection in Germany in the person of his cousin who had 

been working in the fRG for nearly ten years and who was an experienced 

migrant dealer and who had brought Selim there and looked after him 

for nine months while trying to find a suitable job for him, could 

not prevent Selim getting a job in a tyre factory in rather bad 

conditions and finally moving into rather squalid accommodation. 

He had found this accommodation th~ough his hem,ehri and workmate, 

Selim Hoca. 

When I met them they were living in this place in our 

village. Their room was an extension of a barn, with a sloping 

roof, covered with corrugated iron. There was one small window 

next to the door. Their place contained three beds with iron 

frames, three single wardrobes, a small ki tchen table, three chairs, 

a single-ring cooker, a sink, a couple of pans and some plates and 

cutlery. The floor was of sloping, cracked concrete. There was 

only a single bar electric fire which they were discouraged from 

using often. The room was no bigger than 2.5 x 5 metres and there 

was scaroely . room to walk around the table. The "house" had two 

other rooms occupied by eight other Turks and the landlord was busy 

building other extensions. The Turks who lived in the adjacent 

rooms paid a higher rent of 125· ()YJ per person, for their rooms had 

wooden floors and ceilings, larger windows, double-burner cookers 

and stoves which burnt coal. Al though the workers wem paying 
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extortionate rents they wemcont~nted with their circumstances 

for they had no fear of being caught by the police and expelled 

from the country because the landlord's brother-in-law was a member 

of the local policel This, they believed, would give them the 

protection from officialdom that they needed. In fact the house 

was only about 60 yards from the town hall and the police station 

which were side by side on the main street of the. town. All the 

Turks who lived in the house were planning to stay there until they 
, ' t ' • I 

were granted residence and work permits and thas became "legal" 

migrants. They were then hoping to find better jobs and accommodation 

and move. 

Tailor YU8uf"s case is another good example of the import-

ance of the network of relatives, hem.ehriler and' friends during the 

ini tial phases of migration. (See Chapter 2 on recrui tment). When 

he was placed through his uncle In his first job in a hem;ehri's 

dress-making factory near Offenbach, he was offered a place in the 

flat rented out by his employer to the workers of the factory. For 

only 60 OM per month Yueuf shared a room with three other Turks in a 

comfortable, centrally heated flat. ,He stayed there for eight months 

until the factory closed on account of financial difficulties. 

While Yusuf was working in his first job, he had heard 

about, and subseQuently visited, another hem,ehri who had 8 

similar business in the same village. He used to visit him regularly 

during the eight months he worked in the first factory. When this 
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factory closed he went and asked for a job and accommodation from 

this man, and the following day he started working for him. He 

was told that he could sleep under the factory, in a cellar, for 

the time being, and that the employer would soon find him a better 

place. He lived in this cellar with five other spontaneous workers 

for forty days always in the expectation of better accommodation 

being forthcoming. Meanwhile he was constantly in touch with some 

of the workers from his previous Job who had started work in 

another dress making factory in the same town. He knew from his 

friends that their employer, Ahmet, was looking for more workers. 

When it became evident to Yusuf that his employer had no intention 

of finding him decent eccommodatioh, he asked one of his friends in 

Ahmet's factory, Mehmet, to introduce him to his employer for a job. 

A couple of days later he was taken to meet Ahmet, who told him he 

could start working there immediately and that he could share a room 

with his friend Mehmet in the flat he had rented for his workers and 

share the rent with them. After forty days in the cellar, Yusuf 

moved into this flat and started working for Ahmet, where 1 met him. 

His new accommodation was in a modern, centrally heated flat in a 

large, new apartment block, occupied mostly by what seemed to be 

lower middle class Germans. 

Yusuf's experience highlights the fact that the migrants, 
., C' 

after this initiel introduction into the system by their networks, 

are very much dependent on their employers for their living conditions. 

As the primary operators within the system, the employers are in a 
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position to manipulate both the working and living conditions of the 

migrants. With the help of the political, economic and administrative 

machinery which is at their disposal, employers can define the 

experiences of the migrants, especially those of the spontaneous ones, 

during their stay in the fRG. As Rist notes: 

"The migrant workers comprise a group brought into 
the indutria1ized countries of northern Europe to 
promote economic development; the costs of their 
presence to the system in terms of s.ocial capital 
have been kept to a minimum, and they. are relegated 
to the lowest status positions in the society. In 
short, discrimination and exploitation are part of 
the very process that brought them to the north in· 
the first place. The functioning of the housing 
market for foreign workers should not be anticipated 
to be different. It functions as an integral part 
of the entire apparatus which has brought, sustains 
and profits from the efforts of the guest workers." 
.(Rist, R.C., 1978: 150). 

5.5. Conclusion 

In this chapter several aspects of the housing conditions 

of migrants have been examined. An important theme has been the 

way in which the system of accommodation 1s part of the control of 

the migrant labour force. Migrants are not, however, simply passive 

victims of Circumstance, although their ability to fight back is 

severely limited. I have Shown that their willingness to move and 

seek better accommodation is very evident. I have also noted how 

on the other hand, and particularly in the case of single men in 

barracks, that in anticipation of a better life later, they are 
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prepared to accept very difficult conditions. To understand the 

reaction of migrants to both their work situation and their housing, 

however, it is necessary to look into the pattern of their family 

and associationa1 life in the FRG. This is my aim in the following 

chapter. 
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CHAPTER 6 

FAMILY, RESIDENCE AND SOCIAL RELATIONS 

6.1. Introduction 

One of the key issues arising from European labour 

migrations has been the question of the permanency of the 

migrants in the countries tq~hich they migrate. In the early 

1960s both the migrants and tre countries that received them 

thought that the situation would be temporary. Because the 

labour shortage problem faced by the industrial societies of 

Europe was regarded as short term, it was thought that when the 

need for foreign labour slowly diminished so would the numbers 

of "guest workers". In the case of the FRG, the influx of 

foreign labour was encouraged and continued unchecked until 

October 1973, with a brief temporary slow-down during the 1966-67 

economic crisis. At the end of November 1973, the FRG imposed 

a total ban on the recruitment of labour from non-EEC countries. 

Although this measure effectively stopped the recruitment of 

labour officially, it has failed to check the size of the migrant 

population in the FRG. The number of officially recruited workers 

dropped but the number of spontaneous migrants has increased 

dramatically after the official recruitment ban. In 1975 it 

was estimated that the number of spontaneous migrants had gone up 

to 2 - 300,000 (Rist, R.C., 1978: 78). Some of the spontaneous 
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workers were the immediate family members (spouses and children) 

of the leQEll workers who Joined their. in the rrl~ c~fter iJecember 

1st, 1973 ~nd who were, therefore, denied official work permits. 

Clearly even such B drastic political ~ct ~s a total 

ban on recruitment was not enough to stop let alQn~ to reverse 

labour miyration. I f anything it m.qde the iT,igrant \.iI'.Jrkers already 

in the fliG more determ!ned to stay and strengthen th~ir posi tion , , 

in the country by staving 1onge~ and sending fo'r ttl eir fafilili 8S 

since they knew that if they returned home it \.ilOul (j be irr,possible 

to re-emigrFlte and obtain the same official status. lJY 1975 more 

than 50)( of the foreign workers had their fo:nilies IJJith thern in 

the Ff~G, 550,000 family members had come to Germany wi thin the 

tltlO years after the recruitment ban (rust, R.C., 1978: 115). 

This seems to support 8ahning's viellJs on the maturation 

of the migration stream. , At a certain point the immigrant popul-

I" 
etion incre~ses end families settle into distinc>, groups, ond 

within the migrant commun.lty distinctive ethnic institutions arise 

which sustain what Bohning calls "the psychological comfort" 

(05hning, W.R., 1977: 70) of the migrants. Against this background, 

a significant group of migrants become alienated from their country 

~ 
or origin and opt for semi-permanent settlement • . '. .,' 

To understand what underlies such processes it is vital 

to gr8sp hO\iJ migrants themselves perceive the opportuni ties avail-
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able to them. It is impotant to clarify what values migrants 

seek to realize for themselves and their families. These are 

elements of what one writer has called migrant ideology (Philpott, 

5.8., 1970: 11). The term is apt for it refers to the whole 

social outlook and system of values of different groups of workers. 

Decisions about staying or not staying in the FRG largely reflect 

such ideological frameworks and it became clear to me in the 

course of my fieldwork that certain social characteristics of 

the migrants, like family status, level of education, rural or 

urban background, were Quite fundamental to their social perception. 

The theme of the duration of stay in the FRG focuses this quite 

sharply. 

6.2. Duration of Stay Abroad 

The mean length of stay abroad for Turkish workers has 

been increasing steadily over the years. Tuna reported in 1966 

that nearly two thirds of his sample had stayed abroad for one 

year or less and the S.P.O. survey in 1971 found that the mean 

length of stay abroad was 2 years 4 months (Paine, S., 1974: 

89, 90). I found from my own survey in 1973 that the mean length 

of stay in the FRG was 3 years 6 months for the whole sample, and 

3 years 11 months for the men. The following Table 6.1 sets out 

my results. 



Table 6.1. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by Duration of Stay Abroad & by Sex. 

Under lyr.1mth. 2yrs.1mth. 3yrs.1mth. 4yrs.1mth. 5yrs.1mth. 6yrs.1mth. 7yrs.1mth. Over Mean 
1 - -2 yrs. - 3 yrs. - 4 yrs. - 5 yrs. - 6 yrs. - 7 yrs. - 8 yrs. 8 x 

year years 

Male 10.9 9.1 18.7 23.5 11.7 8.3 2.6 _ 3.5 11.7 3yrs'.11mth~. 

female 78.4 13.5 2.7 - 2.7 2.7 lyre lmth. 

TOTAL 20.2 9.7 16.5 20.2 10.1 7.5 2.2 3.0 10.5 3yrs.6mths. 

U1 

~ Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 
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Most of the men (87%) and all the women in the sample 

had spent the whole of this period in the FRG where 82% of all the 

Turkish migrants work (Gulsun, I., 1974: 12). Of those men who 

had stayed in other countries in Europe, 80% had been in only one 

country before coming to the FRG, 10% in two countries, 6.7% in 

three countries and 3% had stayed in four countries. The time 

spent in these countries varied: 6.7% of them had spent only a 

short pefiod elsewhere, i.e. under 3 months; another 6.7% had 

spent 3 - 6 months; 3.3% between 6 and 12 months; a large 40% 

had stayed between one and two years; 33.3% between two and four 

years and.lO% had spent over four years in Europe before coming to 

the FRG. 

, ' 

Most of the men (66.7%) had decided to come to the FRG 

for better economic and social conditions like higher wages, 

social security and children's allowances, better accommodation 

and work conditions. 13.3% of the men came to the FRG mainly to 

join their relatives and friends who were already there; 6.7% came 

to become legal workers rather then stay as spontaneous workers 

in thefirst country. 6.7% had been sent by the T.E.S. after 

returning home from their first country and re-applying for 

migration and another 6.7% had come to the FRG after failing to 

get a Job in the first country. 
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6.3. Intended Period of Stay in the fRG 

An overwhelming majority of the Turkish workers in the 

F'RG see themselves at the beginning of their migration as "target 

workers" who go abroad to earn money as Quickly as possible and 

as much as possible, in order to return home (Bohning, W.R., 

1972: 62). Most of the Turkish migrants leave Turkey with specific 

goals in mind. These include buying some land; establishing a 

business, accumulating' somecapi tal, et'c. Most of them also set a 

particular target for themselves in terms of length of stay abroad 

during which they think they' 'can realize their aspirations. However, 

after some experience abroad)these early targets are usually modified. 

I 

When they establish themselves in the new country, they 

Quickly establish a particular' standard of living and set the amount 

they can save each month. This 1s the point when new and It real" 

targets are set. They can now ~ay with some certainty how long 

they will have to work in the fRG to realize their aspirations. 

The targets and the conditions for achieving these are evaluated 

constantly. The earnings and savings, health and social conditions 

in the F'RG are calculated against the economic and social conditions 

back home. Any serious changes that occur in these conditions effect 

the targets to be reached, and sometimes force the migrants to 

abandon their targets completely. Deterioration 0 f heal th, changes 

in family relationships or in ~conomic and political conditions in 

the F'RG, or problems back home, may and do force the migrants to 

abandon their targets and return h,ome earlier than they had planned. 

'. 

--
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Indeed Penninx and Van Valzen reported that 27.6% of the migrants 

In their sample had returned home because of ill health, 24.4% 

were compelled to return by family circumstances and 10% had been 

expelled from the country of immigration for working spontaneously 

(Penninx, R. and Van Velzen, L., 1975: 190). 

On the other hand, social integration into the FRG with 

the resulting change in life style, reference groups and growing 

expectations, promotion or increased Qualifications (GokdereiA., 

1978: 90-91), together with the high and continuous inflation 

back home and unexpected expenditures force the immigrants to delay 

their return. A major feature of the immigrants' experience is, 

therefore, that of uncertainty. He is constantly poised between 

arguments for remaining in'the fRG and arguments for leaving. The 

most difficult aspect of this Is the fact that t~migrant is not 

in control of the major factors on which his decisions must depend. 

The subordination of the migrants to exter~l factors that originate 
0... . 

within both the sending'and receiving countries effect migrants 

whatever their migration ideology is. fo~example, those whose total 

commitment and orientation are towards Turkey and whose only aspirations 

are to save enough money to buy, say, a plot of land in the village or 

a .mall shop in the town and return home immediately, may be forced 

to remain In the fRG much longer than they planned because of the 

extraordinary inflation in Turkey or because of lower than expected 

earnings in Germany. Conversely there are those whose total commitment 

and orientation are towards the fRG and whose plans are to stay there 

permanently or at least until retirement, who may be forced to alter 
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their plans and leave the country much earlier than they had 

anticipated because of the economic crisis and unemployment in 

Germany. Two of my friends, for example, Erka~ and his brother, 

Gani, who were in this category of migrants who wanted to stay 

in Germany indefinitely, were forced to change their plans on 

account of the ,concentrated anti-foreigner campaigns leading to 

the labour recruitment ban of October 1973 and the realization 

it brought to ~hem that their future in the fRG would not be a 

happy and guaranteed one. 1 ffrst Gani, in 1974, and a year later 

Erkan left Germany and migrated to Canada with their families. 

There seem to be too many variables involved at various 

levels to ascertain with any accuracy the average length of 
.. 

expected stay in a country for a migrant labour population most 

of whose members maintain the belief that they are there tempor-

arily. This is indeed displayed dramatically by two surveys 

conducted in 1973 in the fRG, one of which found that 13~1o of the 

migrants wanted to stay in Germany permanently, while the other 

fourothat 90% wanted to stay permanently! (The Economist, 5.5.1973: 

71; Volker, G.E., 1913: 69). 

" A large proportion of t~e migrant population seems to be 

aware of this uncertainty as evidenced by their replies to the 

Question of return migration in various surveys. A sample survey 

of the German federal Employment Agency in 1972 found that 28% of 

the migrants did not know when they were going to return home ~IBK, 

19740: ?8). My findings were similar with 28.8~ undecided. (See 

.' 
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Table 6.2). In 1974, Mehrlander reported that 37% of the Turkish 

and 44% of the total migrants in the survey were undecided about 

their date of return (Gokdere, A., 1978: 98). 

Table 6.2 displays an interesting contrast between the 

sexes. Female workers would like to stay in the FRG much longer 

than the men. 59.4% of them wanted to stay' in the FRG over 5 years 

or permanently, as opposed to 26.5% of the:men. This .is hardly 

surprising when the social backgrounds of the women are taken into 

account: they were highly educated, young and single workers, 

Western orientated, from the big cities in Turkey. 

Another interesting contrast is related to family status. 

Bachelors (including divorced and widowed workers) display a much 

stronger desire to stay in the fRG for long periods or permanently. 

Nearly 47% of the bachelors and only 28% of the married migrants 

were expecting to stay in the FRG over 5 years or permanently. (See 

Table 6.3). This was probably due to the fact that as well as 

having less responsibilities and ties in Turkey, they were young 

(68.9% of them were under 25 years old), highly educated (35.4% 

of them had had five years education, 35.4% eight years and 29.2% 

had eleven years or more) and were from urban areas in Turkey (66.7% 

of them having been born1in towns or cities in Turkey). 

The social backgrounds of the migrants reflected in their 

places of birth seem to have an effect on their decision to stay in 
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Table 6.2. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by Expected Period of Stay in the fRG & by Sex. 

Under lyr.1mth. 3yrs.lmth. 5yrs. 1 mth. Over 7 Permanently Undecided 
1 year - 3 years - 5 years - 7 years years 

Male 5.7 28.3 9.6 3.9 20.4 2.2 30.0 

female 2.7 2.7 13.5 18.9 21.6 18.9 21.6 

TOTAL 5.2 24.7 10.1 6.0 20.6 4.5 28.8 

Table 6.3. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by family Status & by Expected Period of Stay in the fRG • 

Under lyr.lmth. 3y.rs.1mth. ;5yrs.lmth. Over 7 
1 year ___ ... _ ~~~~rs_ - 5 years - 7 years years Permanently Undecided 

Married 5.9 26.8 9.1 5.0 20.9 1.8 30.5 

8athelor(1) 2.1 14.9 14.9 10.6 19.1 17.0 21.3 

TOTAL 5.2 24.7 10.1 6.0 70.6 4.5 28.8 

(1) Includes divorced and w6dowed workers. 

Totals in both tables may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 
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Germany for at least 5 yearsJ among the town-born migrants this figure 

went up to 29.4% and among the city-born to 43.9'~~. (Table 6.4). 

The educational levels of the migrants had a similar effect 

on their intended periods of stay in the FRG. Amo~g hose who had no 

formal educatQon, 20% intended to stay over 5 years in Germany. 20% 

of those with only 3 years schooling, 28.9% of those with 5 years 

schooling, ·29.5% of the migrants with 8 years education and finally 

39.3% of those with 11 or more'years of education wanted to stay in 

the FRG for more than five years or permanently. (Table 6.5). 

It seems that the location of the family has an important 

affect on the married migrants' decision whether or not to prolong 

their stay abroad. An overwhelm~ng majority of the migrants who 

were planning an early return home had their families in Turkey. 

100% of those who wanted to go back within a year were in this 

position. 97% of those who were planning to return within 1-3 

years and 80% of those who wanted to return within 3-5 years were 

also in this position. On the other hand, the number of those 

united, or planning to unite with their families increased steadily 

as their expected duration of stay increased: from 37& for those who 

wanted to stay between 1-3 years to 60% (100% with those who were 

planning to unite) for those who wanted to staymin the FRG perman-

ently. (Table 6.6). 

8ringing the families into the FRG has important social 

consequences for the migrants. As well as regularizing sexual 
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Table 6.4. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by 

Places of Birth & by Intended Period of Stay in the FRG. , 

Under lyr.1mth. 3yrs.1mth. Syrs.lmth. Over Permanently 1 year - 3 yrs. - Syrs, - 7yrs. 7yrs. 

City 7.3 17.1 9.8 14.6 22.0 7.3 

Town 2.0 ' 27.5 17.6 5.9 17.6 5.9 

Village 5.7 25.7 8.0 4.0 21.1 3.4 

TOTAL 5.2 24,7 10,1 .. 6.0 20.6 4.5 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

, , 

Undecided 

22.0 

23.5 

32.0 

28.8 

Table 6.5. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by Intended 

Period of Stay in the FRG & by Educational ,Attainment. 

Under lyr,lmth. 3yrs.lmth, Syrs.1mth. Over Permanently Undecided 
1 year - :3 yrs. - 5yrs. - 7yrs. 7yrs. 

None 8.3 16.7 8.3 20.8 45.8 

3 years 4.0 24.0 4.0 -- 20.0 48.0 

5 years 4.4 27.7 11.9 5.0 21.4 2.5 27.0 

8 years 6.5 19.4 12.9 19.4 22.6 9.7 9.7 

11 years 14.3 7.1 3.6 21.4 7.1 17.9 28.6 
or more 

TOTAL 5.2 24.7 10,1 6.0 20.5 4.5 28.8 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 
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Table 6.6. Percentage Distr,bution of Turkish Migrant Workers b~ 

Family Location,! by Expected Period of Sta~ in the FRG. 

Family in FRG Family in Turkey 
Intended Stays Wants to Does not 
Period of wi th 1 Bring want to Undecided 
Sta~ in FRG Ves No Relative to FRG Bring to FRG 

Under I year --- 100.0 ---- 100.0 

lyr.lmth.-3yrs. 3.3 96.7 --- 12.1 86.2 1.7 

3yrs.lmth.~5yrs. 15.0 aD.O 5.0 17.6 82.4 

. 5yrs.lmth.-7yrs. 18.2 81.8 -- 66~7 33.3 

Over 7 years 28.3 71.7 --- 39.4 57.6 3,0 

Permanent1 y. 60.0 40.0 ---- 100.0 

Undecided 34.3 62.7 3.0 34.1 63.6 2.3 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding, 

". 

relations and eliminating one set of deprivations it actually transfers 

the migrants from one category of Turks in Germany~ that of "single 

migrants" who usually live in communal accommodation like company 

hostels with their own distinctive life style, to one of two other 

categories of "migrant families" (grouped according to criteria lika 

that of educational levels and urban or rural background) who display 

patterns of social relationships Quite distinct from those of men 

living Singly. 

Living as families rather than as single men or women and 

having a home life provides women workers with male protection and 

gives them security, while it gives the men additional status and 

respect in Germany - which is a scarce commodity for the migrants -
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as the heads of families and contributes towards their self respect. 

Living with their wives also saves the men from performing what they 

regard as menial actions like cooking, washing and cleaning, which are 

thought to be suitable activities for women only, and this too adds 

to their self respect. 

Living with families may have economic benefits too by 

saving on maintaining two households, one in Turkey and the other in 

the FRG. If the wife or children take up employment in Germany it 

can also add considerably to the family income. 

The Western-orientated migrants can provide their children 

with the desired Western education and contribute to their future 

well-being by bringing their families into the FRG. 

Various surveys indicate that there is a positive relationship 

between the time already spent abroad and the expected duration of 

stay. I' The 1972 Sundesanstalt fur Arbeit sample survey found that 

while only 9% of the newly arrived migrants were planning to stay 

in the FRG permanently, this figure reached 23% among those who had 

been in the FRG for 5-6 years, and 39% for those who had been in the 

FRG for 10-11 years (IISK, 19740: 29). I found that while only 8% 

of the new migrants (i.e. of less than 1 year) wanted to stay in 

the FRG for over 7 years, 25.4% of those who had been in Germany for 

between 1-4 years and 15% of the 4-7 years group of migrants, and 

34% of the migrants of 7 years standing wanted to stay over 7 years. 
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Interestingly, the number of those who were undecided about their 

expected duration of stay went down steadily over the years: from 

35% for new migrants to 22% for migrants of 10 years standing in 

the German survey {II8K, 19740: 29} and from 44% for new migrants 

to 23% for migrants of 7+ years in my survey. 

It seems that the level of migrants' education and know-

ledge of German also reduce the number of thQse who are undecided 
, ' 

about their duration of stay: i nearly 46% of the men in the survey 

who had no formal education were undecided, whereas among the men 

wi th a primary school educe'tio" (5 years) this figure dropped to 

27~to less than 18% of the men with 8 years education and 15% 

of the men with a secondary school education (ll years) who were 

undecided. There was no such uncertainty among the men with a 

higher level of education. " 

A similar picture emerges when the level of competence 

in the German language is considered: 44% of those with no German, 

31% of those with elementary German, 29% with intermediate and 20% 

with an advanced knowledge of German were undecided about their 

future length of stay. None of the migrants with, perfect German 

were undecided. 

This seems to strengthen the view that many migrants 

start their sojourn wI th only 'general aims on targets; as they 

experience the new country and the life it offers and gain compet-
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ence in communicating with their environment) gradually their targets 

start to widen. Generally the migrants have a good notion of what 

their targets mean in terms of accumulated capital. In a simplified 

form, their targets and the economic conditions in Turkey determine 

the capital they need and the earnings and savings in the FRG define 

the length of time they need to achieve this target. But as the 

social, psychological, economic and political forces involved in the 

migration process are never in a simple relationship with one another, 

the migrants on whom these forces interact do not display simple 

behaviour patterns either. For example, most of them are usually 

reluctant to specify precisely how long they intend to live in the 

FRG. The first replies to such a question are usually in the form 

of: "It depends!", "God knows!", "Difficult to say" or "I don't 

know." Only if they are pressed fo r an answer in terms 0 f years do 

they offer some numbers - and even then those numbers are usually 

round figures like "a couple 0 f years", "3-5 years", "8-10 years", 

etc. Only careful and insistent Questioning can get meaningful 

figures out of the migrants. Migrants like to keep their options 

open, as indeed they must. There are too many external forces at 

play giving shape to their lives for them to limit their alternatives 

in a strange country. Only when they start gaining confidence and 

competence in the new social environment - through extended stay, 

proficiency in the language and a growing ability to negotiate the 

ins ti tutions 0 f the hos t society - do they gradually become more 

decisive and restrict their targets in terms of years. Even then 

they are prepared to change their decisions according to circumstances. 
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for example, when they were asked about their expected period of stay 

in the fRG, only 25% declared a desire to stay over 7 years (Table 

6.%). However, when they were esked what they would do if they 

could not achieve their aims within the desired period and if they 

would be prepared to work in the FRG until retirement, nearly 50f{ 

of them (86.5% of the women and 43.7% of the men) stated that they 

would. (Table 6.7). 

Table 6.7. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by 

Intended Length of Stay in the FRG & by Sex. (If they 

cannot achieve their goals earlier). 

Until Retirement Not Until Retirement Undecided 

Male 43.7 1.7 

female 86.5 13.5 

TOTAL 48.9 1.5 

It was of interest that even among those who were planning 

an early return home (within a year), there were some (7%) who said 

they were prepared to stay until retirement to realize their aims. 

The percentage of those who intended to stay until retirement to 

achieve their goals went up steadily as did their original expected 

1egnth of stay. (Table -6.8). 

In spite of the fact that so many migrants had such 10ng-

term expectations, very few of them wanted to s~ay in the FRG perman

ently and be naturalized. Only 51. of the women and 1/. of the men 
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Table 6.8. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant WorRers by 

Expected & Intended Periods of Stay in the FRG. 

INTENDED STAY 
Intends to Stay Intends not to 

Expected Stay Until Retirement Stay Until Retirement Undecided 

Under 1 year 7.1 92.9 

lyr.lm th. -3yrs. 20.0 80.0 

3yrs.lmth.-5yrs. 51.9 44.4 

5yrs.lmth.-7yrs. 75.0 25.0 

Over 7 years 76.4 23.6 

Permanently 100.0 

Undecided 49.4 46.8 

TOTAL 49.6 48.9 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

wanted to be naturalized in the FRG, with another 1% of the men 

undecided. (Table 6.9). 

Table 6.9. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by 

the Desire to be Naturalized in the FRG & by Sex. 

Yes No Undecided 

Male 97.4 1.3 

Female 5.4 94.6 

TOTAL 1.9 97.0 1.1 

3.7 

3.9 

1.5 

A large group of the migrants found the idea of naturalization 

in the FHG unthinkable (24%). The other reasons given for rejecting the 
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idea grouped around ethnic and religious concepts. Over 31% of them 

declared that being Turkish was more important to them than anything 

else and that the idea of making another country one's home was 

ridiculous. Nearly 15% declared that they were Muslims and that they 

could not settle among'infidels: 5.4% combined the religious and ethnic 

characteristics and said that as Turks and Muslims they could not live 

in the FRG indefinitely. 9.3% of the ,respondents mentioned the cultural 

and ideological differences as the reasons for their rejection, and 

another 10% could offer no answers apart from firmly refusing the idea 

of naturalization in the fRG. '(Table 6.10). 

Table 6.10. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by 

the Reasons Given for Rejecting the Idea of Naturalization 

In the fRG & by Sex. 

Male female TOTAL 

Unthinkable ?5.4 11.4 23.6 

Being Turkish 31.2 45.7 33.2 

Being Muslim 14.7 5.7 13.5 

Being Turk&Muslim 6.3 ---- 5.4 

Cultural Differences 10.7 -- 9.3 

Dislike of Germans 3.1 2.9 3.1 

Regrets Coming to 1.8 2.9 1.9 
the fRG al together 

Unable to Explain 6.7 31.4 10.0 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 
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The fact that they are Turks gives them a self respect 

and identity which for them is positive despite the fact that in 

many subtle ways their background is denigrated in Germany. In 

any case, given the kind of education and socialization they have 

had in Turkey, to seek naturalization as a German would entail 

such a switch of symbolic worlds that few are capable of it. 

To summarize: there are clear differences among Turks 

in their attitude towards staying in the FRG. Their pifferences, 

following Philpott, can be seen as the outcome of a variation in 

"migrant ideologies." Those pos! tively oriented towards the FRG 

include bachelors, the relatively better educated, those from an 

urban background and, among those who are married, those with 

their families with them. Their attachment to traditDnal social 

values and, therefore, to the idea of returning to Turkey is less 

than that of the less educated, those from a rural background and those 

those who are married but who do not have their families with them. 

For them a strong identification with the values of home is a positive 

support and a fundamental framework of self respect and social 

recognition (cf. Mayer, p., 1961). To carry this analysis further, 

it is important to examine aspects of the family and community life 

of the migrants. For ideologies do not exist in a vacuum: they are 

part of the fabric of social relations and cannot be separated from 

them. 
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6.4. Family status in the rRG 

Although a great majority of the Turkish men in the FRG 

are married (86% in 1972 - IIBK, 19740: 12), most of them are, in 

effect, living as bachelors. Only 46% of the married men had their 

wives with them in the rRG in 1972 (IrBK, 19740: 12). Although 

more and more of them were bringing their wives over to Germany 

every year, and especially so after the 1973 recruitment ban, there 

were still only an estimated 280,000 adult Turkish females, or 26%, 

out of a total of 1,070,000 Turks in the FRG in January 1976. The 

other two categories among this estimated Turkish popUlation of 

over a million were 195,000 children, or 18%, end 595,000 males, 

nearly 56% (Rist, R.C., 1978: 95). In fact, if we add the estim

ated 2 - 300,000 or so spontaneous migrants, who are mostly men, 

to this total, the percentage of single men increases substantially. 

Most of the female Turkish workers, on the other hand, 

used to go to the FRG as the wives of the migrant men and take up 

employment there subsequently. However, after the temporary recess

ion of 1966-67 in the FRG, the job offers for migrant men, and 

especially for unskilled men, became limited but increased substan

tially for migrant women. This caused a change in the migration 

pattern of Turkish women. A situation was created whereby there 

were Turkish men who wanted to migrate but could not do so because 

of a long waiting list of 5 - 10 years and also there were Turkish 

Women Who could migrate but who were not interested in doing so. 



Up to then they had only been involved in the migration process, 

both in internal and external migrations, as dependents of men -

as wives, mothers, daughters and sisters. Turkish men were quick 

to see a way of beating the system and going to the FRG quickly 

in this situation. They encouraged their wives and daughters to 

apply to go to the FRG as officially recruited migrants so that 

they could join them as dependants. They believed that once their 

families had a legal base in Germany through their women~ they could 

easily go there, get jobs and then regularize their own position. 

Two of my spontaneous migrant friends, Yusuf and Mehmet from Ahmet's 

workshop, for example, had sent instructions to their fathers and 

wives to apply and register the women in their local employment 

centres for work in the FRG. They thought that if their wives came 

over as legal migrants, as their husbands they could get stay permits 

at the end of the first year and thus feel much more secure in 

Germany. They believed that they could also get work permits much 

more easily in this case. 

In fact the figures concerning migrant women support these 

assumptions. In 1972, for example, 78% of the Turkish migrant women 

in the FRG were married, and 85% of them were living with their 

husbands. 95jS of the husbands were also in "worker" status (IIBK, 

19740: 13). 

Because of the difficulties encountered in contacting 

fnmilies and women workers, the single Turkish migrants in the 
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survey were over-represented. Only about 2?% of the men and 7% of 

the women respondents were living with their families. (Table 6.11). 

Table 6.11. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by 

Family Status and Residence and by Sex. 

Married 
Family Family in Lives wi th 

Married Bachelor Widow in FRG Turkey Relative 

Male 89.6 10.0 0.4 21.7 76.8 1.4 

Female 37.8 59.5 2.7 6.7 93.3 

TOTAL 8?4 16.9 '0 • 7 20.7 . 77.9 1.4 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding • 
• I 

However, among the married living singly, 20.4% of the 

men and all the women (except for one who had not been able to adapt 

to life in the fRG and wanted to return home soon) wanted to bring 

their families to Germany. 77.8% of the men did not want to bring 

their families to the FRG and 1.9% were undecided. 

Those who were planning to unite with thek families wanted 

to bring them over very soon. 61.5~ of the women and 27.3% of the 

men said that they wanted to bring their families as soon as they 

found suitable accommodation; 36.4% of the men and 15.4% of the 

women wanted to bring their families within a year and 36.3% of the 

men and 23.1% of the women declared that they had not yet decided 

when exactly they would bring their families. 

1 
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Among those who wanted to bring their families only 18.2% 

of ilie men and 7.7% of the women wanted to bring their entire families 

to ilie FRG. 51.5% of the men and 30.8% of the women wanted to bring 

only their sons; 15.2% of the men and none of the women wanted to 

bring their spouses and some of the children and l5.7~ of the men 

and 61.6% of the women wanted to bring only their spouses - of these 

all the men and 15.4% of the women had children, and 46.2% of the 

women had no children. 

The reasons given by the men for not wanting to bring their 

families to the FRG were polarized on two points: moral and economic. 

Most of these men (42.9%) thought that Germany was not the ideal place 

for family life. They thought that their wives and children would be 

vulnerable to the bad and immoral influences of German society. 

Another large group of the men (34.1%) put forward economic reasons 

for their unwillingness to bring their families. They thought it 

would be impossible or very difficult to save if their families came 

to the FRG because of the high rents and other prices. Most of these 

men were not, of course, considering allowing their wives to work in 

Germany. Other reasons given for not wanting to bring the family were 

the desire for early return home (9.5%); having children at school 

(4.8%), large families (4%) and old and dependant parents (2.4%) in 

Turkey; frustration in the FRG (1.6%) and the wife's illness (O.8~). 

The size of the families of the Turkish migrants in the FRG 

was much smaller than the average family size in Turkey. While the 

averaue number of persons in the families changed between 4.1 in the 
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three big cities (Istanbul, Ankara and Izmir) and 6.1 in the case of 

villages, with an overall average of 5.5 persons (Timur, S., 1977: 

37). I found that the average size of the Turkish family household 

in Germany was 3.8 persons. ?2.9% of the families I interviewed 

consisted of only two persons; 25% of three persons; 12.5% of four 

persons; 27.1% of five persons; 10.4% of six persons and 2.1% of 

seven persons. The main reason for this drop in the family size 

was the frsgmentation of the families due to migration. For instance, 

45.5% of the ?'-person families in the fRG were living in households 

of 6-7 members and the rest in much larger families in Turkey. Most 

Of the 3-person families in the FRG were living in households of 6-7 

members (41.7%); the l~rgest group of 4-person families (4?9%) were 

living in households of 10-11 members; nearly 31% of the 5-person 
I 

families were living in households of over 15 members; 60% of the 

6-person families were living in households of 12-13 members, and 

finally the only 7-person family I interviewed was living in a house-

hold of 1?-13 members before migration. (Table 6.l?). 

The fragmentation of the families is also evident in the 

reduced number of children the migrant families have with them in 

the fRG. for example, of the families who had no children accompanying 

them in Germany, only 30% actually had no children, while 20/0 had one 

child, 20% two, another 20% three and 10% had four children in Turkey. 

Of the families who had one child with them, only 35.6:t had no other 

children left behind, while 21.4% had two children, 14.3% had three, 

7.1% hed four, 14.3% had five and 7.l~ had six children in all. Of 
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Table 6.12. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by Pre-migration Number of Household Members 

& by Number of Household Members in the FRG. 

Lived 2 - 3 4 - 5 6 - 7 8 - 9 10 - 11 12 - 13 14 - 15 Over 15 
In the FRG Alone Persons Persons Persons Persons Persons Persons Persons Persons 

Living alone 1.8 11.0, 24.8 28.4 14.7 7.3 3.2 4.6 4.1 

2 persons - 45.5 18.2 --- 18.2 9.1 9.1 

3 persons 8.3 8.3 25.0 41.7 -- - 16.7 

" persons 14.3 28.6 --- 42.9 -- 14.3 --
5 persons 7.7 .. 15.4 15.4 - 7.7 7.7 15.4 30.8 

6 persons 20.0 - 60.0 - 20.0 

7 persons - - - - 100.0 -
Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 
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the families who had two children in the FRG, 42.9~~ had more children 

in Turkey; of the families who had three children with them, 25% had 

more than three children; the families with four children displayed 

the same picture: 25% of them had more children in Turkey. And the 

only family encountered with five children in the FRG actually had 

six children but had left a daughter behind to look after the 

elderly grandparents. (Table 6.13). 

Table 6.13. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Men With 

Families in the fRGby Total Number of Children & by 

Number of Children in the FRG. 

Total No. of 
ChIldren 

Have no 
children 

I child 

2 children 

3 children 

4 children 

5 children 

6 children 

7 children 

8+ children 

No 
Child 

30.0 

20.0 

20.0 

20.0 

10.0 

Totals may not add up 

1 
Child 

---
35.6 

21.4 

14.3 

7.1 

14.3 

7.1 

----
---

I 

2 
Children 

57.1 
, , 

?8.6 

14.3 

---

to 100.0 because 

3 
Children 

75.0 

---
16.7 

B.3 

of rounding. 

4 
Children 

75.0 

25.0 

5 
Children 

--~-

100.0 

Although the married migrant men in the sample have displayed 

very similar characteristics to the general Turkish population concerning 
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the number of children, with their mean of 3.1 children per person 

which was similar to the Turkish mean in 1970 (Paine, S., 1974: 78), 

those who had their families with them in the FRG had a mean of 2.6 

children which was significantly lower than the general population. 

The most significant of all was the fact that the average number of 

migrant children per family in the rAG was 1.8, much less than the 

indigenous Turkish and the migrant averages for home. 

However, the number of Turkish wives and children in the 

rRG has been increasing sharply since 1974. Two political acts by 

the German government have been the causes of this drastic change 

in the attitudes of the Turkish migrants towards family union. The 

first was the ban on labour recruitment of November 1973, and the 

second was a tax reform act for cutting down social welfare expenditure 

which came into force on 1.1.1975 and which made a considerable dis

tinction in favour of those children living in the FRG concerning 

the payment of children's allowances. Whtleall the children were 

getting the same amount (25 OM for ~he second child, 50. OM for the 

third, 60 ()VJ for the fourth and 70 [)VI for the fi fth) before this date, 

regardless of their places of residence, after this act those children 

who resided in the FRG started getting more than twice the amount 

(50 [)\1 for the fir'St, 70 ()V1 for the second, 120 0V1 for the third, 

fourth and fifth children as opposed to 10,75, 60, 60 and 70 OM 

respectively) the children who resided abroad were getting (Abadan

Unat, N., 1976: 35). 
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Both these acts had the undesirable result in the Germans' 

point of view of bringing about rapidly increasing family unions. 

Workers tried to consolidate their precarious positions and benefit 

financially with increased child and tax allowances, by bringing 

their families into Germany. This in turn has caused a rapid increase 

in the number of births to foreigners in the FRG. In 1974 alone there 

were 40,000 live births to Turkish parents in Ger~any (G8kdere, A., 

1978: 50). 

Most of the Turkish families encountered in the FRG were 

fragmented nuclear families who ha~ left one or more children back 

home in Turkey. Among the other forms there was one broken nuclear 

family where the mother had returned after being ill and had left 

the husband· and son, both \&forking, in Germany. There wer.e two 

extended nuclear families, one with husband, wife, three children 

and husband's brother, and the other wIth husband, wife, two children 

and husband's maternal uncle. Only one extended family was encoun

tered where two brothers, their wives and one child lived together. 

There were also two cases of brothers living together and sharing the 

same hostel room. 

In just over half the families only one person was working. 

In two fifths of the cases two people, and in 2% three people were 

economically active. The main obstacles in the way of employment of 

the wives are legal restrictions, young children, lack or shortage 

of nursery facilities and the tradItional Turkish values that restrict 

women's economic actIvities outside the home. 
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6.5. Relatives in the FRG 

As I have stated earlier (Chapter 2) the most important 

factor in prompting the decision to migrate is having relatives 

and friends who are already abroad. It is not surprising, there

fore, to find that 77.2% of the workers in the sample (70% of the 

men and 78.4% of the women) had relatives in the FRG. 31.6% of 

these had only one, 28.2% had two, 17.5% had three, 8.7% had four, 

8.3% had five, 3.4% had six and 2.4% had seven relatives in the FRG. 

24% of the migrants had al$o got relatives in other European coun

tries (89.1% of these had only on~, ~.2% had two and 4.7% had three 

relatives in other countrles).ll% of these were trying to unite 

in the FRG. Another 25% wanted to unite but found it legally 

impossible •. 

Social interaction among relatives is very intense and 

canst! tutBS the core of the social Ii fe of the Turkish migrants in 

the FRG. Relatives seek to live in close geographical proximity so 

that they can visit one another often. Most of the migrants have at 

least one or two relatives and many hem,ehriler who live and work 

close by. I met many migrants who had relatives staying in the same 

hostel rooms or houses and were working in the same factories. If 

the migrants are given alternatives during their recruitment through 

the official channels they chose to go to the countries, cities or 

towns where they have relatives or hem,ehriler. In the case of the 

spontaneous workers, they invariably follow the paths of their relatives 
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or bero,ehriler where they know they can get help ~n finding jobs and 

accommodation. This is a pettern which is observable in many migration 

processes in different countries (Du Toit, B., 1973: 6). 

If the officially recruited migrants cannot get near their 

relatives in their first jobs abroad, they try to rectify this position 

in their subseQuent jobs. When their contracts end, they change their 

jobs and go near their relatives. Although the main reasons for 

changing Jobs are economic, like higher wages and better work conditions 

(see Chapter 3.4), the mechanics of finding Jobs with the help of rela-

tives end bem,ehriler (see Chapter 3.7) create a situation whereby 

relatives find themselves getting closer and closer both geographically 

and socially through subseQuent Job changes. Bott observed the same 

among her research families in London: 

"If possible, then, people use their exisiting contacts 
with relatives to find Jobs and houses, and the poss
ibility of using their kin in this way helps to main
tain and possible even to develop the existing relat
ionships." (Bott, E., 1957: 126). 

In the conteKt of international labour migrations, the 

economic, political and social marginality .ofthe migrants in the 

host societies (Rist, R.C., 1978: 149) forces the migrants to maintain 

and strengthen their close relationships with their kin and fellow-

countrymen. The structural position of the Turkish migrants on the 

margins of German society certeinly reinforced their relationships of 

the categorical and personal orders between relatives and hem!ehriler 

·by limiting their own community and group. 
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The migrants Quickly realized that the Germans were only 

interested in them as workers who would work in jobs vacated by the 

native population and thus contribute to the development of the German 

economy. Their interests within this system were obviously second to 

those of the German economy ~nd German workers. They concluded that 

if they wanted to achieve more than the system gave them at present 

they had to get it through the help of their social networks l~~ich 

were based on relatives and hem;ehriler. I have shown in Chapter 3 

that most of the workers did, in fact, find jobs with the help of 

their relatives and hem;ehriler. One result of this process has been 

the colonization of certain districts and firms in the FRG by groups 

of related and hem,ehri Turks. figure 6.1, A, B, C and 0 which 

shows the geographical distribution of the relatives of the workers 

I interviewed in four different firms and localities illustrates the 

point vividly. If we first look at the recent migrants of Telefunken 

in Hannover (with a mean stay in the FRG of only 12 months) we notice 

that the geographical distribution of their relatives shows only slight 

concentration in Hannover where the migrants lives. Only 24.6% of the 

relatives lived in and around Hannover (Figure 6.1.A). Most of the 

migrants interviewed here h~d been in the fRG for less than a year 

and had not yet changed their job. 

Figure 6.1.8 shows the geographical distribution of the 

relatives of the Dunlop workers in Hanau. The mean stay in the FRG 

for these workers was 3 years and 7 months. Obviously some of them 

had had a chance to change their job before. This is r8flected in the 
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figure 6.1. Geographical Distribution of the Relatives of the Turkish 

Migrants Working in: A. Hannover, 8. Hanau, C, Russe1sheim 

and D. Herne (in %). 
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high concentration of the relatives in and around Hanau. 33.8% of 

the relatives were living in this region. (figure 6.1 • .8). 

Figure 6.1.C shows the geographical distribution of the 

relatives of the Opel workers in Russelsheim. Their mean stay in 

the rRG was 3 years 8 months - only slightly longer than the Dunlop 

workers. Interestingly, the concentration of their relatives in 

and around Russelsheim is also slightly bigger than the Dunlop 

workers'. 40.5% of the relatives were living in this area. (Figure 

6.l.C). 

figure 6.1.0 shows the geo'graphical dis tribution 0 f the 

relatives of the miners in Herne. Their mean stay in the FRG was 

significantly longer than the previous ones, with 4 yearsll months. 

The concentration of their relatives in and around. Herne was dramatic: 

80.3% of the relatives were living in this area. (rigure 6.1.0). 

6.6. Relationships Between Han,ehriler and friends 

Relationships among relatives are of primary importance for 

the migrants. As well as being instrumental in finding jobs and 

accommodation and providing close and intimate company in leisure 

time, it is the relatives to whom a person turns in times of need. 

After the relatives the hem,ehriler are the second set of people 

with Whom close contact is maintained. As I have already discussed 

in te Introduction, hemsehriler are the people from the same geograp

hical area in Turkey. Inclusiveness of the term changes situationally 

from the people of the same village to the people of the same town, 

cit~ province or region. There are considerable physical, cultural, 
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social and dialect differences between the people of different regions 

in Turkey. It is possible for a Turk to identify another Turk and 

place him in a regional category from his appearance and speech. The 

regional identification is in most cases strengthened by some common 

ethnic, religious or cultural traits. Various ethnic and religious 

minorities, for example, have settled in different parts of the 

country and are identi fied, both by themselves and by others, closely. 

with those districts. 

As well as sharing in the general Turkish culture and value 

system, hem,ehriler also share in more particular aspects of this 

culture that sets them apart from other Turks. There are some prom

inent and some subtle differences between regions. People living in 

Threce or along the Black Sea coast, for example, eat differently, 

dress differently, talk differently and work differently from people 

living in Eastern or South-eastern Anatolia. The music and dances 

greatly vary from one region to another. Customs and beliefs also 

change between regions. Preferential marriages, for example between 

cousins (i.eJofather's or mother's brother's daughter) are more common 

in the east than the west (Timur, S., 1972: 80). 

The importance of social interaction among hem,ehriler is 

very much in evidence in the fRG. The shopping centres and the vicin

ities of the main railway stations in big cities like Munich, Frankfurt 

or Cologne, for example, contain dozens of "export shops" that are owned 

by and cater for Turks and that carry the names of Turkish cities and 
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towns: "Ankara Export", "Konya Pazar~" (Konya Mark et), etc. In mos t 

cities and towns in Germany the bars and cafes that cater specifically 

for the Turks are usually patronized by those from the same geographical 

background. In Hanau, for instance, there were three bars owned by 

Turks. One was owned by a man from Kastamonu, in northern Turkey, the 

other by a Kurd from Erzurum in Eastern Turkey, and the last by a man 

from Istanbul. The first bar was the meeting place for the men from 

Kastamonu and surrounding provinces along the Black Sea. The s'econd 

bar was frequented almost exclusively by the Kurdish people from 

Erzurum, Kers and surrounding provinces, and was known among the Turks 

who lived in Hanau as "the Kurdish, bar." The third bar was patronized 

by the Turks from other provinces whose numbers were· not many and who 

found themselves in the minority when they visited the other two bars. 

The importance of hem,ehrilik (common locality) in the FRG 

is also well illustrated by the joint-stock corporations that are 

formed by the Turks for investment in Turkey. !Vlost of these were 

formed by hem,ehriler for the specific purpose of investing their 

savings in companies in their home areas to develop industry and to 

provide employment for hemsehrl1er or for themselves on their return 

home. Some of these were named after the locali ties that their founding 

members came from: Karamanlilar Guo Sanayii A.i. (People of Karaman 

Power Industry, ltd.); Hacibektae Anonim Sirketi.(Hacibekta~ - a town 

in Central Anatolia - ltd.), etc. (Gulsun, i., 1974: 71, 75). Penninx 

and Van Renselaar note, for example: 

"In Chapter 4 we demonstrated that a vast majority 
of the companies (joint-stock companies) in our 
samples had strong regional orientation, both in 
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Terms of initiatives leading to their creation and 
in terms of geographical concentration of their 
shoareholders' places of origin. There was a desire 
among the founders of these companies, sometimes 
formulated explicitly in statuses, to make a contrib
ution to the development of their home area by estab
lishing a (productive) project there. II (Penninx, R • 

. and Van Renselaar, H., 1978: 199). 

More about these companies will be discusBed in the following chapter. 

The third set of people with whom the Turks form close relat-

ionships are arkadaslar (friends). Friendships usually develop betlJteen 

people who are unrelated, through close contact either in the workplace 

or in the neighbourhood of accommodation. Friends are usually of the 

same sex, are close in age and status and share common interests like 

devotion to religion, drinking, sports, cars, etc. They like to live 

nearby and spend most of their leisure time together. They are expected 

to help in times of need and support each other against others. 

The networks of relatives, hemsshriler And friends are the 

prime sources of 30cial recognition and status for the Turkish migrants. 

As I have already discussed in Chapter 3, the work they do in the FRG 

does not in itself confer any status differences to the great majority 

of the Turks in Germany. status is accorded following criteria derived 

from Turkish culture and based on characteristics like age, sex, kinship 

relations, education, rural-~rban and regional background and pre -

migration occupation and achievements. Since the bulk of the social 

relationships are with other migrants of similar background, status and 

values, their social networks operate also as the netIJ10rks of social 

control and produce conformity and reinforce Turkish values (c.r. Mayer, 
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P., 1961; Philpott, 5.8., 1970). 

6 7 ~l'(lrant Attitudes .. -

Migrants' attitudes towards establishing friendships with 

other nationalities, speaking the German language and leisure 8ctiv-

ities further illustrate their encapsulation within the Turkish culture 

while in the FRG. Among the 267 migrants interviewed, for example, 

only 37 or 13.9% said that they had foreign friends outside work. 

Among those I.ilho had foreign friends, 70.3':6 visited them often and 

79.7% visited seldom. Among the sample, 10.9% of the workers had no 

knOlllledge of German \.J/hile 46.8~·f had "elementary" (enouyh only for 

shopping purposes), 19.5/0 "intermediate" (enough to get alonrJ in 

Germany), iO.6',:t. "advanced" (enough to carryon a conversation uti th 

Germans) cmd 7. ?;~ had tlperfect" German and could read and wri te uli thout 

serious mistakes. (Table 6.14). 

Table 6.14. Percentage Distribution of Turkish~igrant Workers by 

Knowledge of German Language & by Sex. 

None Elementary I n term edia te Advanced Perfect 

~lale 9.1 44.3 20.4 :) 3.5 2.6 

Female 21.6 62.2 13.5 2.7 

TOTAL 10.9 46.8 19.5 /0.6 '"' ~ <'./ 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 
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f'iost of those ldho had little or no knowledge of German 

wanted to learn or improve their language (73:n, b.Jt (3 signi ficantly 

large group (74.7%) declared that they hAd no desire to improve or 

learn G a:'man. (Table G.lS). 

Teble 6.15. Percentage Dis tribution of Turkish ~,igrant Wo rk ers by 

Desire to Learn or Improve Their German & by Sex. 

Perfect Already . Yes ;\)0 

Male 2.6 70.0 

Female 91.9 8.1 

TOTAL 73.0 74.7 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

Interestingly, the female workers were rnuch keener to learn 

German (9l.9~n than the males (70;~). Although I had not specifically 

asked in the survey why they wanted to learn German, the general feeling 

and expectation was that it would improve their lives in the FRG. When 

they lJ.lerO asked why they did not want to learn or improve their German, 

37.9·~ said that they l1'ere not going to stay in the faG for long so there 

was no point in learning the language. Another large group (Ie. s:;n 

declared that they did not need it. They had leArned how to do their 

jobs at I.lJOrk and they did not feel restricted by their lAck of Ger:nan. 

Anyway, they added, if they needed they could 8lwAYs use the jnterpreters. 

Their relationships outside work tdere very limited anrJ r"?stricted to the 

Turkish cnmmuni ty. In almost f:!very tOll'n in Gurrnany there are ethnic 

shops anrl businesses to cater For the migrants' n8eds. These range fro:I] 
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small grocers and tailors' shops to tI'avel agents 8nd law firms; all 

can easily satisfy the migrants' demands and migrants can transact 

their business there in Turkish. 

A large group of migrants (22.7%) found German very difficult 

and their talents lacking so said that they could not leaI'n it. A 

small group (9.1%) declared that they were better off not learning the 

language because they. believed learning German \lIas corrupting Turkish 

workers and turning them into Germans. finally, one of the lI.1Orkers 

stated that there was not enough time to study German. (See Table 6.15). 

Table 6.16. Percentage Distribution of Turkish IVligrant Workers by 

Reasons for not Wanting to Learn or Improve Their 

German & by Sex. 

Will Not Do r~ot Cannot Learning There Is 
stay Long Need It Learn It It Corrupts No Time 

~lale 38.1 27.0 23.8 9.5 1.6 

Female 33.3 66.7 

TUTAL 37.9 28.8 22.7 9.1 1.5 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

One of the least changing habits of the migrants concerned 

faod. An overwhelming majority of them ate only Turkish food at 

break fas t (95.5%), lunch (93. 3jt) and dinner (94. O/~). ( Tab1 e 6.17). 

Almost all the ingredients of Turkish cuisine (e.y. lamb, beef, fresh 

and driuu v8IJetables and fruit, rice and pastC'1, etc.) oru rU,idily 
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available in Germany from the supermarkets, and som~ that are not can 

be obtained easily from the ethnic shops. 

Table 6.17. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant ~orkers by 

Food Habits & by Sex. 

BREAK FAS T LUNCH DINNER 
Turkish Mixed Turkish Mixed Turkish Mixed 

Food Food Food Food Food Food 

Male 96.5 3.5 93.9 6.1 94.8 5.1 

Female 89.2 10.8 89.2 10.8 89.? 10.2 

TOTAL 95.5 4.5 93.3 6.7 94.0 6.0 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

6.8. Social Interaction 

Migrants spend most of their spare time in the company of 

other Turks who are their relatives, hemsehriler or friends. This not 

only satisfies the psychological meeds of the migrants but also provides 

the~ with effective channels of communication and social interaction 

through which information on housing, employment, poli tical and eeon-

omie situations both in the FRG and in Turkey is exchanged and when 

needed help is given. However, in order to understand who associates 

lllith whom and why" ard what staying in the FRG means to migrants, it is 

necessary to distinguish between different groups of migrants for it 

is impossible, in fact, to generalize abo~t migrants as a whole. 
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I have shown in earlier chapters that there·is no"migrant 

type", that the attitudes, outlook, life style and exp~ctations of 

migrants differ significantly according to a number of narameters. 

These include geographical origin, level of ecucation, 50ci81 class 

background and marital status. Such differences are not eradicated 

by migration to theFRG. The significance of such f.Cjctors changes 

in the G ~man context, however, and it is important to underst2nd 

this in order to explain why different groups of Turks h~ve different 

;:)ttitudes Emd life styles in the FRG. It is neC8ss~1ry to focus first 

on family relationships because these are of fund~ment8l siynificance 

in Turkish culture and the most irnportant elements in the "structural 

order", to use r'Htchell's phrase (1969/\), of which the furks are a 

part. Moreover, variations in the structure and patterns of family 

life among Turks affect their modes of social perception and their 

understanding of their position in Germany. Through such variation 

in the ·t ca tego rical" and "personal" orders 0 f th el r rel a tionsh ips 

there are consequential differences in the way different Qroups of 

Turks respond to the host society. In what follows I shall try and 

clarify some of these Questions. 

In my view Turkish migrants in the FnG could clearly be 

divided into four categories uli th distinct social ch2.racteristics 

and housing and residential patterns. In the first category were 

those workers with urban, comparatively more educated backgrounds 

and A :nodern social outlook. They usually lived tJ1iU, their fAmilies 

in modern flats or houses in bett8r QU2rters of th~ towns or cities, 

dispersed among the German population, and had no definite plHn s to 
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return to Turkey within a short time. Some of the osoDle I met in 

this category included Erkan and GOl, our friends frorf' Istanbul and 

our hosts during our first two weeks in the FRG, and Nuri and Nermin 

in whose tailoring shop my wi fe took up employment. This was the 

category wi th which we had most social contact while in Ger,:lany. 

IViost of the pioneer migrants were also in this category. They could 

speak German and identified more with the host population than with 

the Turks in other categories. r~i ddle class Germans cons ti tuted 

their reference group. Their children went to Gennan schools and 

played with German friends. They were pleased that their chiluren 

1I1ere being educated in German schools t=md that they I;Jsre being soc

ialized into Western culture. Some of those who had been long enough 

in the FRG owned businesses. They associated exclusively with Turks 

of their OIl.Jn category and regarded themselves socially superior to the 

other categories of Turks. Their social networks were based on rel

atives and friends who shared common interests like football, cars, 

etc. rather than hem§ehriler who shared a common tredi tional Turkish 

culture. Their life style displayed a high degree of :.JJ8stern consumer 

orientation. They were fashionably dressed, had all the modern conven

iences in their houses and owned and took pride in their better quality 

cars. They entertained and visited their friends at home as couples, 

and the rnen spent more time at home in the company of their IlJives and 

children and granted them more freedom and share in decision-making 

regArding domestic and economic issues. They hAd snli311 families IJlith 

only one or two children and were using modern family planning methods 

IJlith care. The men usually IIlorkod in more qURli fied rmd skilled jobs 

rtnd f:3rJrnf!rJ Iflore than most other groups of Turks. I f they h8cJ no chilti-
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ren their wives also worked. If they had children their wives stayed 

at home to look after them rather than leaving them in Turkey in the 

care of relatives or leaving the younger ones in the care of older 

children in Germany. 

In the second category were those Turks ~ith rural, compar

atively less educated backgrounds and traditional outlooks. They too 

lived 1J11 th their families in Germany but usu811y in the inner ci ty or. 

other areas of high migrant concentration in suh-stRndard houses and 

flats, and had definite plans to return to Turkey. The extent of their 

knowledge of German and Germany was limited. They considered themselves 

to be morally superior to Germans and the Turks of ~e first category. 

Al though they thought the Germans were harc!-\1Iorkiny ,·md disciplined 

people and appreciated the orderly and secure lives they led, they did 

not think much of their family and social Ii fe. Th~~y believed German 

IJJomen to be too loose and family and kinship oblit;;Jations non-existent. 

They found it particularly disturbing that the old people should be 

left on their own, abandoned to loneliness by their adul t children. 

Their families were larger than those of Turks in the first category. 

Some of them had left one or more children back home in Turkey either 

for schooling or to be looked after by other relatives so that their 

mother could work in Germany, thus speeding un the necessary accum

Ulation of savings before the final return home. Some of the younger 

children were also left at home in Germany in the care of older sisters 

or brothers IJlhile their mothers and fathers worked. Their \JJhole atti

tude to life in Germany was shaped by their ideology \Jlhich IJ.lC3S oriented 
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towards their future lives, towards comfort and prestige in Turkey. 

This was particularly noticeable in their ambivalent attitude towards 

the education of their children in the FRG: although they wanted better 

things in life for their children and regarded education as one of the 

ways through which to achieve this, they were in two minds about educ

cating them in the FRG. They were worried both about the compatability 

of the German and Turkish education systens and over the Germanization 

of thBir children. They complained that the children were not learning 

anything like enough about Turkish history, culture and language at 

school and thought that if they had to return to Turkey suddenly before 

the children completed their education, they would suffer and lose out. 

Some of them were also worried that the children who lJlere at school \.Ilere 

being socialized into German culture and value systen and thought that 

if they grew up this way they would be disobedient and uncari~g towards 

their parsnts and also would probably never return home to Turkey as 

culturally Germany was becoming their home. Consequently some of them 

preferred to educate their children in Turkey and sent them home when 

they reached school age. 

Although their homes contained some durable western goods 

like refrigerators, IJlashing machines, radios, cassette recorders and 

televisions, regarded as necessities by the Twrks in the first cate

gory, some of these, like the washing machines, cassette recorder and 

television, had been bought by these people for their prestige value. 

Generally their houses were sparsely furnished with these prestiU8 

it8nJS occupying conspicuous places in their hOIllHS. They IJlers oriented 

tOIiIArdf> SF-wing for their future in Turkey rather than consuming their 
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earnings in Germany. Their social relation!=) \.tlere restricted to f8rnily, 

relatives and hemsehris. Families did not usually visit each other 

as units unless they were related. Women usua1ly visited each other 

during the day or at weekends IJlhile their husbands l,!ere nway at work 

or visiting single hemsehriler in their hostels or meeting them in 

the raillJJay s ta tions, in the bars, etc. The so ci al dis tance betlJleen 

the sexes that existed in small Turkish towns and villages continued 

for them in the FRG, although to a lesser ext8nt because of the obvious 

changes in their lives concerning work, accommodation and lei~ur8. They 

now IJlorked in routine jobs for 8 or 17 hours a day, 5 or 6 days a bleek, 

and for 46 or 48 weeks a year. They lived in smell flats or houses 

that did not have a separate room to welcome and entertain male visitors 

in the house but outside the privacy of the family. They lived in 

auarters which did not have the coffeehouses attended by the men of 

the auarter. Finally they did not have much leisure time and lJihat 

precious time they did have had to be carefully alloc~ted to rest, 

family needs and visiting relatives And hemsehriler. Thuir WOlllen dressed 

not according to the current fashion but according to the notions of 

Turkish morali ty and modesty. While the Germans and the Turkish IJJOmen 

in the first category were "Iearing T-shirts and mini skirts, the lJlomen 

in this category IJJerp. wearing head9c~rves, dresses extenrjing some J ~~rl ItI

below the knees and coats even on hot summer days. The authority 

structure in the family seemed very much unaltered: the men IJlere the 

decisionmak ers. 

The miners I interviewed fell into this cotegory. The exis

tence Df siynificF:IIlt social differenc8s between the f8milies of this 
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and the first category w~s dramatically brought home to me one day 

during our interview visits to the houses of the miners in Herne. 

We had been in Herne for three days and completec 75 interviews in 

the miners r homes. The flats were very similar in mRny lJlays: they 

were sparsely furnished with old furniture and Mrranged in a similar 

fashion. Un our arrival at a flat the family head lJJould COITle out, 

listen to my explanation of the research and request .for an inter

view and i~vite us in. If their husbands were out the· women would 

not agree to be interviewed and would not let us in. rhe lJJiV8S IAlere 

all modestly and conservatively dressed. During my interviews with 

the Inen the wives would offer us ten or coffee and talk to my IIJi fee 

However, on one occ8sion we rang the bell ofa flat and 

Illere suddenly surprised when the door \alas opened by a young woman 

in a fashionable dress And make-up and an equally fashionably 

dressed young man. They eagerly invited us in. A glance round 

the si tting room immediately communicated to us t.hat 1,t19 lifers in a 

flat that did not fit in with the ~ers we had seen so far, for it 

had better Quality furnishings and a modern air about it. The couple 

had been married for Just over two years. They were both from a big 

ci ty In Turkey and had had secondary school education. The husband 

was working for the mining company but, unlike their neighbours, he 

was working on the surface in the maintenance workshop. The IIli fe 

was working for another company. 

Instead of the customary tea or coffee she offered us good 

Quality chocolAtes and liqueur and constantly offer8d her opinions 
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during the interview. After the interview, they insisted that we 

sit and chat and also come to visit them the follol.lJing days. They 

snid th8t it was good to have some educated and s8n5iole people to 

talk to and hJent on to explain that all their neighbours bJere 

ignorant peasants and that they were not friendly l.1.1ith any of them! 

In fact they wanted to leave this district and mOV8 i~to a decent 

flat in a good district as soon as possible. This couple obviously 

belonged to the first category of Turks but had had the misfortune 

of living among the families of the second cat~gory. 

The Turks comprising the third category in the FRG were the 

"single" men living in communal hostels or houses. They were repres

ented in my survey by the men in the Opel and Dunlop hostels. They 

shared most of the social characteristics of the Turks in the previous 

category for they also had a rural, less educated and traditional 

background. However, unlike the men in the second c8tegory they had 

been reluctant to bring their wives and some of the children over to 

Germany. The most important reason given for this wa~ a moral one 

(see 6.4. above): they thought that if they brought their families 

to the FRG it would have a corrupting influence on their family and 

social relationships. Another important reason for this reluctance 

was an economic one: they thought it was very difficult to find house~ 

and flats within their price range and big enough for the authorities 

to grant permission to bring their families into,and in addition they 

felt that if they brought their families their intended savings would 

never be realized. 
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The emerging picture, then, is that the single !lIen living 

in hostels are more conservative, savings-orientated and wi th large 

families in Turkey. They display a high degree of economic ration

ality and high rates of Job turnover to achiev~ better wages and 

are prepared to move long distances to realize this. (See Chapter 

3.4). Their social interaction takes place uJithin social netlJJorks 

that are based on male relatives and hemsehriler and in communal 

places like hostels, railway stations, ethnic bars and associations 

and at IJ.lork. They firmly believe that they are in the FRG tempor

arily and save religiously to hasten the day when they will finally 

return home. Their orientation was also very much towards future 

security, comfort and prestige in Turkey. Unlike .thB lIlen in the 

second category they had no Arnbivalent atti tude tOllJards German 

insti tutions: they were sure that Ii fe in the FRG ul8S not right for 

them and their children. They were there to earn to secure their 

future and did not mind being in a statE of suspended animation 

since it ulas temporary. They lived in accommodation that was over

crowded and impersonal. Apart from absolute necessities like some 

underlJlear, shirts, a pair of trousers, a suit, a pair of shoes and 

slippers, one or tlJlO pans, plates, tea cups and a teapot, cutlery 

and a pair of towels, they did not own much in the way of personal 

property, although some did have radios and cassette players which 

were regarded as necessary items \.JJi th which to keep in touch wi th 

Turkey for IJJi th them they could listen to the news and music from 

AnkarF.l Hedio and playback pre-recorded Turkish CriSS at tes. This kep t 

memories of home fresh in their minds. 
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In the fourth category were the Turkish migrant women 

who lived in hostels. The Telefunken workers I interviewed in 

Hannover were in this catego ry. IVlos t 0 f th e mig ran t ulorn en come 

to the FRG 3S dependents of migrant men and subseouently take up 

emploYOlBt. p., majori ty 0 f the women who COllie unaccQ:iipanied are 

sent by their husbands or fathers so that the women can send for 

the men, as their dependents, and bring them to the F,1G ouickly. 

All the married women I interviewed (except for one who was extre

mely disillusioned with the FRG and wanted to return home soon) were 

frantically looking for ways of bringing their husbands to the FRG 

before the officially required period of one year had expired. ~hen 

their husbands came, these women moved out to private housing and, 

depending on their social background, joined the ranks in either the 

first or second category of Turks, leaving behind the unattached women 

in the hos tels. 

That this process has 8 general validity is born~ out by 

the official statistics. In 1972, 85~ of the married Turkish women 

workers in the FHG were living with their husbands (118~, 19740: 13). 

Furthermore I suspect that most of the remainder (15:~) U.lere recent 

migrants who were trying to get their husbands to the FriG but had not 

yet succeeded in doing so. This process did not, of course, mean that 

after a while only the unmarried women were left ~t the hostels. Uue 

to high migrant labour turnover, sometimes up to 54~{, oS in Sierlens in 

I'lunich (Polilers, J., 1976: 7D), there \AidS H steAdy flo\l.l of migrant 

Women. The rooms vflcated by the "fomen who had been joinL:d by thldr 

husbnnds lIlere quickly filled with newcomers of 8 simiL-;r bc=lckground. 
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However, the backbone of this category of single women workers were 

the unattached, young and relatively better educated \.IlOmen from urban 

areas in Turkey. They had a positive attitude towards the host society 

and formed friendships based on mutual interest rath,:: l' tt- -n common 

locality (heffi$ehrilik) with other Turkish women from the ulorkplace or 

hostel. They lived in hostels under strictly regulated conditions 

concerning times and visi tors. rllale visi tors were not allowed in the 

rooms. They socialized exclusively with women of similar background 

and status either in the hostels or in the houses of their relatives 

and friends. 

In spite of the strictl~ regulated work and leisure life in 

the FRG they felt more in control of their lives than ever before and 

had a sense of achievement, confidence and optimism. Their plans did 

not include a speedy return h6me and they were keen to learn or improve 

thei r German. 

Although the magnitude of the unaccompanied Turkish women 

working in the FRG is relatively small, it is, nevertheless, a unique 

and very important feature of Turkish social history brought about by 

the lRbour migration. Traditionally the women were never allowed to 

leave the parental home and the community for IJ/ork in another plc:1ce. 

This was especially true for married women. The only exception to 

this was the institution of evlatllk (Kudat, A., 1975: 97) \ilhereby 

young girls from poor rural families were given to we~lthier and 

usually urbRn families as evlatllk (adopted child) for the purposes 
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of doing housework, sometimes for a small monthly payment, sometimes 

for a ~ingle total sum and sometimes without any payment at all. The 

girls so given (usually, too, without any legal transRctions) were 

expected to be treated as a daughter of the household, to be IIlell cared 

for, fed and clothed, schooled if she was at the primary school age 

(7-12), taught cookery, cleaning and general housework. ~hen she 

reached marriageable age she expected to be married to a suitable 

partner. However, the practices of di fFerent falrilies varied consid

erably: some of these girls were treated as servants and suffered 

enormously while others were treated as real daughters and looked 

forllJard to a comfortable future. 

The other circumstances in which women wer8 and Rr8 allowed 

to leave home for lengthy periods are connected llJi th education and 

the pursuit of careers. Girls, although less often than boys, can 

be sent to stay with close relatives near schools or in boarding 

schools and later in girls' hostels near the universities. Those 

who receive educational grants from government departments, espec

ially teachers, doctors and nurses, are expected to work for the 

same departments in various parts of the country for many years 

afterwards to pay back their grants. Most of them are alienated 

from their home communities during this process and never return 

home. Almost all are married \J'~ thin their ne\J.1 social milieu, rllany 

to their colleagues. However, this alienation does not mean a 

complete break from the home community. Social and moral obligations 

towards parents and kin are still maintained. The process means for 
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those children of working class or peasant families a change of class 

through education. Prior to the international migrations, this used to 

to be the only mechanism, barring marriaye between classes which 

rarely occured, through which individuals from the lower classes 

could become upwardly socially mobile within a relatively short 

period. As the resulting changes in the individuals involved (with 

better speech, refined behaviour, dress and consumption patterns) 

were perceived positively by parents and kin, they wer8 8ncouraged 

rather than rejected. 

After the 1960s, international labour migration afforded a 

new channel of social mobility for Turkish women along with the men, 

and on a much greater scale than ever before. The speed uti th which 

Turkish families took this opportunity up can perhaps be explained 

by their previous positive attitude to urbanization and to the educ

ation of their children~ both of which were regardEld as th8 means to 

achieving a better life. 

Research conducted in the rural areas and FlfTIong the urban 

migrants in the gecekondular in Turkey clearly reveals that people 

have a high opinion of urban life. The city obviously has a symbolic 

significance as a place where life can be improved (c.f. S.P.D., 1970; 

Karpat, K.H., 1976; Saran, N., 1971). This is an attitude lar~ely 

based on the ~periences of previous migrants to the cities and epit

omized in the saying that "Istanbul is paved with gold!" - a saying 

that IIlas held to be true until the late 19505 and lJlhich was altered 

in the early 1960s to "Germany is paved lIli th gold!" 
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6.9. Voluntary Associations 

I want, finally, to make a few comments on the formal 

organizations of the Turks in Germany. These are usually known 

as Turkish Workers' Associations and provide fRcilities for 

leisure as II-'Bll as having broader aims such as helping the migr

ants llJith their problems and facilitating German-Turkish friend

ship. ~ome others have specific aims such as buildiny nnd m~in

taining a mosque or running a Turkish football club. ~ost of them 

have halls incorporated for eating and drinking and playing cards 

or backgammon, while some of them are actually based in bars by 

o~ners wishing to enlarge their clientele. 

80th the Turkish and the German authorities encouraged 

the workers to join these associations and actively participated 

in their meetings. One can only speculate on why this is the case. 

Perhaps itis to cultivate a political constituency or it may even 

reflect a genuine concern for welfare. It could also be a way of 

making official control of migrants more effective. 

In the anthropological literature such associations Are 

said to perform important functions for the community by providing 

a body through which migrants can communicate with onB another and 

the host society and give each other support. Such associations may 

also give expression to specific political or religious interests in 

different communities (Wheeldon, P.O., 1969: 131). It has also been 
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noted, however, that often such orgAnizations are highly segmental 

and cover only a small fraction 0 f the members 0 f a particular group 

who support thefT! unenthusiastically (Cohen, A., 1969: 195). 

In the case of Turkish lIJOrkers in the FRG,!1lY observations 

support the latter view. Workers' associations seemed of little 

importance to most of the Turkish migrRnts. In their leisure time 

they preferred to interact informally within their social networks 

of relF.ltives .:tnd friends rather than formally \aJithin organizations 

like workers' associAtions. Although there were 146 registered 

Turkish associations in the FiG in 1973, less than 40 \lIere funct

ioning effectively (Tercuman, 14.2.1973). Certainly a great majority 

of the migrants in my sample did not show any interest in them: only 

8.6/~ of them (9.6;~ of the men and 2.7'( of the \lJOnl8n) \lJsre members of 

aSSOCiations, while 91.4% of them (90.4~ of the men and 97.3'/ of the 

women) were not. I\~ost of the workers (75.7:)'6) \llere not even aware of 

the existence of any Turkish associations in their neighbourhood. 

Most of those who knew they existed had not joined as they thought 

they were not helpful at 811 and that they were there to take advan

tage of the workers. Some thought that they WElre nothing but gambling 

plAces and bred trouble. 

This indifference towards the associations CRn perhaps ue 

explained firstly by the effectiveness of the sociol netillorks Find the 

int8nsit~ and instrumentality of the relationships within then, and 

secondly by the presence of organizations like ~rbeiterwohlfahrt 
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(Welfare Organization for the Workers), Arbeitsamt (Employment Bureau) 

and trade unions where migrants can seek and get assistance when and 

if their social networks prove ineffective. 

6.10. Conclusion 

It is not possible to summarize briefly the mnin conclusions 

of this chapter. r'ly main theme, hOlJfever, has been 85 follows. 

Turkish migrant workers are a large and heteroyeneous group. To 

understand their behaviour in the FRG it is necessary to recognise 

the diversi ty which exists among them. This is a diversi ty which 

reflects the social and cultural diversity of Turkey just as much 

as the differences of occupation and social status of various migrant 

groups in the FRS. Migrants, as I have tried to show, must be seen 

as being Doised between two social structures And two cultural worlds -

those of Germany and Turkey. How they resolve the uricertAinties of 

this positIon is the key to their attitudes Rnd orientations regarding 

their stay in Germany. In this sense the economic actions of migrant 

workers cannot, in fact, be discussed apart from the matrix of social 

relationships in which they are implicated. Different sets of social 

relationships give credence to And sustain di fferent "migrant ideologies" 

and have distinctive consequences for how different groups of Turks 

perceive themselves and their role in German society. 

Behind such diversity, however, there are certain social 

pat terns an d cons tella tions 0 f values which are comnlon to a 11 Turk 5. 
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The main feature here, of course, is the importance of both fanily 

life and the social networks of relatives and friends. These 

networks form the scaffold upon which both the relationships of 

work and leisure are built. They are vital to the self respect and 

social support of migrants and are much more import~nt to them than 

many of the formal voluntary associations. Nevertheless it is import

ant to acknowledge the fact that according to the social backgrounds 

of the migrants concerning their regional origins, fanlily status and 

education, the patterns of their social interaction and the charact

eristics of their networks vary. ~y aim in this chapter has therefore 

been to describe some of the more important features of the social 

life of Turkish migrants in the FRG but in such a way as to avoid the 

pitfalls of crude generalization about migrants and to be sensitive 

to diversity and uniqueness. 
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CHAPTER 7 

RETURN fYl I G iiA TI ON 

7.1. Introduction 

One of the key stages in the migration process is the 

return home. This is the stage which ends a process, that of migr

ation abroad, and starts a nelLl one, that of re-integration and soci

ial change in the home community. Although this study had as its 

subject the first process of migrating abroad, the implications of 

the second process on the first has al\i1ays been prominent. Thruughout 

this thesis it has been indicated that the migrants' int8nti~ns Rhout 

returning home playa key role in determining how they adopt to life 

in the FRG. In this chapter I want to focus on the intentions of the 

migrants concerning return migration which they had 1I1hile they were 

still abroad in the FAG. The second process of what actually happens 

to the migrants and their intentions and to the community to which 

they return deserves a thorough study in itself. 

The plans migrants have for their return home are part of 

the whole social outlook and in that sense port of "migrant ideology" 

(See Philpott, S.B., 1970). The comments about these plans that mig

rants make must be interpreted with care, however, since it cannot be 

aSSumed that what they say they would like to do is lJJh~t they will, 

in fact, do. It is likely, too, that there will be a fantasy eleme'lt 
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in their expectation about their return. Nonetheless, it is still 

important to see how the migrants perceive the return home. In what 

fallows the discussion is under three m~in he~dings: their plans 

concerning the kind of family life they will return to, their expect-

ations about housing and, finally, their hopes concerning business 

enterprises. What the account shO£ is that they are very concerned 

nat so much to bring about change in the social structure of Turkish 

society but to find a better posi tion for thernselves in that structure. 

7. ? Future Family Type 

When asked about the type of family they woul d live in un 

their return to Turkey, 45.3% said that they would live in nuc18Rr 

ff301ilies consisting of husband, IJli fs and unmarried childrBn, while 

44.6% said that they would live in large families which would include 

a married son and his family (Large Family Type 1 - see Chapter 1.9.1), 

and 9. 4 :,~ declared that th ey waul d 1i vs in large famili es ma inly consis ti ng 

of nuclear families with dependent relatives, usually aged parents 

( La rg 8 F am i 1 y T Y P e 3). ( 5 e eTa b 1 e 7. 1 ) • 

Table 7.1. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by 

Future Family Types & by Sex. 

Will Be Nuclear Large Family Large Famill Unknown 
Alone Family Type 1 Type 3 

f· ale 39.1 50.4 1'1. II 

female 7.7 83 . 8 B.l 7 .7 . 7 

TOTAL 0 .4 45.3 44.6 9 . 4 0 .4 -
not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 
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It seems that there will Be significant differences between 

the family types of the female and the male returnees, as far as the 

sample suggests. While most of the men wanted to live in large families, 

an overwhelming majority of the women (83.8~/~) wanted to live in nuclear 

families. These differences in the family types were already present 

in their pre-migration families (see Chapter 1.9.1). 

When compared with their pre-migration family types, a slightly 

smaller number of people wanted to llve In nuclear f8mi1ie9.-45. 3:'~ as 

against the 47.9% who came from such families. However, while 19. 5~~ 

of the migrants lived in Large ramily Type 2 (families with more than 

one married son) before migration, interestingly none of the mi~rants 

wanted to live in such large families on their return home. (Compare 

Tables 1.75 and 7.1). 

Al though there do not seem to be important chAng'es in the 

general pattern of family types, 1.e. the ratio of nuclear to large 

families, there are nevertheless important social changes taking placp 

for the migrants, especially for the men concerning their family status. 

for example, while only 5l.35t of the male migran,ts were the heads of 

their families before migration (Table 1.24), 75.21, of them declared 

that they themselves would the the heeds of their families on return 

hom e. ( Tab 1 e 7. 2 ) • 

When they were asked about which members of the family would 

seek employment in future, a large group of men (44.8'~) said that only 
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Table 7.1. Percentage Distribution of Turkish r'i igrant Workers by 

Heads of Farnilies on Return Horne & by Sex. 

Him/Hersel f Father Elder 
~10 th er Brother Husband Unknown 

I"lale 75.? 22.2 1.3 1.3 

Female 2.7 43.2 B.l 43.7 '2.7 

TOTAL 65.1' 25.1 1.1 2.2 6.0 0.4 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

themselves would be working while the women in this category \.llere only 

?1.6% and were mostly made up of those who were single and who had, as 

yet, no defini te marriage plans. The larges t group 0 f the \.llomen (32. 4~), 

however, said that on their return home only their husbands would be 

working. Interestingly, a large group of the lllomen (71.6.~) said that 

both their husbands and themselves \.Ilould be working, while only 7.B< 

of the men thought that their wives would also be workinQ. (Table 7.3). 

What this suggests is that being in the FRG does not in itself 

produce changes in family orientation. Many migrants look forward to a 

family life which in Turkish terms is much more traditional. This is 

yet another aspect of the way in which migrant workers retRin their 

attachments to the values of their own society. There are, however, 

significant differences between the men and the women in my sample: 

women seem more determined to work and to move allley from the stAtus 

t.raditionRlly Accorded to them in Turkey. It may be, therefore, thAt 

the 8xp~ri(\flcR of migration i!='. more fund~tnAntAl in its effects Uil thrJ 
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Table 7.3. Percentage Distribution of Turkish 1",iC)rant Workers by the 

Working Family Members in Future & by Sex. 

fVlale Female TOT;'L 

Self Only 44.8 21.6 41.6 

Husband Only 32.4 4.5 

Sons Only 0.4 J.4 

Husband and Wife 7.8 21.6 9.7 

Self and Chi1 dren 26.5 22.8 

Self and Gro th er 1.3 2.7 1.5 

Whole Family 4.8 4.1 

Others 14.3 18.9 15.0 

Unknown ?7 D.4 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

attitudes and values of women rather than men. There is no way of 

demonstrating this with my data but this conclusion is at least con

sistent udth some recent accounts of the effects of migration on the 

modernization of Turkish women (Abadan-Unat, N., 1981). 

7.3. Future Accommodation 

Most of the migrants, 79.0~, were planning to live in a new 

house on their ~eturn home and some hAd actually bought or built, or 

were in the process of building, new ones already. Only ~J.?1 said 
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that they were going to move back to their pre-migrRtion houses on 

their return. (Table 7.4). 

Table 7.4. Percentage Distribution of Turkish figrant ~orkers by 

Future Accommodation & by Sex. 

The Old House A New House UnknolJln 

Male 21.3 78.3 0.4 

Female 13.5 83.8 2.7 

TOTAL ?O.? 79.0 0.7 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 bocause of rounding. 

As will be apparent in the next section below (7.4), one of 

the main migration targets of the majori ty of the migrants \lIas to buy 

or build a house for themselves. 87.3~ of the migrants said that they 

lIJould be living in thejr own house when they returned to Turkey. Only 

11.2~ said that they would be living in their fathers' or other relat-

ives' houses on their return. There were only two men in the sample who 

said that they would be living in rented accofTIlllodation when they ~l1ent 

back horne. (Table 7.5). 

Table 7.5. Percentage Distribution of Turkiih ~igrant ~orkers by 

Future Accommodation Ownership & by Sex. 

Own House Father's/Relative's Rented Accommodation 

Male 89.1 

Female 75.7 21.6 

0.7 

to IDll.D tJec,HJc;1! of ruundill\;j. 

Unknown 

0.4 

7.7 

0.7 
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This constitutes a significant improvement for the migrant~, 

and becomes apparent when we look at their pre-migration background. 

Only 36.3: of the migrants (40.4% of the men and a small lO.4~ of the 

women) owned their accommodation prior to their migration. Nearly 

48% were living in their fathers' or other relatives' houses, and 

15.7A lIfere in rented accommodation. (See Table 1.29). 

The improvement they expect in their lives is also reflected 

in the style and the Quality of their future accomrnodation. Before 

migration 63.0~ of the migrant men were living in village houses (see 

Chapter 1.11 for a description of various housing types), ?7.8~ in 

town houses, 5.7.% in gecekondu houses and only 3. 9:~ in rnodern ci ty 

flats. In stark contrast, on their return home the great majority of 

the men (71.7%) wanted to live in town houses, lO.4;~ wanted flats and 

only 16.5% wanted to live in village houses and a negligible O.9.~ 

wanted gecekondu houses. (Table 7.6). 

~one of the women in the sample used to live in village houses 

or gecekondus before migration. A majority were living in town houses 

(70. :5:~) and ?9. 71u in ci ty flats. Al though mos t 0 f th ern s till wanted to 

live in town houses (54.1%) there was a big shift towards living in 

modern city flats (43.2%) on their return home. (Table 7.6). 

The main significance of the above discussion on housing types 

emerges as the migrants' desire to relocate in towns (for the men) and 

cities (for the women), rather than return to their original place. 
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Table 7.6. Percentage Distribution of Turkish ~i9r2nt ~orkers ~y 

future Type of Accommodation & by Sex. 

Village Gecekondu Town 
Flat House House House Unknown 

Male 16.5 0.9 71.7 10.4 8.4 

Female 54.1 43.7 '2.7 

TOTAL 14.7 0.7 69.3 15.0 0.7 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

The improvements sought in the housing type I.1.lere also 

accompanied by improvements in the Quality of the housing. For 

instance, while only 65.5% of the pre-migration accommodation had 

bathrooms A.nd 52.1% had inside toilets (see Table 1.31), g4. W ! nf 

the future accommodation would have bAthrooms and 85.7 c
:, would have 

inside toilets. (Table 7.7). 

Table 7.7. Percentage of Bathroom and Toilet in Returning r::igrants' 

Future Accommodation & by Sex. 

Bathroom Toilet 
Unknown Yes No Unknown Inside Outside 

~lale 0.4 93.9 5.7 0.4 83.5 16.1 

Female 
.j 

7.7 94.6 7.7 I 100.0 
I 

TOTAL 0.7 94.0 5.2 ! 0.4 85.7 13.9 
I 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 
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7.4. Future Ownership of Consumer Goods 

In accordance with their aims of buying new and better houses 

in urban areas, migrants also want to improve their material comforts 

and concomitantly their status by buying durable 'consumer goods like 

fridges, washing machines, Hoovers and carpets for their houses. An 

overwhelming majority of the migrants (77.2~) said that they wanted to 

buy all these goods to take home with them when they returned. Only 

5.6% of them had owned all these in their pre-migration accommodation 

(se8 Table 1.32). Only 9.0% of the migrants declared that they wanted 

to buy three, 5.2% wanted two and another 5.2% only one of the items 

listed. (Table 7.a). The usual order of prior{ty given was first 

carpet, then fridge, washing machines and electric sweeper. 

Table 7.8. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by the 

Desired OwnerShip of Carpet, Fridge, Washing Machine & 

tlectric Sweeper in Future & by Sex. 

Unknown One Item Two Items Three Items All Four Items 

Male 3.5 6.1 6.1 10.4 73.9 

Female 7.7 97.3 

TOTAL 5.2 5.? 9.0 77.7 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

The same attitude is reflected in the migrants' desire to buy 

radios, tope recorders, record players and television sets. While only 
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7,9% of them Ol.Jmed all three items listed - there was no television 

network in Turkey until 197? - and l6,9{ owned two items in their pre

migration accommodation (see Table 1,34), 6?,91 of the migrants now 

wanted to buy all the items and 27,3% wanted three of the items listed 

for their future home in Turkey, (See Table 7,9), 

Table 7.9. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers by the 

Desired Ownership of Radios, Tape Recorders, Record Players 

& Televisions & by Sex, 

Unknown One Item T\lJO Items Three I terns All Four I t.ems 

Male 1.3 7.0 31.7 57.4 

Female 2.7 97.3 

TOTAL 1.5 2.2 6.0 ?7.3 67.9 

Totals may nat add up to 100.0 because of rounding, 

Consumer durables have great prestige value since these are 

the status hallmarks of better-off urban Turks and, of course, those 

possessions that are taken for granted by Germans. Such objects are 

associated with city life and represent for the migrant social improve-

ment. It seems, therefore, that some of the values of the consumer 

SOCiety are acquired by Turks and it is worth noting that the ~urchasing 

power and demand for such objects by the migrants is an important 

element in the West Germany economy. 88hning h~s noted in this context 

that migrants become subject after a while to an entiraly new set of 

depriVations different to those they felt at home, namAly the need felt 

to hrtvEl the con~umer goods they lack and \lrhich only the host society can 
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satisfy (197?: 63). The data in this study suggests that the 

expectation5 migrants develop in the FF~G concerning pos.sessions are 

far in excess of what they had before migration and perhaps, too, far 

greater than they can realistically satisfy in Turkey. 

7.5. Intended Use of Savings 

As I have already discussed (see Chapter 3.11), Turkish 

migrants are very much savings orientated. Some of these savings ~re 

remitted regulurly to Turkey for family needs or for LhE! target pur

chases like house, land and agricultural or domestic mnchinery. 

Depending an the economic or poli tical condftions both in th8. Ff~G and 

in Turkey, remittances show variations. The sudden drop in the level 

of remittances, for example, in 1967 and the gradual decrease after 

1974 reflect the economic crisis in the FRG, while the enormous increase 

after 1970 reflects the effects of the 66. 6~ devaluation of the Turkish 

lirA in August 1970 (Gokdere, A. Y., 1978: 178-182). Table 7.lfl shows 

the progress of Turkish migrants' remittances over the years. 

As analyses of the economic consequences of such huge flows 

of foreign exchanges for Turkey have been expertly done elsewhere (e.g. 

~iller, D. and ~etin, I., 1973; Gokdere, A.V., 1978; ~arlkcl, E., 1975; 

Paine,S., ;974; Abadan-Unat, N. et al., 1975), I Il'ill limit myself 

here to some general points and the migrants' own intentions concerning 

their savings. 
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Table 7,jO Progress of Turkish Migrants' Remi ttances, 1964-76, 

Years 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1967 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1977 

1973 

1974 

1975 

1976 

Remittances 
( r/: i 11 i Ij n ~ ) 

( 1) 

B,l 

69.8 

115.3 

93.0 

1(17.3 

140.6 

273.0 

471.3 

740.1 

1,183.2 

1,426.2 

1,312.3 

928.7 

r~igrant 

Population 
Abroad 

(Yearly Average) 
(2) 

84,785 

148,485 

187,385 

166,413 

176,540 

269,710 

403,850 

523,161 

610,847 

708,384 

739,500 

678,424 

651,236 

Remi ttance per ~:igrant 
(t) Index 

(1)/(:,) (1965=100) 

95.5 '10.3 

470.1 100.0 

615.3 130.9 

558.8 118.9 

607.8 129.3 

5'11.3 110.9 

676.0 143.8 

900.9 191.6 

1,/11.6 157.7 

1,670.3 355.3 

1,9?8.6 410.2 

1,934.3 411.5 

1,508.9 320.9 

Source: Gokdere, A.Y., 1978: 178, Tabl0 IV.I0. 

It is agreed that the migrants only remit a percentage of 

their savings home regularly for farnily needs. They prefer to keep 

their savings in German banks until they reach a decided amount for 

investment. Given the continued very high inflation rate in Turkey, 

this is a very rational attitude for the migrants (G~kdere, A.Y., 1978: 

18?). It was estimated that Turkish savings in German banks amounted 
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to 3. 5 bill ion !JVl in 1973 (M ill e r, D. and ~ e tin, I., 1 9 7 3: 9 1 ) • 

Most of the migrants use their savings ei ther lllhen they are 

still in the FRG or on their return on houses or real estatB in Turkey. 

It was found in 1970 that 50% of the yearly net savings of Turkish 

migrants were spent on the purchase of housing and real estate. hpprox-

imately ?9~ was invested jn,small workshops or workshops, 9~~ on land, 5~ 

on cars and other types of transport and another 5~ was spent on educ-

etian (~arlkcl, E., 1975: 167-8). 

~arlkcl found in 1974 that 80% of the workers in his sample of 

migrants in the FRG and Switzerland were using p~rt of their savings to buy 

buy real estate, and more than 50% preferred their investments to be in 

big cities. 60% of these bought houses or land in their hometown or 

City, whereas 40% preferred a different location, mainly a larger city. 

Only 6% of the respondents had invested in Jnint-stock companies or co-

operatives and only 14~ were willing to invest in such ventures on 

their return home (~arlkci, E., 1975: 169-70). 

The responses of the migrants in my sample were similar to 

those above. 11.2% of them wAnted only to buy a house, 1.9/ only to 

buy land, l3.1~ only to establish a business, 47.9~ to buy a house end 

establish a business, 12.0% to buy a house, land and establish A busi

ness. In total 77.8--;' of the respondents wanted to buy or build a house. 

( T <' ~ Ie 7. 11 ) • 
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Table 7.11. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Workers b~ 

Intended Use of Savings on Returning Home & by Sex. 

~1ale Female Tll TAL 

No Savings 0.9 5.4 1.5 

On House 8.7 27.0 11.7. 

On land 7..7 1.9 

On Car 0.4 0.4 

On Business 13.5 10.8 13.1 

On House & Business 50.0 35.1 47.9 

On House & Car 4.8 18.9 6.7 

On land & Business 0.9 0.7 

On House, Lan d & Business 13.9 17.0 

Others 4.8 7.7 4.5 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

On the question of the types of businesses they wanted to 

establish, the largest group of the men wanted to go into trade nnd 

establish A small retail shop while the largest group of the women 

wanted to go into the services sector and establish small businesses 

there like coiffeur salons. A considerably large group (7n.9~) of 

the men wanted to continue farming but on a much la~r scale, whilE' 

only 10.4:~ of the men wanted to join the joint-stock companies in 

their home area. The majority of th3 women (56.8:,~), however, ha: no 

intentions of going into business. (Table 7.12). 
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Table 7.l'Z.. Percentage Distribution of Turkish I""iigrant ulorkers by 

Types of Business to be Founded in Turkey & by Sex. 

[VI ale Femalo TO T ti L 

No 8usiness 13.5 56.8 19.5 

Farming 70.9 18.0 

Trade 26.5 5.4 73.6 

Workshop 6.1 13.5 7.1 

Service 3.0 ?1.6 5.6 

Factory 6.5 ?.7 6.rJ 

Transport ( taxi, lorry) 8.7 7.5 

Joint-Stock Company 10.4 9.0 

Others 4.3 3.7 

Totals mny not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

When they were asked how much they wanted to save to realize 

their aims, 17. 7~~ said that they had not yet made up their minds about 

this, while ?1.7'.~ IJlanted to save under 20,000 D~':, 15.0- 1 between ?O,OOO -

30,000 ()V], ?'0.6~ between 30,000 - 40,000 0V1, 8.2< betlJIsen 40,000 -

50,000 [)V), 6. 7'}[ between 50,000 - 60,000 !)V1 and finally 10. 5ci, sa! d that 

they wanted to save over 60,000 D"1. (See Table 7.13). 

Most of the migrants (64.8;:~) declared that thE?Y uJOu1d rather 

buy houses and/or establish businesses in their home region and pre

ferably relocate in a metropolitan centre, end 5.6~ did not expres~ 8 

particular choice, SAying that anywhere in Turkey lJlolJlrj np welcorne. 
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Table 7.13. Percentage Distribution of Turkish Migrant Wo rk ers b't 

Intended Amount to be Saved & by Sex. 

Male Female TOTAL 

Undecided 14.7 32.4 17.7. 

Under 7n,nOn [1V1 ?3.5 10.8 ?1.7 

?O,OOl - 30,000 OM 16.5 5.4 15.0 

30,001 - 40,000 [)'~ 19.6 77.0 ?0.6 

40,001 - 50,nOO OM 7.4 13.5 8.? 

50,001 - 60,000 []Vl 6.5 8.1 6.7 

Over 60,000 ()Y1 11.7 ?7 10.5 

Totals may not add up to 100.0 because of rounding. 

14.6~ of the sample had not yet decided on tlJhere to go on their return. 

As already indicated, a majority of the migrants save to buy 

a house and sst up a small business. This is how they conceive a succ-

essful return home. This connects back to the earlier discussion (Chapter 

3) where it was explained that migrants seek to improve their status in 

Turkish sQciety by becoming self-employed. This group of people carry 

far more prestige than employed workers and constitute a reference group 

for mRny migrants. It must be noted, however, thct becoming self-

9~oloyed and running a small shop means different things in different 

settings. In urban areas, for example, and 8speci~lly in the major 

citiAS in Turkey, being a shop-keeper does not carry the prestige it 

does in the rural areas. This might go some uJay to explaining tllhy a 

major! ty of the migrants want to return to their home regions rather 
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than the metropolitan centres. 

Finally, this opens up the question of the long term 

significance of migration for the Turkish economy~ It is, of 

course, beyond the scope a f this study to anSlIJer this. I t is 

sufficient to note that there seems to be general agreement among 

social scientists who have inquired into this problem that the 

effects of international migration is, on the whole, negative for the 

the sending countries (e.g. Paine, S., 1974; Abadan-tJnat, N. et al., 

1975; ~arlkcl, E., 1975; etc.) Penninx, Van Rense1aer and Van Velzen 

note, for example: 

"International migration causes a number of serious 
negative consequences for the region of emigration: 
in predominantly agrarian, underdeveloped regions 
migration leads to sharper contrasts within the 
region and between the region of migration and other 
more developed regions within Turkey. Positive 
effects of migration are negligible or non-existent." 
(Penninx, R., Van Renselaar, H. and Van Velzen, L., 
1976: 7). 

Although the foreign currency coming into Turkey through the migrants' 

remittances has been vital for the Turkish economy and has actually 

pushed up the GNP growth rates over one per cent pAr year between 1970 

end 1974 (~arlkcl, E., 1975: 189), on the whole these remitt~nces have 

not been channelled into productive uses. 

The long term consequences of migration pose an open Question. 

To fully understand what they might be studies are required of the 

effects of return migration on particular industries, regions of the 

country and particular institutions such as school or family. Questions 

-
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would alsn have to be asked about how far returning migrants import 

into Turkey attitudes and values they have acquired in the FRG. These 

are qUestiDn~ which could be fruitfully examined from an anthrD~~logical 

point of view. 

What such a study would comprise is not sQ~ething which can 

be discussed here. At a minimum, however, it would have to recognize 

what has been fundamental to this study: that migration is a social 

process. It involves two societies and the economic linkages between 

them are fashioned through social networks. The aim of this study has 

been to examine the role of social networks in migration. Future anthro

pological research into return migration could profit from the same 

approach. 
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CONCLUSION 

In this thesis I have tried to examine the migration uf 

Turkish workers to the FRG as a social process. Migration i tsel f' is, 

of course, the outcome of a massive imbalance of development and under

development between Turkey and other states on the periphery of Western 

Europe and Western Europe itself. The roots of this imbalance lie deep 

in the development of European capitalism. But this study was not a 

study of underdevelopment as ·such. What interested me was the process 

of migration i tsel f and the experience 0 f the migrant workers I studied. 

To study them it was essential to grasp the nature of the 

society from which they came - the sending society - and the nature 

of the relationships which existed there. The reason ·,:.'or this is that 

migrant workers do not simply cut themselves off from their own cultural 

background. To do so is not possible, in fact. In any case most of 

them intend to return to Turkey and see their migration as a temporary 

phase in their lives.. For thssa reasons, together wi th the fact that 

that social relationships among Turks in. Germany re.i.nforce the values 

of Turkish society, it is not possible to explain the actions of mig

rants in Germany without grasping that while they are in Germany they 

nonethelSss remain Turks. Their actions in Germany a~e massively 

shaped by their migration ideology which is largely orientated towards 

Turkey. 
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To examine migration as a social process involves a 

recognition that migrants make decisions about their actions in 

consultation with others and in terms of expectations which are 

themselves entrenched in a particular social framework. This 

study was limited to a particular period of time and to particular 

places in Germany. The workers interviewed were drawn largely from 

manufacturing and mining industries. ThE period of participant 

observation took place mostly in the workshops of Ahmet and Kernal, 

two small entrepreneurs employing spontaneous migrants and funct

ioning on the margins of the German garment industry. For these 

reasons the study is limited. To have reported on the experience 

of Turkish migrants in other industries, in other towns, in diff

erent work situations was beyond my resourCdS but clearly it is 

vital in the development of anthropological research into migration 

that the diversity of migrant experiences should be properly cata

logued. My findings must, therefore, be interpreted against an 

awareness that for migrants in different industries, in different 

states or towns and at different times, thE experience of migration 

will be essentially different to those described in this study. 

Nevertheless there is variation, too, as it has been 

constantly stressed in this study, among migrants themselves, irr

espective of the positions they occupy in GErmany. Differences of 

baCkground, education, age and marital status predict further diff

erences in the way people cope with being in Germany. In the anthro

pology of migration such differentiation within a migrant labour 

force must be acknowledged. For such differences influence directly 

the PInns of different groups of workers and the decisions they take 
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on such vital Questions as whether or not to stay in Germany or 

whether or not to join trade unions, or to learn German or to seek 

w educate their children in German society. 

What this amounts to is that anthropologists working in 

the field of migration studies must ret~in a strong comparative 

sense and be alert to systematic differences among migrant commun

ities of the same ethnic group. 

Given these Qualifications my main empirical findings can 

be summarized as follows: 

1) The international migration of workers is a product of develop

mental differences between countries. In the case of Turkey, its 

roots go back to the development of capitalism in Europe and to the 

simultaneous disintegration process of the ottoman Empire and its 

economic colonization by the capitalist West. 

2) The selectivity of the migration process was very much in evid

ence in the case of Turkish migrant workers. ~igrants have been 

predominantly male, from the more developed regions of Turkey, young, 

and, contrary to some elements of the stereotype of them held by some 

sections of German public opinion, better educated, economically 

active and married. 

3) The recrui tment a f the migrants was highl) organized. During 

the boom years most migrants went to the FRG thruugh the official 

channels. Only those who were "too old" (over 45), unskilled or 

with skills which were not in demand, and those who were not in 
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perfect health preferred the channels of spontaneous recruitment. 

In their case the extentions of their social networks in the FRG 

were vi tal 1br finding lIIork and accommodation. 

4) Most of the Turkish migrants are employed in the manufacturing 

industries, construction and mining in the FRG. Trey fill in these 

industries low-rank, manual occupations that have been left open by 

Germans. The work they do is strictly regulated, routine, monoton

ous and tiring. Most of them experience de-skilling. 

They developed a strong economic ratia~ality which found 

its expression in high labour turnover, uniplex relations with the 

host society and multiplex relations within the Turkish community 

resulting in the development of a dual value system, one pertaining 

to their relationships wi th the Germans and the other wi th the 

Turkish community. The social networks of the migrants became the 

most important institution through which the mi£rants negotiated 

the labour market. 

5) Their social relationships at work are restricted to other 

Turks. Turkish values and norms continue to govern the actions of 

individuals and through intensive interaction these values and norms 

are in fact re-affirmed and strengthened. lYiost of the migrants 

depend for their status and their prestige on trleSe relationships 

~!hich are instrumental in character and help migrdnts to cope wi th 

their si tuation in the FRG. 

6) They live either in special housing for migrants (heime)or in 

the private market. Most of the "single" migrants live in the 
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impersoael, overcrowded workers' hostels in rooms that house,on 

average,four migrants in bunk beds. In the priv~te ma:ket, migrants 

pay high rents for sub-standard accommodation and realize that they 

are being pushed towards ghettoization in run-down areas of inner 

cities in areas of high migrant concentration. 

Only those migrants who are in the first category (urban, 

educated with families, Western orientated) live in decent houses 

by paying high rents. 

The housing of migrants emerges as yet another area which 

can be manipulated to control the migrant population. 

7) Despi te the Germans' ini tial expectations that the use 0 f migrant 

labour was a temporary phase in the development of their industries 

(Kon 1unciJrpuffer approach), migrants have now become an integral part 

of German society and their numbers do not show any signs of diminish

ing. In fact their average length of stay has be6~ steadily increasing. 

They are also being joined, especially after the 1973 recruitment ban, 

by their families and showing signs of turning into permanent immigrants. 

The primary relationships among Turks are still with family 

and hem,ehriler; thes e cons ti tute a framewo rk fo r social Ii fe and 

1 elsure fo r th em. 

8) In spite of their encapsulation within the Turkish community while 

they are abroad, the experience of migration seems to be causing 

important social changes in the migrants' lives concerning their family 
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structure, social status and the role of women. There are changes, 

too, in the types and Quali ty of accommodation migl'snts seek on 

their return home and in their consumer orientation. 

Most of the migrants' savings are being channelled into 

real estate and small businesses, like that of a retail shop or 

taxi service, usually in the towns and cities ~f the migrants' home 

province. 

Research on the returned migrants in Turkey shows that 

the effects of return migration is not at all beneficial for the 

country's economy. 

Since the period of fieldwork for this study was finished 

there have been some major changes both in the position of Turkish 

lIIorkers in Germany and in Turkey i tsel f and there have been profound 

changes in the political life of both societies. What bearing these 

changes have on the communities of Turkish workers in Germany is 

something I am not competent to judge, but some of the more obvious 

changes include the growth of unemployment in the FRG and a severe 

slollling down of the German economy and, in Turkey, a deepening of 

economic problems, inflation and political violence which led in 

1981 to the third military takeover of political power since the 

Second World War. 

Migrant workers in Germany are not insulated from these 

problems. Unemployment has brought wi th it attempts to cont!,Ql 
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migrant workers even more intensely and Turki~h families, partic-

ularly those with children of school leaving age, have to face high 

rates of unemployment. Unemployment in Germany increased from a 

figure of 2% in May 1974 to a peak of 4.7.% in May 1977. By 1979 it 

had fallen back slightly to 3.4% (Lenhardt,G. and Schober, K., 1980: 

938). In comparison with some other European states, these figures 

indicate that Germany was not too badly hit by unemployment. However, 

some groups within German society have been affected more tnan others 

for young people especially have had great difficulty in finding jobs. 

Hanby and Jackson point out that:"The migrant worker and children of 

migrant workers have been particularly badly hit in recent years ••• 

it is reported that currently unemployment among the children of 

~igrant workers in West Germany is twice as high as amongst German
I 

born young people." (1979: 90). 

Such figures must be set alongside the fact that the absol-

ute numbers of official migrant workers in the FRG has decreased s1gn-
, 

ificantly since the early 1970s. There were, for example, 2.3 million 

foreign workers in 1974 (of whom just over 600,000 w~re Turks) but 

this figure dropped to 1.8 million in 1978 and the Turkish figure 

dropped to 514,000 (Siewert, P., 1980: 1065). However, despite this 

decrease there has been a change in the composition of the Turkish 

population with the number of families increasing and consequently the 

number of children of school age. In 1974 the population of Turkish 

children under fifteen years of age in the FRG wos 216,600, which 

increased to 375,700 in 1978. One feature of this is that a growing 
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number of young Turkish school leavers face unemployment, a problem 

exacerbated in the West German context by the fact that two thirds 

of them leave school without any certificates (Hanby, V.J., and 

Jackson, ~.P., 1979: 90). In a competitive market those without 

certificates suffer most. 

There have been some profound and serious changes in Turkish 

society since my fieldwork was completed. The underlying weaknesses 

of the Turkish economy - inflation, unemployment and regional imbal

ances in development - have not been overcome. The rise in the price 

of oil in 1973 hit the Turkish economy particularly badly. Political 

divisions in Turkey between various groups on ~,e left and the right 

of the political spectrum erupted into terrible violence during the 

late 1970s, prompting martial law to be declared in several provinces 

and ultimately a military takeover of power and the arrest of prominent 

politicians and large numbers of political activists. 

There is some evidence that political divisions in Turkey 

have appeared too among migrant communities in Europe. I am not in 

a position to discuss this in any detail. The point which can be 

made, however, is that Turks in Germany are not in any way immune to 

what happens in Turkey. I have shown that they keep in touch with 

developments in Turkey - indeed they have to do so and not just for 

family reasons. They must calculate, too, when to try to return, how 

much money to remit to Turkey and how much they should try to save in 

the FRG. 
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It has been an important theme that migrants are literally 

poised between two worlds. That both worlds are themselves rapidly 

changing is yet another complexity with which migrants must cope. It 

is certain, therefore, that fieldwork of the sort I attempt~d in 1973 

would have several different emphases were it to be carried out in 

1983. Were I myself to carry out such fieldwork I would be concerned 

to learn more about the position and experience of the children of 

migrants. I would seek to discover more about changes in their polit-

ical values and allegiances. In the case of the sponta~eous workers 

with whom I had much contact, I would be keen to understand how they 

cope with the awful uncertainties of recession and tighte~ police 

controls. Also I would be keen to understand more of the changing 

social world of migrant women for they were an under-represented 

group in my study but their experience of migration was in many ways 

I 

very different to that of the men and the long term r.onseauences of 

this for the social structure of Turkish society may wsll be profound. 

What I tried to do in this study was to look into the complex 

processes of international labour migration from an anthropological 

perspective. I am aware that there are many aspects of the migration 

process which have not been discussed in this stULY. However, if the 

basic approach of the study stimulates further research into these 

~reas it will have achieved its purpose. 

1 Hanby, V.J. and Jackson, ~.P., (1979), "An Evaluation of Job Creation 
in Germany," in International Journal of Social Economics, Vol.6, 
No.2, pp. 84-117. 
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APPENDIX 1. Methodology and fieldwork. 

This thesis is based on research carried out in Turkey 

and West Germany between April 1972 and October 1973 with a break for 

three months in March 1973 for evaluating the :tIork done so far. 

The first two months of the fieldwork pe:iod were spent in 

Turkey to gather data from offical sources like the State Planning 

Organization (D.P.T.), State Statistics Institute (D.I.E.), Turkish 

Employment Service (T.E.S.), Ministries of Employment and Foreign 

Affsirs, German Liason Office and the universities. I talked with 

the civil servants who were concerned with Turkish migrants in various 

ministries in Ankara and discussed the problem wi t: I many specialists in 

the universities and state organizations. I also interviewed the head 

of the German Liason Office in Istanbul. I was able to gather all the 

books, bulletins, reports and statistics that ~ere available then on 

Turkish ~igrants in Europe thanks to these people. 

Because of the obvious methodological li,~1i tations like time 

and resources, I decided to take as my theme one phase of the migration 

process, the experience of the migrants while they were in the FRG,and 

study it partly through a participant observation and partly through 

fonnal interviews. To share the migrants' exp~riences of recruitment 

I decided to go to the FRG as a migrant worker mys~l f. Since I had 

nei ther the skills demanded by German industry nor the time to wai t in 

the Queue for "unskilled" workers, I decided to go as a spontaneous 
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worker and was accompanied by my wife. The details of how we got to 

the rAG are in Chapter 4 of this study. The main feature of our move 

to Germany was, like thousands of other spontaneous workers, the way 

we manipulated our social networks to secure help in the FRG. 

The second phase of my fieldwork started in June 1972 with 

our arrival in the rRG. To be able to capture a systematic and hol

istic view of migration 1 decided to c~mbine the methods of partici

pant observation and social survey based on a ouestionnaire. Since I 

wanted to observe the social relations of the Turkish migrants at their 

workplace, as well as outeide it, I wanted to secure employment in a 

place where Turks worked. As my status as a "tourist" prevented mtl 

applying for a job in one of the large companies where most of the Turks 

worked I had to get a job "spontaneously" through my contacts, as did 

all the other spontaneous workers. Within a short time both I and my 

wife, aye, found jobs in a small but developing gaI~ent workshop which 

was owned by a Turk and where nine Turks and five workers of other nat

ionalities worked. It seemed an ideal place for an in-depth study of 

the social relationships of the Turks both at ~'ork and outside it. 

Working there, in fact, proved invaluable. I was able to 

observe the development of a marginal business own~d by a Turk and the 

SOCial relations operating in it. Through close contact with a small 

group of Turks over a period of eight months I was able to develop 

intimate relationships with them and by sharin~ in their experience of 
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migration 1 was able to feel what it meant to be a migrant as well as 

study it. Throughout this study I drew on the experiences of my work

mates in this workshop in the form of case histories to illustrate and 

exemplify certain patterns in the process of migration. 

However, to be able to generalize my observations ~n the 

whole Turkish migrant population I needed to check the validity of my 

findings through a survey on a larger and more diversified group of 

migrants. In an effort to gather a cross section of the different 

types of migrants, 267 structured interviews were conducted with the 

workers representing firstly, tl s1ngle" men (e.g. unmarried or wi thout 

their families in the FRG); secondly, "single" women and thirdly, 

families, from mining and manufacturing (car, tyre and electronics) 

industries where most of tte Turkish workers are concentratec in the 

fRG. (See Chapter 3). The interviews ( each taking about two hours) 

were conducted in the rooms of the single migrants and in the homes of 

the married migrants. Only the household heads were interviewed in the 

latter category. Considering the enormous size of the Turkish migrant 

population in the FRG (over 500,000 in 1972), it was ~bviously imposs

ible for me to cover a statistically meaningful sample of it, therefore 

I tried to cover a typical, though not statistically representative, 

cross-sample of the Turkish population in the FRG. 

From the very beginning, it became app?rent that there were 

different categories of Turks in the FRG rather t~an a homogeneous 

group of Turkish workers. These included, for example, professional 

people like doctors, lawyers, architects and government officials; 

people with an urban and more educated background, and people with 
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less education and rural backgrounds. In .the course of the fieldwork , 
ho~ever, it was necessary to exclude from the study some of these groups 

such as doctors and other professionals, and students. One important 

reason for this was that such people neither r9garded themselves as 

migrants nor were they regarded by ordinary worKers as migrants. I 

limi ted my study, tr.efore, to di fferent groups of workers and found it 

convenient to distinguish in the course of fieldwork four principel 

categories. These were: firstly, workers from urbrn backgrounds, 

Western orientated people living with their famiLiHs; secondly, workers 

from rural backgrounds with less education, lo~er skill levels but 

living with their families and strongly orientated towards home culture; 

thirdly, single men living in hostels who were generally from rural 

Turkey, less well educated and traditionally minded with strong economic 

rationality and a desire to return home, and finally, "single" women 

living in hostels who were relatively well educated and from urban back

grounds. further details about these groups a:e given in Chapter 6. 

The interviews were restricted to the last three groups while the first 

category was studied through informal social contacts among them. Most 

of our friends in the FRG were in this group. 

The main reason for leaving this category outside the survey 

was the difficulty of access, for the members of this group were scat

tered among the German population. Tracing them and interviewing a 

sIZeable sample would have taken too much of my li~ited time and resour

ces. Because of this impracticality, I decided to observe a small number 

of people in this category informally _ from the inside, so to speak -

by making friends and visi ting them in their homes. This proved to be 

rather easy and frui tful. 80th my \I.Ii fe and I l'Jere regarded by thEJT1 as 
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"one of us" because of our social backgrounds and we spent many 

evenings and weekends visiting them. 

The interviews for the survey were carried out during the 

last four months of our stay in the FRG, between June and September 

1973. Because of ease of access, the interviews were conducted 

among workers living in hostels in Offenbach, Hanau, Steinheim, 

RU8selsheim, Hannover and among migrants living in company houses 

in Herne. However, it was not always easy to gain access to the 

workers' hostels, especially to those owned by companies. I was 

refused access to hostels for women migrants on several occasions 

by Siemens and A.E.G. in Berlin and BlaupL'nkt in Hildesheim. It 

was generally believed that conditions in Siemens' hostels and 

factories were very poor and most of my other respondents agreed 

that these were the reasons why I was not given access. Their 

suspiCions were subsequently confirmed in a report by the Minority 

Rights Group that condi tions for migrants employed by Siemens were, 

indeed, bad (Power, J., 1976). 

An additional difficulty in respect of interviewing Turkish 

women was presented by the traditional Turkish attitude that requires 

women not to socialize with unrelated men. Although this attitude 

has changed considerably in the urban areas of Turkey, it still cont

inues to regUlate the social relationships of the sexes in rural areas 

(see Engelbrektsson, U.-8, 1978; Sacks, M., 1976). For this reason 

my wife, Dya, accompanied me on interviews with women and actually 

conducted half the interviews herself. She was also invaluable later 
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in Herne during the interviews with the famil13s. As B couple we 

had much easier access to workers in their homes than a single man 

would have had. 

There were also difficulties in interviewing men. One 

was related to their work schedules for most of the factories were 

working three shifts, thus some of the migrants were absent from 

the hostels during my visits, others were sleeping and did not 

like being disturbed from their precious sleep. 

However, the main difficulty was the migrants' suspicion 

of strangers, especially of those who come to the hostels well

dressed with black brief cases and collect infJrmation and signa

tures from the workers. Some of them had had bitter experiences 

in the past at the hands of swindlers who fitted tilat stereotype. 

Therefore, I had to make a special effort to avoid any association 

with this stereotype. I introduced myself as a student of society, 

studying in an English university and specializing in migration 

stUdies in Europe. Immediately I made it plain that I had no 

official status and was not interested in their names or signatures. 

In this way I was able to gain their confidence and interview them. 

Another difficulty arose from the nature of the hostels. 

It was difficult to have privacy during the interviews. Although 

I tried to interview the migrants alone, this was not always possible. 

Sometimes a neighbour or a friend would drop in in the middle of the 
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interview and insist that we continued with our interview and not 

mind him at all! However, the respondents did mind, however uncon

sciously, and whenever a third person was present tr.ey tended to 

give "ideal" ansblers and said what they were expected to say accor~ 

ing to the norms of the community rather than give thei~ frank answers. 

Therefore, a special effort was needed to conduct the interview in 

private. 

The full Questionnaire (in English translation) which was 

used in this study is set out in Appendix 2. It was formulated before 

the fieldwork and the issues which were addressed by the Questionnaire 

were determined largely by my understanding at that point of the lit

erature on migrants in Germany. I did arrange, however, for a small 

pilot survey involving twelve respondents to see whether the Quest

ionnaire worked in the field, and modified it accordingly. The 

Questionnaire was not a pre-coded one. The Questions were put to 

the respondents and their comments were noted as ful~y as possible 

on the form. I had considered using a taperecorder as part of my 

interviewing programme, but decided on reflection that my respondents 

might be too suspicious of the machine and woulrl therefore be unwilling 

to be frank wi th me. 

My decision to carry out the survey towalds the end of my 

fieldwork period proved to be a positive one. By the time I started 

the survey I had considerable knowledge of the migrants' attitudes, 

experience and expectations, and I came to appreciate far more than 
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I had been able to understand before going to Germany ~hat kinds of 

problems migrants actually faced. It was this experience which 

allowed me to code the Questionnaire results on my return to Britain. 

Dna of the problems of using Questionnair~s is that the categories 

of the researcher can be imposed on the respo~ses of those being 

interviewed. What I sought to do, however, ~as, as far as possible, 

draw on the typical patterns of responses of the migrants themselves 

in formulating the coding categories needed in order to process on 

the computer the resul ts of the survey. nle background knowledge 

I myself had acquired helped very much in the process of adninis

taring the Questionnaire and of being able to i.,terpret the results. 

The first task on my return from Germany was to code the 

Questionnaire and process the resul ts on the computer. To do this 

I used the SPSS (Statistical Package for th~ Social Sciences) stand

ard cross tabulation programmes. In the course of writing it became 

necessary to check and re-check the data and to run further cross 

tabulations on the data. 

One of the major limitations of data drawn up on the basis 

of Questionnaire research is that the subjective interpersonal world 

of the respondents cannot be captured in the categories of a Question

naire. It is for this reason that the techniaue~ of research of 

SOcial anthropology and particularly that of participant observation 

1s so important. But the advantages of using a questionnaire seemed 

to me to outweigh the disadvantages, particularly in urban settings 

• 
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when the resear~her is dealing with large heterogeneous groups of 

people. In these contexts when there is a need to gath~r a lot of 

basic information, the Questionnaire is a very useful instr'Jment of 

research. 

Since conducting a statistically meaningful sample survey 

was out of the Question, I decided to cover a cross snction of the 

Turkish migrants which would be illustrative of the g~neral populat

ion. In 1971, 41% of the Turkish migrants in the FRG wer1 in the 

iron and metal indust~ies. (See Chapter 3.2). In the ~urvey they 

were represented by 125 Opel workers (46.8% of the sample). The 

next largest group of Turks were working in other manufacturing 

industries (25%). They were represented in the sur~ey by 59 Dunlop, 

37 A.E.G. and 9 other factory workers (39.4% of the sample). 7% of 

the Turks were in the mining industry. In the survey they were over

represented by 37 miners (13.9%). While the rest of the Turks in 

industry or services constituted 34% of the total, they were repras

ented in the survey by only 9 workers (3.4%). The main reasons for 

these under- or over-representations were the difficulty or ease of 

access to the workers. For example, another group that is under

represented in the survey is the women workers. We w~re only able 

~ interview 37 women workers in Hannover with the help of the Turkish 

Consul who knew the manageress of a heim where the Turkish workers 

lived. Before Hannover we had been to Berlin, where there is a large 

population of Turkish women working in the electronics industries. 

However, despite our continuous efforts over four days, both at the 
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hostel, company and Consulate level, we were not able to secure 

access to the hostels. Therefore, I had to be content "i th an 

under-represented sample of women in the survey. 

Finally, some observations concerning the process of 

writing is in order. The writing of a study based on fialdwcrk 

has its own specific problems that arise from the necessity of 

bringing different sorts of data, like participant observation, 

survey results, other studies and statistics, etc. together and 

relating them to their historical context. 

Writing is obviously structured by theoretical "hemes. 

Depending on the theoretical standpoint of the wri ter, the same 

subject can be researched and written about several times cv&r. 

The most important themes for this study have been the theme of 

migration as a dynamic social process and the outcome of a part

icular kind of relationship between two societies which are socially 

and economically different. Since the analytical units of the pro

cess were taken to be the migrating units, the migrants, as decis

ionmaking individuals negotiating the two systems of sel'dlng and 

receiving societies, necessarily my focus was directed on institut

ions like social networks and migrant categories rather than, for 

Instance, social classes. This does not mean, however, that the 

class structure in Turkey or the FRG or the migrants' position 

within them (and they occupied different class positions and social 

statuses in e8ch country) was not important for the IIligratian oracess 
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or the migrants involved in it. What it does mean is that looking 

at the process from the migrants' own point of view, their main 

preoccupation was how best to manipulate the system. They had 

found the answer to this Question in their social network~ and 

the Turkish community. In fact, the community of fellow Turks was 

more important to migrants than any notion of an abstract, wider 

community of class. It was my firm impression that migrants did not 

identify their interests with those of either the organized working 

class of the FRG or of Turkey. Indeed class consciousne$s among 

Turkish workers in Turkey itself did not really surface until the 

late 1970s. They were suspicious of German trade unions (see Chapter 

3) and their own ambitions were, in fact, to become socially mobile 

in Turkish terms. In many respects their attitudefl were distinctly 

bourgeois, although this was more true of the urbar" educated Turks. 

For these reasons, themes which might be hig:llighted from 

different theoretical perspectives, e.g. Marxist approaches, were 

not central to my work. What I hope to have achieved, however, is 

a description of the lives of migrants in Germany which anthropologists 

using different theoretical frameworks can utilize to examine whether 

their categories of analysis are capable of re-inter~reting my results. 

Writing is also limited by the data collected. This is a 

theme which is, of course, connected to the first point above in that 

the collection of data depends in the first pla~e on the theoretical 

orientation of the study. For example, the data collected by Castles 
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and Kosack (1973) or Berger and rohr (1975) is Quite different to 

that collected for this study. As traditional anthropology lacks 

a political economy, so the political economy lacks anthropology. 

The limiting effects of data collection on writing also 

arise from omissions, for theoretical or practical reasons, in the 

body of data collected. To be able to keep the subject under study 

oown to a manageable size, for instance, I had to omit from my study 

certain aspects of migration, like the position of the crildren of 

migrants, the reaction of German society to the presence of migrants, 

the process of return migration, the social and political divisions 

~ong migrants, etc. These issues need to be thoroughly re~earched 

in their own right. What is needed are several investigations in 

different settings in Germany and at different periods of time and 

each using methods appropriate to the problem. It is beyond the 

scope of one study to embrace all aspects of the lives of migrants. 

Independent of the theoretical stand of the writer or the 

condition of his data, the act of writing is in itself a creative 

process. Themes come together through writing. Writing is a form 

of discovery in its own right. One discovers what one would have 

liked to have done but did not actually do. 
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Translation of the ~uestionna~re 

:ues tionnaire Us ed in th e Survey 0 f Tu rks Wo rking in th e FRG 

Interviewee: Male ( ) Questionnaire No: ••••••• 

Female ( ) 

1. a) Place of birth: Province ••••••••••••••••• 

District ••••••••••••••••• Village •••••••••••••• 

b) Age •••••••••••• 

?A. Place of Residence Prior to Migration: 

a) In place of birth •••••• ( ) 

b) In another place: Province •••••••••••••• 

District •••••••••••••••• Village ••••••••••••••• 

c) No. of years •••••••••• 

8.a)Occ~ation Prior to Migration: •••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

b) Wage ••••••••••••••••• 

3. a) How long have you been out of the country? ••••••••••••••••••••• 

4. 

b) Has all this time been spent in Germany? Yes •••••• ( ) 

1. Countries in which 
you have stayed 

• ••••••••••••••••••••• 

• ••••••••••••••••••••• 

• ••••••••••••••••••••• 

2. Length,of Time 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • 

No ••••••• ( 

3. Reasons for Change 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

What work are you doing here? •••••••••••••••••••••• ·•·••••••••••• 
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5. What was the main reason for seeking work outside your country? 

a) Economic •••••••••••• ( ) 

b) 0 th e r ••••••• • • • • • • • ., .) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

6. Channels Through Which You Left the Country: 

a) Through TES ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

b) As a worker's dependent •••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

c) Through a personal job 0 ffer. • •••••••••••• ( ) 

d) As a tourist ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

e) Through private agencies. H •••••••••••••••• ( ) 

7. In Whose Company You Left the Country: 

a) Wi th other workers ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

b) Alone •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

c) With relatives ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

d) With fellow townsmen •••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

8. How long You Wish to stay in Germany: ••••••••••••••••••• 

9. If Possible, would you like to take out German ci tizenship? 

a) Yes ••••••• ( ) 

b) No •••••••• ( ) 

lUtly? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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00 you have relatives in Germany? Yes •••••• ( ) 

1) Close Relationship 

1. •••••••••••••••••• 

2. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

3 • •••••••••••••••••• 

4. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

5. • ••••••••••••••••• 

6 • •••••••••••••••••• 

5) Place of Residence 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

• •••••••••••••••••• 

• •••••••••••••••••• 

• •••••••••••••••••• 

• •••••••••••••••••• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

No •••••••• ( ) 

2) Their Age 3) Date of Arrival 4)Place of Work 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • -........... 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

6) How Often you See Th~ 

a) Always together •••••• ( ) No: • ••••••••• 

b) From time to time •••• ( ) No: • ••••••••• 

c) On holidays •••••••••• ( ) No: • ••••••••• 

d) Never •••••••••••••••• ( ) No: • ••••••••• 

ReBson: • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

U.A. Do you have relatives in other European countries? Yes •••••• ( ) 

No ••••••• ( ) 

a) Close Relationship b) Thei:r Age c)Oate of Arrival d)Work They Do 

1. • ••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

7.. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

3. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

4. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

e) Country of Residence f) How often You See Them 

1. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • a) Ufficial holidays •• . . . . . ( ) • • • • • • • • • 

2 •••••••••••••••••••• b) Annual holidays •••• . . . . . ( ) • • • • • • • • • 

:~~~~~~.~.~.~.~.~.~ ...... . c) Never ••••••••••• •••••••• ( 
) • • • • • • • • • 
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11.8. Do you want to work together in the same country in the near future? 

a) yes ••••••• •••••••••••••••••••• 

b) Yes, but legally impossible ••• 

c) No ••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• 

17. Are you married? yes •••••• 

No ••••••• 

( 

( 

( 

( 

( 

) 

) 

) 

) 

) 

13. a) Date of marriage ••••••••••••••••••• 

14. 

b) Is your spouse Turkish? Yes ••• ( 

No •••• ( 

) 

) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

c) No. of children •••••••••••••••• 

Do you have family with you? Yes •••••• ( ) 

No ••••••• ( ) 

Do you wish to bring your family here? yes ••••• ( ) 

No •••••• ( ) 

If yes, when? ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Who will you bring? a) Only spouse •••••••••••••• ( ) 

b) Only • • • • children ••••••• ( ) 

c) Spouse and •••• child:en ••• ( ) 

If no, reasons: a) Economic difficulties here •••••••• • 

b) Impossible to find accommodation ••• 

c) For moral reasons ••••••••••• ••••••• 

d) Other ••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

( ) 

( ) 

( ) 

~ ) 



a) Father's place of birth: 15. 
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i) Same place as mine •••••••••••• ( ) 

11) Province •••••••• District ••••••••• Village 

b) Is he alive? yes ••••• ( 
No •••••• ( 

) 
) 

c) Where does he live? i) In his place of birth ••••••••• ( 

ii) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . 
d) What is his Job? i) F armer •••••••••••••••••••••••• ( 

) 

) 

ii) Retired ••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

iii) ................. , ............ ( ) 

16. Family Structure: 

A. In Turkey, pre-migration: 

1. Who was the head of the family? a) My father ••••••••• ( ) 

b) Me •••••••••••••••• ( ) 

c) Other. I ••••••••••• ( ) 

2. Members of the household: 

father ••••••••••• ( ) single. • • •• siblil IgS ••••• • , ) 

mother ••••••••••• ( ) married •••• siblillgs •••••• ( ) 

me ••••••••••••••• ( ) their children •••••••••••• ( ) 

my spouse •••••••• ( ) 

our children ••••• ( ) 

others ••••••••••• ( ) 

3. Working members: 

my father •••••••••••• ( ) my mother •••••••••• •• • ( ) 

me ••••••••••••••••••• ( ) my spouse ••••••••• •••• ( ~ 

my siblings •••••••••• ( ) children ••••••••• ••••• ( ) 

o th e r ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••. • · • · • · · . • • • • • 
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4. When di d you leave your fa th er' s household for the firs t time? •••••• 

16.8. 

Reason: i) marriage ••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

ii) to work in another town ••••• ( ) 

iii) to go to Germany ••••••••••••• ( ) 

iV) other •••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

In FRG: 

a) Are you living alone? ••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

b) Or with your family? ••••••••••••••••• ,( ) 

1. Who is the household head? 

a) my father ••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

b) me •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

c) other ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

2. Members of the household in FRG: 

3. 

me •••••••• ( 

spouse •••• ( 

children •• ( 

) 

) 

) 

father ••••• ( 

mother ••••• ( 

sibling •••• ( 

) 

) 

) 

other ••••• ~ ••••••••••••••••••••••• 

Working members: 

me •••••••• ( ) father ••••• ( ) 

spouse •••• ( ) mother ••••• ( ) 

children •• ( ) sibling •••• ( ) 

other ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• 

c. Family Structure on Returning to Turkey: 

1. Who will be the head of the household? 

a) me •••••• ( ) 

b) fa th e r •• ( ) 

c) other •••••••••••••••••••••• •••••• 
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2. Members of the household: 

a) me and my spouse •••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

b) unmarried children •••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

c) married sons an~daughters ••••••••••••• ( ) 

d) my parents •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

e) others ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

3. Working members: 

a) me ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

b) spouse ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

c) sons end daughters ••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

d) others ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

17.A. In FRG, do you have any foreign friends outside work? 

a) yes ••••• ( ) 

b) No •••••• ( ) 

8. How often do you see each other? 

a) often ••• ( ) 

b) seldom •• ( ) 

18. A. Apart from Turkish, do you know any other language? 

a) yes •••••••• ( ) German •••••• ( ) a th e r •••••••• • • • • • 

b) No ••••••••• , ) 

8. How goo d is your German? 

a) enough for shopping._purposes •••••••••• • • • • • •• • • • • • • ( ) 

b) enough to cope with official business •••••••••••••• ( ) 

c) enough to talk with Germans •••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ( 
) 

d) to read and wri te perfectly ••••••••••••••••• ·······( ) 
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19. I f you don't speak it, do yo~ want to learn (or improve) your 

German? a) yes ••••• ( ) 

b) No •••••• ( ) 

If no, reason: a) I won't stay long ••••••••••• ( ) 

b) I don't need it ••••••••••••• ( ) 

c) other ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

20. Educational Attainment: 

a) Nil •••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) d) Middle school (B years) ••••• ( ) 

b) 3 years village school ••• ( ) e) High schoul (11 years) ••• H •• ( ) 

c) Primary school (5 years).( ) f) Higher education •••••••••••• ( ) 

21. Have you had any education/training in FRG? 

Yes ••••• ( ) 

No •••••• ( ) 

A. a) Short training, course (less than 3 months) ••••••••••••••• ( ) 

b) longer training,course (over 3 months) ••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

c) language course ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

d) longer education (e.g. secondary school, university) ••••• ( ) 

8. Did you pay for this? yes •••••• ( 
, 

No ••••••• ( ) 

22. A. Where vJo you have your meals? 

a) Breakfast: 

1. I don't have it •••• ( ) 3. At the factory ••••••. ( ) 

2. At home •••••••••••• ( ) 4. outslde ••••••••••••• ·( ) 

b) lunch: 

1. I don't have it •••• ( ) 3. At the f.3ctory ••••••• ( ) 

? At home •••••••••••• ( ) 4. outside ••••••••••• ···( ) 
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~~. 

c) Dinner: 

1. I don't have it •••• ( 

2. At home •••••••••••• ( 
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) 

) 

3. At the factory •••••• ( 

4. 9utside ••••••••••••• ( 

) 

) 

B. What do you eat? 

a) For breakfast: 

1. Turkish food ••••••• ( ) 

2. Other •••••••••••••• ( ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

b) For lunch: 

1. Turkish food ••••••• ( ) 

2. Other •••••••••••••• ( ) .............................. . 
c) For dinner: 

1. Turkish food ••••••• ( ) 

2. Other •••••••••••••• ( ) • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

C. What do you drink? 

1. Non-alcoholic drinks ••••••• ( ) 

2. Beer ••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

3. Spirits, wine, etc ••••••••• ( ) 

D. How much is your monthly food bill? •••••••••••••••••••••• ••• 

Present Accommodation: 

a) Type: 

1. Room in a hostel ••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

2. Room in a house •••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

3. Flat or house •••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

4. Other •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , •••••••••••••••••• 

S. Number of rooms ••••••••••••••••••••• 

6. How many persons per room? ••••••••• 

7. 8ath: a) private ••••••••• ( ) b) shared with ••••• others •••• ( 

B. we: a) private ••••••••• ( ) b) shared wi th •••• , others •••• ( 

) 

) 



b) 

24. 

a) 

b) 

c) 
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Furnishings: 

Radio •••••••• ( ) washing machine •••••••••• ( ) 

cassette ••••• ( ) 'frig •••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

record player( ) Hoover ••••••••• ~ ••••••••• ( ) 

TV ••••••••••• ( ) Turkish carpet ••••••••••• ( ) 

What sort of accommodation did you have in Turkey? 

1. Own house •••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

I. Parental home •••••••••••••••• (, ) 

3. Rented accommodation ••••••••• ( ) 

Type of accommodation: 

1. Village house ••••••• ( ) 5. we: insidp ••••••••• ( ) 

2. Shantytown house •••• ( ) ou tsi de •••••••• ( ) 

3. Flat •••••••••••••••• ( ) 6. With bath •••••••••• ( ) 

4. House ••••••••••••••• ( ) without bath ••••••• ( ) 

Furnishings: 

Ra dio ••••••••• ( ) washing machine ••••••• ( ) 

cassette •••••• ( 

record player. ( 

TV •••••••••••• ( 

) 

) 

) 

'frig •••••••••••••••• ( ) 

Hoover •••••••••••••••• ( ) 

carpet •••••••••••••••• , ) 

25. Accommodation you will live in on your return to Turkey: 

A. a) As previously •••••••••• ( ) 

b) In a new house ••••••••• ( ) 

B. 8) 1. Own accommodation ••••••••••••••• ( ) 

7. In home of parents or relations.( ) 

3. In rented accommodation ••••••••• ( ) 
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b) Type of house: 

1. Village house ••••••• ( ) 5. WC: inside •••••••• ( ) 

2. Shantytown house •••• ( ) outsije ••••••• ( ) 

3. Flat •••••••••••••••• ( ) 6. With a bath ••••••• ( ) 

4. House ••••••••••••••• ( ) without a bath •••• ( ) 

c. Furnishings: 

26. 

radio ••••••••••••••• ( 

cassette •••••••••••• ( 

record player ••••••• ( 

TV •••••••••••••••••• ( 

) 

) 

) 

) 

washing machine •••••• ( 

'frig •••••••••••••••• ( 

Hoover ••••••••••••••• ( 

carpet ••••••••••••••• ( 

Number of Job Changes in FRG and Reasons: 

) 

) 

) 

) 

a) Work Place b) Type of Work c) How did you find it? 

1. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

2. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••••• 

3. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

4. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

5. ••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

6. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

d) Time Spent There e) Reason for Change f) Distance from Previous Job 

1. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

2. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

3. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

4. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

5. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

6. • •••••••••••••••• · . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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27. Number of Accommodation Changes and Reasons: 

a) Loc'stion of House b) Type of House c) How you Found it 

1. • •••••••••••..••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

2 •••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

3 •••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••• 

4 •••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••• 

5. • ••.••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••••••••••••••••• 

6. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

d) Time Spent There e) Reasons for Change f) Distance f~om Previous House 

1. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

2. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••••••••• 

3. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

4. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

5. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••••••••• 

6. • •••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •••••••••••••••••• 

28. Do you find li fe here expensive? 

Y 8S •••••• ( ) 

No ••••••• ( ) 

29.A. What are your present monthly earnings? •••••••••• ·,···"··'" 

B. How much do you save per month? •••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••• 

C. How do you intend to use your savings? 

a) Buy a house in Turkey ••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

b) Buy some land in Turkey •••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

c) Take a car back to Turkey ••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

d) Establish a business in Turkey •••••••••••• ( ) 

Ki d fbi • • • • • • • • • • • • n 0 us ness: ••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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D. How much do you intend to save before you return to Turkey? 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

3D.A. If you had enough money and/or legal permission, where would you 

want to establish a business? 

a) In FRG •••••••••••••••• ( ) 

b) In Turkey ••••••••••••• ( ) 

c) Where exactly? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

d) Reasons: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• , ••••••••••••••••••••• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

B. If you cannot save enough in a short while, do you intend to stay 

here for a longer period, e.g. until retirement? 

a) yes ••••••••• ( ) 

b) No •••••••••• ( ) 

c) Reason: ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

C. Was this your intention when you first left l~rkey? 

a) yes ••••••••• ( ) 

b) No •••••••••• ( ) 

c) If no, when and why did you change your mind? ••••••••••• •••• 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

31. In your spare time what do you do? 

a) Visit friends and relatives •••••••••••••••••• ······( ) 

b) Go to the cl"nema ••••••••••• ( • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
) 

c) Walk around the city ••••••••••••••••••••••• ········( ) 

d) 0 th •••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • er ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
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32. Do you read the papers regularly? Yes •••••••• ( ) 

No ••••••••• ( ) 

Which papers? ~) Tercuman •••••••••• ( ) 

b) Hurriyet •••••••••• ( 

c) Milliyet •••••••••• ( ) 

d) others ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • 

33. Do you regularly ••••••• 

A. Watch TV? Yes •••••• ( ) 

No ••••••• ( ) 

Which programmes? a) News ••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

b) Films •••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

c) :Otb.rs •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

B. Listen to the radio? yes ••••••• ( ) 

No •••••••• ( ) 

Which stations? a) Turkish broadcas~s from Cologne •••• ( ) 

b) Voice of Turkey •••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

c) Others •••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••• ••• 

C. Listen to cassettes? yes ••••••• ( ) 

No •••••••• ( ) 

What kind of music? aa) Turkish folk music ••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

b) Turkish classical music •••••••••••• ( ) 

c) Other •••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••• 

34. How do you spend your annual holidays? 

a) Working in FRG ••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

b) Going to Turkey •••••••••••••••• ( ) 

How do you go? 1. By plane ••••••••••••• ( ) 

2. By own car ••••••••••• ( ) 

3. By bus ••••••••• • • • • • • ( ) 

,.... ( 
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35. a) uo you belong to a Trade Union here in FRG? yes ••••• ( ) 

No •••••• ( ) 

b) When you were in Turkey did you belong to one?yes ••••• ( ) 

~IO •••••• ( ) 

36. Which Turkish associations are there in your area? 

a) I don't know •••••••• ( ) 

b) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
• 

c) Are you a mE~ber of one? yes ••••••• ( ) 

No •••••••• ( ) 

If no, why not? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

37. a) Do you know the aims of the Turkish associations in your area? 

Yes ••••• ( ) 

No •••••• ( ) 

b) Do you approve of these aims? yes ••••• ( ) 

No •••••• ( ) 

Reason: •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

c) Do they function according to these aims? yes ••••• ( ) 

No •••••• ( ) 

38. When you first came to FRG, what di ffieul ties did you encounter? 

a) None ••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

b) language difficulties .. ( ) 

c) Others •••.••••••••••••.•• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • ••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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39. What ~ort of complaints do you have now? 

a) None •••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

b) Language difficulties ••••••• ( ) 

c) others ••••••••••••• • • ••••••• • • ••••••••••••••••••••• • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

40. a) What do you think of Germans? •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

· . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ' •.......•..•.•...• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

b) What do you think of their behaviour towards Turks? •••••••••••• 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
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